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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the 
discourse of writing conferences in a Hong Kong context and its effects on the 
revision processes of EFL first-year tertiary students whose LI is 
Cantonese. Specifically, three key research questions were targeted: 1) What are 
the characteristics and features of one-to-one student-teacher writing conferences 
in an EFL context? 2) How do the students revise their papers after the 
conferences? 3) What is the relationship between the success of the conferences 
and the characteristics and features of the conference discourse? To investigate 
these questions, the researcher studied the one-to-one student-tutor conference 
interactions at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. In terms of the structure of 
the conferences and the functions of the conference talk, the interactions of the 
one-to-one writing conferences at CUHK were analyzed using the new Integrated 
Coding System developed for this study. The students' first and subsequent drafts 
were also compared using Faigley and Witte's (1981) taxonomy, in terms of the 
types of revision made and the revision operations that were implemented. The 
results indicate that although students' participation was greater in these one-to-
one sessions as compared to that in traditional classrooms, these writing 
conferences were still considered as dominated by the tutors. The greater amount 
of teacher talk, however，did not directly correspond to the success of such 
conferences. These inexperienced writers made more revisions and used 
operations that required more cognitive attention in revising their papers with 
conference treatment In addition, they made more Meaning Changes than 
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Surface Changes after conferences and performed in the opposite way without the 












Integrated Coding System去分析這些單對單的寫作討論會議。而談及學生 
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Since the 1960s, studies on the teaching of writing have focused on the 
difTerent theoretical and pedagogical approaches. For example. Rivers (1968), 
Pinca (1982a; 1982b), and Kaplan (1988) have viewed writing as a product 
And White and Amdt (1991), Hedge (1993), and Tribble (1996) have viewed 
writing as a linear process with difTerent stages involved. And more recently. 
Cope and Kalantzis (1993) and Badger and White (2000) have suggested new 
ways in teaching writing, such as employing the genre approach or by 
combining the genre and process approach These approaches have been 
based on theoretical concepts, requiring that studies focus on the actual 
writings of the students to understand and then develop classroom practice 
With studies showing how theory and praxis can inform one another, the 
writing teachers and researchers have began to see clearly the significance of 
the processes of writing - especially of revision But how do students know 
when they need to revise�What leads them to the stage of revising'^ 
One of the very direct and convenient ways to initiate revision 
processes is to give written feedback on students' writings in general 
classrooms (Kelley, 1973; Horvath, 1984, Purges，1984, Fulwiler, 1989， 
Daiker. 1989). Writing teachers seem to believe that students can understand 
and acknowledge the comments that they received However, this is not 
always the case (Harris, 1982; 1986). Teacher comments can be cryptic and 
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confusing. Written comments can often seem like one way, not two way, 
communication, leaving students' voices and queries silent. So what can the 
teachers and students do in these native speaker classrooms and even more 
challenging in ESL and EFL classrooms, to enhance communication? 
Undoubtedly, the inability of students to participate actively and to 
communicate naturally in classroom discourse makes Second Language 
Acquisition (SLA) slower and harder The inability to do so has a negative 
impact on the development of composition/writing abilities in particular. 
When EFL student writers are only given written comments or grammatical 
corrections in the margins by their teachers, very few learners would have the 
opportunity to ask teachers questions or obtain clarifications. Then it is 
doubtful if the learners are able to comprehend these comments and remarks 
and to revise their writing accordingly. 
In light of this problem, schools and universities have established 
different types of academic settings for augmenting the teaching and learning 
of composition/writing, such as seminars, tutorials and teacher-learner writing 
conferences so as to put learners in a more “intimate，’ discourse setting instead 
of a conventional classroom discourse setting. In these conference settings, 
the number of learners is smaller than in usual classroom settings like lectures, 
and so the learners have more opportunities to interact with the teacher. In 
this case, students have better chances to interact with and to reach mutual 
understanding with their teachers or tutors. These writing conferences seems 
to be a good way to help learners identify their writing problems and to work 
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on them. There are, however, questions that we need to ask regarding the 
usefulness and effectiveness of these writing conferences. For example is the 
teacher or tutor input actually made comprehensible through this particular 
type of academic discourse? If so, do students actually revise their writings in 
light of the discussion of the writing conferences? 
1.2 Dilemma 
A writing conference is a one-to-one interaction between a tutor and a 
student in which the student initiates talk about his or her own writing. "The 
goal of the writing conference is to provide inexperienced writers with the 
opportunity to discuss difficulties and to learn more effective strategies" 
(Taylor, 1993, p. 24). The dramatic growth of writing centers which provide 
writing conferences to students suggests that one-to-one student-teacher 
writing conferences are recognized as a good means of helping students 
become effective writers. These conferences are widely implemented in 
English-speaking countries, and are now gaining popularity in ESL and EFL 
countries. Previous research studies have examined the perception and 
attitudes towards these writing conferences and the effects that they have on 
the students' writing. Among the studies on students' and tutors' perceptions 
and attitudes, most of the studies have been conducted in English-speaking 
countries with native English speakers (Camicelli, 1980), while there have 
been only a few done examining ESL students who were in an English-
speaking country (Zamel, 1985; Sokmen, 1988). By and large, the 
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conclusions and claims drawn have not been based on the examination of the 
actual discourse within the conferences. 
In the '80s, however, there was an increase in studies that analyzed the 
discourse of writing conferences (Freedman & Katz, 1987; Walker & Elias, 
1987). When the research in this area was developing, researchers realized the 
need to study the relationship between the discourse characteristics of the 
conferences and the success of such interactions. Again while some studies 
included a subject sample of ESL learners, these investigations were carried 
out in English-speaking countries (Goldstein & Conrad, 1990; Fitzgerald & 
Stamm, 1992). None of those was able to describe ESL or EFL learners in 
general or in detail. Furthermore, these studies did not attempt to examine the 
revisions made by the students, such as the types of revisions and the revision 
operations that were used. 
1.3 Purpose 
The present study will examine the discourse in the writing 
conferences held in the Writing Center organized by the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and the degree that the characteristics and features identified are 
essential in achieving successfiil conferences. It will analyze the learners' 
output - both spoken and written production, so as to determine: 1) what kinds 
of revisions students make; and 2) how learners deal with the revisions. Most 
important of all, the present study attempts to examine the relationship 
between the writing conferences that the students have and the revisions that 
they make. In other words, to track whether or not there is direct or indirect 
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relationship between a) the discourse of the writing conferences and the topics 
discussed during the interactions and b) the actual number and types of the 
revisions that the students make. 
Following the line of the above purposes, the following research 
questions are posed for this study: 
1. What are the characteristics and features of one-to-one student-teacher 
writing conferences in an EFL context? 
a) In terms of the structure of the conferences; 
b) In terms of the functions of the conference talk. 
2. How do the students revise their papers after the conferences? 
a) What are the types of revisions that the EFL students do? 
b) What kinds of revision operations do they usually use? 
3. What is the relationship between the success of the conferences and the 
characteristics and features of the conference discourse? 
a) What is the structure of the successful conferences? 
b) Does the amount of teacher talk affect the success of the conferences, 
i.e., the number of revisions made in the students' writings? 
c) What are the fiinctions of conference talk in the successful conferences? 
1.4 Plan of Development 
This first chapter is designed to give readers a general idea of this 
research study and some background information relating to the teaching of 
writing in second or foreign language acquisition. Chapter 2 provides a 
review of literature regarding research on writing conference and students' 
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revision processes. The next chapter, Methodology, contains the rationale for 
the design, choice of subjects, types of data, and the framework of analysis of 
the present study. Chapter 5 gives a comparison on different analytical 
framework for writing conference talks and a new coding system for analyzing 
conference talk is developed. The new system is applied to the data collected 
for this study. This chapter also deals with results of the analysis of writing 
conference talk, followed by a discussion that attempts to elucidate and 
support the findings with excerpts from the data. Similarly, Chapter 6 deals 
with the analysis of the types of revisions that the students made and the 
moves that they took in revising. And Chapter 7 attempts to compare 1) the 
relationship of the structure and functions of writing conferences to 2) the 
number, types of revisions in the subsequent drafts of the students' writings. 
The last chapter gives a brief summary of the findings and discussions, 




Those who teach English as a Second Language or English as a Foreign 
Language, in particular, have always been concerned with how to help their 
students to become better writers. There are exhaustive composition courses 
offering lectures and discussions about what is good writing and how to produce 
good writing. As we have all learned, practice makes perfect; only when you put 
something into practice can you ensure whether you have leamt it or not. In 
composition courses, there have been two different approaches to teaching 
writing: the product approach (Rivers, 1968; Kaplan, 1988; Pinca, 1982), as 
traditionally practiced in most schools, or the process approach, which many 
researchers are advocating (Hedge，1988; White & Amdt，1991; Tribble, 1996; 
Badger & White，2000). 
Despite the fact that these approaches see writing differently，when 
writing is put into practice，the most effective and direct means of affecting 
students' writing performance is to give feedback on their papers. Teachers may 
write comments in which they suggest how students may rearrange paragraphs in 
more logical order, elaborate on specific points in their papers, or add more 
examples to support generalizations they have made. In other words, the students 
will be able not only to know the quality of their own writing by looking at their 
grades, but also the areas that they are good at or need to improve in. Alongside 
viewing writing comments in a positive manner, there has been widespread 
questioning (Ziv，1984; Cohen & Cavalcanti，1987a; 1987b; Wallace & Hayes， 
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1990; Cohen, 1991; Mclver & Wolf, 1999) on whether the students are able to 
understand the comment on the papers and whether the students' doubts are 
addressed. In light of these problems，schools and universities create different 
opportunities, such as tutorials, peer groups discussions and one-to-one 
interactions with the writing teachers, to allow students to interact with others 
face-to-face to talk about their own writing. In these new academic discourse 
settings, much attention is paid to writing conferences in which a student interacts 
with a very experienced writer face-to-face. Numerous research studies (Sperling 
& Freedman, 1987; Sperling 1991a; 1991b; Goldstein & Conrad，1990; Newkirk, 
1995; Mclver & Wolf，1999) have examined whether or not these conferences are 
really effective in improving students' ability to write. 
In this chapter, different types of feedback and comments, namely written 
and verbal, will be compared and their effects will be outlined. This will be 
followed by a detailed review of what writing conferences are (one of the most 
popular means of providing verbal feedback). This chapter will also provide a 
detailed consideration of previous research studies that focus on what students do 
with the feedback they receive - how they use feedback as they revise. Finally，a 
critical review of the present status of research in the area of writing conferences 
and their effects on students' revisions will be included. 
2.1 Feedback on Writing 
As discussed earlier on，when writing is put into practice, the most 
effective and direct means of affecting students' writing performance is to give 
feedback on their papers. As suggested by Ziv (1984)，when teachers provide 
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feedback to the students' writings, they are acting like judges in a sense that they 
grade the students' writings while providing comments suggesting ways that 
students can “fix up" their writings. When teachers respond in this manner，they 
expect that students can leam what “good writing" is and to improve their own 
writing in light of what they have leamt (1984, p. 362). Then, the questions are, 
how are comments given to the students? And do students leam from the 
comments given in written or oral form? 
2.1.1 Written Comments 
The long history of teachers giving written comments and feedback to 
students on their writing suggests its popularity, and this convention is still widely 
used today. If teachers are to positively affect students' writing, they must change 
their focus from evaluating and correcting finished papers to helping students 
expand and elaborate on the stages of their composing processes (Pianko，1979). 
The written comments given by writing teachers thus can range from looking at 
the level of grammatical accuracy to the level of thinking in terms of ideas. 
Teachers may write comments in which they suggest how students may rearrange 
paragraphs in more a logical order，elaborate on specific points in their papers, or 
add more examples to support generalizations they have made. Among all types 
of feedback that teachers give to students, Fulwiler (1989) emphasized that the 
priority be given to content issues. With all the efforts of the teachers in 
providing written comments on the students' writings, the students will be able to 
know not only the quality of their own writing by looking at the grades, but also 
the areas that they are good at or need improvements on. 
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In addition, Horvath (1984) suggested that written comments should be 
primarily formative in philosophy and the teachers should throw away their 
traditional role as an expert and a judge. This coincided with the idea that a 
teacher should act as a responder and a diplomatic coach (Purves, 1984). This 
emphasis on formative feedback changes the students' long habits of viewing 
teachers' comments as evaluations of their work rather than responses that they 
can make use of in order to improve their own writings (Ziv，1984). And all these 
comments or responses should be provided in an atmosphere of trust where the 
students and teachers are sharing the same goal (Daiker, 1989). 
In later research studies, most teachers’ responses have been divided into 
different types. For example, Kelley (1973) examined the effects of written 
responses on student writing, with attention drawn to two groups of responses in 
particular. Kelley divided the comments into 1) clarifying responses and 2) 
directive responses. Clarifying responses are defined as “a question or series of 
questions designed to help the student evaluate the nature of his ideas and 
consider alternatives in relationship to the writing skills he is expected to 
demonstrate in this writing" (1973, p. 141). And directive responses as “a written 
comment which gives a specific direction to the student regarding improvement 
of the writing skills which he is expected to demonstrate in his writing" (1973，p. 
141). Although she found that neither of the types of responses resulted in 
significant influence on students' revision processes，the clarifying responses 
might be more effective than directive responses for a particular genre，namely for 
expository essays. 
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With the growth of research investigating the effects of the different types 
of written comments or responses, more and more research studies classified 
teachers' responses into different categories. Another example was the study 
conducted by Buxton (1958). In this study，a group of students received extensive 
marginal, interlinear and final comments suggesting ways they could improve 
their papers; the students also received two different grades stating their 
performance in terms of content and accuracy. Buxton showed that those students 
who received criticism and revised with regard to the criticism were able to 
improve their writing more than those who received only a few general 
suggestions and did not revise. Later, Zamel (1961) studied the text of written 
markings made by ESL teachers on student compositions. She suggested that 
written response which combines error-corrections with positive comments 
regarding content or organization can only be confusing and contradictory, as 
students do not know which type of responses they should focus on. She fiirther 
recommended that, when teachers respond to ESL students, meaning level should 
be considered first. Based on the same concept, Semke (1984) also found that 
those who received written comments focused on content spent more time in 
writing and became more open. More recently, Fulwiler (1989) also emphasized 
that the priority should be dedicated to content issues first. When Kepner (1991) 
studied the effects of different types of response, he found that error-corrections 
and rule-reminders seemed to be effective. However, the consistent 
implementation of a message-related comments model as a primary medium of 
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written feedback was indeed more effective for promoting the development of 
writing proficiency in the second language. 
Despite the advantages of giving written response to student writing in 
promoting their performance, there were by and large criticisms against such a 
means in providing feedback. Firstly, recent research studies suggested that there 
might be a misfit between teacher feedback on writing and the students' interests. 
The misfit primarily lies between what the teachers give and what the students 
want to get As Cohen and Cavalcanti (1987) reported, the reasons for the 
problems might originate from the nature of the teacher's feedback. It was 
regarded as “unclear，inaccurate，and unbalanced" as it focused only on certain 
elements in written output, and overemphasized negative points. Cohen (1991) 
reported in a study that some students expressed their preferences for feedback 
with more emphasis on different areas depending on individual needs. In 
addition, the teacher varied her comments according to the writer and the 
particular composition. All comments were pointing out deficiencies except for 
one that praised the student's writing. 
Another problem was that students vary greatly in their response to 
feedback (Cohen et al.，1987a). Most students spoke positively about the 
comments that they got from the teachers; there were however, some who 
questioned the usefulness of the comments received from the teacher. In addition, 
students seemed to be deficient in their repertoire of strategies for handling the 
feedback that they received. As Cohen (1991) reported, most ESL students did 
not understand folly what the teacher comments were about. And the students 
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also stated that they did not know how to handle the comments that they had 
received from the teacher. 
These studies served as calls for another or a new means of providing 
feedback on student writing. As Cohen et al concluded, the teacher stressed the 
importance of individual conferences with her students while learners displayed a 
most positive attitude toward the teacher's feedback, "resulting largely from the 
regular interaction sessions reported having with [the] teacher" (1987a, p. 69). In 
other words, only with face-to-face interaction can the learners ask for 
clarification and elaboration of the written comments from the teachers or ask for 
assistance if they are unable to handle the comments or to revise their writing. 
2.1.2 Spoken Feedback 
As suggested by Bruffee (1995), human conversation takes place within us 
and among us. When it takes place, it is known as reflective thought. He argued 
that reflective thought is public or social conversation internalized, as shown by 
the work of Lev Vygotsky (1978, cited in Bruffee, 1995). According to Bruffee, 
in the "external arena" of social exchange with others, we experience and leam 
"the skill and partnership of this conversation” (1995, p. 89). Bruffee's theory 
originated from Oakesott (1962, cited in Bruffee, 1995) who argued that what 
distinguishes human beings from other animals is our ability to participate in 
conversations. He stated that, 
as civilized human beings, we are ... an accumulating body 
. . . o f conversation. It is a conversation which goes on both in 
public and within each of ourselves". And more importantly, 
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"education ... is an initiation into the skill and partnership if this 
conversation in which we leam to recognize the voices, to 
distinguish the proper occasions of utterance，and in which we 
acquire the intellectual and moral habits appropriate to 
conversation. And it is this conversation which ... gives place and 
character to every human activity and utterance. 
(1962，p. 199) 
In other words, if thought is what we have internalized from public and 
social talk, then writing is to externalize the public and social that we have 
already internalized as thought (Bruffee, 1995). 
With the stress on conversation, or rather face-to-face interaction which 
allows teachers and students to interact and exchange conversations，new 
educational contexts are being introduced to schools and universities: peer-
tutoring, writing workshop, writing conference and a fast-growing number of 
writing centers or writing labs which offer these services (Harris, 1982，1986). 
According to Harris (1982), there are many advantages in giving spoken feedback 
to students about their writing in particular; namely providing more precise 
feedback which can be negotiated during the interaction; changing the traditional 
setting of learning environment; changing the traditional relationship between 
teachers and students; and helping students critique their own writing. In the 
following sections, a review will given on the most popular type of spoken 
feedback provided to student writing: writing conferences. 
2.1.3 Writing Conferences 
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In the last few decades, the teaching of writing has changed significantly 
in educational institutions. It has been affected by a different phenomenon; 
structures for teaching writing have become considerably freer and more flexible, 
partly because of a greater openness to experimentation and continuous 
questioning of the conventional composition teaching methods. This climate has 
encouraged the development of support services for writing programs, such as 
writing centers, labs or workshops, which focus on individualized instruction 
outside the classroom context. One of the services provided by these programs is 
known as the writing conference. According to Camicelli (1980), this conference 
method is based on certain teaching principles. And only through these 
principles can conferences be used most effectively. He strongly recommended 
that writing should be taught as a process; and a conference teacher must develop 
a set of priorities based on a reasonable understanding of what writing is. These 
two principles together made the full definition of what Camicelli (1980) called 
the conference method. 
Writing conferences are supported by many teachers and researchers. And 
the growing number of articles on tutorial conferences suggests that the 
profession has in some measure accepted the value of giving individual attention 
to students and of designing flexible programs that allow students to work at their 
own pace and within their own stage of development. Some of the advocates of 
writing conferences consider this concept to be the "prime method" for teaching 
writing (Harris, 1986，p. 3): 
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Conferences，opportunities for highly productive 
dialogues between writers and teacher-readers, are 
or should be an integral part of teaching writing. 
(Harris, 1986, p. 3) 
Perhaps the most successful practice in the teaching 
of composition has been the regular conference to 
discuss the problems and progress of the individual 
student. 
(Squire & Applebee，1968，p. 254) 
We should spend nearly all of our time conferring 
with individual writers. That seems to be what they 
need most 一 supportive response and help with their 
problems in the particular piece they are working 
on. The writing process demands it. Discourse 
theory calls for it. Research on writing supports it. 
I don't see any way around it. 
(Cooper, 1977, p. 21) 
We have tried conferences for three years, and we 
are convinced they represent the most valuable 
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innovation in the enrichment of the high school 
curriculum in English. 
(Emig，1960, p. 228) 
These student-teacher writing conferences have become a popular and 
effective pedagogical event (Harris, 1986; Squire & Applebee，1968; Goldstein & 
Conrad, 1990; Walker, 1992). The conference occurs outside traditional 
classroom settings so that the teacher and student can interact one-to-one. In this 
case，it allows both the participants opportunities to express not only academic but 
also personal concerns about any number of issues. The topics can range from 
specific student papers to writing in general, and even to areas only tangentially 
related to writing (Freedman & Sperling, 1985). In addition, it is both “a 
conversational dialogue" and "a teaching-learning event” (p. 107). According to 
Gumperz (1982), the "dialogic properties" of conferences allow both participants 
to engage in seeking and maintaining a mutually agreeable level of interaction. In 
other words, meanings and interpretations are being continuously “negotiated by 
speaker and hearer and judgments either confirmed or changed by the reactions 
they evoke，，(p. 5). Conferences are also "constrained by the teacher-student 
relationship and the relative status of one to the other ... that the teacher gives . 
new knowledge to the student" (Freedman & Sperling，1985, p. 107). 
To many writing teachers and researchers, there are many good reasons 
for using the conference method, such as those listed by Camicelli (1980). Since 
individualized instruction in writing is more effective than group instruction, the 
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individual nature of conference instruction makes it more popular to students than 
the conventional writing classes. 
Simmons (1979) tested the effectiveness of the Garrison method, that is a 
one-to-one based method of teaching composition. It was found that the freshmen 
in both the remedial and regular English classes showed significantly greater 
writing gains than those in the control group (quoted in Walker, 1992). Similarly， 
Fritts (1977) compared the quality of the writing of the freshmen who had writing 
conferences with those who did not. It was reported that significantly better 
writing achievement was found in the students who had conferences. In addition, 
researchers have investigated a wide range of variables. For example, Kates 
(1977, cited in Walker，1992) compared course grades; Sutton (1975, cited in 
Walker, 1992) compared retention and course grades; and Gates (1977，cited in 
Walker, 1992) compared retention and course grades and completion of credit 
hour; concluded that the students who had writing conferences general performed 
better than those in traditional academic settings. 
As discussed earlier, verbal comments are far more effective than written 
comments in helping students revise their writing. On the one hand, writing 
conferences in which verbal comments are given by the teachers to the students 
allow teachers to make more effective responses to the paper. They give 
opportunities to the students to leam more from the responses on the other. In an 
oral conference, it is possible for a teacher to make more comments than in an 
equal amount of time spent in giving written comments (time limitation is always 
a harsh reality in providing feedback). Moreover, the presence of the student 
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allows the teacher to tailor a response to the student's needs and to make sure the 
student actually understands the comment that is given. 
Written comments can be ambiguous or confusing to students. In a 
conference, the student has the opportunity to negotiate the ambiguous comments 
with the teacher upfront, or even to defend against the comments that they do not 
agree with. Furthermore, conferences can promote self-learning, and they 
encourage students to make independent judgments, ask questions, evaluate and 
criticize their own writings (Applebee, 1978; Bereiter, 1980; Britton, Burgess, 
Martin, McLeion & Rosen, 1975; Mclver & Wolf, 1999). This approach is very 
different from traditional writing instruction, in which the students are set in the 
receptive mode (whether or not they understand the information that they 
receive). In the conferences, the students have their role to play in initiating 
topics and negotiating the misunderstood and the not-understood. In other words, 
conferences open up a door for the students to take some responsibility for their 
own learning. 
Given the value of writing conferences, researchers continue to explore 
the advantages and disadvantages that the method brings to education, particularly 
bringing the idea in practice. Many research studies obtained not only the 
perception and attitudes of the teachers towards this method, but they also 
collected information from the other party, the students (Garrison, 1974; Laque & 
Sherwood, 1977; Camicelli, 1980; Steward & Croft，1982; Walker & Elias, 1987; 
Harris, 1995). Some studies presented descriptive discourse analysis of these 
conferences and examined the several characteristics which affect the degree of 
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success of the conferences (Jacobs & Karliner，1977; Davis, Hay ward，Hunter & 
Wallace, 1989; Freedman & Sperling，1985; Walker & Elias，1987; Bodice, 1998; 
Walker, 1992; Mclver & Wolf, 1999). Others attempted to bring the relationship 
between the certain characteristics identified in the conferences and the effects 
that they had on students' writing processes, namely on the subsequent drafts of 
the students' writings (Freedman & Sperling, 1985; Sperling, 1989; Goldstein & 
Conrad, 1990; Wallace & Hayes, 1990; Sperling, 1991a; 1991b; Fitzgerald & 
Stamm, 1992). Similarly to this group of previous studies, the present study 
aimed at investigating the relationship between the writing conferences and the 
revisions that the students made. In order to study the relationship between the 
two, it is essential to look at research on revision. 
2.2 Revisions 
2.2.1 Revision: Definition and Its Role 
Revision plays a very important role in the teaching and learning of 
writing. Revision has been crucial in the field because it acts as a guide for the 
students to “organize what they know in order to find a line of argument, to learn 
anew, and to discover what was not known before" (Fitzgerald, 1987, p. 481). In 
addition，the gradual shift from the product to the process approach pushed 
forward the idea that revising is embedded in the process of composing. Yet, 
writing is still viewed as a linear model even with the developed process 
approach. It is mainly described as composed of prewriting, writing and 
postwriting (Rohman & Wlecke，1964; Rohman, 1965). Not until Murray (1978) 
renamed the three stages as prevision, vision, and revision that revision was 
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viewed as the main focus of postwriting which was also the core of the writing. 
He divided revisions into two types: internal and external revisions. Revisions are 
internal when the writer goes through process of discovery; and external when the 
writer alters his text to accommodate an audience. In between the two, Murray 
stressed the importance of internal revisions; however, teachers tend to emphasize 
the external kind. Della-Piana (1978) also supported the significance of revision 
in composing, and she described writing in three stages: dissonance，tension, and 
reconception. All these researchers supported the theory that while described in a 
linear fashion, composing was a process. In contrast，Sommers (1980) theorized 
that revision occurred recursively until the writer has resolved the dissonance 
occurred in the writing process. Similarly, Bridwell (1980) in investigating the 
revising strategies used in students' between-drafts revision, suggested the 
concept of revision includes both the mental process and the actual changes made. 
And Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986) used the term reprocessing to refer to the 
mental processes of revision and defined it as a more suitable theoretical term 
than revision as it referred to not only the final product in revision, but also what 
goes on mentally. 
To summarize the different views on whether revisions should be regarded 
as a final product of linear composing processes, or a stage which recurs during 
the composing processes, Fitzgerald (1987) identified three views: 
First, if subprocesses could be hierarchically embedded，then 
revision could occur at any time in the composing process. Second， 
thinking of revision as something that could be embedded in other 
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subprocesses of writing, such as planning. And third, revision does 
not only referred to the actual change made either in the final stage 
of the composing process or reoccurred at any given stage during 
the process，it was the process of the revision itself, that is before 
pen meets paper. (1987，p. 483) 
With the growing attention paid to revisions in student writing，research 
studies moved from merely naming and defining revision to studying the effects 
that it could have on the quality of student writing and, more importantly, the 
factors affecting students' ability to revise. Beach (1976) reported that students 
who revised more and were more competent self-evaluators were more superior 
as compared to those who did not revise. The study, however, overlooked the 
question as to whether the absence of revising by certain students was due to the 
student's unwillingness to do so; or because a student did not think revising was 
necessary; or no or very few revisions of the paper were indeed needed. Deiterich 
(1976) criticized Beach's findings as doubtfiil, claiming that writers of better 
papers might well have had less need to revise if they were more capable of 
producing a more successful draft than the other students. 
In later years, research studies focused on the variables affecting the 
students' ability to revise. The variables studied included age, gender, 
motivation, proficiency level, writing instructions and learner strategies in 
revising. The National Assessment Educational Progress (NAEP, 1977) 
examined the difference in the types of revision made between three age groups: 
9，13 and 17. The study reported that in terms of stylistic and informational 
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changes, while the eldest age group, 17, made more changes of this kind, in most 
of the categories they identified, all age groups performed in a similar manner. 
The overall organization, tone，or ideational ratings, however，were not improved 
after the writings were revised. In the same study，it was also found that females 
revised more successfully than males. 
In terms of motivation，Stallard (1974) compared the writing behavior of 
“good student writers." The students who wrote better papers were found to be 
more likely to reread their papers and to make changes as they reread. These 
students also made a greater number of single word，multiple and paragraph 
changes. Students' behavior of revision activity was compared, and the 
instruction that the teachers gave was also examined in other studies. Beach 
(1979) compared the use of different instructional strategies in relation to 
revision. Three different types of instructions were studied: between-draft teacher 
evaluation, guided self-evaluation forms, and zero evaluation. Beach reported 
that the students who received between-draft evaluation from teachers revised 
more successfully. The study proved the importance of the teachers' role in 
providing information or materials that triggered revision and when was best to 
provide such information or materials in helping the students to revise. 
Later, Sommers (1980) compared the revising strategies used by student 
writers and experienced adult writers. In the study, Sommers asked the writers to 
name the changes that were made in their own writing and to define it. While 
there was a variety of terms and definitions in the student writer group, almost 
every experienced adult writer termed the changes as rewriting except two who 
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termed the changes as revising. From the term that the experienced writers used, 
it was shown that these writers emphasized revising or making changes to the 
piece of writing as a whole. However, there was a different case for the student 
writers. In many cases，the students placed a symbolic importance on their 
selection and rejection of words as the determiners of success or failure for their 
compositions. In other words, they focused mainly on changes to their papers at 
the word level or phrase level as they revised their writings in smaller discourse 
units. The experienced writers described their primary objective when revising 
as finding the form or shape of their argument. Put simply, these writers saw 
revising at the ideational, informational and stylistic levels which were well above 
the word/phrase level. 
2.2.2 The Development of Coding Systems in Revision Research 
These theoretical and empirical research studies on revision suggest the 
importance of revision in the composing processes whether they are viewed as the 
final product, process or even as subprocess that could occur at any stage of the 
composing processes. These studies moved from merely examining the effects of 
revision in teaching writing and different variables affecting a writer's ability to 
revise to examining the actual revisions that were made on the writers' writings. 
Until the 1960s，the earliest model for categorizing revision types was developed 
by Hildick (1965). He classified the different types of revisions made during the 
writing of literary texts. The system was, as criticized by Faigley & Witte (1981) 
too impressionistic. It limited the applicability of the classification methods. The 
initial attempt was followed by a study carried out by the National Assessment of 
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Educational Progress (NAEP, 1977), which compared the revisions made by 
writers of different age groups. The subjects were asked to write a report or a 
letter of complaint in pencil; they were later given an opportunity to make 
changes on the work in pen. The changes were coded into nine categories, 
ranging from cosmetic to informational and ideational changes. The NAEP 
(1977) study also investigated the effects of revision on the written texts and 
classified the changes into organizational, stylistic, continuational, holistic and so 
on. Although these systems were momentous, Faigley and Witte (1981, 1984) and 
Fitzgerald (1987) criticized these systems for being over impressionistic, lacking 
well-developed theoretical support. The categories also overlapped and there was 
not a clear distinction between what meaning and surface changes are. Finally 
there was a lack of categories classifying the kinds of revision operations. 
To address these problems, a new set of coding systems were developed. 
Bridwell (1980) designed a way to analyze revision at different stages during the 
composing processes, employing a classification system which consisted of 
mutually exclusive categories. She included revision operations into the system， 
such as addition, deletion, substitution, and rearrangement. Similarly, Sommers 
(1980) classified changes by length and by type of operation. 
However Faigley and Witte (1981, 1984) and Witte (1985) argued that one 
very important element in writing coherence was neglected in previous research 
studies such as the above ones. Thus they included the property of coherence in 
which emphasis was put on the theme or the gist of the text. In other words, they 
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examined not only the syntactic aspects of texts, but also the semantic structure. 
The difference between surface and meaning changes was also clearly defined 
based on the works of van Dijk (1980), Kintsch & van Dijk (1978). Meaning 
changes were then fiirther classified into microstructure and macrostructure 
changes. Most importantly, the types of revision operations were addressed in the 
system including deletion，addition, substitution, permutation, distribution and 
consolidation. As Fitzgerald (1987) stated, Faigley and Witte's system was 
“clearly the most comprehensive available to date" and the system was widely 
adapted after its publication in the 80s (Witte, 1985; Wallace & Hayes，1990; 
Fitzgerald & Stamm, 1992). 
With the development of coding systems classifying types of revision and 
revision operations, there was a dramatic increase in research studies which 
investigated the revision made by student writers. Bridwell (1980) analyzed the 
revisions made by grade 12 students in an informative or argumentative essay at 
different stages of writing (i.e.，in-process first draft，between-draft, and in-
process final draft). She reported significant associations for the levels of the 
essays and the number of times that they were written. She also suggested the 
definite developmental differences in the ability to revise successfully were found 
when comparing essays that were rated high and low. 
Wallace and Hayes (1990) examined whether students who were given 
specific instruction to revise could make more global changes and whether these 
changes resulted in better texts. They asked two groups of first-year university 
students to revise a text provided by the researcher. One group was given 
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instruction on how to revise globally, while the other was simply asked to make 
the text better without instruction being provided. They reported that student 
given positive specific instructions showed results leading to more global revision 
in their texts; the treatment did produce higher quality texts with more emphasis 
on global changes rather than local ones. Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) also 
employed Faigley and Witte's system in analyzing the types and operation of 
revision. This was a follow-up to a prior study which they carried out in 1990. In 
this research，they studied the influence of conferences on revision knowledge and 
revision activity by comparing the performance of a knowledgeable and a 
relatively naive reviser. They reported that there were dramatic differences found 
between the two revisers in terms of conference influence. It was also found that 
the naive writer benefited more from the conferences and had a clear 
developmental progress in revision. 
2.3 Research Gap 
In the teaching of writing, two different approaches have been 
implemented: the product approach and the process approach. In whatever ways 
used to teach writing, teachers must first of all provide an appropriate number of 
opportunities for students practice in developing texts on their own. Despite the 
fact that teachers are constrained by tight schedules and syllabi and choose the 
product approach, the process, which is recommended by an enormous number of 
research studies and experiments, allows students opportunities to think about the 
writings they have done again and opportunities to make their texts better. But 
what are the factors leading to students providing better quality texts? And how 
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are students revising them? And what kinds of revision are students making that 
possibly lead to better quality writing? One of the most direct and effective means 
is to give students feedback: either written or spoken. In the present study, one of 
the most effective types of feedback, the writing conference, will be examined. 
This study is interested in conferences that take place in EFL contexts in 
particular. Do these conferences lead to more revisions in subsequent drafts? And 
most importantly, what kinds of talk in the conferences can enhance students' 
ability to revise? 
In the following section，previous research which examined the writing 
conferences between teachers and students will be discussed followed by previous 
studies that have attempted to establish the relationship between conferences and 
revisions in students' writing. And finally the gap in this research area will be 
identified. 
2.3.1 Studies Based on Attitude, Perception and Impression 
Since the introduction of writing conferences in Western countries, there 
have been claims about their role in helping learners become more effective 
writers. These claims, however，were mostly based on the participants' 
impressions of, or attitudes towards, writing conferences. 
As Camicelli (1980) concluded, these writing conferences are a more 
effective means of feedback than written comments. And this has to do with the 
interaction structure of these conferences. He suggested that these conferences 
offer learners opportunities to express their opinions and needs and to ask for 
clarification when the teachers' comments were not understood. However， 
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Camicelli's conclusion needs to be verified as they were drawn only from the 
evaluative comments from the learners towards the conferences they participated 
in. In later years, similar conclusions were drawn for conferences with ESL 
learners (Zamel，1985; Sokmen, 1988). These studies, on the one hand, only 
focused on native speakers and ESL learners; none was conducted with a subject 
sample of EFL learners. On the other hand，they were only based on an 
examination of students' or teachers' evaluations of conferences. None examined 
the actual discourse of the conferences. 
2.3.2 Studies Examining the Actual Discourse of Writing Conferences 
Language teachers, especially those who teach writing, recognized the fact 
that research studies could not draw conclusions based upon attitudes and 
perceptions. Thus a larger number of studies investigated the different aspects of 
the discourse of writing conferences. Walker and Elias (1987) compared the 
conference transcripts of the five highest-rated with the five lowest-rated 
conferences by both the tutors and the students. They concluded that the key 
element in achieving successful conferences was the agenda of the writing 
conferences; that is, what was being talked about And they reported that 
conferences were successful when the focus was on the student and the student's 
work rather than on the tutor's. Similarly，Davis et al. (1988) examined the oral 
interaction of undergraduate writers and graduate tutors. They discovered that the 
tutor-writer conferences talk has characteristics of both the classroom talk and 
non-classroom talk. And the tutors were fiinctioning as both a peer and a teacher. 
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In the same year, Sperling (1989) focused on the content and structure of 
writing conferences in order to understand what constitutes the teaching and 
learning of writing for different secondary students who were put in an explicitly 
interactive context. She suggested that writing conferences, a collaborative act, 
served students' learning as writing. In other words，by participating in the 
explicit dialogue in the teacher-student conversation in the conferences, students 
collaborated in the implicit act of acquiring and developing written language. Not 
long after, Sperling (1991a) examined students' struggle with the structure as well 
as the content of their writing. She also examined how different students engage 
in the processes of writing and learning to write in the writing conferences. In the 
study, she focused on three ninth graders who were significantly different in terms 
of the amount of talk produced in the conferences: one was very quiet, one was 
very talkative and the third was in the middle. It was found that the conference 
input was considered both filling informational and interactional needs. Sperling 
(1991b) also studied the conversations that took place between a specific student 
and the teacher. In addition, she also described the characteristics of other brief 
exchanges that occurred between the student and the teacher. Although these 
studies were based on small-scale case studies, the studies led us to consider 
composing processes as functions of social context; a foil range of educational 
settings should be opened up to give way to examine the ways in which 
interactions in different leaning contexts privilege different ways of interacting 
with others. 
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These studies examined the actual discourse of writing conferences，but 
were all conducted in native-English-speaking countries. Moreover, even when 
the studies examined the discourse that took place in conferences, they seemed to 
neglect the relationship between the discourse and subsequent revisions. 
Although they have identified the characteristics and features of discourse 
structures of the conference and analyzed the structure of conferences which were 
evaluated as successful by teachers and learners, both studies did not take into 
consideration the relationship between these characteristics and features of the 
interactions and their success. 
2.3.3 Studies Relating Writing Conferences and Students' Revisions 
Not until the early '90s did the research studies start to investigate the 
relationship between writing conference discourse and the subsequent revisions 
that the students' made. Wallace and Hayes (1990) compared the revisions made 
by two groups of students, with one group provided with instructions on how to 
make global changes and the other group without instructions provided. They 
found that the students who were given explicit instructions made significantly 
more global changes than the control group, and that the quality of their writings 
were much better. Moving above the level of examining whether to provide the 
students with explicit instructions or not. Walker (1992) studied the effect that 
teacher talk in writing conferences would have on the students' revisions on 
papers. She analyzed the interaction transcripts of the writing conferences that 
were rated as successful by both the tutor and the student. She reported that there 
was no direct relationship between the amount of talk on either side of the 
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participants and the rating of the conferences. And she concluded that "what is 
crucial is not who talks more but what the agenda is (what they talk about)... and 
who owns the agenda" (p. 72). Furthermore, Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) 
studied the influence of conferences on students' revision knowledge and revision 
activity. Several conclusions were drawn in this study. First, the differences in 
quality of writing could affect differences in conference discussion, which in turn 
affects the revision knowledge and revision activity of the student; they claimed 
that the better (quality) the writing was, the less need there was to revise the 
writing. Second, in successful conferences, there was a central purpose to help 
writers to know about “universal features of writing or what makes a good 
composition" (p. 46). And third, in a similar finding to Walker and Elias (1987) 
and Walker (1992), they found that the high percentage of teacher talk compared 
to student talk had no relationship with the success of the conferences, whether in 
terms of participants' judgment or the amount of revisions that the students made. 
Although Fitzgerald and Stamm's study had successfully brought writing 
conferences and students' revisions together, these conclusions were drawn only 
from two first-grade revisers — initially knowledgeable reviser and a relatively 
naive one. 
2.3.4 Studies Examining Second Language Learners 
The studies that have been discussed are based on the examination of 
native speaker writers' evaluation or behaviour. Goldstein and Conrad (1990), 
however, led a new era in the field, by examining the conferences with ESL 
learners. These learners came from different countries with different ethnicity to 
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study in the United States, and they had roughly the same language proficiency. 
Goldstein and Conrad (1990) were the first to investigate the students' texts to 
determine how students dealt with the revisions discussed in the conferences and 
the role negotiation of meaning played in the success of such revisions. They 
found that students who negotiated meaning made revisions in the following draft 
that improved the text. In contrast, when students did not negotiate meaning, 
even when they actively participated in the conference, the subsequent revisions 
were often either unsuccessful or not attempted at all. Goldstein and Conrad 
(1990) pioneered the research field in bringing the relationship of learners' 
participation in negotiation of meaning and the successfiil revisions of drafts 
together. However, the ESL students were from different ethnic and linguistic 
backgrounds who went to study in an English-speaking country, not a in foreign 
language context. And the students were not considered as in-group members of 
the society which might cause psychological variables affecting their interactional 
behavior in the conferences. In addition, the kinds of talk in the writing 
conferences that enhanced the students' ability to make successful revisions were 
not explored. 
2.3.5 Lack of Research Studies in EFL Contexts 
As shown above, most of the research studies on writing conferences have 
been based on the examination of native speaker writers (Camicelli, 1980; 
Freedman & Katz，1987; Walker & Elias, 1987; Sperling，1989; 1991a; 1991b), 
and only a few on second language writers in an English-speaking country 
(Goldstein & Conrad, 1990). Thus there is a need to explore the role of such 
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writing conferences in contexts with foreign language writers, like those in Hong 
Kong. In doing so, it is possible to find out whether the claims and conclusions 
drawn more than a decade ago still apply. And if so, are the claims and 
conclusions drawn from groups of native speaker and second language writers 





The study examined the one-to-one oral interactions that occurred between 
undergraduate Year 1 writers and experienced writing tutors in the Writing Center 
at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. This study also examined the initial and 
final drafts of the students' writings which were discussed in the writing 
conferences. This would allow the researcher to explore the possible 
relationships between the discussion about the writings and the actual revisions 
that were made in the subsequent drafts. There were five student subjects and two 
participating writing tutors in the study. The five student subjects were enrolled 
in the required academic course for English majors; the two participating tutors 
both worked in the Writing Center providing tutoring services. The researcher of 
the study asked for the consent of all the subjects and participants before the study 
commenced. There were altogether ten conference interactions that were studied. 
And these conferences were audio-taped, transcribed and analyzed, and the 
corresponding initial and final drafts of the writings were also analyzed. 
3.1 Settings 
This study examined the writing conferences that took place in the Writing 
Center organized by the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The center is a sub-
section of the Independent Learning Center operated by the English Language 
Teaching Unit (ELTU). All students of the university are welcome to enroll in 
the Writing Center, and the students' performance in any activities in the center 
do not affect the grades of their courses. In the writing assistance program, 
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writing tutors and students interact in one-to-one writing conferences. Students 
are required to bring along a piece of writing to discuss with the tutors. The 
purpose of these conferences is not to proof read the students' writings nor to 
check on the grammar aspects. Thus, before each conference begins，the student, 
under the guidance of the writing tutor, will set an agenda on which the 
conference should focus. 
Each conference lasted for approximately 30 minutes (sometimes longer if 
there was no booking following the particular session). All the sessions followed 
a similar format, which is described in the writing tutors' guidelines given by the 
center. The tutors began the sessions by trying to discover the nature of each 
assignment. And they, together with the students, set an agenda for the 
conference, attempting to draw out the writer's goals and priorities before 
proceeding. They then began to work only after clarifying the assignment and 
establishing priorities. After the discussion on the writing, the tutors then 
suggested that students revise their drafts and bring them to the next conference in 
the coming week or by appointment And at the end of each conference，the 
students filled out forms provided by the writing center which required them to 
list a) the areas that they wanted to be discussed and b) the areas which they 
thought were actually discussed. At the same time, the tutors wrote a short report 
on a) the problems that the student encountered and b) the areas that were 
discussed during the conference. 
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3.2 Participants 
There were three tutors and 13 subjects in the initial stage, and the actual 
number of subjects of this study was modified resulting from the drop out rate of 
students among the group of subjects. In the final stage, there were altogether 
seven participants in the present study. All of them were either staff members or 
students of the Chinese University of Hong Kong who volunteered to participate 
in the study. They included 2 writing tutors and 5 student subjects. 
3.2.1 The Writing Tutors 
The writing tutors of the ELTU who offered one-to-one writing tutorial 
services in the writing center at the DLC also worked as fiill-time language 
instructors responsible for service language teaching (English) to all students at 
the university. All the tutors were at least Master's degree holders in linguistics or 
related subjects; some were even doctoral candidates or had received their 
doctoral degrees. These tutors possessed years of university-level teaching 
experience and had at least more than three-years of experience teaching English 
as a second language in Hong Kong. The most experienced tutor had more than 
ten years working with local students. 
Invitation letters were sent to all the writing tutors of the center in the 
initial stage. Four of the tutors volunteered to participate and agreed to let the 
researcher audiotape the conferences subject to the consent of the student 
subjects. In order to maintain a continuous record of the conferences of the 
student subjects, those students who had fewer than three conferences during the 
semester would not be included in the data corpus. Thus, at the final stage of the 
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data collection，only student conferences with two tutors were included in the data 
corpus. 
One of the writing tutors was male, and the other one was female. As 
shown by the continuous appointment of the students with these two particular 
tutors, it appeared that the students had no or very little difficulty in understanding 
the tutors' spoken English (i.e.，accent). It might well suggest that the tutors' 
style were generally comprehended by the students and that they were 
comfortable discussing and sharing their composing processes with these tutors. 
3.2.2 The Student Subjects 
Similar to the number of tutors participating in the present study, the 
number of students was reduced towards the end of the data collection. There 
were altogether 13 students at the beginning, but only 5 at the end. This was 
because this study only examined the conferences of the students who had three 
or more conferences during the fall semester. 
These students were all Chinese studying in a Hong Kong university, and 
all of them passed both the HKCEE and HKALE. These students had obtained 
grade C or above in the HKCEE to be English majors in the university. The aim 
was to get a group of subjects that was as homogeneous as possible with 
comparable levels of proficiency, ethnicity, age, educational background，culture 
and so on. 
All of the students were Year 1 undergraduates who were taking the 
course ENG 1310 (Writing About Language and Literature) offered by the 
Department of English of CUHK. It was a required academic writing (EAR) 
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course for all English majors. In this course，students were trained on their 
research skills，composing ability and thesis development，organization，etc. 
There were three essays assigned for the fall semester. The students were free to 
choose any topic they were most interested in，and all the three essays were 
written around the topic that the student had chosen. According to Kepner 
(1991)，the use of writing prompts which are personally and cognitively engaging 
are essential to developing writing proficiency in emerging second language 
writers. And the advantage of allowing the students to choose their own topics in 
turn allows more room for the students to create. There were also prewriting 
sessions in which the students discussed a variety of topics they were interested in 
developing with their classmates. 
For each of the essays, the students were required to submit both the first 
draft and the final draft which came a week after. And they had at least 2 weeks' 
time preparation, so students who volunteered in the present study took this 
opportunity to discuss their writings in the center before the final draft was due. 
As explained earlier, the final subjects were selected based on: 1) whether they 
had conferences for all the essays and 2) whether they had done the revisions of 
drafts. There were three male and two female students at the final stage. 
3.3 Data Sources and Data Collection 
Data was collected concerning different aspects because only through 
triangulation could the study obtain a more holistic picture of the effects of 
writing conferences on the composing processes of student writers. 
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3.3.1 Questionnaires 
Questionnaires were given to the student subjects at the beginning of the 
semester. This was to collect past academic background and information from the 
students so that the researcher could develop demographic profiles of the subjects. 
Similar questionnaires were also given to the writing tutors for gauging 
background information. 
3.3.2 Writing Conference Interactions 
One of the main sources of data was the interaction between the tutors and 
the students in the writing conferences. These interactions were audio-taped, 
transcribed and then analyzed. Each of the conferences lasted for approximately 
30 minutes (sometime longer if there was no appointment following); however, 
the first 5 minutes and the last 5 minutes were used for completing forms. Thus， 
each interaction was approximately 20 minutes long each. 
In order to minimize the intrusion of the tape recorder in the conferences, 
a small tape-recorder was used. Since none of the subjects have writing 
conference experience prior to the participation in the present study, the first 
writing conference of each student was excluded in the data corpus so as to avoid 
any effects that unknown variables (such as unfamiliarity of the setting, the 
presence of the audio equipment, etc.) might have on the performance and 
behavior of the participants. At the final stage of data collection, only five of the 
subjects had three conferences with the writing tutors, yielding ten conferences in 
total (excluding the first conferences) for analysis. The table below shows the 
distribution and length of the conferences. 
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Table 3.1 Distribution and Length of Conferences  
Conference Subject Gender Length of Conference 
1 1 H I 27 mins 
1 Male — ： 
2 60 mins  3 _ , 60 mins 2 Female — ： 4 60 mins  
5 - . , , 60 mins 3 Male — ： 6 60 mins  
7 _ 1 60 mins 4 Female — ： 8 60 mins  
9 - . , 1 60 mins — 5 Male ZT;： 1 0 32 mins  
3.3.3 Tutors' Reports 
This group of data was collected from the Writing Center where the 
conferences were held. Each of the tutors wrote a short report on the problems 
that a student had encountered, the areas that were discussed during the 
conference and special remarks about particular student. The tutor wrote this 
report immediately after the conference had finished so that the completeness of 
the information in this report was guaranteed. This group of data was compared 
with the information that students gave after the conference. 
3.3.4 Students' Forms 
Similar to the procedures of the report that the tutors wrote, students were 
given forms to fill out stating the problems that they had in preparing the writing 
and the areas that were covered in the conference. All these forms were 
completed right after the conference hadfinished. 
3.3.5 Students' Texts 
The other main focus of the study was on the written data, which consisted 
of the students' initial drafts and subsequent revised drafts of their writings. By 
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comparing the initial drafts and the revised ones, it is possible to tell whether the 
students had made successful revisions，and whether these revisions were 
triggered by the discussions that were raised during the conferences, and extent to 
which negotiation of meaning was helpful in making learners effective writers. 
When available，students' notes taken during the conferences were also collected. 
Although there were guidelines on approximately how long an essay 
should be, the actual length of the writings of the students differed quite a lot 
The following table shows the length of each of the student's writings both before 
and after revising. 
Table 3.2 The length of students，writings.  
Length of the Writings  
Subject Paper Before Revising After Revising 
1 1 - 1352 — 1364 
2 835 ~~ 910 
2 3 1514 1582 
4 “ 1314 1313 
3 5 964 — 999  
6 1417 — 1437 
4 7 1350 1368 — 
8 828 — 872 
5 9 1461 — 1474 I 10 I 622 643 一 
The present study examined the kinds of revisions, the number of 
revisions and some of the possible reasons that triggered the students to revise. In 
previous studies that examined the quantity of revisions that occurred in students' 
writings, researchers counted the number of words involved in the revisions in the 
papers. Some researchers, such as Stallard (1974)，reported their results by 
counting the number of words involved in the revisions per paper. This method, 
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however, cannot report reliable or comparable results as the length of the papers 
may vary. Later, researchers such as Pianko (1977), Bridwell (1980), Faigley and 
Witte (1981), Fitzgerald and Markham (1987) reported the results by counting the 
number of words involved in the revisions per 100 words. In these cases, the 
quantity of revisions that occurred in the papers was comparable. In order to 
obtain reliable and comparable results, the present study also counted revisions by 
the number of words involved in the revisions per 100 words. 
3.3.6 Interviews 
For the purpose of triangulation interviews were conducted, at the end of 
the semester, to clarify the reasons why students did not make some of the 
revisions even if the problems were discussed in the conference interactions; or 
why students made some of the revisions that were not discussed. Although not 
every student writer was interviewed at this stage, all the interviews supplied 
valuable information that went on in the student writers' minds. 
3.4 Data Analysis 
This study not only intended to analyze the construction of the interaction 
between the tutors and the students in the writing conferences, but also to examine 
the kinds of revisions that were made in the students' writing, and most of all the 
relationship between the construction process of the conference talk and the 
revisions made. Therefore, data analysis of the present study was divided into 
several parts: (1) a descriptive quantitative discourse analysis, across cases, of 
teacher-student writing conferences, based on their conference transcripts; (2) a 
descriptive quantitative analysis of the kinds of revisions that were found in the 
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final draft of the students' writings, by examining those places in the papers that 
had been identified in the conferences as needing revision; and (3) descriptive 
case studies of the most and least successful writing conferences. 
3.4.1 Conference Data Analysis 
In order to give a holistic discourse analysis of the writing conferences, 
the conference interactions were audiotaped and then transcribed using the 
conventions developed by Sacks，Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) which allowed 
the researcher to describe the interactions in greater detail since categories such as 
interruptions and sentence completions are included (see Table 3.3). As a check 
on the reliability of the transcriptions, a checker^ reviewed all the transcripts that 
were prepared and agreement rate was very high. Discrepancies were later 
discussed so that 100% agreement could be obtained. There were, however, 
several words or phrases that both the transcriber and the checker were not able to 
recognize from the recordings because of the background noise effects. 
All conference transcripts were then coded according to the categories 
specified in the Development of Coding System (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2). The 
three different aspects of the interactions: structural, fiinctional and revisions -
were coded on separate transcripts so that they could be analyzed in the computer. 
Again, coding was found to be highly reliable; the researcher and the checker 
reached very high agreement and discrepancies were discussed so that 100% 
agreement was reached. In order to obtain descriptive frequencies of the 
1 The checker has a Master's Degree in Linguistics from Sheffield University in the UK. 
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discourse features, SPSS was used. Tabulations showed the frequencies as they 
were distributed over the variables of interest. 
Table 33 Transcription Conventions  
Definitions Denotations  
Writing tutor T  
Student S  
Rising intonation ？ at the end of the utterance  
Interruption [ 
Sentence completion [ 
Short pause ^  
Pause (Pause)  
Long pause (Long Pause)  
Silence (Silence)  
Physical movement (Description in brackets)  
Unclear words (Words in brackets)  
Inaudible words (...) 
3.4.2 Analysis of Revisions of Writings 
Apart from giving quantitative and qualitative description of the discourse 
structure of the writing conferences, one of the main purposes of the present study 
was to determine the relationship between what was discussed in conference and 
what was revised in the subsequent drafts of the students' writings. And thus, an 
examination of the revisions that were discussed in the conferences was carried 
out to determine what elements in the conference discourse influenced the 
students, whether to revise or how to revise the discussed areas. In addition, 
many other revisions that occurred in the subsequent drafts were also identified. 
After the transcripts were coded and analyzed，the students' papers were 
examined. The first draft was compared to the subsequent draft, and all the 
revisions occurred were marked: the places in the papers that had been identified 
in the conferences as needing revision were bold-faced; while those in the papers 
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that had not been identified in the conferences were underlined. All the identified 
revisions were then coded using the taxonomy developed by Faigley and Witte 
(1981) and later modified by Witte (1985) which was widely adapted (Wallace & 
Hayes, 1990; Fitzgerald, 1987; Fitzgerald & Stamm, 1992). The taxonomy of 
revision changes was based on whether new information was brought to the text 
or whether old information was removed in such a way that it could not be 
recovered through drawing inferences. And the revision changes were divided 
into two types: (1) Surface Changes - changes that do not bring new information 
to a text or remove old information; (2) Meaning Changes _ changes that involve 
the adding of new content or the deletion of existing content. According to 
Faigley and Witte (1981), these revisions, either surface or meaning changes, 
were done by moves such as addition, deletion, substitution and rearrangement. 
When analyzing the actual writings of the students, it was found that some of the 
changes involved restructuring. Therefore, when the revisions were coded, the 
researcher first determined whether the revision was a surface change or meaning 
change; and then she further classified what moves were taken in making the 
revisions. Similarly, the checker worked on the coding of revisions independently 
and discrepancies were discussed so that 100% agreement rate was obtained. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF WRITING CONFERENCES IN EFL 
CONTEXT 
4.1 Introduction 
This study examined the discourse structure of one-to-one writing 
conferences held in an EFL context in order to provide a detailed and informative 
description of this type of spoken discourse. Features of these interactions were 
noted and hence characteristics of these interactions were identified. There are, 
however, many different ways of naming as well as defining the features that can 
be found in this type of spoken discourse. Therefore, a need emerged for a 
unified method to analyze the interactions that were collected. The researcher 
thus created a hybrid from several developed coding systems so that the labels are 
clearly defined and do not overlap. It was also important to develop a new coding 
system classified utterances logically and systematically, resisting the pitfall of 
lumping data into an "Others" category. 
This chapter will start with a review of the history of the coding systems 
developed for the purpose of analyzing writing conferences, followed by the 
presentation of a newly-created system called the Integrated Coding System. 
Applying this new system，the researcher will analyze the data collected in this 
study. This section will end with the evaluation of this particular system. 
In the second section, the one-to-one interactions of the writing tutors and 
the students will be analyzed. This section will be further divided into several 
parts in which emphasis will be put on different findings: (1) overview of results 
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and findings; (2) the structure of these writing conferences; and (3) the functions 
of these conference talks. 
4.2 The Coding System 
4.2.1 Development of an Integrated Coding System for Writing Conference 
Interactions 
Since 1980s, a few models have been proposed to analyze the interaction 
between the tutors and the students in writing conferences. In Sperling's (1989) 
model, the focus was on topical concerns and structural concerns. In the same 
year, Davis, Hayward，Hunter and Wallace (1988) developed a model by 
modifying Fanselow's (1977). Newkirk (1995) more recently also designed a 
coding system which focused on the “dissonances and tensions" in the writing 
conferences. These models will be discussed one by one in this section. 
4.2.1.1 Davis, Hayward, Hunter and Wallace (1988) 
Davis et al. (1988) carried out a research study to examine conferencing 
styles in the writing center and to compare writing center conversation to the 
description of writing group conversation. In coding the conversations, they chose 
the classroom analysis instrument devised by Fanselow (1977) and added two 
more categories to the developed system. The original system identified four 
types of conversation moves: to structure the nature of the interaction (STR); to 
solicit specific responses (SOL); to respond to solicitations (RES); and to react to 
responses, solicitations, or other reactions (REA). And in this system, Davis et al. 
added two categories for interruptions: 1+ for interruptions in which the 
interrupter assumed control, transforming the conversation into one of Fanselow's 
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purposes, and I- for interruptions which were over-ruled by the original speaker 
(P. 3). 
This coding system can capture “real-world types of conversation," 
enabling analysts to see whether there is real conversation going on, or whether 
the tutors are engaging in forms of teacher talk. This system fiilfills the intention 
of discovering if writing conferences follow teaching or non-teaching patterns. It 
can also describe the structure of the conferences; however，the functions and the 
topics of the conference talks are neglected. As a result, this coding system 
misses much valuable information concerning what actually is being talked about 
during the conferences. 
4.2.1.2 Sperling (1989) 
In the same year, in order to examine the structural as well as the topical 
aspects of the writing conferences，Sperling (1989) conducted a study on the 
teacher-student interaction of the ninth-grade English classroom activities. In the 
study, of course, she only analyzed the one-to-one interactions which occurred 
between the teacher and the student. Other activities during the classes were 
excluded. Sperling (1989) divided the categories in the model into two main 
groups in coding the topical and structural aspects of the conference talk: topical 
concerns and structural concerns. The two categories were further 
subcategorized into topic initiation and topic ownership for topical concerns. 
And syntagmatic relationship of conversational turns, initiation of syntagmatic 
unit and completion of syntagmatic unit as for structural concerns. 
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Although the model allows the researchers to examine the topical and 
structural aspects of the conference talks, it is not extensive enough to describe 
writing conferences in particular. For example, the model examines who initiates 
the topics and who owns the topics (According to Sperling (1989)，initiating a 
topic does not necessarily the case the topic that is raised is tied to or motivated 
by the initiator's own concern. In other words, an interlocutor owns a topic which 
is motivated by or tied to himself or herself (pp. 11). However, it does not 
indicate what the topics are，whether they are related to form or meaning in 
particular. In addition, in analyzing the structure of the conference, it adopts an I-
R-E structure (Initiation-Response-Evaluation, originated from Mehan，1979), 
which would far underdetermine the structure of most of the conference talks. 
This is because writing conference, where negotiation of meaning and roles are 
much encouraged, rarely fits into the I-R-E structure. 
4.2.1.3 Newkirk (1995) 
More recently，Newkirk (1995) integrated the performative theory of 
Erving Goffinan (1959) in understanding the conversational roles taken on by 
students and teachers during college-level writing conferences. The study created 
two “backstage,，areas where both the tutor and the students involved could listen 
to tapes of their own conferences and provide commentary about tensions and 
miscommunications in the conferences (p. 193). The study was particularly 
concerned with “dissonances and tensions," where there seemed to be 
miscommunication, resistance, or renegotiation of roles. And several categories 
were identified in the study including: (1) confusion about terminology; (2) the 
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nature of questions; (3) concerns about audience; (4) concern about specific 
expectations or rules; and (5) responsibility for sustaining the conversation. 
The coding system here is specifically designed to explain the interactions 
where miscommunication occurred. This system, however, is unable to describe 
the structure of the conferences, the function and topic of each utterance or the 
many other interactions where miscommunication did not occur. For instance, 
most of the talk involves explanation or identifying problem. Thus, there is a 
need to include many other categories which would serve the above purposes. 
4.2.1.4 Walker & Elias (1987) and Walker (1992) 
Unlike the coding systems discussed above, this system contains 
categories that were tailored made to describe writing conference talk. Walker 
and Elias (1987) examined 17 writing conferences at university level. The 
participants of the writing conferences, both the tutors and the students, were 
asked to rate their writing conferences to indicate their level of satisfaction with 
their work done in these conferences. The researchers then transcribed and 
analyzed the 5 highest-rated and 5 lowest-rated conferences which were later 
compared with one another. The study developed a discourse analysis system 
which described the topic of each utterance and the types of information and 
knowledge formulated in the writing conferences. The system captured the actual 
wok in the conferences and still was a manageable probe of the masses of data 
generated. There were altogether nine categories: (1) preliminaries; (2) markers; 
(3) explanations; (4) digressions; (5) procedures; (6) criteria; (7) evaluations; (8) 
revision; and (9) test questions. 
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Many of the categories in this system are different from those discussed 
above，considered prevalent in the writing conferences. For instance, in one-to-
one interactions, social conversation which acts as warm up talk or an ice-breaker 
is inevitable. Rapport can also be developed between the two interlocutors 
through these exchanges (Tannen, 1993). And these will be classified under the 
first category - preliminaries. In addition, at the beginning of almost every 
writing conference, the teacher seeks information from the student on what the 
writing in hand is about. This type of conversation actually plays an important 
role in these conferences because it is essential for the teacher to know exactly 
what the lecturer expects or what the student is supposed to provide in the writing 
before getting into greater detail in the discussion. These exchanges will be 
classified under the category of markers. Furthermore, in spontaneous 
conversations, it is very likely that the interlocutors will drift or shift to topics that 
are not on the agenda. These seem to be irrelevant to the discussion of the 
students' writing; however，it is helping the progress of the conference as it is 
again a way of rapport building. And so the category of digressions is also 
necessary. These categories which are frequently found in writing conferences 
do not appear in the other systems; this in turn makes this system more relevant in 
describing conference talk. 
However，some of the categories in this system are not comprehensive 
enough and thus need to be modified so that a more holistic picture of the 
discourse of the writing conferences can be obtained. For instance, in writing 
conferences, interaction occurs in a two-way process, and this involves a lot more 
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participation on the students' part, which is significantly different from that of the 
traditional classroom discourse. Thus, a category, which classifies the utterances 
of the discussion on what the “right answer” is，should not be made exclusive to 
only one party. Rather, another category which includes the students in 
negotiating the “right answer" should be added. In this case，one of the categories 
identified by Fitzgerald and Stamm (1990, 1992) should be included: revision 
knowledge in identifying problem and knowing how to fix it 
It should also be noted that the present study is interested in the 
relationship between the discourse of writing conferences and the revisions made 
in the students' writings. Therefore it is essential to include categories examining 
conference talk about revisions in the discourse analysis system. Although there 
is a category classifying the revisions made during the conference, only the 
revisions which are discussed, and the actual revision process which takes place 
outside the conference will be classified. In addition, the revision category should 
be expanded to further classify the different types of revisions that are discussed 
during the conference. Revisions, under the Fitzgerald and Stamm (1990, 1992) 
system，are classified into surface or meaning revision depending on whether new 
information is brought about by the changes made in the writings. 
The conference discourse are transcribed under the theoretically relevant 
discourse categories，in other words, categories that classify how interlocutors 
participate in building or structuring conference discourse as they address the 
issues or topics surrounding the students' writing. This study examines 
conferences for content as well as for structure because both content and structure 
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have functional relevance. Therefore, the coding system developed in this study 
will also include the four categories of Fitzgerald and Stamm (1990, 1992) that 
describes the discourse of conference talks in determining the structure of the 
writing conferences. They are inform, elicit, reread and elaborate. Summarizing 
the discussion and criticism made in the above section, a modified coding system 
will be tabulated as follow. 
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The Integrated Coding System 
Category Definition  
1. Inform Tells others something.  
�2 . Elicitation Tries to get a response from others. 
3. Reread Rereads part of students' writing.  
g 4. Elaboration Repeats, extends, paraphrases, or summarizes (an) other 
^ statements(s).  
1. Prelimin^ Conversation not directly related to the task at hand. Social  
conversation, conventions.  
2. Marker Utterances which are likely to be very short, which may only 
be a word or two used by the students or the teachers to signal 
understanding, agreement, or sympathy. A marker may (1) 
focus one's attention, (2) encourage the hearer to continue in 
the vein in which he/she is going, (3) indicate that the speaker 
is listening to and/or accepting what the other person is  
saying.  
3. Request for Giving or requesting on new information about the writing 
/Explanation task (process) and/or the content of the paper that the student 
and teacher are examining during the writing conference.  
4. Digression Conversation which is off the subject; comments which are 
1 not directly related to the task at hand, that is, to the 
composing process or to the content of the paper (and which 
g do not fit into category one).  
h 5. Procedure Focusing attention on the mechanics and logistics of the tasks  
at hand; announcing the plan, the procedure.  
6. Request for/ Articulating a general, theoretical model of good writing; 
Criterion setting up a framework of general principles against which the 
teacher can invite the student to participate in evaluating his 
or her own prose; making explicit what is required or  
expected for success in writing in the abstract.  
7. Request for Judging the degree of success of this piece of writing. 
/Evaluation  
8. Identification Conversation which identifies a problem.  
9. Request for Conversation either informs about or elicits information about 
/Knowledge on how to correct a problem spot. 
Revision  
1. Surface Conversation about a revision which would not bring new 
�g information into the text. 
•2 2. Meaning Conversation about a revision which would bring new 
> information into the text. 
1 From Fitzgerald, & Stamm (1992: p. 31) 
2 From Walker & EUas (1987: p. 271,1992: p. 84), except for categories 8, 9 and 10. 
3 From Faigley & Witte (1981, 1984) 
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4.2.2 Application 
The coding system is mainly divided into three main groups, the first is 
structural, the second is functional and the last one is revision. For the structural 
group, the four categories: Inform’ Elicitation, Reread and Elaboration reveal 
how the conferences are built up and tell the structural group. When comparing 
these categories with those used by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974), 
namely Initiation，Response and Follow-up, that is I-R-F, Elicitation has a similar 
function as Initiation and Elaboration has a similar function as Follow-up, but a 
response in the conferences can well be a Reread, an Inform or an Elaboration. 
Thus, these categories which capture the characteristics of writing conferences are 
best to describe the discourse structure. 
As for the functional group, the nine categories identify why an utterance 
is used in a conference. For example, when the tutor and the students are 
discussing how a problem identified in the writing can be improved, this 
particular exchange will be classified under the Knowledge on Revision category. 
In other words, by looking at the topics of the exchanges in the conferences，the 
functions of the utterances are identified, and so these categories are named as 
functional. And the last group revision is tailored to classify the revisions that 
were made during the conferences, the two categories follow the rationale of the 
taxonomies for classify the revisions types and operations in the text analyses, 
that is the Faigley and Witte's taxonomies (1981). 
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With the newly-created integrated coding system, every utterance will fit 
into both the structural and functional categories. In other words, not only can the 
researcher draw a holistic picture of the structure of the conferences，but she can 
also capture the ftmction and topic of each of the utterances within these 
conferences. Below are two illustrations on how the Integrated Coding System 
can be applied to real conference data. The following excerpt has been taken 
from the third conference of a student seeking advice on an essay from a writing 
tutor. 
Codes Utterances 
structural Functional  
Eli tT YOU tell me 
In Pro I don't think we can go through the whole pile within 
half an hour 
In Pro [maybe we aim just the first two pages 
Ela Pro [or up to what it's ok 
Eli Pro [it's recorded? 
In Pro [maybe we focus, maybe we just aim at the first two 
Ela Mark pages 
[o^  
E l a M a r k S: [mm 
Ela Mark [mm 
Ela Mark [mm 
Ela Mark [it's recorded 
Ela Mark [mm 
Ela Mark [mm  
Ela M a r k ~ tT Ok. 
In Pro first of all, 
Eli Pro you tell me，the 
Eli Re.Ex Have you got the outline before you write up this 
essay?  
— I n Ex S: I just got it in my mind instead of writing it down. 
^ E l a M a r k t T " Ok 
In Pro then, that means，lets have a now brief structure of 
Ela Mark your essay 
[ok  
Ela Mark S: [mm mm  
””Ela M a r k x T ^ O k 
In Crit I in in the first paragraph, it is in the introduction  
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Ela Crit S: Yes — 
EU R e . E x t T Can you re what is included in the first paragraph, can 
you remember? 
Ela Re.Ex Background information, structure of the essay，thesis 
statement, topical statement whatsoever，(students 
Eli Re.Ex laughs) 
Can you remember what you have put in your 
introduction?  
Li Ex S ^ Erm, 111 just remember I point the the one who think 
that  
Ela M a r k T T [ok 
Ela ^ that George Orwell  
Ela Mark ^ Yeah 
In ^ George Orwell think that technology is not so good [to 
^ M a r k f T [ok 
In Crit so you so you use this as, we call this as background 
In Crit information, [a starting point to, you set the scene for 
In Ex discuss 
[and so you used George Orwell the author his 
Ela Mark veiwpoint as some background information. 
Eli Re.Ex Ok, you've got background information,  
and what else，have you put in  
Figure 4.1: Illustration of the Integrated Coding System - Analysis of the 
Beginning of a Conference (Transcript J) 
Keys 







Re.Ex Request for Explanations 
Crit Criterion 
* [ Interruptions 
In the above excerpt, there are numerous frequency counts on Procedures, 
Requests for Explanation (in terms of function), and Elicitations (in terms of 
structure) in the interaction. This clearly shows that the interaction has just begun 
and that the writing tutor together with the student are trying to set an agenda for 
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the conference. Before they can set the agenda, it is essential for the tutor to 
clarify the writing task. That is why there are Elicitations on what the essay was 
about. Since it is only the beginning of the conference discussion, categories such 
as Identifications and Knowledge are rarely found. 
In order to illustrate how such categories work in real data, another 
excerpt is taken from the later half of a conference interaction. It is an excerpt 
from the second conference of another student. 
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C”des Utterances 
Structural Functional  
Re Ex T: It has received public attention and criticism in 
Re Ex the territory. Some pessimists think that it will 
cost a considerable amount of government 
revenue which may not be recouped by the 
Ela Mark profits earned from the theme park. 
Re Ex ok. 
In fact. Hong Kong Disneyland can bring 
Re Ex profound positive impacts on the society by 
boosting，economy's tourism, 
Ela Mark and employment, enriching quality of life as well 
In Ev as enhancing Hong Kong's international image. 
In Pro Ok 
In I quite good. 
Let me see 
In K In fact, Hong Kong Disneyland can bring 
Eli Re.K profound positive impact on the society, by 
boosting economy's, 
er，I think you can just say，by boosting, 
or you just say that by  
In K S: [boosting the tourism  
~~Ela M ^ T ? " Yeah 
Ela Ex rather than economy's tourism, 
In Ev [(pause) it's a bit clumsy  
Ela Mark S: [mm mm 
Ela Mark [yeah  
Figure 4.2: Illustration of Coding System - Analyzing the Middle of a 
Conference (Transcript E) 
Keys 











Re.K Requests for knowledge 
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In Figure 4.2，the writing tutor begins to discuss the content of the 
student's essay. The tutor starts the discussion by first rereading the lines from 
the essay, then evaluating the student's work, using utterances such as “quite 
good” and "it's a bit clumsy." Ifs/he notices a problem in the writing, s/he then 
identifies the area which needs improvement. As shown in the excerpt, the tutor 
then either provides or requests information that would help the student to 
improve the piece of writing. 
4.2.3 Evaluation 
From the above excerpts, it is shown that every utterance can actually be 
classified under both the structural and functional aspects of writing conferences. 
Having selectively combined the previously developed coding systems, the 
researcher of the present study has developed an integrated coding system that can 
clearly describe the discourse structure and，functions of these interactions, with 
concise labels and definitions that do not overlap. Without this new system, the 
very valuable information of the function of the utterances would be overlooked 
or would be generally classified as "others". 
4 3 An Overview of the Results and Findings 
With the support of this integrated coding system，the present study is able 
to uncover the actual structure of writing conferences, in an EFL context in 
particular. In addition，the fixnction of the utterances in these conferences can also 
be explored. In this section, a brief summary of the results will be provided. 
In terms of the structure of the writing conferences, most of the turns taken 
by both the tutors and the students were Inform, which initiate topics in the 
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interactions. And the second largest group was Elaboration. However，it should 
be noted that a very dominant functional category of the conference talks. Marker, 
was classified as Elaboration in the analyses. Across every structural category, 
the tutors held higher frequency counts as compared to the students. The tutors 
counted over 50% of the turns in all the four categories in the structural analyses. 
In terms of the functions of the conference talk, three of the categories -
Markers, Explanations, and Knowledge on Revision - were most prevalent among 
the tutors and the students. And less frequency counts were obtained in regards of 
Requests for Criterion, in-conference Surface Revisions, and in-conference 
Meaning Revisions. Similarly, the tutors held higher frequency counts on almost 
every category in the functional analyses, except for ihQ Markers group. 
4.4 The Structure of Writing Conferences in the EFL Context 
In order to give a detail description of the structure of the writing 
conferences in the EFL context, every utterance will be classified under the four 
categories of the coding system that was developed for the present study. These 
four categories are Inform, Elicitation, Reread, and Elaboration. In this section, 
the distribution of these four categories as per the total number of T-units (i.e. the 
minimum discourse unit with a subject and predicate) will be discussed, and each 
of the categories will be examined one by one. 
4.4.1 The Overall Structure 
To study the distribution of the different structural categories in the 
conference interactions，the total frequency counts of each of the categories were 
calculated and an average of each of the conferences was obtained. In the ten 
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conferences, there was an average of 612 T-units in each of the interactions. 
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of the different categories in the conferences. 
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Figure 4.3: Total Fequency Counts of the Structural Features 
Across All Conferences 
As shown in the Figure 4.3, Inform and Elaboration dominated with 40.7% (i.e 
249 out of 612) on their own, and amounted to 81.4% (40.7% + 40.7%) in total, 
which is more than three-fourths of the interactions. And Elicitation counted 75 
out of 612，(12.2% of all the T-units in the interaction). The least frequent 
category. Reread, was 6.4% (39 out of 612). 
4.4.2 Inform 
Informing is conversation that tells others something. Writing 
conferences, try to help students understand the strengths and weaknesses of their 
own writing so that more purposeful subsequent revisions are possible, most of 
the talk was dedicated to discussing the language and content of the writings. 
And thus a large number of Inform was used. Out of the 612 T-units of 
conference talk, 40.7% was identified as Inform. This type of conversation was 
not exclusive to any one of the interlocutors of the interactions. Figure 4.4 shows 
the distribution of the use of Inform between tutors and students across all the 
conferences. 
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Figure 4.4: Percentage of Inform Used by the Tutors and 
Students Across All Conferences 
The average ratio of tutors' and students' use of Inform was 156:93. In 
other words，out of the average of249 Inform identified in the interactions，62.7% 
was produced by the tutors, and 34.3% by the students. As shown in Figure 4.4， 
there was a very regular pattern in the distribution between the two groups of 
interlocutors, despite the greater number onnform identified in Conference I. In 
writing conferences，one of the main tasks of the tutors is to discuss the content of 
the students' writings. The tutors will provide extra information about the 
students' writings during the discussion so that the students will be able to judge 
whether or not the information that s/he has already got was sufficient This in 
turn may lead to Identification of problems or discussion on how to revise the 
area. This will be illustrated by the following excerpt. 
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Code Speaker Utterences 
Ela T: Ok. and ok 
Re legal CD sales have dropped. 
In No, you're talking from 1996 to 1999， 
In that's both are in the past, you've got into the present perfect, 
In it's completed. 
Re It had dropped, the percentage growth, 
Ela mm m m ， 
In I would make this in this sentence here. 
In the percentage growth of the industry was 6%, 
In I would make industry the subject of the sentence. 
In And make something like the industry recorded a negative 
6% growth, 
Eli because you want to emphasize the industry rather than the 
growth, this is the topic，isn't it?  
Ela S: Yes，right. 
Figure 4.5: Inform Produced by Tutor (Transcript F) 
In this excerpt, much of the tutor's talk was informing. The tutor started 
by rereading the sentence from the student's writing and then telling the student 
about the appropriate tense that he should be using in this particular context. The 
tutor then continued with another problem that he had spotted concerning 
sentence structure; he gave suggestions on how to revise the sentence. This is 
indeed a very typical pattern found in the conferences. In other instances, the 
tutor might also ask the student to make some suggestions instead (this will be 
discussed under the section of Elicitation). 
As for the students, they produced 34.3% out of all the Inform identified in 
the conferences. According to Watkins and Biggs (1996), Chinese learners are 
far too passive to engage in equal-footing conversation. It is particularly hard for 
these learners who are under the influence of Confucian ideas that they are 
interacting with a knowledgeable expert and someone with much experience in 
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writing. As a result, a great difference is posed between the interlocutors in the 
conferences. Thus, it was surprising that the students had contributed half as 
much as the tutors did, in terms of the number of Inform identified. The reason 
was most probably that the students were responding to the tutors' request to 
explain both the task and content of the writing that they were discussing. And 
this turned out to be most of the case throughout the conferences. 
Code Speaker Utterance 
Ela T: Ok, 
Eli what are what are you going to look at, 
Ela you use one sentence to summarize [the what are you going 
Ela to talk about in this essay.  
~ I n S : [mainly what what what what what what is I talked about is 
gender gap. 
In how we can see the gender gap in the society maybe through 
the political status of the we- women, 
In we can see that there's gender gap, how people are treat， 
Ela how people [treat female  
Figure 4.6: Inform Produced by Student (Transcript I) 
In Figure 4.6, the student did not produce a string of Inform as much as 
those produced by the tutor. But it should be noted that it was also rare that a 
student would produce a long turn that contained many T-units. From this figure, 
it is clear that it is essential for the tutor to clarify what the writing task in hand is 
about and to clarify whether the student knows what the writing is about or what 
s/he is writing. Therefore, in responding to the requests of the tutor, the student 
would produce a range of Inform, which might be separated by Elaboration or 
clarification requests by the tutors. That was why a very long string oiInform, as 
the tutor has produced, was not common throughout the conferences on the 
students' part. 
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As summarized earlier. Inform as well as Elaboration are the most 
frequently identified categories. This result, however, does not agree with what 
Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) found. They reported an average of only 16.8% of 
the teacher talk as Inform, but 56.8% of the student talk. Whereas in the present 
study, an average of 40.4% of the tutors' talk was identified, and an average of 
41.2% for the students' talk. The great difference found in the result of the 
teachers' talk between the Fitzgerald and Stamm's (1992) study and the present 
study can be explained by the design of the two studies. In Fitzgerald and 
Stamm's (1992), there were only two subjects and they worked on the same paper 
in all the conferences. Thus, it is believed that the teacher was familiar with both 
the students, the students' style, the nature of the writing and the language and 
content of the writings. Therefore, it was not unusual for the teacher to elaborate 
on areas rather than merely identifying the problems and telling or giving 
information on how to revise the paper. Yet, the present study involved five 
different students counseled by tutors who worked with many more students in 
the writing center. In addition, the students worked on a different paper each time 
they had their conference. Thus, the teachers might not have enough background 
on the writings to elaborate on when they were discussing related points. 
4.4.3 Elicitation 
Elicitation is conversation which tries to get a response from others. It is 
usually used to get information from the other party in the interactions. 
Sometimes Elicitation will be a range of related questions which ask for the same 
information. In this case，the first question will be identified as Elicitation, with 
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the following ones identified as Elaboration. Across all the conferences, 
Elicitation counted 75 out of the total of 612 T-units, which equals 12.3% among 
all the conference talks. Unlike Inform, which is not exclusive to any one party in 
the interactions, there were greater frequency counts on the part of the tutor. 
Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of the use of Elicitation between tutors and 
students across all the conferences. 
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of Bicitation Used by the Tutors and 
Students Across All Conferences 
The average ratio of tutors' and students' use of Elicitation was 64:19. In 
other words，out of the average of 83 Elicitation identified in the interactions, 
77.1% was produced by the tutors whereas 22.9% by the students. In these one-
to-one writing conferences, there is an underlying power difference (resulting 
from linguistic competence difference，social status and knowledge expertise, 
etc.) between the tutors and the students. This can cause an unbalanced exchange 
in which one of the parties may dominate the conversations if no attempt is made 
to compensate such power difference. Thus，tutors usually invite the students to 
engage in the discussion by Elicitations. It is also very common to locate 
Elicitation at the beginning and towards the later half of the conferences. 
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Following is an excerpt illustrating how the tutor invites the student into the 
discussion by using Elicitation. 
Code Speaker Utterance 
Ela T: Ok, 
Eli and can you give me a brief outline of this. 
Eli [(pause)You argue it? 
Ela [(pause) Did you argue it?  
- S: [erm 
- [erm 
In First of all，I'll just point out very briefly what is global 
wanning.  
Ela T: Uh ha  
In S: And then I try to argue whether humans are responsible for 
- this kind of global warming， 
In and the consequences of the effect of global wanning to the 
humans.  
Ela T: Mm mm. 
Eli What's the thesis statement you made for the first paragraph? 
- S: Er 一 
Eli T: What claim are you making?  
In S: We should consider why, 
Ela actually this is just one of the examples. 
In because I write in the first paragraph about the Congo Basin 
- in Africa which is a tropical rain forest. 
In and I'm saying that the destroying of trees of deforestation,  
[so I just  
Figure 4.8: Elicitation Used by Tutor at tfie Beginning of a Conference 
(Transcript G) 
The excerpt is taken from the interaction that took place at the beginning 
of a conference. The tutor was trying to obtain the gist of the writing from the 
student, and the tutor continued to elicit information on specific areas of the 
student's writing. In most of the conferences, the student rarely initiates topics at 
the very beginning before rapport is established. The responsibility then falls on 
the tutor to elicit information from the student. Thus most of the occurrences of 
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Elicitation were identified at the beginning of the conferences where the two 
interlocutors needed to clarify the task at hand. Elicitation, of course, was also 
identified at other points in the interactions. The excerpt below was obtained 
from a discussion that occurred during the second half of the conference. 
Code Speaker Utterance 
Ela T: Ok， 
In so here, it should be respected by governments, 
Ela ok 
Re Furthermore... 
Re (pause)…this can... this... every one has the right to live, 
liberty, and security of person, this can be said, 
Eli this refers to what?  
In S: [The the the — 
- T； ‘ 
Eli the what? 
Eli Article 3? 
- S: e-n 
In No. I think is the whole declaration.  
Eli — T: Two. One，two and three?  
In S: Yup. 
Ela T: Ok, 
In one is .. one, 
Eli but two and three, singular or plural? 
Ela For three things.  
In I S: I These. 
Figure 4.9: Elicitation Used by Tutor Towards the Second Half of the 
Conference (Transcript A) 
Towards the second half of the conferences, usually when the task at hand 
was well defined, the tutor started to identify problems and tried to help the 
student to get to know how to revise them. This excerpt starts with an Inform 
prodiujed by the tutor suggesting a way to revise a problem identified earlier. 
And followed by an Elicitation that identified a problem, with several questions 
eliciting mftMmation on how to correct the sentence. As is evident in the last 
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utterance of this excerpt, although the tutor did not tell the student explicitly how 
to revise，with a string of Elicitation, the student was then able to provide the right 
word to put in the sentence with the use of Elicitation. 
In this study, the tutors produced Elicitation so as to get the students be 
more involved in the interactions. They requested for information that they did 
not know (for example, at the beginning of the conferences when they have the 
students explaining what they have done); identified a problem in the writing; and 
also elicited information or led the student to ways of revising their papers. 
The use o让licitation was different from that of the tutors in several ways. 
First, it was always the students who held information at the beginning of the 
conferences，which gave them a role to inform rather than to elicit Second, it was 
always not the case that the students used Elicitation in order to get the tutors 
engaged in the interaction. In addition，the students seldom identified a problem 
in the writing by producing an Elicitation, or to say they seldom identify problems 
in the writing that they have done. Rather, the students elicited information when 
they did not understand what the tutor had just said, or asked for suggestion 
explicitly on how a problem should be revised. 
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Code Speaker Utterance 
In T: Now you're going to elaborate， 
Ela and what are human rights are.  
Ela S: Um um  
Ela T: Good. 
In So we've got T. 
In And we've got[. ‘. 
Eli — S: [What is T? 一 
In T: Topic sentence.  
Ela S: l o h o h o k . 
Figure: 4.10 Elicitation Used by a Student (Transcript A) 
In Figure 4.10，the student did not understand what the tutor meant by “T”， 
and so he asked a question, eliciting clarification from the tutor. When there is a 
breakdown in communication，the party that “slipped，，can either ignore it or 
request for clarification (Gass & Varonis, 1984,1985). So when the students took 
the latter option, Elicitation was produced. 
Similar to the results found in Fitzgerald and Stamm's (1992) study, the 
number of Elicitation utterances was much smaller as compared to Elaboration in 
the conferences. Both the tutors and the students produced fewer Elicitations as a 
whole for the two studies. 
4.4.4 Reread 
The third category. Reread is defined as conversation that rereads part of 
the student's writing. This is not a very frequent category among of utterance the 
four. Only an average of 39 out of the total of 612 T-units, that is 6.4% was 
noted. In almost every conference，it was the tutor who did all the rereading. 
This was due to the lack of knowledge on the writing that the interlocutors were 
discussing on the tutors' part. The student reread only when s/he was asked to do 
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so or when s/he did not quite remember what the sentence or paragraph they were 
discussing was exactly about. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the Reread 
between the tutors and students across all conferences. 
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of Reread Between the Tutors and 
Students Across All Conferences 
The average ratio of rereading of the tutors and the students was 37:2. In 
other words, 95% of the rereading was done by the tutors and only 5% by the 
students. However, it should be noted that there was a much different pattern on 
the distribution between the tutor and the student in Conference B. The ratio was 
15:14, which means the tutor produced 52% of the rereading while 49% by the 
student, was not a very typical case. The reason was revealed in Figure 4.12. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
Ela Ti O^ 
In there is such a word. 
Ela Because I seldom use this word. 
Re (reading the definition) 
In Oh you read it, 
Ela actually its better.  
Re S: Have complicated efforts to combat AIDS in places 
Re like that US, when diseases initially appeared among  
homosexuals.  
Figure 4.12: An Instruction to Reread the Writing (Transcript B) 
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In this excerpt, the tutor initially started rereading the writing on her own, 
then explicitly requested the student to do it as she thought that would be “better” 
With this explicit instruction, the student nearly did all the rereading thereafter. 
The tutor, however, also needed to reread the writing again so as to digest what 
the student had read. That was why there was such an equal amount of rereading 
found in this particular conference. The case below is another reason why 
students reread. 
Code Speaker Utterance 
In T: Let's go through it together. 
Eli Do you want to cut it short? 
In or er let me let me read it first, 
- (student laughs) 
In er because at er at the moment it's difficult. 
Re Homosexuality is the sexual interest in (...) of one's 
In own sex. 
I don't understand in the first sentence. Sorry.  
Re I S: (reading from the passage)  
Figure 4.13: Reread Produced by a Student (Transcript B) 
During the conferences, the tutors always asked for clarification when s/he 
either did not understand what the student wanted to deliver or found a problem in 
the writing that s/he wanted the student to explain. Sometimes, it was the case 
that the student had forgotten the detail about the sentence or the paragraph, or the 
student reread the sentence to get more information as well as more time to think 
in order to respond to the tutor. 
4.4.5 Elaboration 
The last category, Elaboration, is defined as conversation that repeats, 
extends, paraphrases, or summarizes (an)other statement(s). Similar to Inform, 
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this is the most frequently identified category across all conferences. It accounted 
for an average of 249 out of the total 612，which is 40.7% on the whole. Among 
all the other three categories, the tutors held higher frequency counts across all 
conferences. However, in this category, the higher frequency counts went to the 
students. 
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of Elaboration Between the Tutors and 
Students Across All Conferences 
The ratio of the average Elaboration produced by the tutors and the 
students is 121:131, a slightly higher frequency count on the students' part. In 
this category, 48% of the Elaboration was produced by the tutors and 52% by the 
students, despite a different pattern found in Conference F. In fact, this student 
subject provided the fewest number of Elaboration utterances in both the 
conferences that were analyzed. This was due to the fewer number of markers 
found in the interactions (this will be discussed in Section 4.5). 
The greater frequency counts in this category can be explained by the 
nature of the writing conferences. In these conferences, interlocutors interacted 
on a one-to-one basis. Thus there was a need to respond to or acknowledge the 
other party at many points during the interaction. All markers, including 
backchannels and discourse markers which extend another's statement are some 
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basic means of responses. In addition, both the interlocutors produced 
backchannels or discourse markers so as to acknowledge receipt of what was 
previously said and to encourage the speaker to continue with the topic. The 
frequent use of these backchannels and discourse markers, together with 
elaboration of the previous utterance of the speaker (which signals 
comprehension), resulted in the large number of the Elaborations in the 
interactions. 
4.5 The Function of Writing Conference Talk in the EFL Context 
Another purpose in analyzing the discourse of the writing conferences was 
to explore the functions of the conference talk. All the utterances were analyzed 
for their structural value as well as their fiinctional value. Thus they were 
classified into the group of fiinctional categories，too. There are altogether nine 
categories which include: Preliminary, Marker, Explanation, Digression, 
Procedure, Criterion’ Evaluation，Identification, and Knowledge on Revision. 
During the conferences, any attempt to solicit Explanation, Criterion, Evaluation, 
or Knowledge on Revision will be marked with an extra word. Request. If any 
revision was made during the conferences, they were fiirther divided into 
Meaning Revision and Surface Revision. After the utterances were classified, an 
average of the frequency counts was calculated across all the conferences. Figure 
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Figure 4.15: Average of the Total Frequency Counts of the Functional 
Features 
In the ten conferences，there is a remarkably high frequency count for 
three of the categories: Marker amounted to an average of 165 counts; 
Explanation amounted to 141 counts; and Knowledge on Revision amounted to 
109 counts. There was a very low frequency count for Preliminary, the Request 
group and Revision. There was an average count of 2 for Preliminary, Request 
for Criterion, and Request for Evaluation while an average of only one count for 
in-conference revisions (for ho\h Meaning and Surface Changes). The reason for 
the high or low frequency counts of these categories will be discussed in this 
section, and excerpts of the interactions will be extracted in order to illustrate the 
use of these categories. 
4.5.1 The Higher Frequency Categories 
As described earlier. Marker, Explanation, and Knowledge on Revision 
obtained much higher counts on average than the other categories. Marker 
accounted for 27.1 % of the total utterances analyzed while Explanation accounted 
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for 23.2% and Knowledge on Revision 18.7%. By adding the three categories 
together, they made up more than two-thirds of the conferences. Why were they 
so prevalent in the writing conferences in EFL contexts? What was being talked 
about in these categories when they were identified in the writing conferences? 
4.5.1.1 Marker 
Markers are utterances likely to be very short, which may only be a word 
or two used by students or teachers to signal understanding, agreement，or 
sympathy. A marker may be used to (1) focus one's attention, (2) encourage the 
hearer to continue in the vein in which he/she is going, (3) indicate that the 
speaker is listening to and/or accepting what the other person is saying. They are 
also called backchannels in many cases (Jefferson, 1973; Stenstrom, 1984). Some 
of the very common examples are mm，okay, yes’ oh, I see, and really. In the 
writing conferences，much of the talk was dedicated to this particular type of 
utterance. It counted 27.1% out of the total conference talk, which is the highest 
frequency count among the categories. In addition, in all the other categories, it 
was the tutors who contributed more to the interactions. There is, however, a 
different case iovMarkers used in the conferences. 
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of Markers Between the Tutors and 
Studetns Across All Conferences 
As shown in Figure 4.16，a surprising pattern of distribution between the 
tutors and the students was identified. The students produced an average of 59% 
out of the total average Marker identified in the conferences，with only 41% for 
the tutors, nearly a 20% difference. The students used this backchannel feedback 
to show their attentiveness and interest toward the tutors' initiated topics. This is 
especially true in societies where people are influenced by Confocian ideas. 
Code Speaker Utterance 
T: Because you're talking about, in this essay, [in this 
essay, the writer argues you are reporting [what the 
essay is about, [not expressing your veiwpoint, [but 
the way you put it in here, you see, you take away 
this, but apart from health, [money is important, this 
part is exactly the same, [but this part when it is, but if 
you put this part after this part, it is perfectly alright. 
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Figure 4.17: Extensive Use of Markers by a Student (Transcript J) 
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In Excerpt 4.17，the writing tutor started to clarify the purpose of the essay 
which was to report rather than to express the writer's own viewpoint. The tutor 
then identified the problem in the essay. Throughout, the student only provided 
backchannel feedback，in which the student showed that she was attentive and 
that she understood，so that the tutor could proceed with the explanation. Thus 
the tutor continued to suggest how the problem could be improved. The student's 
extensive use of this backchannel feedback can also be explained by one of the 
characteristics of Chinese learners. Despite students' being willing and ready to 
voice their opinions and suggestions, they are far too "obedient" to interrupt the 
tutors (who hold knowledge and expertise) which show disrespect So it is always 
the case that, within one very long turn produced by the tutor, the student has 
already produced quite a number of backchannel feedback responses. But what 
about the tutors who had also produced a large amount of Markers? How were 
their use justified when compared with the use by the students in terms of 
function? Below is an excerpt illustrating the use o^Markers by a tutor. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
Mark T: Ok, you you fair into this quote quite a lot. [Maybe 
Mark you stick it in again, [ok?  
^ [mm 
[mm  
Mark T: Right, change it to have in here, begin this below it. 
Then you can change this to this, this passage, 
(reading from the passage) 
Or do you have to stick it to to er oh, homosexual 
Mark behavior, or to, hm, (pause), hm, ok, 
Mark the meaning is unclear (this is a line from the  
essay), right?  
Figure 4.18: The Use of Markers by a Tutor (Transcript C) 
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As shown in Figure 4.18，although the tutor although produced as many 
Markers as the student did，they used Markers for different functions. The 
Markers used by the tutor can be classified into two types: framing and 
comprehension check. Framing is a way to attract the listener's attention, which 
is often used to signal that a message is on the way or that there will be a change 
of topics (Interactional Strategies，p. 85). And it is usually pronounced in a 
separate tone unit with a falling tone. This type of discourse marker was usually 
found at the beginning of the utterances. For example, “ok” and "right" marked 
with a bolded label “Mark ” The others marked with a regular labels “Mark” are 
comprehension checks. These checks are usually placed at the end of a statement 
and pronounced with a rising tone. By producing these checks, the tutors could 
make sure whether the students understood or not (Long, 1983). The use of these 
checks could also provide the students with the opportunity to take the floor, 
though the usual practice of the students was only to provide backchannel 
feedbacks, thus, resulting in an even greater number Markers on the students' 
part. 
4.5.1.2 Explanation 
Explanation gives new information about the writing task (process) and/ 
or the content of the paper that the student and teacher are examining during the 
writing conference. This category had the second highest counts among the 
categories from Figure 4.15，counting 23.2% of the total conference talks. Figure 
4.20 shows the percentage spread between the tutors and the students in average 
in the number of Explanation identified. 
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of the Use of Explanations Between the 
Tutors and Students Across All Conferences 
The average teacher-student ratio in the use of Explanation is 88:53 as 
shown in Figure 4.19. However，Conference E has a very different pattern in the 
distribution between the tutor and the student counts (this will be discussed in the 
later part of this section). If we take out the counts from Conference E, the 
average ratio becomes 74:58; in this case，the discrepancy between the two is 
much smaller. In other words, an average of 56% of Explanation was produced 
by the tutors, while 44% was produced by the students. Although the tutors and 
the students were very similar in terms of quantity, there were differences 
between the two in terms of quality, that is the function o让xplanation used. The 
excerpt below shows the use of Explanation by a student 
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Code Speaker Utterance  
T: And then from here，it is the second part, it is about  
-> S: [Business 
T: Techno, technology  
S: [technology bene  
T: Ok. how technology benes benefits business operation 
whatsoever, [ok.  
S: [mm mm  
T: Then，the third part  
— S: The third part is the development of the cyberspace.  
T: How technology improve er, living standard? [no?  
S: [mm  
一 T: Actually — 
— S: [actually it's about electronic communication power. 
Figure 4.20: Explanation Used by a Student (Transcript J) 
As indicated by the arrows in Figure 4.20，the female student was 
describing what her writing was about It was unusual for the student to start the 
conference by introducing and describing her own writing either in terms of 
process or content. In most of the cases，the tutor guided the student in providing 
such information. As shown in this excerpt, the student was largely led by the 
tutor's Request for Explanation in describing her own writing. In addition, it was 
also very common that the Explanation produced by the students consisted of 
very short turns which usually were not informative enough. Thus, the tutor 
needed to ask for further detail in terms of both the content and process about the 
writing. As a result, the student engaged in a long exchange in describing and 
providing information about the writing which consisted of quite a number of 
short turns. This in turn resulted in the higher frequency counts in the use of 
Explanation by the students. Similar to the case of Markers, the tutors and the 
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students used Explanation to serve different functions. For example, the tutors 
produced Explanation for two different functions; below is one of them. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
T: Ummm, 
— your topic sentence here (...), your paragraph here, 
the reason, why do people practice deforestation. 
— Africa, your next paragraph here starts with, 
— Africa is an economically less developed country. 
Well, and the utmost pivotal, pivotal is an 
adjective.  
S: I Um mm.  
Figure 4.21: Explanation Used by a Tutor (Transcript G) 
In terms of the piece of writing, the students held more information than 
the tutors. So the main function oiExplanation for the students - introducing and 
describing the writing - was not the case for the tutors. Instead Explanations 
were identified on the tutor's part when s/he was trying to paraphrase the 
information that was obtained either from reading or from the student. This was 
always a means for them to ensure that they had understood the intention of the 
student writer correctly. The arrowed utterances are some of the examples found 
in the tutor's talk. There was also another function Explanation which was 
identified in the conferences. 
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Code Speaker Utterance  
T: [and then? 
[what do mean b-
I can't see the causal relationship.  
S: (laughs) 
T: Ok, maybe I check this. This is your topic sentence. 
— As suggested by this one，political participation refers 
— to engagement in activities which are legally 
provided for within the system and are aimed at 
> influencing the government in some way. That is 
— orderly, legitimate or otherwise for the purpose of 
affecting. The following discussion focuses on those 
activities which represent the most common forms of 
political participation in the territory. These include 
assumption of office in the public arena, participation 
— in elections，involvement in and public expression. It 
— is not surprising to find out that there is an under 
— representation of women at all levels of government; 
particularly in the New Territories based advisory 
body, the Heung Yee. And women's entry into 
politics is only a fairly  
Figure 4.22: Explanation as Reread Used by a Tutor (Transcript I) 
As Figure 4.22 shows, the tutor did not agree with the paragraph that the 
student wrote. She did not follow the relationship between the sentences. 
However, the student was unable to speak for the paragraph that she wrote. Thus 
the tutor needed to go through the paragraph once. The rereading of the paper 
was also counted under the category of Explanation, as it was conversation which 
deals with the content of the students' writings. As shown in the excerpt, 
rereading a short paragraph already counted 11 Explanation, though rereading 
was not very often in the conferences. 
The high frequency counts reported in the present study echoes with the 
findings of Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992)，though they named this category 
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Content and Procedure. In their study, they reported the items identified 
separately, with an average of 64% for Content and 10% for Procedure in the 
student conference talk. One of the reasons was the students' poor grasp of the 
writing topic or subject. Before they could go into evaluating the writing, 
identifying problems and discussing the knowledge on revision, they had to spend 
much time clarifying both the process and the content of the papers (Walker & 
Elias，1987). Although high frequency counts in Explanation was identified in 
the low rating writing conferences in Walker and Elias' study, their evaluation 
was only based upon the impression and attitudes of the teachers and the students. 
Thus it did not suggest that high frequency counts on Explanation implies a 
smaller number or lower quality of the revision. 
4.5.1.3 Knowledge on Revision 
Knowledge on Revision is conversation which informs about information 
about how to correct a problem spot. Sometimes it is initiated by the Request for 
Knowledge by the other party in the interaction，and sometimes it is an extended 
discussion aiming at the collection of information to correct a problem. An 
average 18.7% of the conference talk was identified as Knowledge on Revision 
including both the tutors and the students. It has the third highest frequency count 
amount all the categories. In terms of the distribution between the two parties, the 
percentage calculated for each of the conferences was presented in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23: Distribution of Knowledge on Revision Between the 
Tutors and the Students Across All Conferences 
Although there was not a unanimous pattern of the distribution between 
the tutors and the students, the frequency counts on the tutors' part was much 
higher. An average of 70.5% of the Knowledge on Revision was produced by the 
tutors, while only 29.5% by the students. In the conferences，after a problem was 
identified, the focus was then usually put about the tutor's side. This was because 
the students lacked sufficient information or knowledge on how to correct the 
problem. Thus even if the student provided information, it would be restricted to 
a short turn. This in turn resulted in a low frequency count for this category. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
T: [somewhere [yeah 
after after the question. And why womens are are portrayed 
as the subordinate group.  
^ [Some 
-> where 
— I'll probably put it here, 
or womens are are always a subordinate group or something  
like that  
Figure 4.24: K ^ w l ^ g e on Revision Given by Student (Transcript I) 
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In the excerpt, the student indicated that he understood what the tutor had 
suggested, suggesting where he would put the sentence to make it more coherent. 
However，the student did not elaborate on how he would put the sentence, in 
terms of the choice of word and structure of the thesis statement. In contraset, the 
tutor would produced a much longer turn of knowledge on revision, and this will 
be illustrated by an excerpt. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
T: Can I say that it is service industry?  
S: Service industry.  
T: Is it?  
— S : Yeah. 
-> T: Ok, [maybe，it is it primarily, 
_> Hong Kong tourism primarily focuses on service 
— industry, 
but neglect, neglect or thus we can see that Hong 
— Kong tourism primarily focuses on 
— but neglect neglect the this one, 
or Hong Kong, thus we can see that Hong Kong 
tourism primarily focuses on service industry, 
r if you don't want to say，but neglect the this. 
— Or and and and ok, and there  
S: [service  
Figure 4.25: Knowledge on Revision by a Tutor (Transcript E) 
The tutor requested for Knowledge on Revision at the beginning of this 
excerpt; however, after the Elicitation, the tutor thought that the student was not 
able to elaborate on the point that he had made. Thus the tutor tried to implicitly 
guide (not asking an explicit question) the student to reveal how he could correct 
the problem. The tutors in the interaction elaborated on points made so as to 
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ensure that the student could understand, thus resulting in long turns of providing 
information which counted 切r Knowledge on Revision for each of the statements. 
In writing conferences, most of the talk was dedicated to the development 
of revision knowledge (Fitzgerald & Stamm, 1992). It was reported in Fitzgerald 
and Stamm's study that most conference talk functioned as developing revision 
knowledge. In addition, among the two groups of interlocutors, most of the 
revision knowledge was provided by the tutors (an average of 24.5% of all the 
conference talks), while a much smaller amount was provided by the student (an 
average of 14%). One of the reasons might be the students were not aware of the 
problems in their writings, and to reach the goal - to help the students revise - the 
tutors started to engage in long explanation or suggestions to help the students 
develop their Knowledge on Revision. 
4.5.2 The Low Frequency Categories 
As shown in Figure 4.15，there were categories which averaged only 1 or 
2 counts, such as. Preliminary, the Request group and in-conference revisions. 
Preliminary, Request for Criterion, and Request for Evaluation all accounted for 
0.3% of the total utterance in the conferences. And only about 0.2% counted for 
both Meaning Revision and Surface Revision. Altogether the five categories 
added up to a total of only 1% out of the conference talk. 
4.5.2.1 Preliminary 
As discussed earlier in Section 4.2, Preliminary is conversation which is 
not directly related to the task at hand. Some of the examples are social 
conversation and conventions. Although they do not help students evaluate their 
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work nor develop the Knowledge on Revision, they help to build up rapport 
between the two groups of interlocutors in which the students are willing to share 
the writing, the problems in particular with someone not threatening (Boxer, 
1990，1993). Figure 4.6 shows that about only 0.3% among the conference talk is 
Preliminary. 
In most of the conferences, there was no Preliminary initiated by both the 
groups of interlocutors. There was only one conference in which a frequency 
count of 8 was obtained from the tutor's part and 7 from the student's part. 
Below is the excerpt revealing what they were discussing during the conference. 
Code Speaker Utterance  
T: Right, 
-> and this is your second visit，you saw (name of 
another writing tutor) before, 
— [did you show this to (name of another writing tutor)  
before?  
— S: Er，no.  
— T: Oh，what did you show (name of another writing  
tutor)?  
-> S: Er，about er Disneyland. 
— T: A di- different essay.  
—— S: Right 
— _ T: Yeah? 
— S: A different essay.  
Figure 4.26: Preliminary to Build Rapport (Transcript F) 
The tutor found in the record that it was not the student's first visit to the 
writing center; however，he was not the tutor when the student visited last time. 
Thus he asked whether the same paper was discussed during the last conference. 
Although there was only 0.3% among the total conference talk that was identified 
as Preliminary, it was actually not regarded as a very low frequency count when 
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compared with requests categories since Preliminary is not the focus of the 
conference. 
4.5.2.2 Requests 
Across the conferences，both the request for criterion and evaluation were 
found to be infrequent categories. Among all the request categories, Request for 
Explanation and Request for Knowledge obtained much higher frequency counts. 
Request for Explanation was usually produced by the tutors who asked for 
clarification of the writing process, writing task and the content of the writing at 
hand from the students. There was an average count of 63 out of the total of 607. 
As for the request for knowledge, though the count was not as significant as the 
former one，it was more than twice of the counts of request for evaluation, with an 
average count of 7 and 3 respectively. Criterion and Evaluation were not by 
themselves high frequency count categories, suggesting that these two were 
neither the main focus nor the immediate concern of the tutors and students. 
4.5.2.3 In-conference Revisions 
Both meaning and surface revisions marked the conversation about a 
revision which was carried out during the writing conference. Meaning Changes 
are those that bring new information into the text, while Surface Changes do not. 
One of the main goals of the writing conferences is to help students develop their 
own critical thinking, rather than writing for them. Thus revisions should not be 
made by the tutors during the conference, as it is not likely that the students will 
be able to do so well spontaneously in the conferences. Therefore, low frequency 
counts on both Surface 2in6. Meaning Changes made during the conferences might 
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Another goal of this study is to investigate the revision behavior of the 
students in EFL contexts. In order to capture information on what students 
actually do in revising, and how they revise every first and final draft of the 
students' writings were analyzed following the taxonomies developed by Faigley 
and Witte (1981). This chapter will include the following: (1) general description 
of what and how students revise (2) discussion on the types of revisions that EFL 
students made; and finally (3) the different types of revision operations that the 
students implement. 
5.1 Overview of Results and Findings 
In analyzing the revisions made by the students, in terms of both the 
different types of revisions, and the types of revision operations, the present study 
has adopted the system developed by Faigley and Witte (1981) which has been 
widely employed (Witte, 1985; Wallace & Hayes，1990; Fitzgerald & Stamm, 
1992). In the system，revisions are divided into two main types: Surface Changes 
and Meaning Changes. Faigley and Witte based their analyses on “whether new 
information is brought to the text or whether old information is removed in such a 
way that it cannot be recovered through drawing inferences" (1981, p. 402). 
Changes that do not bring new information to a text or remove old information are 
Surface Changes•’ those that bring new content or delete existing content are 
Meaning Changes. The figure below shows how the two types of changes are 
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further divided and what kinds of operations can be involved in producing such 
changes. 
Revision Changes 
^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
Surface Changes Meaning Changes 
Formal Meaning-Preserving Microstructure Macrostmcture 
Changes Changes Changes Changes 
Spelling Additions Additions Additions 
Tense, Number, Deletions Deletions Deletions 
and Modality Substitutions Substitutions Substitutions 
Abbreviation Permutations Permutations Permutations 
Punctuation Distributions Distributions Distributions 
Format Consolidations Consolidations Consolidations 
(Faigley & Witte，1981，p. 403) 
Figure 5.1: A Taxonomy of Revision Changes 
All the students' writings were analyzed sentence by sentence; when a 
revision change extended to more than one sentence, each sentence was analyzed 
separately. For example, in a long microstructure Addition which spanned over 
five sentences, it was marked five different times. 
In all cases, the subsequent drafts were longer than the original ones. The 
average number of words in the first drafts is 1165.7 words, and there is an 
average of 1196.2 words in the second drafts. The change in the length of the 
papers may suggest that a/several particular type(s) of revision operations were 
more frequent than the others (this will be discussed in Section 5.4). In addition, 
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among all the papers, there was not a single student who did not make at least a 
few changes between the first and second drafts. The number of revisions made 
ranged from 1.89 to 11.01 per 100 words. Across all the papers, the total number 
of revisions identified were divided into different types as outlined above. Figure 
5.2 shows the distribution of the different types of revisions made across all 
papers. 
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Figure 5.2: Average Number of Different Types of Revisions Across All 
Papers (per 100 words) 
The average number of revisions made is 7.9 per 100 words across all papers. 
And among the four types of revisions, Micro structure change is most frequent 
with a count of 3.76，andMacrostructure change is the least frequent type with a 
count of 0.67 items. Surface Meaning Change has the second highest frequency 
counts averaging of 2.1，and the third frequent type of revision，Surface formal 
change has a count of 1.16 in average. Before analyzing why there is such a 
pattern in the different types of revisions in the students' papers, the following 
section compares the number of revisions made in the papers. 
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5.2 Comparison Across the Papers 
As discussed in the previous section, there is a great discrepancy between 
the highest and lowest number of revisions in the students' papers. As suggested 
by Bridwell (1980), the great difference in the number of revisions made 
indicated that there were substantial variations in the students' perception of the 
need to revise or willingness to revise. 
In Figure 5.3，there is a count of 11.01 per 100 words for the highest 
counted paper，while only 1.89 per 100 words for the lowest counted paper. 
12 .00 -1 
Number of _ -
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Figure 5.3: Total Number of Revisions (per 100 Words) Across All 
Papers 
Although there is such a great difference in the number of revisions made in the 
papers with the highest and lowest number of revisions, there is quite a consistent 
pattern in the number of revisions made in the other papers. It is found that the 
number of revisions in Papers 9 and 10 were much fewer (which were done by the 
same student). The total number of revisions identified is 4.08 and 1.89 
respectively for the two papers. In other words，there is only an average of 2.99 
items found for this particular student One of the reasons might be the two 
papers were of better quality. Deiterich (1976) claimed that writers of better 
papers might well have less need to revise if they are more capable of producing 
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relatively successful first drafts. As evaluated by the writing tutor, the papers of 
this student were of complex structure. 
Speaker Utterance  
T. You didn't study, Arts or  
S: Fm a Arts student  
T: [yeah yeah. Arts student  
S: Yeah, 
T: The sentence structure is very good. It reflects that it is not 
the level of university student, it is very educated, [the, very 
elaborated, the the way you present it.  
S: [mm   
T: Good choice of words and and sentence structure. A lot of er 
with great complexity. Only by making clear of the nature of 
technology, can we go fiirther to discuss the transformation 
technology has been making to our lives and society as a 
whole. So that mean we have to er to be clear about the 
nature, no no matter whether it is destructive or constructive. 
We have to make clear the nature before we can talk about it, 
whether it is good or bad, ok. Is my interpretation correct? 
Transcript J 
Figure 5.4: A Tutor Evaluating the Student's Paper 
From this excerpt, there is extensive praise from the tutor on the student's 
paper, suggesting that the student's paper was of high quality, “not of university 
level. ” The student's paper was not only good in the choice of words，but also in 
the sentence structure and the way the text was presented. In the conferences of 
this particular student, other praise was also found. Some of the examples were: 
Ok, good thesis statement. 
Your structure is very clear. 
The way you present it is very elaborated language. 
Fm sure that you must have a very good grade in 
you're A-level exam. Did you get A? 
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All these comments suggested that the student has a higher language proficiency 
which allows her to produce better quality writings. Thus this may result in less 
need to revise when compared with the writings of the other students. 
For the highest counted paper, there is an average of 11.01 items per 100 
words. As shown in Figure 5.3, there is a consistent spread on the number of 
revisions made across the remaining papers. The differences between the 
frequency counts of these papers are minimal. However there was a great 
discrepancy between the papers in the number of counts with the two better 
quality papers. Thus, it is essential to take out the frequency counts when 
obtaining an average count of both the total number of revisions and the different 
types of revisions made. And in all the following sections, the total counts and 
the averages will be calculated with the last two papers taken out，or otherwise 
stated. Figure 5.5 shows the average of the total number of revisions of all the 
other papers and the different types of revisions made per 100 words. 
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Figure 5.5: Average Number of Revision Across All Paper -
Papers 1-8 (per 100 Words) 
When the two lowest counted papers (which were composed by the same 
subject) are taken out, the average and the total frequency counts are much higher. 
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The average of the total number of revisions is 9.35 per 100 words as compared to 
7.9 per 100 words before excluding the two lowest counted papers. Although 
there are differences in the frequency counts, the distribution of the different types 
of revisions is the same. Microstructure Change proved to be the most frequently 
occurring kind of revision, with an average of 4.43 per 100 words. 
5 3 Types of revisions 
Between the two main types of revisions, there were more Meaning 
Changes made in the students' papers. The total number o^Meaning Changes is 
41.24 and 33.48 for the Surface changes. The following figure shows the 
distribution of the revisions between these two types. 
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of Revisions Between Surface and 
Meaning Changes 
There is an average of 5.16 items of Meaning Changes per 100 words, and an 
average of 4.19 items of Surface Changes. In other words, out of the total 9.35 
items, 55.2% are Meaning Changes, and 44.8% are Surface Changes. This 
echoes with Bridwell's (1980) study where students did not make more surface 
level changes than Meaning Changes. This was a result of the large number of 
changes that involved Addition and Substitutions at the sentential level. 
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However, in Faigley and Witte's (1981) study, they reported a different 
situation in which inexperienced writers' changes were overwhelmingly Surface 
Changes. Only 12% of the inexperienced writers' revisions were Meaning 
Changes. In contrast, the expert adults' changes were more evenly distributed, 
which is more like the case in the present study. In the present study, the 
students discussed their papers with the writing tutors, they had in turn received 
information about what to revise and how to revise their writings. While in the 
case of Faigley and Witte's study, the writers were advised to improve the quality 
of the papers without specific instructions. Thus as they had concluded, the 
changes that the students made were largely restricted to word substitution, 
deletion of words and spelling alterations. 
5.3.1 Surface Changes 
In the previous section，44.8% of the total number of revisions are Surface 
Changes. In this category, revisions are further divided into two main groups: 
Formal Changes and Meaning-Preserving Changes. Formal Changes include 
conventional copy-editing operations, such as Spelling, Tense, Number, Modality, 
Abbreviation, Punctuation, and Format. Meaning-preserving Changes include 
changes that paraphrase the concepts in the text but do not alter the meaning of 
the text. The figure below shows the distribution between the two subcategories 
classified under Surface Changes. 
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of Revisions Between Formal and Meaning-
Preserving Changes (per 100 Words) 
In Surface Changes, more than half were Meaning-Preserving Changes. 
These counted 23.37 items out of the total 33.48 items per 100 words, which is 
69.80% of the total Surface Changes. And only 10.11 are counted as Formal 
Changes, which is 21.20% out of the total. As Sommers (1980) has suggested, 
the students place a symbolic importance on their “selection and rejection" of 
words, and they tend to determine the success or failure of the writing by the 
choice of diction. The students also approach the revision process with a 
"thesaurus philosophy of writing" concept, considering the thesaurus an essential 
tool for lexical substitutions and believing that most problems in their essays can 
be solved by rewording. Thus the fact that students had devoted so much effort 
on word substitution resulted in the higher number of Meaning-Preserving 
Changes under the Surface Changes category. 
In addition, the students in the present study based their revisions on the 
discussion that they had with the writing tutors in the conferences. The main goal 
of the tutors is to help students evaluate their own work and look at the writing in 
a more global way. Thus these tutors state very clearly that the conference 
sessions do not aim to proofread or spell-check the students' writings. Usually 
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the tutors do not devote much time discussing spelling, grammar or other formal 
aspects unless these items hinder the readability of the writings and make it 
difficult for the readers to understand. Therefore it is not surprising that the 
number of Formal Changes within Surface Changes is smaller than that of the 
Meaning-Preserving ones. 
5.3.2 Meaning Changes 
The other type of revisions. Meaning Changes, are revisions that involve 
the adding of new information or deleting existing one. These changes are also 
further divided into two groups: Macrostructure Changes and Microstructure 
Changes. According to Faigley and Witte (1981), Macrostructure Changes are 
changes that alter the summary of a text, whereas Microstructure Changes do not 
More specifically, if a revision results in a change in the summary of that 
paragraph, then the revision will be analyzed as Macrostructure Change, and vice 
versa. The distribution of the two types of Meaning Changes are illustrated in 
Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of Revisions Between Microstructure and 
Macrostructure Changes (per 100 Words) 
Across all the papers, Microstructure Changes overwhelmed 
Macrostructure Changes. There is a total frequency count of 35.19 
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Microstructure Changes out of the total number of 41.24 Meawmg Changes, 
which is 85.33%. And there are only 6.05 Macrostructure Changes in total across 
all the papers, which is 14.67%. As reported in Faigley and Witte's (1981) study, 
most of the changes made by the inexperienced students were Microstructure 
Changes within the Meaning Changes, and Macrostructure Changes only 
amounted to 0.13 items per 100 words. The number ofMacrostructure Changes 
found in their study was even smaller than that of the present study, which was 
0.67 per 100 words. 
The fact that students or inexperienced writers make fewer 
Macrostructure Changes is also supported by Wallace and Hayes (1990). They 
argued that inexperienced writers typically treated revision as a “local task" which 
involved only changing of words and sentences rather than modifying the goals or 
organization of the text. Even when they moved beyond the sentential level, they 
were only rearranging the sentences, combining or splitting them; it was rare that 
the summary of the revised paragraph was altered by the revisions made. 
One of the reasons was that the students had a similar understanding of 
revision strategies and revision processes as requiring lexical changes but not 
semantic changes (Sommers, 1980). Thus，when they moved beyond the word 
level，they were just paraphrasing a large chunk of information instead of 
substituting word by word. As a result, their revisions did not affect the summary 
of the paragraph. The other reason was the students did not have the requisite 
skills to revise globally (Wallace & Hayes，1990). The students might have been 
used to following the structure of the models that they were given in their writing 
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class. One of the examples was revealed in one of the papers by the subject. The 
subject revealed that a model was given in class in one of the conferences. 
Speaker Utterance  
T: Your teacher, actually I think this is a draft，am I right?  
S: — Yeah. 
T: He doesn't, she, she or he?  
S: — She. ~ ~ 
T: She doesn't want you to, she doesn't want you to submit it as a, a 
formal academic essay，am I right?  
S: Er，it，the first draft.  
T: Yeah, because, [(pause) in here you always, it is，yeah, you you 
followed the same pattern.  
S: [and she asked us (sighed) 
She asked us to put the topic sentence in the first sentence of the of 
each paragraph，[and then to add a lot of  
T: [yeah the point is even though you put the topic sentence, it doesn't 
mean that you have to follow the same pattern. You understand what I 
mean? You should have some variety，[(pause) I I I don't know.  
S: [oh oh oh, if s just a style  
Transcript H 
Figure 5.9: A Student Explaining the Writing Task to he Writing Tutor 
This excerpt illustrates that the writing tutor pointed out that there was a 
problem in the way the student was presenting her essay. However, the student 
thought that she was using the same pattern in the topic sentences of each 
paragraph as a style following the same pattern that she leamt in class. Below is 
how the student had put the topic sentences in each of the paragraph: 
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Abortion is believed to be immoral. Thus, it is not 
widely accepted and it should not be allowed under any 
circumstances. (Elaboration in the paragraph). 
Abortion infringes on the natural continuity of human 
beings and hence，it should not be promoted. (Elaboration in 
the paragraph). 
Abortion, in addition, encourages promiscuous 
sexual intercourse; it therefore should be disapproved of. 
(Elaboration in the paragraph). 
Abortion is a violation of basic human right to live, it 
thus should not be accepted. (Elaboration in the paragraph). 
Abortion merely fosters the climate of opinion that 
any unwanted or troublesome human life can be got rid of 
easily. However, every individual should be equaled valued. 
(Elaboration in the paragraph). 
Abortion challenges the sacred tenets of the Christian 
faith which are against the destruction of life. (Elaboration in 
the paragraph). 
Abortion is an unforgettable frightful experience that 
subjects the victims to great physical and mental pain. 
(Elaboration in the paragraph). 
Figure 5.10: Second Draft of a Student's Paper 
As shown in the student's writing, every topic sentence follows the same pattern. 
It has “abortion” as the subject followed by the disadvantage of abortion. In 
addition，every topic sentence was italicized so as to emphasize on the parallel 
structure of the sentences. In the case of this student, even she had been told 
about the problem on presenting topic sentences，and she tried to revise the topic 
sentences by de-italicizing them and changing the structure of the sentences; the 
revisions that were made did not alter the summary of the paragraphs, thus not a 
single Macrostructure Change was identified. This echoes with what Wallace 
and Hayes (1990) have suggested: although the students “have the requisite skills 
to revise globally, ... they have an inappropriate task definition, that is, they have 
not defined revision as a task that requires attention to global problems" (1990, 
p.2). And this is exactly when had happened with the subject that was quoted. 
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5.4 Types of revision operations 
In order to know the revising behaviour of the students, it is not sufficient 
to only know the different types of revisions that they made but it is also 
important to know how they process revisions, that is, what different kinds of 
revision operations did the students use. There are six categories in Faigley and 
Witte's (1981, p. 403, 1984) taxonomy: Additions, Deletions, Substitutions, 
Permutations, Distributions, and Consolidations. Additions increase the amount 
of new information to the text, whereas Deletions do the opposite. Substitutions 
are the trading of words or longer units that represent the same concept 
Permutations involve rearrangements or rearrangements with substitutions. And 
Distributions occur when material in one text segment is passed into more than 
one segment, for example, a change where a writer revises a single unit so that it 
falls into more than one unit is a distributional change; in contrast. Consolidations 
do the opposite. All the revisions were categorized under these six types of 
operations. However, when the data was being analyzed, there were occasions 
when the revision did not fall into any of the above categories. For example: 
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Homosexuality is the sexual interest in members of one's own 
sex. Female homosexuality is known as lesbianism. Many male and 
female homosexuals prefer to be called gay, a term that has been 
associated with homosexuality since the early 1900s. Although many 
people consider homosexuality a moral offense and homosexual sex is 
illegal in some states and nations, it is no longer considered a psychiatric 
disorder, and genetic and neural evidence that sexual orientation has a 
physiological basis is growing. Condemnatory attitudes toward 
homosexuality have complicated efforts to combat AIDS in places like 
that U.S., where the disease initially appeared among homosexuals. 
Throughout the history of higher education in United States, college and 
university students have engaged most often in learning activities in 
environments that might be described as traditional classrooms. The 
traditional classrooms are characterized principally by a belief that both 
their curricula content (what is taught) and instructional strategies (how it 
is taught) are objective and value-neutral (Adams, 1992). Indeed, 
throughout the curriculum, little information about lesbians and gays 
exists, and what does exist may often serves to reinforce stereotype. 
Furthermore, in many cases, institutional definitions of multiculturalism 
used to direct policy implicitly or explicitly exclude lesbian and gay 
issue. Under such ignorance, I strongly support that the topic 
"homosexuality" should be included in the education curriculum. There 
is a desperate need for us to foster the idea of "human diversity", our next 
generation should have the right to know what homosexuality is. 
Moreover, a complete set of sex education should be provided to 
eliminate existing misconceptions. In turn, homosexuality education 
brings equality to the gays and lesbians as well; this would help to reduce 
pervasive homophobia (irrational fear of homosexuals) and protect 
homosexuals. 
Figure 5.11: First Draft of a Student Paper (Paper 2) 
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Homosexuality is the sexual interest in someone of the same sex. 
Male homosexuals are known as gays and female homosexuals are 
known as lesbians. And most male and female homosexuals prefer 
to be called gay, a term that has been associated with homosexuality 
since the early 1900s. Indeed, throughout the curriculum, little 
information about lesbians and gays exists, and what does exist may 
often serve to reinforce stereotype. In many cases, institutional 
definitions of multiculturalism used to direct policy, implicitly or 
explicitly exclude lesbian and gay issues. As a result, most of the 
people are “ignorant” regarding the issues of homosexuality. 
Therefore, I strongly support that the topic "homosexuality" should 
be included in the education curriculum. Moreover, a complete set of 
sex education should be provided to eliminate existing misconceptions. 
So that, education on the issues of homosexuality can bring equality 
to the gays and lesbians as well; this will help to reduce pervasive 
homophobia (irrational fear of homosexuals) and protect 
homosexuals from discrimination. 
Figure 5.12: Second Draft of a Student's Paper (Paper 2) 
Figure 5.11 is the first paragraph of a first draft of a student's paper, and 
Figure 5.12 is a revised version of the first paragraph of the first draft. All the 
changes identified appear in boldface type. As shown in the two versions, apart 
from the several types of operations that were identified, there were sentences 
which seemed to be added and deleted. But actually, some of the sentences which 
were originally in the first paragraph in the first draft should not be put there. The 
sentences were elaborations rather than introductions (advice given by writing 
tutor), thus the student was asked to go home and think about how to only include 
background information, thesis statement, purpose statement and so on (this will 
be discussed in Section 5.3.3). Thus there were several times that the student 
moved the whole sentence to the other paragraphs where the related ideas were 
discussed. In other words, the student did not only alter the summary of the 
paragraph, she also altered the structure of the paragraphs. Therefore，in the 
taxonomy, a new category - Restructuring, was added. Restructuring involves 
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the movement of sentences or ideas into different paragraphs, causing a different 
structure in the paragraph or even in the whole paper. As a result, all the revision 
operations were classified into seven different categories including Restructuring. 
Figure 5.13 below shows the distribution of the different categories of revision 
operations across all papers. 
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Figure 5.13: Average Number of the Types of Revision Operations 
Across All Papers 
As shown in Figure 5.13，the most frequently employed revision operation 
is Addition, followed by Substitution and Deletion. However, the other four types 
of operations, which involved larger language units or perhaps required more 
cognitive attention, were not very frequent across the papers of the EFL learners. 
Among all the revisions made. Addition counted 34.86% out of the total, with 
25.22% for Substitution and 23.86% ioxDeletion. Permutation, fourth on the list, 
counted 7.91% of the total. And there is only a percentage count of less than 3% 
for the other three types of operations: Distribution, Consolidation and 
Restructuring. In Faigley and Witte's (1981) study, they found that experienced 
writers used more Addition, Consolidation, and Distribution as a whole. 
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However, they did not describe how often the students employed each of these 
processes. 
5.4.1 The Most Frequently Employed Operation - Addition 
In all the papers. Addition is the most frequently employed revision 
operation. There is an average of 34.68% out of the total number of the 
operations identified. This phenomenon can also suggest the reason why all the 
revised papers were longer than the original. Students, apart from substituting 
different vocabularies (which is the second most frequent operation), added 
words, phrases or sentences whether these linguistic units brought information to 
the original texts or not. In other words, the students were not always able to 
introduce new information or content when they added words to their papers. But 
in most of the cases, the students were able to do so by implementing such an 
operation. Below is a figure presenting the distribution of addition that brought 
new information and those that did not. 
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Figure 5.14: Percentage of Additions Between Those That Bring 
New Information and Those That Do Not 
In half of the papers, 100% of the Addition performed was able to bring 
about new information, and in only less than 30% of the other papers was addition 
employed that did not bring in new information to the original texts. As it was 
always explicitly stated in the conferences that there was a need to elaborate on a 
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certain point or sometimes the student had not finished the paper in the first draft， 
then in most of the cases, the students' aim was to add in new content or 
information. Below is an example of an Addition operated by a student in the 
second draft. 
As for the New Testament, the condemnation of homosexuality 
is mainly in Romans 1:26 and 27 where has St. Paul criticizing sexual 
activity that is against a person's nature or disposition. The passage has 
been variously interpreted to refer to all homosexual behaviors, to 
orgiastic activity, to temple prostitution, or to heterosexuals who were 
engaging in same-sex exchanges. The meaning is unclear. 
Figure 5.15: The First Draft of a Student's Paper (Paper 3). 
As for the New Testament, the condemnation of homosexuality 
is mainly in Romans 1:26 and 27 which has St. Paul criticized sexual 
activity that is against human nature or disposition. 
“ For this cause God gave them up unto vile 
affections for even their women did change the 
natural use into that which is against nature: And 
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the 
woman, burned in their lust one toward, another; 
men with men working that which is unseemly, and 
receiving in themselves that recompense of their 
error which was meet.’， 
This passage has been variously interpreted to refer to all homosexual 
behavior，to orgiastic activity, to temple prostitution, or to heterosexuals 
who were engaging in same-sex exchanges. The meaning is unclear. 
Figure 5.16: The Second Draft of Figure 5.15 After an Addition 
Operation. 
In the first draft of this paragraph, the student merely put down the 
interpretation of a passage from the Bible. She，however，did not directly 
quote the passage that she was referring to. The writing tutor suggested 
that the student should quote the passage before presenting her own 
interpretation if the quote was not too long. Thus the student, in revising 
this paper, added the original passage which allowed the reader an 
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opportunity to read the passage independently and then consider the 
student's interpretation. This type oiAddition is common in the students' 
papers, but there were also times when the student did not integrate new 
information into the text even when they added words. 
Some people criticize that he investment is too big for 
the project. According to senior government officials, the total 
investment for the theme park, including equity, loans, an 
infrastructure expenditure, will be HK$22.54 Billion. After the 
economic turmoil. Hong Kong is at a vulnerable period. They 
think that it is a risk to invest such tremendous government 
revenue as we may not be ale to afford the loss. 
Figure 5.17: A First Draft of a Student's Paper (Paper 5) 
Some people criticize that the investment is too big for 
the project. According to senior government officials, the total 
investment for the theme park, including equity, loans, an 
infrastructure expenditure, will be HK$22.54 Billion. After the 
economic turmoil, Hong Kong is still at a vulnerable period. 
They think that it is a risk to invest such tremendous government 
revenue as we may not be ale to afford the loss. 
Figure 5.18: The Second Version of Figure 5.17 
When comparing the two drafts of this paper, there is only a single 
additional word found in the second version. The whole revision 
operation is bold faced and the additional word is italicized. Although 
there is a change in the tone of the sentence the student is now 
emphasizing the present situation of Hong Kong at that moment, no new 
information is added into the text. It is not usual for a student to revise the 
paper in order just to change the tone. In this case, the student carried out 
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this revision process as advised by the writing tutor in the conference, 
which is typically the case for the rest of the students. 
5.4.2 The Least Frequently Employed Operations 
Across all the papers. Distribution, Consolidation，and Restructuring, had 
the fewest number of occurrences. There was only an average of 0.2% for 
Restructuring and 0.23% for the other two. As defined earlier. Distribution 
involves splitting a long sentence into different shorter sentences according to the 
number of information units. And Consolidation requires the writer to conjoin 
short sentences together when there are close relationships among the ideas that 
s/he is presenting. Both the processes operated beyond the sentential level，and 
surely require a much higher cognitive load and linguistic proficiency in doing so. 
In addition, the newly added category. Restructuring, even requires a higher level 
of cognitive load. The writers have to know very well the line of argument and 
the “pattern，，and “design，，of the argument before they can restructure their 
writings (Sommers, 1980). Thus the students in the present study, being Year 1 
writers at the beginning levels, found it difficult to revise the papers at 
parasentential level. In most of the cases, students did Consolidation and 
Distribution following the advice of the tutors. In every case when Restructuring 
was identified, the student was revising in light of the tutor's advice; the revision 
was not self-initiated (this will be elaborated in Chapter 6). Below are extracts of 
students' writings where Consolidation, Distribution，and Restructuring occurred. 
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Another adverse effect of the economic downturn on the 
local music and movie industries is the decrease in the purchasing 
power of the people. Undoubtedly, people will spend less money 
on entertainment in such an economic climate. They may buy 
fewer CDs and watch fewer films. However, in order to maintain 
their standard of living, some people may be attracted by pirated 
CDs and VCDs, as they are cheaper. 
Figure 5.19: First Draft of a Student's Paper Before Consolidation Occurs 
(Paper 6) 
Another adverse effect of the economic downturn on the local 
music and movie industries is the decrease in the purchasing power of 
the people. People are spending less money on entertainment in such an 
economic climate. However, people have not stopped watching 
movies or listen to music, instead they are buying more pirated CDs 
and pirated VCDs which are much cheaper in price. 
Figure 5.20: Second Draft of Extract 5.19 After Consolidation Has Occurred 
In the excerpt from the second draft, the student changed the sentence 
“(t)hey may buy fewer CDs and watch fewer films” into "buying more pirated 
CDs and pirated VCDs" so that he did not need to repeat the subject again. And 
the student could then conjoin the sentence with the relative clause so that the 
paragraph would not be repetitive. As has been discussed, this type of operation 
was usually implemented to comply with the tutor's advice, which was also the 
case for this revision item. Below are the extracts illustrating how a student used 
Distribution in revising. 
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Although many people consider homosexuality a moral offense 
and homosexual sex is iUegal in some states and nations, it is no longer 
considered a psychiatric disorder, and genetic and neural evidence that 
sexual orientation has a physiological basis is growing. 
Figure 5.21: First Draft of a Student's Paper Before Distribution 
Occurs (Paper 2) 
Although many people consider homosexuality a moral offense 
and homosexual sex is illegal in some states and nations, it is no longer 
considered a psychiatric disorder. And according to many of the 
genetic and neural research studies, there is growing evidence 
showing that sexual orientation is physiologically based. 
Figure 5.22: Second Draft of Extract 5.21 After Distribution Has 
Occurred 
These extracts show that the student has revised the four-line sentence into 
two sentences. In the revision, the first sentence of the paragraph focused on how 
homosexuality is viewed in different ways, while the second sentence elaborated 
on the evidence supporting the previous idea. In this case，the evidence stands out 
after Distribution. However, this kind of operation was rarely found in the 
students' writings. In the first place, it was not common that the students wrote 
very complex sentences in the first draft. Even if they did so，they would not split 
those sentences unless advised by the tutor. Perhaps this was because many 
students believe that the more complex the sentences were, the better the quality 
of the writings produced. 
Students sometimes did move the sentences around and the structure of 
the first draft, though this was the one and only one case among all the papers. 
Similar to the other two less frequently employed operations, Restructuring 
occurred when the writing tutor in the conferences explicitly asked the student to 
arrange the line of argument in the writing. For example，in Paper 2，the student 
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put the arguments in the introductory paragraph, and the tutor advised the student 
to place those arguments in the main body instead. Here is an excerpt of such a 
conference discussion: 
T: So then, are you sure that you have put four arguments in the 
introduction? 
(laugh)  
S: Yeah, (tutor laughing at the same time) I just briefly mentioned 
the just one two key words about the arguments and I think I 
elaborate it in the introduction.  
T: I find it very strange 
(laughs)  
S: (laughs) 
(Discussing the content of the introductory paragraph)  
T: If you start to put all the reasons here, and elaborations same as 
(the student laughs) what what you have done here now. Then it 
becomes the elaboration, and the elaboration, I mean that how 
you are going to put forward your arguments, it should be put it 
where? In the  
S: Body. “ 
T: In the main body.  
S: Urn 
T: Do do you understand [what I am  
S: 一 [yeah 
T: So then actually, in the introduction, you are right, first of all, we 
should have the background information  
S: Um mm  
T: Then afterwards, it should be a thesis statement, remember a 
thesis statement is a summary statement of the whole essay [but it 
is not a factual statement, it is your er you know the meaning of 
factual，it is not about fact, [it it  
S: [Um mm [yeah, it 
can be opinion  
T: should be your own opinion. But don't just say that I'm in 
support of something.  
Figure 5.23: The Writing Tutor Suggesting the Student to Restructure 
the Writing. 
In the exchange, the tutor made sure that the student put forward some 
arguments in the introductory paragraph. The tutor then explained where those 
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elaborations should be placed, followed by a description of what should be 
included in an introductory paragraph so that the student would be able to know 
what and how to revise the paper. As shown in the revised introductory 
paragraph, the student did not only move the arguments from the opening to the 
main body，the student also added elements that the tutor stated in the conference. 
Homosexuality is the sexual interest in someone of the same sex. 
Male homosexuals are known as gays and female homosexuals are 
known as lesbians. And most male and female homosexuals prefer to be 
called gay, a term that has been associated with homosexuality since the 
early 1900s. Indeed, throughout the curriculum, little information about 
lesbians and gays exists, and what does exist may often serve to reinforce 
stereotype. Jn many cases, institutional definitions of multiculturalism 
used to direct policy, implicitly or explicitly exclude lesbian and gay 
issues. As a result, most of the people are "ignorant" regarding the issues 
of homosexuality. Therefore, I strongly support that the topic 
"homosexuality" should be included in the education curriculum. 
(Sentence Removed) Moreover, a complete set of sex education 
should be provided to eliminate existing misconceptions. So that, 
education on the issues of homosexuality can bring equality to the 
gays and lesbians as well; this will help to reduce pervasive 
homophobia (irrational fear of homosexuals) and protect 
homosexuals from discrimination. 
Figure 5.24: A Restructured Introductory Paragraph 
Heeding the tutor's advice, the student was successful in putting the 
arguments in the right place - the main body. And the student was also successful 
in providing a thesis statement and his own standpoint in the introductory 
paragraph. The gist was also very different after restructuring. The student was 
well aware that it was inappropriate to put forward his arguments in the 
introduction. With the help of the writing conference, the student learnt what the 
structure should be. The revision would not have been successful if he had not 
known the line of argument well enough, though. Thus as presented in this 
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student's paper, revision requiring higher cognitive attention and linguistic ability 
could be made successful with the collaboration of both the tutor and the student. 
Although previous research studies found that student writers or 
inexperienced writers usually devote most of their attention and effort to Surface 
Changes in the revising processes，it was found that having discussed the 
problems that the students had in their writings, there were far more Meaning 
Changes identified. And that these EFL students were not only able to add new 
information, delete existing content or substitute existing words, phrases and 
ideas; they were also able to restructure their writings in which they revised their 
writings in a global manner. The next chapter will provide a discussion on how 
the students' revising processes were affected by writing conferences with the 
tutors. 
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6 THE LINK BETWEEN WRITING CONFERENCES 
AND REVISIONS 
6.1 Students' Revision Activities 
From the analysis of the revision behavior of the students, an average total 
of 28.56 items were found in their papers，an average of 7.80 items per 100 
words. However, as was identified in one of the subjects, the higher the quality of 
the paper, the less need there was to revise (Bridwell, 1980; Faigley & Witte, 
1981). When the papers of this subject were taken out, a higher average of 35 
items in total was obtained, yielding an average of 9.31 items per 100 words. The 
considerable difference between the first and second average was only a result of 
the analysis of conference-based revisions. In other words, only the revisions 
made based on the conference interactions were analyzed; the other revisions 
were not included. In order to understand the relationship between the role of 
writing conferences and the consequent revision produced by the students, the 
researcher compared the revisions that can be traced back to conferences and 
those that cannot. The second section of this chapter will examine how the 
structure of the conferences affects the success of the students' revision activities, 
followed by how the functions of the conference talk affect in affecting the 
students' revision processes. 
6.1.1 Revision that Can Be Traced back to Conferences 
It was found that，when the students discussed their papers with their 
writing tutors, there was a large number of revisions found in the students' 
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writings. However，the number of revisions was significantly smaller when 
students did not discuss the papers in the conferences. In this section, the total 
number of revisions was calculated, including those produced with and without 
the help of conference discussion. The spread between revisions that can be 
traced back to conferences and revisions that cannot be traced back to conferences 
is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of Revisions Between Those Can and 
Cannot be Traced back to Conferences (per 100 words) 
Across all the papers，an average of 9.91 items of revisions were made. 
Among the total, the revisions that can be traced back to conferences averaged 
8.12 items，and only 1.79 items for the revisions made by the students on their 
own. In other words, the revisions that were based on the discussion of the 
conferences amounted to 81.94%; only 18.06% of the revisions were students 
initiated. The great discrepancy between the two may well suggest the influence 
and pedagogical value of these writing conferences. 
Some of the goals of these writing conferences were to help students to 
identify the problems in their writings; to elicit information and knowledge on 
how to revise the paper; and more importantly, to help students develop as 
independent writers who can criticize and evaluate their own writings (Cooper, 
1977; Emig, 1960; Squire & Applebee, 1968; Harris, 1986). Thus，the present 
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study defines the more the number of revisions that can be traced back to the 
conferences, the more successfiil the conferences are. 
6.1.2 Suggestions in Conferences that Did Not Result in Actual Revision 
There was a significant number of revisions produced as a result of the 
discussion of the students' papers in the conferences. There were also times when 
suggestions did not result in actual revision in the students' papers. However, this 
scenario did not apply to every case in the study, for there were only a few 
incidences where a student did not follow suggestions made in the conferences. 
Table 6.1: The Number of Suggestions that Did Not Result in Actual 
Revision. 
Papers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Suggestion that did not o 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
result in actual revision | | | I I I I I I I 
Suggestions that did not result in actual revisions in the students' papers 
were only found in a few papers. Papers 2, 7, 8 and 9. And it was quite a 
coincidence that the total number of suggestions that was “ignored” in these 
papers is 1. As these figures suggest, in almost every case，the student revised the 
paper according to or based on the discussion in the conferences. They regarded 
the writing tutors as judges and evaluators rather than interested readers (Ziv， 
1984). Therefore the students rarely challenged the suggestions given by the 
tutors, changes which they might not have considered on their own. The reason 
why these suggestions were “ignored，’ will be explored by the following 
discussion of the conference talk on namely Papers 2, 7，8，and 9, and with the 
information supplemented by the interviews carried out at the end of the semester. 
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In Conference B, the tutor had suggested the student to substitute a single 
word in the text; however, the student did not give a specific reply on whether or 
not he agreed with the suggestion. 
T: Ok I think you have it, and then you can say that erm 
homosexuality er can let me see, many male and female 
homosexuals preferred to be called gay, a term that has been 
associated with homosexuality since the early，ok this is good, er 
although many people considered homosexuality a moral, I think 
this is c，mistake, [you have to go home and check it, 
considered homosexuality er moral offence，and homosex is 
illegal in some states and nations，it's no longer consider a 
psychiatric disorder 
(reading from the passage)  
S: [yes 
Transcript B 
Figure 6.2: Excerpt of Tutor Identifying a Problem and Giving Suggestion 
The tutor identified the word offense in the student's writing, and asked 
him to change it to offence. In British English, offence is a noun meaning a crime 
{Collins Cobuild Essential English Dictionary, p. 544). The tutor, spotting the 
word spelt as offense, identified it as a spelling mistake. However, the student 
knew that the word can be spelt with an “s” in American English，thus did not 
alter the spelling when revising the paper. It was a pity though that the student 
did not negotiate with the tutor when the problem was acknowledged. 
The second instance occurred in Paper 7. The inability of the student to 
express herself resulted in misunderstanding. As a result，the tutor “mis-judged” 
the student as using a wrong word and suggested she revise it by word 
substitution. 
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T: Is it process? Maybe it is process, ok. What is inducement of practicing 
deforestation. Erm, what does inducement mean?  
S: Inducement mean the effect or the consequences of deforestation  
T: Nope. The inducement is a reward, a reward given for an action to be 
done. So, for example, my inducement for coming to work here [will be 
the salary I can get in the bank. That's the reason why I do something. 
S: [mm 
Ok, maybe I misunderstand, [this use of word because, I just think it has 
the same as the meaning of effect or the consequence.  
" T ^ ^ [mm mm 
No, it's the reason why people do something. And what's the word is the 
inducement for something, [of practicing, you've used the wrong word 
here，ok?.  
[ T ^ 
[ok.  
T: So，I think what are the effects [of deforestation.  
S: [Mm Mm. 
Transcript G 
Figure 6.3: Excerpt of Discussion on the Choice of Word 
As shown in the excerpt, the initial purpose of the tutor in asking the 
meaning of the word, inducement, was to elicit information about that particular 
paragraph. Yet the student was not able to provide an appropriate definition of 
the word which misled the tutor to another interpretation of the text. She defined 
inducement as the effects or consequences of something. Therefore the tutor 
advised the student to substitute the word inducement with the word effect. 
However, when analyzing the revised draft of the student, it was found that the 
student writer did not make any change in this sentence (see Figure 6.4). 
What is the inducement for practicing deforestation? In the 
Congo Basin, this activity is the only means of livelihood of tens of 
hundreds of the inhabitants there. These inhabitants are motivated not by 
profit but by survival. And each family only clears enough for their own 
needs. However, small-scale as such action appears, extensive 
modification in surface vegetation and land use will inevitably alter the 
environment and climate from the micro-scale (i.e. the local sense) 
gradually, to the macro-scale (i.e. global sense). 
Figure 6.4: A Revised Draft of Paper 2 
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In the paragraph, the student was describing exactly why deforestation 
was done in Africa. Thus "inducement" was the appropriate word that should be 
used in this context, and that was why she did not make any change in the topic 
sentence of this paragraph. However, the inability of the student to define the 
word verbally resulted in an irrelevant suggestion which was in the end ignored. 
If the student had been able to explain what she understood both in writing and 
orally，then there would be much fewer cases of mis communication of this sort. 
In these two cases, the students knew that they were using the right words 
in their papers, but they were either reluctant to explain the situation or failed to 
justify their uses of the particular words. Both of these resulted in unnecessary 
suggestions provided in the conferences. In Conference H, there was another case 
where the student did not use the conference suggestion when revising. 
T: Ok，abortion infringes on the natural continuity of human being, ok， 
abortion infringes on the natural continuities of human being, actually this 
is ok.  
S: Mm mm  
T: But if you can think of another phrase，it can it can be im[proved  
S: [improv-ed  
T: But grammatically, it is ok.  
S: Mm mm  
Transcript H 
Figure 6.5: Excerpt of Tutor Evaluating the Student's Writing 
According to the writing tutor, the sentence "abortion infringes on the 
natural continuity of human being" was correct or “ok，’ in terms of grammar. The 
tutor then suggested improvement could be made if the student was able to supply 
a "better" phrase in replacing "natural continuity.,’ The student, on the one hand, 
might not have been able to supply another phrase which carried the same or veiy 
similar meaning as the original one. On the other hand, the student might not be 
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sure whether or not the phrase was a better one. And more importantly, the tutor 
had evaluated that there would not be a problem even if the student did not make 
any change to this sentence. Therefore the student chose the easiest and perhaps 
safest way, which was to keep the sentence intact in its original form. 
In Conference I, there was a similar case to Conference G, in which the 
student failed to inform the tutor that the right word had been used. The tutor had 
suggested that the student perform a word substitution revision which would not 
change the meaning of the text. Interestingly, the student agreed to the 
suggestion, but the change did not appear in the actual revision. 
T: Just the structure of your essay. Political participation of the sexes, 
women's issue as a policy concern and constraints on women's 
political participation. And the paper, will，also I think, also the 
structure, discuss how the status of women in the，what?  
S: Polity 
T: Politics，is it?  
S: Politics, yeah.  
Transcript I 
Figure 6.6: Excerpt of a Suggestion Given by the Tutor. 
When the tutor read the student's paper, she disagreed with the choice of 
word at once and responded with a question. The tutor then suggested that the 
student use another word, politics instead. Without hesitation, the student agreed 
and did not attempt to justify his own choice of word. Although the tutor did not 
specify why the student should use another word instead, the reason was revealed 
in another excerpt of their discussion. 
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T: Ok, then, women status in, are you sure that there is such a 
word? [Politics or this word?  
polity — 
E r - 
"t： Polity? I don't know. 
(looking up the dictionary) 
p-o-
S: L 
T: I have not seen this er place, oh, this is a very formal word, for 
political government or organization. Ok.  
Transcript I 
Figure 6.7: Excerpt of Discussion on the Choice of Word 
According to Collins Cobuild Essential English Dictionary, "politics are 
the actions or activities which people use to achieve power in a country, society, 
or organization (p. 605), but polity represents the form or process of government 
{OED, p. 894). The student chose to use polity instead of politics as it is directly 
referring to working in the government bodies. As shown in the excerpt, the tutor 
was not certain whether there was such a word, polity, and urged him to check the 
dictionary. Although it was found that polity was a word that carried similar 
meaning to politics, the tutor did not go into detail about which noun was more 
appropriate in this particular context nor did the tutor ask the student for any 
explanation as to why he was using one word instead of the other. On the 
student's part，he was unable to negotiate with the tutor that the “right” word had 
already been used in his writing. There were three possibilities that might explain 
the student's inability. First, the student might not have been competent enough 
to define the word he was using in a second language. Second, he was too 
"obedient" to challenge the tutor's suggestion and so he pretended that he agreed 
with it. Third, the student actually agreed with the suggestion made in the 
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conference; however, when he was revising the paper，he had a debate in his head 
and finally decided to use polity instead. 
Although, as reported by Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992)，the students who 
ignored conference suggestion revised less as a whole, the present study found no 
significant relationship between the total number of revisions made and the total 
number of conference suggestions that were ignored. And there was much 
variation in the number of revisions made among the four students who had been 
ignoring conference suggestions, though only once. In Fitzgerald and Stamm's 
(1992) study, the student (there were only two subjects in their study) ignored 5 
out of 8 conference suggestion, which was an average of 62.5%. However，in the 
present study, the students ignored only 1 suggestion among an average of 7.90 
items of revision made (including the better papers). Thus, in concluding the 
relationship between the number of suggestions ignored and the total number of 
revisions made (that is the revising activity of students), emphasis clearly must be 
placed on 1) the percentage rather than the total number of suggestions ignored. 
2) The differences between the number of revisions made by the students who 
ignored suggestions and those who did not (which was neither available in both 
the studies); and 3) the reasons why a suggestion was ignored (in the case of the 
present study, the students just chose to use a more suitable word). Therefore, 
though the students sometimes ignored or disagreed with the conference 
suggestions, there was no direct relationship between the number of ignored 
conference suggestions and the overall revising behavior of the students. 
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Interestingly, the conference suggestions that did not result in actual 
revisions in the students' papers belonged to the same level and same type of 
revision operation. All the suggestions involved substitution at the word level. 
As discussed earlier on, the students concentrated hard on rewording the papers 
and searching for a “better” word. This might well imply that these inexperienced 
writers were not competent enough to handle global changes on their own. As the 
data reveals, in every case involving a global change, actual revision resulted in 
the students' papers, i.e., a 100% across all papers. Only for word level changes, 
did the students have confidence to choose to maintain their own stance, though 
they did not express their disagreement during the conference. This brought up an 
issue of another very important element in achieving successful conferences. In 
these one-to-one interactions, both the interlocutors, namely the tutors and the 
students, had their role to play. The inability of the students to express their own 
views and to negotiate with the tutors when they did not agree or did not 
understand hindered the success of these conferences (Tsui, 1991). Thus it is of 
major importance that the students should be aware of their role in these two-way 
interactions. 
6.1.3 Revision that Cannot Be Traced back to Conferences 
One of the limitations of writing conferences is the amount of time that 
can be allocated to each student for each paper. In the present study, the writing 
conferences provided by the Writing Center at CUHK lasted for 30 minutes. 
These conferences got extended to 60 minutes or more no appointment was 
following. In the end, only 2 out of the 10 conferences lasted for about 30 
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minutes, while the rest lasted for 60 minutes. Yet, an hour was not enough time 
to cover the whole paper that the students wrote. Thus, when the students went 
home to revise，they needed to rework the remaining parts that were not discussed 
in the conferences. This section looks at the number and the types of revisions 
that the students produced without the help of writing conferences. And it 
compares the revision activities that occurred with writing conferences and those 
that did not. 
As shown in Figure 6.1，the total number of revisions made which cannot 
be traced back to conferences was 1.79 items out of 9.91 items per 100 words (as 
compared to 8.12 items that can be traced back to the conferences). In other 
words, there were nearly 6 times as many revisions made based on the 
suggestions of the conferences than those that students revised on their own. This 
is a striking difference which implies that the students relied very much on the 
tutors and merely made a few changes in the remaining parts of the papers that 
were not discussed. This shows that the students lacked a set of strategies to help 
them identify the problems in their own writings and work from there (Sommers, 
1980). And the students stopped revising when they decided that they had not 
violated any of the rules in the papers, and thus the changes were made in 
compliance with the rules about the product of the writing. Apart from the great 
difference in the number of revisions in the papers that were based on the 
discussion in the conferences versus those that were done by the student alone, 
there was also a significant difference of the types of revisions between the two 
groups. 
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of Revisions Between Surface and 
Meaning Changes 
For the revisions that can be traced back to the conferences, there was an 
average of 5.16 items o^Meaning Changes per 100 words and an average of 4.19 
items of Surface Changes. In other words, among the total of 9.35 items，55.2% 
were Meaning Changes, and 44.8% were Surface Changes (see Figure 5.5). 
However，there was a totally different picture for the revisions that the students 
made on their own. Despite a smaller number of revisions made，among the total 
of 1.78 items across all the papers, 1.22 items per 100 words were Surface 
Changes or 68.4%. And there was only 0.57 items for Meaning Changes, or only 
31.6%. 
As Faigley and Witte (1981) suggested, although reviewing texts in 
progress helps writers to generate additional content, inexperienced writers 
typically do not stop to reread，and they almost limit their revision to correcting 
errors. In this case, it limited the students' chances to add in new information in 
revising their papers and led to their desire to work on the minor error corrections 
such as, spelling, tense and number alterations or word substitutions. This is 
supported by Sommers (1980) who reported that the predominant concern of 
inexperienced students' revisions strategies is vocabulary. The students 
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understand the revision process as a rewording activity as they perceive words as 
the unit of written discourse. And “[l]exical changes are the major revision 
activities of the students" (1980, p. 381). Thus the students，without guidance or 
advice from the writing tutor, tended to focus on Surface Changes on the whole, 
while only a few of those were meaningfiil. This finding echoes with what 
Bridwell (1980) concluded, that students might have expected to do more of their 
surface level revising between drafts when they were re-reading what they had 
written. Because there were so many mechanical problems to attend to，students 
had little time and attention to devote to the overwhelming problems between the 
drafts. 
Although there were far fewer revisions produced in the essay sections 
that were not discussed in the conferences, the students' ability to revise papers on 
their own should not be underestimated. These students were only inexperienced 
writers who were trying writing conferences for the first time. The immediate 
effects of these conferences were certainly noticeable and influential. Whether 
the students will benefit in the long mn from these conferences or the conferences 
that may follow is unknown. It is reasonable to predict that the number of 
revisions that students produce on their own will increase with the number of 
conferences they attend increases. 
Total number of revisions made was much smaller if there was no 
guidance provided by the tutors; the revisions that were produced were merely 
restricted to Surface Changes rather than Meaning Changes. This suggests that 
the tutors' advice or the discussion in the conferences helped the students in 
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several ways. First，the students and the tutors could identify the problems that 
occurred in the writing, both surface and meaning problems. Second, the students 
were able to elicit knowledge on how to revise such problems in the conferences， 
either by explicit instructions from the tutors or in detailed discussions. Third, the 
students were also guided to evaluate and criticize their own work. In other 
words，the students leamt how to improve their writings and also how to be 
independent writers. 
6.2 The Structure of the Successful Conferences 
As defined earlier, the greater the number of revisions traced back to the 
conferences, the more successfiil the conferences are. As shown in Figure 6.9，a 
higher number of revisions produced was found in several papers. Papers 1，2, 4， 
6 and 8. 
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Figure 6.9: Total Number of Revisions that can be Traced Back to 
the Conferences (per 100 words) 
There was an average of 10.02 items per 100 words (10.31, 11.01，10.09， 
9.73，9.86 items per 100 words for Papers 1，2, 4，6 and 8 respectively) in these 5 
papers. And it is surprising that there was such a similar number in the amount of 
revisions produced in these papers. In this section，the distribution between the 
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tutors' and the students' talk will be compared. And the structure of these 
successful conferences will also be examined. 
6.2.1 Tutors' and Students' Talk 
Many researchers (Zuengler 1989; Woken & Swales，1989; Gaies, 1982; 
and Selinker & Douglas, 1985) have conducted studies on dominance, and have 
found that the “knower，，of the topic of the interaction dominates the discussion. 
Woken and Swales' (1989) study suggested that speakers having expertise and 
authority dominated the whole interaction. In other words, in conventional 
classroom discourse settings, such as lectures, teachers are “knowers，，of the 
subject or the discourse topic. The teachers also posses the expertise and 
authority in the classroom as they have expert power on the learner (Thomas, 
1995). This suggests that teachers dominate the interactions，and learners are only 
allowed to speak when they are assigned to answer or ask a question. 
Consequently, there tends be a huge difference between the amount of teacher and 
student talk. However, in these writing conferences, it is expected that the 
students who have the opportunity to initiate a topic, to interrupt and to play an 
important role in negotiation of meaning can attain more equitable chances to 
converse with the tutors. In examining the distribution of talk between the tutors 
and the students, the total number of T-units produced is computed and the 
percentage split between the two is presented in Figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.10: The Distribution Between the Tutors' and the 
Students' Talk 
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Among the total number of T-units produced in the successfiil writing 
conferences, the tutors produced 64.46% (446 of 714) of the conference talk and 
the students produced 35.54% of the total. As was expected，the students were 
able to contribute on more equal terms in these conferences than in conventional 
classroom settings, like lectures in which the teacher-student contribution ratio is 
much higher. In these conferences, the tutors transformed their role from task 
master and evaluator to respondent, allowing greater opportunity for contribution 
on the students' part (Walker, 1992). However, when comparing the contribution 
of the tutors and the students in the conferences, the tutors had produced twice as 
much talk as the students did. Then why was not "equal-footing" conversation 
attained in these one-to-one interactions? And did the greater amount of talk on 
the tutors' part hinder the students' revision activities? 
In Chapter 4，it was found that the tutors were producing much longer 
turns than the students. In other words, the number of T-units found in each of 
the tutors' turns was higher than that of the students', thus resulting in a higher 
total number of T-units that the tutors produced. The uneven allocation of the 
amount of talk done by the two groups of interlocutors was always referred to as 
too much teacher talk. According to Graves (1983), when the teachers act rather 
than react: they talk more than writers do; they teach writing skills too early in the 
conferences even before knowing the topics of the students' writings; they ask 
questions that the writers do not know how to answer; and they supply words and 
phrases which they think the writers should use in their revisions. At this point, 
the teachers may well be revising for the students rather than helping them to 
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revise. Similarly，Camicelli (1980) argued that the teacher must listen to the 
student. As he stated, “of all the skills a conference teacher needs，the ability to 
listen is easily the most neglected, yet it may well be the most important" (p. 171). 
All these researchers agreed that the teachers may be doing too much talk in the 
writing conferences，which was also found in the present study. The larger 
amount of talk on the tutors' part is undesirable which implies the many negative 
consequences that it may bring. In writing conferences，the immediate benefit of 
the students is whether they are able to revise their papers based on the 
discussions with the tutors. In the present study, however, a larger amount of 
tutors' talk was found in the successful conferences. 
In these successful conferences, an average of 10.01 items per 100 words 
was identified. And in these conferences, two-thirds of the talk was produced by 
the tutors. It can be concluded that the amount of tutors' talk was not the main 
variable affecting students' revision activities. As reported by Walker and Elias 
(1987)，although there was a higher percentage of tutor talk in the individual 
conferences between college students and tutors, how much tutor or student talk 
did not determine the success of writing conferences which was judged by the 
tutors and the students. In addition, Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) reported a high 
percentage of teacher talk when they compared the revision activities of two first-
graders with different proficiency in revising. They also found no relationship 
between the amount of teacher talk and student talk and the revision activity that 
was carried out. In the same year, Walker (1992) failed to prove the hypothesis 
that conferences judged most successful by the students and teachers would be 
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those in which the teachers were the least vocal. She concluded that teacher 
dominance, or in other words，a lot of teacher talk compared to student talk, was 
not a problem in writing conferences, and that the success of writing conferences 
would not be affected by the amount of teacher talk. 
6.2.2 The structural categories 
Apart from studying the difference in the amount of talk between the 
tutors and the students, the structural categories of the successfiil conferences 
were also studied. Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of talk among the structural 
categories of the successful conferences. 
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of Talk (Structure) of the Successful 
Conferences 
Among the average total of 571.2 T-units, Inform amounted to an average 
of 40.6% (232 counts)，Elicitation 13.4% (76.6 counts). Elaboration 40.2% 
(229.4 counts), and Reread 5.8% (33.2 counts). In the four structural categories. 
Inform and Elicitation played more important roles in the successful conferences, 
with Elicitation which was also produced by the tutors as guides for students to 
introduce their papers and engage in the conference interactions. Reread was 
rarely produced when the tutors tried to find out what the writing was about (see 
Chapter 4). 
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The two most frequently identified categories，Inform and Elaboration, 
together made up four-fifths or 80% of the conference talk. The similar or nearly 
equal amount of these two categories found in these successful conferences, 
however, was not reported in Fitzgerald and Stamm's (1992) study. In their 
study，they reported separate percentages for the structural categories produced by 
the tutors and the students. As for the tutors, the most frequently produced 
category was Elaboration, with an average of 67.75% out of the teacher talk; 
which was followed by Inform, with an average of 16.75% out of the total. 
Whereas for the students, there was an opposite picture. The most frequently 
identified category was Inform, with an average of 75.5% out of the student talk; 
this was followed by Elaboration, with an average of 19% out of the total. In the 
present study, the picture seemed like the blending of the two separate results of 
Fitzgerald and Stamm's (1992) study. Based on the results that they reported, an 
average of 43.37% was obtained out of the total conference talk, and an average 
of 46.12% identified as Inform out of the conference talk. In other words, the 
tutors produced more Elaboration while the students produced more Inform in the 
successfiil writing conferences. This tentative comparison, however，was only 
based on the numbers reported in both the studies. Yet, it is confirmed that the 
more the students inform and the more tutors elaborate, the higher the chances of 
the conferences to be successful. 
6.3 The Function of Conference Talk in the Successful Conferences 
It is of utmost interest to investigate the function of conference talk in the 
successful ones. Both the tutors and the students need to be aware of what areas 
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they are to focus on or what topics they should be discussing if they are to attain 
successful conferences. Among the 5 most successfiil conferences, where an 
average of 10.01 items of revisions were made per 100 words，the results obtained 
were very similar to the functional categories identified in the overall structure of 
the EFL writing conferences. This was because the successful conferences 
amounted to 5 out the total of 8 conferences which were analyzed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 6.12: The Distribution of Functional Cateogries Between the 
Tutors and the Students in the Successful Conferences 
As shown in Figure 6.12，there were three categories that stood out from 
the rest of the categories in the successful writing conferences. They were the 
Marker, Explanation and Knowledge. There was an average of 146 counts on 
Marker out of the total 573 counts (25.48%), and 121 counts on Explanation 
(21.12%)，and 104 counts on Knowledge (18.15%), the other categories, each only 
obtained an average of below 10% out of the total. However，Walker and Elias 
(1987) reported that there was a positive relationship between the amount of talk 
dedicated to describing the criteria of good writing and the judgment of the 
success of the conferences. Yet, their study did not examine whether the 
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conferences were successful in terms of the influence they had on the students' 
writings; they drew their conclusion upon the judgments of the tutors and the 
students of the conferences only. In later years, Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) 
made a similar conclusion based on the revision development of two subjects. 
They argued that the high percentage of teacher talk which focused on either the 
content or formal characteristics of good writing suggested that “a central purpose 
of the conferences was to help writers to know about universal features of writing 
or what makes a good composition" (p. 46). The findings of these studies 
claimed more criteria were identified in the successfiil conferences. Thus 
suggested the tutors that they should input more information on the characteristics 
of good writing so that the students could benefit more in these conferences. 
These studies, in drawing their conclusions, did not quote the average number of 
Criterion that was identified out of the total amount of the conference talk, i.e., 
the actual number of Criterion used in the conferences was not known. Thus it 
was invalid to argue that there was a small number of Criterion identified when 
the percentage of this category was small. 
From Figure 6.12, among the three highest frequently counted functional 
categories. Explanation amounted to nearly one-fourth of the conference talk. 
Section 4.5，despite the fact that the tutors and the students produced Explanation 
for different purposes. Explanation was dedicated to the discussion of the task and 
content of the students' writings. This implied that the more successfiil 
conferences were conservative in a sense that, until the task and the content of the 
students' writings were clarified, they would not go into detailed discussion of the 
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problems and knowledge of revising the problems. In this case, much 
comprehensible input was guaranteed when the students knew very well what the 
task at hand was about. In these exchanges, the students were playing crucial 
roles in shaping the focus of the conferences so that the agenda of the conferences 
would develop based on the students' interests rather than the tutors' interests. 
The nature of the conference agenda was the main variable affecting the success 
of the conferences. Only in the successful ones was the agenda formulated by 
both the participants with the main concern the students' papers (Walker & Elias, 
1987). 
The third most frequently identified category was Knowledge, this was an 
especially influential category in the conferences. Once a problem was identified, 
it was essential for both the tutors and the students to start discussing how to 
revise the problem. If this task was ignored, the effectiveness of these writing 
conferences was undermined. And the students would remain in doubt as a 
consequence, not knowing what to do in revising the papers. Fitzgerald and 
Stamm (1992) found that there was a higher number of Request for Knowledge 
from their student writer which resulted in a higher number of Knowledge from 
tutors. The student in the more successful conference sometimes pushed the 
teacher to further explain a point or remedy for a problem. For the present study, 
although there was not a large number of Request for Knowledge from the 
students, the total amount of talk dedicated to discussing Knowledge on how to 
revise the problems identified was substantial, being nearly one-fifth of the total 
amount of talk. Similarly, Wallace and Hayes (1990) found that the number of 
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revision in the students' writings increased when explicit instructions on how to 
revise the papers were given. 
In Fitzgerald and Stamm (1992) and the present study, the subjects were 
inexperienced writers who had no conference experience prior to the study they 
participated in. And they benefited more when there was a larger amount of talk 
on Knowledge rather than Criterion. This suggested that the fiinctions of 
conference talk affecting the success of the conferences varied with the language 
proficiency or the level of revision knowledge of the students. What 
inexperienced writers needed were direct comments and evaluations on the papers 
that they were working on. More experienced writers might well benefit in the 
long run on conferences focused on the criteria of good writing. 
Although the success of these writing conferences very much depended on 
the immediate effects, there was striking support for these writing conferences 
even with such a small number of conferences examined. 
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Figure 6.13: The Number of Revisions Made in the Conferences 
Apart from the two papers produced by the student with a higher 
proficiency level (see Chapter 5), there was improvement or development in the 
revision activities of the students for all the other papers (as shown in Figure 
6.13). In the present study, the first writing conferences of the students were not 
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examined so that the effects of the presence of a tape-recorder, the unfamiliarity 
of the tutor, the conference setting and so on were minimized. Only the second 
and third conferences of the subjects were studied. In all the papers, there was an 
average of 18.88% increase in the number of revisions made from the second to 
the third visits. However, the small number of conferences that the present study 
examined suggested the need for further research studies which examine the 
subjects for a longer period of time so as to make a more generalizable 
conclusion. Still it was very encouraging to see such a large increase in the 
number of revisions when the number of conferences increased. Thus one-to-one 
writing conferences should be used as a continuous means developing students 
into independent writers. 
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CHAPTER? 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
This study examined the influence that writing conferences have on the 
revision processes of students in EFL contexts. It described the structure of these 
EFL writing conferences and the functions of the conference talk. In addition, the 
revision activities of the students were discussed in terms of the number and the 
types of operations that they implemented. This study also examined the 
relationship between the characteristics of the writing conferences and the effects 
they have on the actual revisions. At the same time, it reinforces previous studies 
by providing more concrete evidence on some assumptions，although some of the 
assumptions, both in the previous studies and the present study, are not supported. 
This study also offers a new Integrated Coding System for analyzing the discourse 
structure and the functions of talk in writing conferences. In this chapter the 
conclusion will be given in respect to the research questions outlined in Chapter 2. 
And it will end with the contribution of the present study to this field. 
The conclusions will be drawn in light of the following research questions: 
1. What are the characteristics and features of one-to-one student-teacher writing 
conferences in an EFL context? 
a) In terms of the structure of the conferences; 
b) In terms of the functions of the conference talk 
2. How do the students revise their papers after the conferences? 
a) What are the types of revisions that the EFL students do? 
b) What kinds of revision operations do they usually make? 
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3. What is the relationship between the success of the conferences and the 
characteristics and features of the conference discourse? 
a) What is the structure of the successfiil conferences? 
b) Does the amount of teacher talk affects the success of the conferences, i.e., 
the amount of revisions made in the students' writings? 
c) What are the fiinctions of the conference talk in the successfiil 
conferences? 
7.1 Discourse Analysis of EFL Writing Conferences 
The effectiveness of the writing conferences very much depends on how 
the tutors and students act and react. But how can the conferences be made 
successful, so that the students can benefit more? What can tutors or students do 
in order to make the most use of these conferences? In light of questions of this 
kind, how much the tutors and the students talk and what they talk about are 
always the main concerns. 
7.1.1 Allocation of Talk 
One of the reasons for setting up writing conferences is to provide the 
student with greater opportunities to interact with the writing teachers or tutors so 
that they can ask questions about their papers, clarify the teachers' comments and 
acquire knowledge on how to improve the papers. However, it was found that in 
these conferences, teachers still played a dominant part. In the present study, 
although the tutors were playing very different roles in these conferences — from a 
task masters and evaluators to respondents - they dominated two-thirds of the 
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total amount of talk. And this was found to be the case in most of the previous 
studies (Camicelli, 1980; Graves, 1983; Walker, 1992; Stamm, 1992). 
Surprisingly the greater amount of talk on the tutors' part did not have a 
direct relationship to the students' revision processes. This was supported by 
Walker and Elias (1987), Walker (1992), and Stamm (1992). They reported that 
no effects were made on the success of the conferences by the greater amount of 
teacher talk, whether the success was determined by analyses of actual revisions 
or evaluation of the participants. The main variable which made an effect was 
how the agenda was set up instead. 
7.1.2 The Focus of Writing Conferences 
Walker and Elias (1987) suggested the nature of the conference agenda 
was the main variable affecting the success of conferences. When both of the 
participants formulated the agenda in which the main concern was always the 
students' papers, the conferences turned out to be successful. In these exchanges, 
the students were playing crucial roles in shaping the focus of the conferences so 
that the agenda of the conferences would develop based on the their interests 
rather than the tutors'. Thus a large number of Explanation was found in the 
successful conferences in which both the participants were articulating an agenda 
that focused on the students' papers. And consequently much of the talk was 
devoted to discussing the content of the papers. 
In addition, there was also a large amount of Knowledge identified in the 
successfiil conferences. Although Walker and Elias (1987) and Fitzgerald and 
Stamm (1992) argued that the success of the conferences depended very much on 
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whether focus was put on the describing the criteria of good composition, the 
present study found the largest amount of talk devoted to Explanation. The 
rationale follows that the inexperienced writers needed direct comments and 
evaluations on the papers that they were working on while more experienced 
writers might well benefit in the long run if the conferences focused on the criteria 
of good writing. Therefore the amount of revising experience that the students 
have and the students' experience in interacting in writing conferences are also 
important variables which the tutors should consider when determining what type 
of input to give in the interactions. 
7.2 Students Revising Processes and the Relationship with the Writing 
Conferences 
It is found that writing conferences are an effective means of helping 
students' revise their papers and hence help them develop into better writers. 
First, when comparing the number of revisions which can be traced back to the 
conferences and the number of revisions which were not discussed in the 
conferences, there was a significant difference between the two. The revisions 
that were based on the discussion in the conferences were ten times as great as 
those that were not discussed. One of the reasons may be the lack of strategies in 
identifying problems on the students' part in the writings (Sommers，1980). And 
this can well be solved by arranging one-to-one writing conferences for students, 
the inexperienced ones in particular, so as to identify the problems of the writings 
and hence to show them the strategies in doing so. 
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Second, in terms of the types of revisions made, there were movQ Meaning 
Changes than Surface Changes in the revisions that were based on the discussion 
in the conferences. However, among the revisions that were not discussed, there 
were overwhelming more Surface Changes as opposed to Meaning Changes. 
Sommers (1980), and Bridwell (1980) both argued that the students are far too 
concerned on the word level when revising their papers, and that revising is just a 
process of rewording of the papers. In support for this finding, Faigley and Witte 
(1982) also argued that as the students have spent too much time and attention on 
the word substitution process, they do not have enough energy and time to work 
on the global ones. In these conferences, the tutors put the prime focus on the 
global changes rather than changes at the word level, unless the choice of word 
led to ambiguities or misinterpretation of the papers. As identified in the 
revisions of the subjects in this study, there were times when the students 
restructured the paragraphs of the papers in light of the tutors' suggestions which 
turned out to be successful. Thus, when the focus of the discussion is usually 
placed more on global changes, it can well fill the gap for the students who do not 
have the ability to revise globally. 
In these conferences, there were also times when the students did not take 
the tutors' suggestions in revising their papers. This actually has a positive 
implication on having writing conferences in the curriculum, as this may suggest 
that the students are learning to judge and criticize the form and content of the 
papers by themselves. They judge whether or not a change is needed in their 
papers. This is one of the main goals of writing conferences, to develop students 
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or inexperienced writers into more independent writers (Cooper, 1977; Emig, 
1960; Squire & Applebee, 1968; Harris, 1986). 
Furthermore, although this study only examined a small number of writing 
conferences of the students, there was an increase in the total number of revisions 
made in the students' papers when the number of conferences visits increased. 
There was an 18.8% increase from the second conference to the third conference. 
In other words, these discussions did not only have immediate effects on the 
students' writings (that they made more revisions on the parts that are discussed), 
but they also helped the students in the long run (with the increase in the number 
of conferences, the number of revisions also increased). Hence it is advisable that 
writing conferences are offered to students continuously throughout the 
curriculum. 
7.3 Strengths, Weakness and Limitations of the Study 
In order to capture the students' revision behavior and the writing 
conferences in the most natural and unobtrusive way, the present study has gone 
through a very difficult stage of data collection. Thus, if this study or a similar 
one were to be conducted again, some aspects of this methodology should be 
revised. 
Although there are some aspects of this methodology that would be 
changed if it were to be carried out again, there were some aspects that worked 
very well and addressed the limitations of similar previous studies. One of the 
main obstacles in drawing generalizations of the students' revisions and activities 
in previous studies was the nature of the writings that students worked on (NAEP, 
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1977; Sommers，1980; Faigley & Witte，1981; Fitzgerald & Stamm，1992). 
Students' were provided with common topic, in other words，the writings were 
artificial. And the writers were required to write on consecutive days at specified 
times in unfamiliar surroundings, revising their papers without a real cause. 
However, in the present study, all subjects were working on their assignments for 
a required course with their own choice of topics. These students went to the 
conferences to discuss their papers voluntarily, thus the interaction in the 
conferences and the revisions made were as natural and realistic as they could be. 
In addition，all the subjects came from the same class with the same entry 
requirement. And all of them were learners of English as a foreign language, not 
studying in an English-native-speaking country. And more importantly, they 
were all first-year students taking the same EAP composition course, and no one 
had conference experience prior to the present study. The choice of this 
homogenous group of students as the subjects was designed to minimize any 
unknown variables that might weaken the study. And this careful subject 
selection procedure was an attempt to help draw more generalizable results. 
Another positive aspect was that the students had writing conferences on a 
regular basis. Throughout the semester, although they had only three conferences, 
they were already discussing all their papers with the tutors. In addition，the first 
conference of the students were not included in the analyses of the study so that 
the students could get themselves more comfortable when they went in the second 
and third time. In other words, when they worked on the second and third 
conferences, they were more comfortable with the Writing Center setting, the 
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tutor they chose to work with and also the presence of the small tape-recorder on 
the desk. 
As mentioned earlier, there are some things in this study that should be 
carried out differently next time. The size of the subject sample was small indeed, 
despite the smaller sample size in the previous studies, which limits 
generalizations. To help address this limitation, the study has attempted to recruit 
a group of subjects that had a very similar background. 
Although this study brought about the relationship between writing 
conferences and the actual revisions of the students, it did not examine the quality 
of the students' writings both before and after revisions. Thus it was not possible 
to draw conclusions on whether the revisions improved the overall quality of the 
writings. 
Since this study tried to maintain the naturalistic value of the data, there 
was not any instruction for the students on how often and how many conferences 
they should have in providing a more complete set of data. Thus the task of 
collecting data became very passive, and the role seemed to fall on the students' 
initiation. Therefore at the end of the semester, only five students had discussed 
all the papers with the writing tutors which resulted in the small sample size of 
subjects. If similar studies were to be conducted，the researchers must make sure 
that the students attended writing conferences regularly so that continuous 
assessment could be obtained. One of the ways is to collaborate with the writing 
course professor and incorporate the writing conferences into the syllabus. This 
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way not only would all students have an equal opportunity in accessing feedback 
on writings, but the data corpus would also be more complete. 
7.4 Implications and Recommendations 
Apart from the need to study the quality of the students' papers, further 
research studies should include an account of the variables that would either affect 
the students' interaction with the tutors in the conferences, or the revision 
activities that follows. For conference interaction, further research may study the 
social or political structure of the conferences，such as gender differences of 
students; ways in which students interact differently with tutors of different 
genders; the power difference of the participants; the difference in the proficiency 
of oral production of the students; or the ethnicity and accent of the tutors. As for 
the revision analysis, further research may explore the effects of writing 
conferences on the students' writings in terms of revision processes and the 
overall quality of the papers. Other research areas include language proficiency, 
cognitive development, and experience in revision. In addition, research can be 
designed to determine when it is best to introduce the students to writing 
conferences so that the students can benefit more and perform better in revising 
both in quantity and quality. 
7.5 Contribution to this Field 
There are several areas in the study that contribute new knowledge to the 
field of composition research. This study was conducted with a sample of EFL 
students in a Hong Kong context, while other studies of ESL students had been 
conducted in NS contexts. Therefore, this study can well describe the students' 
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behavior and the interactions that they engaged in without being affected by 
variables such as culture shock，unfamiliarity of people, learning style and so on. 
In addition, one of the main areas that this study focused on is the use of writing 
conferences in helping EFL students to revise their papers. It has proved that 
although the EFL students are not as articulative as the NS students, there was a 
much greater number of revisions made when they had conferences. And this 
research proved that EFL students can benefit from writing conference in ways 
similar to the NS students. 
Another contribution is the advancement in merely examining the 
discourse of the writing conferences and the revisions processes of the students in 
an attempt to examine the relationship between the two. In addition，it is a 
breakthrough to study the EFL students in contexts rather than assuming that the 
conclusions drawn in previous studies, which were conducted a decade ago on the 
NS students, would apply to the EFL students. And it has opened a gate for 
writing conferences studies in EFL or ESL contexts. 
This study also contributes to the scholarship on EFL writing by 
developing a modified Integrated Coding System for the purpose of analyzing the 
discourse of writing conferences. This system was created after a close 
examination of the actual discourse of the conference interactions in an EFL 
context, namely Hong Kong，and was implemented with the real data collected in 
this EFL context. In addition, this system has labels that do not overlap and can 
describe both the structure of the conferences and the functions of the conference 
talk. Furthermore, it has added a new category to Faigley and Witte's (1981) 
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taxonomy of analyzing revisions - Restructuring. With this modification, all 
types of students' revision operations can be classified. With this new Integrated 
Coding System, researchers have a more comprehensive and descriptive analysis 
tool. With this contribution, this study has helped to advance general research in 
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c. Will financial inducements (other than reasonable expenses and \ / 
compensation for time) be offered to subjects? 
d. Does the study involve sensitive aspects of the subject's own behaviour \ f 
such as illegal conduct, drug or alcohol use, and sexual conduct? 
e. If the observations on the subjects axe disclosed，will it reasonably A 
place the subject at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to J 
the subject's financial standing, employability, or reputation? 
f. Could the study/experiment induce undue psychological stress? \ l _ 
g. Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the study? V^ 
h. Will the study involve prolonged and repetitive testing? \j_ 
If you have checked "yes" to any of the above items，you must go through a full review. You must 
submit a detailed research proposal’ together with this Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics 
Form，to the Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee, 
4. What data collection procedures will you be using? (Please summarize below.) 
- Audio-taping of spoken interactions between tutors and students in writing conferences in 
the Writing Centre. 
- Collection of all forms provided by the Writing Centre concerning students' performance 
and tutors' evaluation. 
- Collection of all initial and subsequent drafts of students' writings which were discussed in 
the writing conferences in the Writing Centre. 
- I n t e r v i e w s with students and tutors regarding their perceptions and expectations of writing 
conferences individually. 
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'7. Expedited review requested: Yes \ / No  
Important: For application for an expedited review, the researcher should submit a copy of the 
questionnaire or instruments to be used in the proposed research study. If it is unavailable, a 
detailed description, should be provided. 
For projects that need a full review, the researcher/course instructor should submit a research 
proposal together with the Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Form. 
When it is not clear to the researcher whether the research needs a full revisM^, the researcher 
should seek advice from their Faculty sub-committee or the Survey and Behavioural Research 
Ethics Committee (Please refer to the Guidelines for Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics). 
8. Where to submit your application 
a. Faculties of Arts, Business Administration, Social Science, Medicine, and Education -faculty 
sub-committee 
b. Faculties of Engineering and Science 一 Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee 
DECLARATION: The information supplied above is to the best of my knowledge accurate. I shall 
take reasonable care to ensure that the project is conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for 
Survey Research Ethics, 广 ^ 
Sof七 H ^ a ^ J O 
Date Signature o^Princi^al Investigator/researcher 
Endorsement by Department Chairperson (Unit Head) 
Comment: J � ^ . 
Date: Endorsed b y / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f 幼 < ^ 也 C j ^ ^ ) 
For use of the Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee^'br its Sub-Committees'. 
Faculty Sub-committee | Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee 
Expedited review Yes No | Full Review Yes No  
• The form is returned to applicant The applicant ！ • An expedited review is sufficient, 
should submit the form again together a full • 
proposal to the Survey and Behavioural Research J 
Ethics Committee. I 
Endorsement of Application: Yes ！ Endorsement of Application: Yes No  
• Further Actions required: / t /o /vz? 1 • Remarks:  
Signature: � ^ x i^ 1 Signature: 
Name 广 C^tS^o^ e 知八 Name: 
Date: 工 j Date:  
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5. Will a consent form be used? Yes \ / No  
If your response to this question is "Yes", you must submit a copy of the consent form to the 
Survey and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee. 
Please see Attachment 2，3 and 4 
If your response is "No", please clearly state your reasons below. 
For survey on regular secondary school children only: 
a. Does your study involve any of those sensitive issues Yes No  
listed in questions 3 b to 3 h? 
b. Has the school consent been sought? Yes No  
If your response to the questions a, is "No" and b. "Yes", the consent form is exempted. 
6. For non-anonymous surveys, please outline steps to be taken insure confidentiality of data. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Consent Form for Writing Center Tutors 
Dear Writing Tutor, 
I am a year-two MPhil student in Applied English Linguistics in the English 
Department at CUHK. I am now conducting research on how writing conferences 
affect students' composing processes. The study will investigate the verbal 
interaction between Writing Centre students and tutors during their one-to-one 
writing conferences and the effects of the conferences on student writers' 
subsequent drafts. 
I would much appreciate if you would participate in this research study. The 
research protocol will involve your audio-taping Writing Center sessions and 
completing a background questionnaire at the beginning of the study. All names 
will be kept anonymous in all publications and presentations. I would be grateful 
if you would sign the consent form below. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours sincerely. 
Iris LIN Hin Sze. 
Reply Slip 
I, ， *agree/disagree to participate in Ms. Iris 
LIN Hin Sze’s research. I understand that my participation in this study will 
require me to audio-tape Writing Center sessions and to complete a background 
questionnaire at the beginning of the study. I also understand that all subjects will 
be kept anonymous under this research in all publications and presentations. 
Tutor Signature Date 
* Please delete as appropriate. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Consent Form for Student Subjects 
Dear Student, 
I am a year-two MPhil student in Applied English Linguistics in the English 
Department at CUHK. I am now conducting research on how writing conferences 
affect students' composing processes. The study will investigate the verbal 
interaction between Writing Centre students and tutors during their one-to-one 
writing conferences and the effects of the conferences on student writers' 
subsequent drafts. 
I would appreciate your participation in this study. The research project will 
involve the audio-taping of the interactions between you and the tutor in the 
Writing Center; in addition, the tutor will collect all initial and subsequent drafts 
of writing. All names will be kept anonymous in all publications and 
presentations. I would be grateful if you would sign the consent form below. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours sincerely. 
Iris LIN Hin Sze. 
Reply Slip 
I, , *agree/disagree to participate in Ms. Iris 
LIN Hin Sze，s research. I understand that this study will involve the audio-
taping of the interactions between me and the tutor in the Writing Center; in 
addition, the tutor will collect all initial and subsequent drafts of my writing. I 
also understand that all subjects will be kept anonymous under this research in all 
publications and presentations. 
Student Signature ID. Date 




T: Em... this is the (...) of the sheet, give me some background on...is this 
an assignment ..or..  
S: Yeah. Yeah. An assignment. It's on..er....we're doing this on er... 
abortion，the legalization，absolute legalization.  
T: I mean what subject is this，this English?  
S: Yeah. 
T: This English? 
S: Yeah. 
T: ... er ...why are you writing tiiis ... paper on abortion? If you're doing 
English Literature, what class is this from? [ 
S: [... er ...if s a (course code) 
T: which is what title?  
S: ...er...I forgot  
T: Which is the official title? 
S: ... er... I forgot the... I forgot the official title. It,s just.. . 
T: Okay，this is not an English literature essay，though，is it?  
S: I haven't been skipping class quite a bit.  
T: Oh 
S: Yeah 
T: Oh, I have to know the purpose of the paper, what is the purpose of this 
assignment?  
S: If s just English writing, I think.  
T: Right，okay.  
S: If s a 1500-word English writing.  
T: Okay, and (long pause) okay (pause), what was the task you've chosen, 
you're told to write an essay on abortion?  
S: No，I was told to ... I mean the public er.. pub lie affairs... stuff  
T: Ah.ha, okay，and what else are you told to do?  
S: Em..again 15，1500 word essay  
T: Essay? Was it historical background based or is it argumentative.... 
S: Ar..ar. .Argu..argumentary  
T: Okay，argumentative, right, ok 
and you bought this in，is this first draft，the second draft, third draft.. 
S: Actually...if s the second draft...for myself  
T: So，what happened between the first draft and the second draft?  
S: Er...rve improved some grammatical mistakes and double checked it. 
"TT SO, you did it by yourself? With friends? 
S: Yeah...I did it by myself.  
T: You do it in peers, helping with your friends.  
S: Yes，actullay I did  
T: I Yes，that's good，it's supposed to be  
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S: yeah  
T: That's right, okay  
S: So，I want do it before and show it to you  
T: Yeah, ok, that's fine em..good there-are 
So，what do know about the structure of an essay，an academic essay? 
S: Ng..introductory, body conclusion  
T: Right, good  
S: And er  
T: Good, and the introductory should include er ah[  
S: [All, all the points I have, 
the all the points that I'm going to discuss in the body, [and then 
elaborate..  
T: [okay. 
Yeah What's the most important thing in the introductory paragraph? 
S: My..my theme，my thesis  
T: The thesis  
S: My thesis  
T: If I read this paragraph, 1,11 find your thesis quite easily  
S: Should be (laugh)  
T: Ok (laugh)  
Long pause (the tutor should be reading the introductory paragraph) 
T: Ng.‘ng (long pause) ok, I've looked through the first paragraph here, 
according to the first paragraph, this essay is going to be... ok...  
S: (giggle) should be er.. absolute legalization of obortion  
T: Every country in the world should legalize ... [abortion  
S: [Member of United States 
T: Yeah..pretty much every country in the world, they are almost every 
country, isn't it, in a sense? 
Yugoslavia, excellent, ok, right, er 
(reading from the paragraph) 
the right to abortion  
S: Right, em，ng  
(reading from the passage) 
ok. Cliche.  
S: Cliche? — 
~Y: Cliche, 
S: [em，ng  
T: [(reading from the passage) 
for a century? Is that real? I didn't realize that  
S: Should be 
T: Are you sure?  
S: Yeah. 
T: So, if s in 1800 
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S: Should be 
T: Em, is that clear? you've to be sure of your claims.  
S:  
T: Em. (pause) 
As here means what? As means because?  
S: Yup. 
T: (whispering - inaudible)  
S: What? 
(silence，very long pause)  
T: I think, they have er... these placed in tautology. 
Tautology means….em...if it rains, it will be wet, because it's wet, it 
will rain. I mean... er..it，s a [very surcu... 
S: [so it，s [a ... 
T: [It's a (circular arc) you've got here. 
Abortion should be legalized because women should have abortion 
rights. If abortion is not legalized，women will not have abortion rights. 
Oh yes，so."(laugh)...thafs very odd.  
S: If abortion is not legalized, women (murmuring) 
(Pause) 
who can I go to exercise abortion，right?  
T: So, abortion should be legalized because ... women should have their 
rights to abortion. If abortion is not legalized, women will not have their 
rights to abortion. Oh yes.  
S: And then what?  
T: — Yes. So.... 
S: (giggling)  
_T：__ (.…..) 
S: (giggling)  
T: .…？ 
S: So I should say，em ... [ 
T: [What should you say? What do you say? yeah 
(silence)  
S: If abortion is not legalized...you mean...we will be unable to 
... er.. (exercise abortion)，right?  
(silence)  
T: Ok, women should have the right to abortion, why? Maybe you go back 
list them，[why should we have the right to abortion?  
S: [em, ng 
there's few things, one, because they have their own freedom，they 
should have the rights to do that, (pause) due to privacy, their own 
privacy, they have control of their own body to …do ... [ what ever they 
want...to do...  
^ [right, ok, what 
about absolute legalization of abortion?  
S: I [so 
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some people saying [partial legalization  
T: [condition legalization  
S: Yeah, condition legalization, as if if you got raped, you can abort the 
children  
T: Right, conditional legalization  
(silence)  
T: Well, I think this is something strange, if abortion is not legalized, we 
will be unable to exercise the abortion rights, [oh yeah, [so obvious that it 
shouldn't be said  
S: [yeah [that's obvious 
T: But one of thing [is that... 
S: [So how about like this?  
T: (reading from passage) 
You can think of abortion rights as a sub-set ...of larger human rights. 
S: ^  
T: The many human rights [ da da da da  
S: [Em. That's part of it.  
T: And you are in that right of abortion，if s one ... kind of human right. 
S: The woman，women will be able to exercise the human rights.  
T: Then you don't have to keep on repeating abortion rights  
S: Yeah yeah.  
T: Ok... can you say this to me，the English name?  
S: (name of student taken out)  
T: (name of student)，why? ‘ 
S: Why?  
T: Why is it called (name of student)?  
S: You mean my name?  
T: Yeah.  
S: I don't know.  
T: Which is (name of student)?  
S: Er...my parents.  
T: Oh oh, obvious, ok, it's a very unusual name, ok 
Right, ok, (name of student) can you promise to me that you will never 
ever use this [word besides in an essay again?  
S: [Besides. 
Ok  
"TT Good. Thank you 
~SI Why is that? (laughs) 
T: No one knows what it means.  
S: (laughs) no one know (laughs) ...er...er  
T: ‘cos..er... it's just... not quite sure... it's too vague  
S: Just a Hong Kong practice，I guess  
T: Well, it's used in English，but we don't used it in writing so much.  
S: Ok  
T: 知oken...it，s in spoken...ifs in spoken English...used to add extra 
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information or different information.  
S: I see. 
Individual decision... (reading from the passage)  
T: Women have..，have or should have?  
S: Should have.  
T: look...It's not quite...here if you're talking about should ...the 
(inaudible) situation  
S: They have, but they haven't proven by the abortion rights, that's...they 
have the right, they should have the rights (pause) but... since there's no 
legaliz... tot... absolute legalization of abortion, so they cannot exercise 
it  
(silence) (laughs) 
(long silence)  
T; Yeah，ok, we...you've made a statement here  
S: “ Yeah. 
T: But youVe to make it clear why this is relevant to (pause) the rest... [‘cos 
P 
elaborate down here?  
T: Yeah, 11 understand that, ok... we wouldn't individual decision on choice 
which protected by law [... 
S: — [em “ 
T: So[...  
S: [So so they should be able to make any choice whether they want to 
keep the their children (short pause) [so if it's not legal  
T: [Why...  
S: To abortion，they don，t’ have the rights to..to..[ em  
T: [to have an abortion 
(both laugh) 
that would be [that  
S: [To make the choice [yeah [to make the choice .. 
"T: [Em 
Right... Well ...em(pause)  
S: So I should say，woman should ... how about [er..should have  
T: [ (inaudible) universal 
degrees of human rights  
S: Partly yeah  
T: That's what are mentioned, right? 
(long silence) 
r i l read the essay，and then we'll go back to the introduction.  
S: ok 
T: (reading the passage) 
ok..(...) women's rights?  
S: Em... no... no  
T: Actually, I'll be surprised ...if..there's anything in this…1948 
declaration, which mentioned anything about women... specifically... 
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S: I I think it did. 
T: Was it mentioned? Does it say people? All people?  
S: Should be all people.  
T: 11 haven，t read this，but in 1948 [.... 
S: [no. er. Yeah, should be all people, but I 
just stated women, yeah, maybe I should... shouldn't say that. I quoted all 
wo..all human beings...II think it says all all being，every human  
T: Yeah. Yeah All people.  
S: All people. Yeah.  
T: [and (coughs)  
S: [But that includes...you can say that in argument, right?  
T: Yeah.  
S: That's includes  
T: How...does it protect it? Does it protect it? This is a declaration 
statement which a statement often tell all people should da da da da da， 
right?  
S: — Em. 
T: Doesn't it protect, the police protect you. What... protect would be some 
kind of different agency •.. which makes sure that [... 
S: [what define,... 
define rights, better?  
T: Da da da... ok... em defines... the... rights of... [people... well，defines the 
rights of people (pause) throughout the world, ok. Something like that， 
oL  
S: [people  
T: And women's rights is a just sub-set of the human rights... .(repetition) of 
(reading from the passage) 
article ... provides... (counting) 
Right, well, this of course is of different matter. ..em... rule of thumb is if 
this cord more than three lines, are over forty words, it should be 
separated from the rest of the text.  
S: Em 
T: So you would have[... 
S: [this one is too long  
T: This was ok, was not too long [" 
was too long to be incorporated into the text.  
S: [the next one? 
e^  
T: It's that colon colon, and you would have again here again here. Now 
done  
S: What whafs that? 
T: You have it indented  
Oh intented. 
T: "itidented. 
S: Yeah yeah yeah. Yeah yeah yeah. 
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T: Because if s so long，it's four lines.  
S: Yeah yeah.  
T: A different question is, whether you think ... you're using this cord for 
any reason other than just to make up your word counts?  
S: (laughs)  
T: …Because there's an end, you've something else, but that's a different 
matter. So there they're all forty, about three line, separated from the text 
body and indented.  
S: Yup.  
"l^ Ok ； 
And...this shows? This shows... may... illustrates?  
S: Yeah. Illustrates.  
T: That human rights should be respected... by whom? 
(silence) 
not quite … 
S: By... erm... everybody.  
T: (Laughs)  
S: (Laughs)  
T: "Yeah. 
S: Em... it should be respected... (pause)...by everybody  
T: Well... I think... 
S: At least by the members of the United Nations.  
T: By whom?... you ...respect my human rights?  
S: Of course. Yeah  
T: Well... who..er... usually does not respect human rights?  
S: China sometime  
T: What Chinese people，er Chinese farmer?  
S: Ng ng  
T: Chinese (postraitor)  
S: Fa-lun-kung, Fa-lun-kung, ok  
T: Yeah，ok，is it people that... or... is it something  
S: Should I say er... different religious... different ...race?  
"T: [Yeah 
S: [human race of  
T: very often, usually (...) not respect, it's not people, it's organizations, 
these governments  
S: Em，yeah.  
T: I think this stick with human rights applying to governments  
S: Em 
T: So，government should respect the rights, not individual. 
(pause)  
S: (reading from the passage) should be respected [... 
T: [should be respected 
by � 
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S: By the governments  
T: By governments or the government should respect the human rights of 
the citizens  
S: Um um um  
T: I think there... Otherwise that，this is, human rights should be respected, 
ok，that's fine  
[By whom? 
T: The sky is blue. That's fine, 
(both laugh) 
so...you have to also say that sometimes, they're not respected, and 
usually when they're not respected, they're not respected by 
governments.  
S: Yeah.  
T: Say the bus driver, he's probably happy to see the fa-lun-kung, yeah? 
The Chinese government... so it's governments  
S: Um um  
T: Ok, so here, it should be respected by governments, ok 
Furthermore... (pause)... this can", this …every one has the right to live, 
liberty, and security of person, this can be said, this refers to what?  
S: [The the the  
T: [s.. 
the what? Article 3? 
No. I think is the whole declaration.  
T: Two. One, two and three?  
S: Yup. 
T: Ok，…one is .. one, but two and three, singular or plural? For three 
things.  
S: These.  
T: So you've to say these，to make it clear.  
S: Em.  
T: Otherwise[...  
S: [People will think ifs only the article three  
T: Well otherwise what it refers to? Refers to this, this or this?  
S: " ^ h . That's right These. 
T: Yeah. These are very important, these small ... words like these and 
those... 
These can be said to be the fundamentals (pause) of... fiindamentals? Of 
personal rights, ok. 
So. Topic sentence is... .(reading from the passage) da da da，right? 
S: Um um.  
T: Now you，re going to elaborate, and what are human rights are?  
S : Um um  
T: Good. So we，ve got T. And we've got[... 
S: I [mat is T? 
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T: Topic sentence.  
S: Oh oh ok.  
T: Ok. And we've got here, E, elaboration, however, da da da，what's 
t l ^  
S: [e elaboration 
Arguments. Em  
Ok 
(silence)  
S: Fact. Er...  
T: Check with the topic sentence, how does this fit in within you think?... 
that. 
(pause)  
S: It's still elaboration from that statement though...! still get this from 
... get this from the declaration  
T: Ok, you're saying that women's rights da da da and now you're you're 
jumping into this sentence which (pause) deals with the the question ...is 
the fetus is or is not the fetus of human being ... [ok  
S: [so... actually Fm 
arguing ... whether er fetus er is a sub-set of er human, alright, they 
should [have the rights.  
T: [we aren't in that yet 
em... 
(pause) 
is not is not a human being, ok .... however, it should be noticed (pause) I 
think that should be noticed, that  
S: The fetus? The fetus? 
T: — What fetus? 
S: — Fetus. 一 




(both laugh)  
T: [the fetus does not have (pause)  
S: [the fetus  
T: These  
S: These, yeah  
T: These rights, as it is not a human being, it is just a mess of... tissue 
(student laughs) 
If s very controversial, you've stuck in the middle of the paragraph, ok? 
S: Um. — 
T: There, ok, then you've got, ok you've got a topic frame, elaboration, then 
you've got a sentence stating that a fetus is not a human being... and then 
you've got another sentence here, (... .corporation) 
(pause) 
ok, and uh uh  
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you'll be coming back for extra session?  
S: Yeah yeah  
T: You think so.  
S: A bit too long? Uh? For er for for today's session.  
T: Yeah, but ok, I don't think it's too long here，this is a very controversial 
thing，I can see that there's new issue in the second paragraph here  
S: Oh，  
T: You're talking about the fetus.  
S:  
T: This may be belong here. 
Here, you're dealing with political aspect, ...then you jump into some 
moral aspect...of …is a fetus a human being or not?  
S: Em  
T: It doesn't seem to belong here in the sentence，what do you think?  
S: I see er... I think the way I divided this is er this paragraph…I mainly 
talk about …er...I didn't look at.. . the moral side... or or how...the way 
I divided this is this paragraph I talk about the freedom... of the basic 
human being，what what kind of freedom they have, and the next 
paragraph, r m talking about the privacy  
T: Why do you talk privacy [er  
S: [Privacy, 'cos when they say... er... only 
partial abortion is legalized, then, woman that er goes to abortion are 
obvious those who got raped [or etc  
T: [yeah, but I think privacy is the right, privacy is the ... other people can't 
see what we're doing or ...it's not definitely...it's not really 
...ok...basically I'm saying, I'm thinking on here though, (name of 
student), your topic sentence is this  
S: — Umuh 
T: In tibeory, the rest of your paragraph should reflect this topic sentence. 
S: Urn. 
T: This particular sentence where you state that fetus ... .does not... is only a 
mess of tissue... does not really ... da da da …and it does not seem to fall 
in here nicely  
S: Em 
T: [the topic is nice  
S: [Maybe I should 
maybe I should state this later，its jump  
T: I think here，you're talking about United Nations... da da da da da  
S: Er...the sentence doesn't doesn't fit..  
T: So that's indeed. ..(reading from the passage) 
This this follows ok, [if we just skip the., mess of tissue one  
S: ^  
T: This is fine, this goes with this, this goes with that, this is (inaudible) 
topic, you're going to have deal with [some more ... 
S: I [Yeah, later 
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T: Er what (...)is that? 
S: The that is the main argument.  
T: I think so. Yeah. 
So with this one here，you're talking about the background theme.  
S: Um uh.  
T: Human rights, which is good. 
This one aspect of...these fundamental freedoms  
S: yeah  
T: Women should  
(pause) 
to make to they're to to to make a choice to the freedom to make 
Good，I guess this is ok [the problem of this paragraph was this ... sudden 
intrusion, very, this controversial issue ok the topic sentence of another 
paragraph, take it out, keep it, what are you going to deal with this topic? 
S: [um um um  
"T: Or, yeah? 
Because this is going to help you, you're going you're going, once 
you've done all these，you're going to go back，and rewrite your 
introduction.  
S: “ Um. 
T: Introduction, this is usual, you write introduction at the end.  
S: (laugh) Yeah  
T: Though it comes first  
S: Yeah, 'cos you know what you're talking about  
T: And you know what you have talked about, ok?  
S: - (laughs) 
T: That's right, good, so we'll look at the topic, if we (...) now then, but,(‘.） 
look at the topic, you've put the topic sentence, [ok, please read it again， 
you're probably fed up with me mention that. 
[But re-read again, just keep one eye on the topic sentence. And just 
underline anything could you suspect may not belong in that paragraph. 
[Umuh 
[(laughs) 
um uh . 
T: Ok，there's lots of way that we can connect similar development material 
into a paragraph, by using filling discourse markers, however and da da 
da da da  
S: Um uh 
T: But I noticed in your writing, you've got a lot of short absolute statement 
type [(pause) sentences  
S: [Umuh [don'tbe so sure  
T: which do not (re...) themselves in the moment to doing this [if they can 
da da da  
S: [um 
T: Anyway, so for homework [over Chinese New Year [Fm sure sure it is,  
anyway, on a bus or on a train just underline anything that you should 
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suspect  
S: [um um [yeah 
Definitely.  
T: It's just suddenly threw the whole paragraph away. Where you move the 
whole paragraph back to from  
S: Ok.  
T: “ Good 
S: Sure.  
T: Thank you.  
Is it time? 
T: Yeah. 
S: Wow，so fast.  
End of Tape  
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Transcript B 
T: Can you briefly tell me what your first paragraph is about?  
S: Er actually is er introduction on er homosexual er homosexuality on the 
education [side. So I just saying that er [homosexual should be a content 
in er education that we provide er so  
T: [mm [in 
that is your standpoint  
S: Yeah，my standpoint  
T: Your standpoint, that is that is your thesis statement.  
S: My thesis statement, yeah.  
T: Your thesis statement is what? You say it again.  
S: Er, there's a few points actually, that homosexuality er should be included 
in the curriculum of er [the the the education  
T: [oh, ok um mm mm 
and then? So then this is your er [er [main argument  
S: [Main [main argument  
T: You think that it should be included [in the curriculum this topic  
S: [Yeah yeah. [yeah 
yeah 
[and there are few reasons [then  
T: [ah, ok [ok 
then in the introduction, in here, apart from the thesis statement, [Tm sure 
that you included your thesis statement in your introduction. What else 
have you put in in your introduction?  
S: [um mm 
A few arguments that support the thesis statement  
T: You mean right er [in the introduction?  
S: [yeah actually [yeah yeah  
T: Ok, let's talk about introduction, ok，in introduction you include the thesis 
statement, [and then er you start to er put forward your argument [in the 
introductions, how many arguments have you put in?  
S: [um mm [um mm 
should be four  
T: Four arguments, ok, apart from these, what what other things have you 
put in in in the introduction?  
S: Er.. Just a brief introduction of what homosexuality is. 
(tutor laughs at the same time) 
(both laugh)  
T: Ok, brief introduction or definition of homosexuality [or what so ever, 
then we can say that this is background information.  
S: [yeah, definition 
yeah, background information. 
(silence on both sides)  
T: So, basically erm if I say that if I ask you to analyze er er the structure of  
your introduction, then you can say that em in your introduction, you have 
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got background information, a thesis statement, and also em four 
arguments about why you think that er introduction er homosexuality er 
this topic should be included in the curriculum, am I right?  
S: Yes  
T: Ok, them em, ok can you point it out to me, which part is the background 
information?  
S: Er actually it's  
T: From where [to where  
[from here 
actually it's almost all here  
T: Uh? Your introduction [(pause) [how many 
how many paragraphs are there in the introduction?  
S: [it's so long [it's quite long 
only one paragraph  
T: Ok, only one paragraph, from here up to here，[it is your introduction 
S: [here, yeah yeah  
T: So^  background information is from where to where?  
S: Wow, depends whether you you put this as, I think, you can say, well 
actually my pure argument starts here  
T: Ok，em it doesn't matter you [ok... [from here to here 
S: [I I think you can say it's [here to here  
T: Ok, and then, how about your thesis statement? [where which one is your 
thesis statement?  
• [Start 
actually, I've divided into four arguments, my thesis statement, it start 
from here to here  
T: Ok, your thesis statement... include how many sentence，then that means 
one., two, three, then how about your arguments?  
S: Oh it is right here.  
T: Ah ha[haha  
S: [it is included in the thesis  
T: Er er do you understand what's the difference between a thesis statement 
and the arguments?  
S: Yes，but em  
T: Thesis statement is ... you tell me, what what first of all, do you do you 
understand what er [what er  
S: [what's my main main main message  
T: Yeah  
S: What I want to deliver  
T: Yeah，[it is er 
S: [and argument is what I support [... 
T: [yeah yeah how you support it, er 
er the thesis statement[the elaboration  
S: [um mm  




S: Yeah, (tutor laughing at the same time) I just briefly mentioned the just 
one two key words about the arguments and I think I elaborate it in the 
introduction.  
T: I find it very strange 
(laughs)  
S: (laughs)  
T: because usually erm, are you sure that it is erm ok let me have a look at 
here，erm you say that, I will come back to look�at your your er  
S: [ok [background 
T: background information later. I started with the thesis statement first. Ok. 
Now. You say that there is a desparated need for us to foster the idea of 
human diversity. And should have the rights to know what homosexuality 
is. Moreover, complete sex sex education should be provided to eliminate 
in turn homosexuality to be equality to the (pause) it seems to be that it is 
the elaboration rather than a thesis statement. [A thesis statement is 
usually a sentence er er if it can be a long sentence but it is [er er  
S: [mm [so it should be rather 
like er it should be rather like, I strongly support the topic that 
homosexuality should be included in the education curriculum, this is 
more like [what what what  
T: [yeah yeah, 
something like that In here，this is too general  
S: This is too general  
T: I strongly support that, but at least you can say that this is a thesis 
statement，because it is your personal opinion，[right?  
S: [um mm  
T: A thesis statement is, that means get erm，by reading the thesis statement 
then erm the writer er er [ 
S: [The whole picture of what what  
T: Yeah, an overview of what you are going to talk about er [in the er main 
body and the writer will know how you are going to er er what is your 
stand point, who you are going to argue it.  
S: [in the in the 
um mm mm  
T: So, then, now, for example, I think this is a thesis statement, but this 
thesis statement is not very good, [because it is, you just say that I 
strongly supported that homosexuality should be included, then it is a 
little bit too broad.  
S: [em mm [em 
mm 
should be more specific?  
T: You you may be you can include ok then it is ok, maybe you can expand 
it a bit, by including something more specific, [because... because of  
something, but it doesn't mean that you have to put forward all the  
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reasons.  
S: [um mm [um mm  
T: If you start to put all the reasons here, and elaborations same as (the 
student laughs) what what you have done here now. Then it becomes the 
elaboration, and the elaboration, I mean that how you are going to put 
forward your arguments，it should be put it where? In the  
S: "Body. 
T: In the main body.  
S: Um  
T: Do do you understand [what I am  
S: [yeah  
T: So then actually, in the introduction, you are right, first of all, we should 
have the background information  
S: Um mm  
T: Then afterwards, it should be a thesis statement, remember a thesis 
statement is a summary statement of the whole essay [but it is not a 
factual statement, it is your er you know the meaning of factual, it is not 
about fact, [it it  
S: [Um mm [yeah, it can be 
opinion  
T: should be your own opinion. But don't just say that Fm in support of 
something.  
S: Um mm  
T: Then if you are in support of something, then it is a little bit too ... 
general.  
S: Um mm  
T: Because, ok, 11 can't say that it is not right, I means that there is still 
room for improvement，because by reading this, I know exactly that you 
are going to er support er that this should be er included er curriculum 
S: But [don，t which way 11  
T: [but er er eri don't know I don't know how [you are going to argue 
for this statement  
S: [which way um um  
T: So it would be bet- better if you could say because of er er human rights, 
[er you when you talk of something here, [this should be something very 
broad  
p 
yeah yeah [mm 
mm mm  
T: Then, in the main body, if you talk about human right, then I expect that 
in your main body you start to argue elaborate [the points  
S: [what what are human rights?  
T: What are human rights? How come human rights is related to 
homosexuality? You understand what I mean?  
S: Yes. 
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T: Yeah? And if you just want just one reason, human rights, then that means 
obvious, in your main body, you focus a lot, you have to include a lot to 
an how human rights is related to homosexuality and how why human 
rights is so important [and something like this and you go on to argue 
S: [mm mm  
T: But if you think that you want to look at it at a wider perspective, then 
you can include another reason, because of human rights, and er [what er 
equality er or what  
S: [and er 
actually I'm talking about the misconception about sex, its more like er, 
i fs more informative to the student, they should know what what 
sexuality is, what is homosexuality is. Erm it's just more[er  
T: [but then now you then you are 
talking about what you're  
S: [Tm talking about  
T: [the reasons why you think that it, ok 
that means you talk about the reasons why er you think that er er it should 
be included is because of the er people's wrong attitude  
S: Yeah yeah, [wrong attitude and er the right  
T: [Is it? Misconception [on er er  
S: [about the homosexuality  
T: About homosexuality. Wrong attitude and misconception [then you can 
say that or er discrimination [something like that because of er I don't 
know you er wrong attitude, or misconception about homosexuality and 
dis- discrim- crimination  
S: [mm mm 
[discrimination 
um mm  
T: That means you can include two factors  
S: [Mm mm  
T: Then if you talk about discrimination, [then so  
S: [mm mm 
then I go into [the  
T: [yeah you go into depth [on discrimination, and under 
discrimination，you can have er  
S: [mm mm 
[A few points  
T: And you can have many paragraphs, [you can have three or four 
paragraphs, it doesn't mean that everything has to be put under [er in the 
one，  
S: [yeah mm 
[(laughs) stuck in stuck 
into one single paragraph.  
T: [one single paragraph. Wah then, people will find it 
very [tiring. When we read it, in terms of presentation, [it is not very  
good. Ok.  
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S: [long (laughs) [yes 
[yes  
T: And then, after, or if you like, you can have subheadings, [if it is a long 
essay  
S: [Mm mm  
T: I don't know, if it is a short essay, then you don't have to, [then if if 
you want to look at it at anther perspective, discrimination or wrong 
concepts or then it is another paragraph, another then it is another point, 
then the same, you develop your argument, [you have got the the evidence 
to support why to show that why people [have  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm 
[misconception  
T: Yeah yeah, you have to use evidence to support it. If you talk about 
misconception，I think you have to use evidence to support it. If you talk 
about human rights, then you have to use you have to use causal 
relationship, the argument to show why human rights is so important or 
something like that，do do you understand?  
S: Yes.  
T: So you know, and and it seems to me that in here，you start this is your 
elaboration already，[so you should  
S: [Should better put that in the main body.  
T: Yeah, you put it in the main body. Ok?  
S: Mm mm  
T: And if you like，if you want to show the readers, er a clearer picture of the 
structure of your essay，then you can include the structure of your essay. 
S: mm mm  
T: In the introduction.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Do you understand what I mean? The structure of the essay?  
S: You mean like what arguments Fm going to [how  
T: [No, you can say that, in this 
essay，in the first para-, in the first section，Fm going to [ 
S: [to talk about  
T: Er er er. Yeah, bla bla bla, er er er which is followed by discussion of the 
importance of the [ 
S: [But that this is before the thesis statement or  
T: After the thesis statement  
S: [After the thesis statement  
T: After the thesis statement, I have I have not bought along with me er I 
have got because I'm teaching my students this now, how to write a thesis 
statement, how to structure the introduction. I have got some materials, 
but I haven't got it with me. (laughs) [or I can show it to you  
S: [(laughs)it’s ok, r i l be 1,11 be back later.  
T: I So you understand 
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‘ S: Yes 
T: But it depends on how long your essay is, if that your are writing er a 
thesis, 
[a very long academic essay, [but definitely, it would be better, [but if it is 
just a short essay，you can go without.  
S: [mm mm [I have to put [mm mm 
yeah.  
T: If it is long academic essay, and it is er your thesis, a dissertation, then 
you also have to include the purpose  
S: Mm mm [purpose  
T: [The purpose of your essay, (pause) So your purpose, for 
example, the purpose of this essay is to promote people's awareness on 
the problem faced by the homosexual or whatsoever, something like that 
S: Mm mm  
T: Then, and usually, erm if you have go a lot of background information, 
then, actually, usually, we just put it in，put everything in one paragraph, 
but if it is, if it is your dissertation, you would put these in the abstract, 
and then, your paragraph your in will be mainly introduction. [Do you 
understand what Fm saying?  
S: [Mm mm 
Yes.  
T: It is different，the the the way you write a short academic essay is quite 
different [from a long academic essay, in er er your dissertation. In in the 
short academic essay，the introduction you include all these thing，in the 
dissertation, it's different，you have erm an abstract, in the abstract, you 
include, instead you call, instead of calling it introduction, you call it an 
abstract.  
S: [from a long, thesis 
(with backchannels after each of tutor's utterance) 
[abstract  
T: Then afterwards, in the introduction, then it is mainly about background 
information, then you can have a lot a lot of background information, [so 
you understand what Fm saying?  
" S ! [ m 
m mm 
Yeah.  
T: Now, so the first thing I want you to do is to go back to restructure your 
introduction，[ok, [then move these to  
S: [mm mm [mm mm [the body  
T: The main body,? and then I'll look at the background information. And 
then at the same time, Fll look at the grammar as well. Ok  
S: Mm mm.  
T: Let's go through it together. 
Do you want to cut it short or er let me let me read it first, (student laughs) 
er because at er at the moment it's difficult. Homosexuality is the sexual  
interest in (...) of one's own sex. I don't understand in the first sentence. 
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Sorry.  
S: (reading from the passage)  
T: Is the sexual interest.  
S: [(…） 
-I： [ { -^of  
S: [of one's own sex — 
T: What do you mean by own one's own sex. Same sex?  
S: Yeah. Same sex.  
T: Same sex or own sex (laughs). 11 Actually, what do you mean? You tell 
me in your own words.  
S: Oh，it means that homosexuality means that a man like a man [in sexual 
interest or female like female，[which is a member of her own sex. 
[oh 
[oh oh  
S: Lets say，Fm a man，[I have sexual interest in my own sex.  
T: [oh oh ok I understand ok let me see ok 
Then I think，this needs improvement. [If s not very very clear.  
S: [mm mm  
T: Most probably, you take some words from this sentence, [and then take 
out some words from that sentence and then combine it together.  
S: [yeah [yeah  
T: But it is not，sorry 
(tutor answers the call) 
ok，then’ homosexuality is er  
S: Sexual interest in [the same sex or  
T: [in member 
Still it's not good, the sentence itself, (student laughs) it has got problem, 
later on I come back to it，let me  
S: [go through it  
T: [because I yeah go through it 
first. 
Female homosexuality is known as lesbians, (pause) we don't we seldom 
say male homosexuality and female homosexuality, we do not have you 
got it from [the from the  
S: [people say gay and lesbian  
T: Yeah yeah I know, but do you get it from the I don't know whether it is 
erm [the jargon, they call it the female homosexuality, are you are you 




[yeah they usually say 
lesbian.  
T: Yeah rather than male homosexuality [female homosexuality  
S: [yeah yeah [actually I 
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define whafs lesbian people again to  
T: But I don't think, we they don't, you can say that homosexuality is 
defined as erm erm one's ...is defined as erm sexual erm is defined as 
sexual interest, defined one's shows in the, suddenly I can't think of, 
anyway, Fll come back [in a minute  
S: [yeah yeah  
T: Ok I think you have it, and then you can say that erm homosexuality er 
can let me see, many male and female homosexuals preferred to be called 
gay, a term that has been associated with homosexuality since the early, 
ok this is good，er although many people considered homosexuality a 
moral，I think this is Q mistake, [you have to go home and check it, 
considered homosexuality ermoral offense, and homosex is illegal in 
some states and nations, it's no longer consider a psychiatrat disorder 
(reading from the passage)  
S: [y^  




If s no longer a disorder or er  
T: And then? how come，erm how about this? You explain this to me.  
S: I say 
(reading from the passage) 
yes 
(reading from the passage)  
T: Why do you use an and here, why don't you put a full-stop? I think it's 
better 
[to put a full-stop, am I right?  
S: [Yeah yeah [yeah，put a separate sentence.  
T: Yeah, because it seems to me that, do you think that this has direct 
relationship with this point or it is it is a new point, or it is an an 
elaboration of this point?  
S: Should be elaboration  
T: It should be elaboration, because you say that although now homose erm 
[it is no longer consider, and then you want to say that, now there is 
evidence, [so erm showing that sexual orientation has er [physiological 
basis，this is am I right?  
p 




T: Ok I think maybe it is no longer consider as a，then I think it is alright, I 
don't many，because you this is an additional point of this  
S: Mm mm  
T: Either in in order to to make er readers find it easier to read，then you can 
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use this one, ok something something，ok.  
S: So，a full-stop there.  
T: Full stop and then and its er its also alright  
S: Ok  
T: Are you sure that there is such a word，are you sure that (both laugh)  
S: Fm not so sure.  
T: You check it in the dictionary now.  
S: (check the dictionary)  
T: Ok, there is such a word. Because I seldom use this word, 
(reading the definition) 
Oh you read it, actually its better.  
S: Have complicated efforts to combat AIDS in places like that US，when 
diseases initially appeared among homosexuals.  
T: Let me see. 
Have complicated efforts to combat AIDS in places like, why do you put 
that here?  
S: Mm，such such as  
T: You have got like here，alright  
S: T ike 
T: Or actually it，s but in...  
S: Maybe I just take that out  
T: Yeah, 11 think you have to 
[where the disease initially appeared among homosexuals, ok? 
[throughout  
S: [where [homosexuals 
[throughout the history of higher education in US college and er the 
university students have engaged most often in learning activities in 
environments that might be described as traditional classrooms.  
T: Ok. The traditional [classrooms  
S: [traditional classrooms are characterized as 
principally by a belief that both their curricular content what is taught and 
instructional strategies how it is taught are objective and very neutral [and 
(••) 92. 
T: [mm mm  
S: Indeed throughout the curriculum, little information about lesbian and gay 
exists, and what does what does exist may often serves reinforces as 
stereotype.  
T: Mm mm  
S: Furthermore, in many cases, institutional definitions of multiculturalism 
used to direct political impli-e-cit-ed-ly  
T: Implicitly  
S: Implicitly and explicitly exclude lesbian and gay.  
'Y: Ok. I think 
under such ignorance, I strongly supported that, ok, erm, erm how long  
erm your [er how long is your essay going to be like?  
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[[ct 
It should be [something like  
T: [how many pages?  
S: It should be more two more two three more pages，this is 700 word.  
T: This is 700 words.  
S: Should be something like that, 1500,1 only talk about two points, I have 
two more points and a conclusion.  
T: Ok. So you have got two more pages, because I think you can I wonder 
whether your introduction is a bit too long.  
S: (laughs)  
T: And erm you use these as so as to link up the to lead to the curriculum to 
talk about why homosexuality should be included in the education 
curriculum. 
P I guess why this is why you suddenly talk quite a lot about the er 
educational background, or curriculum back [er curriculum or higher 
educations [in in the US college，am I right?  
S: [mm mm [mm [mm 
mm 
Yes. Yes  
T: You use this method to link it up.  
S: Yes. 
T: But do you think that this is [this is  
S: [this is part background part of argument, 
right? 
[You can say  
T: [Yeah，but but the point is erm  
S: [a bit too long  
T: Erm, this is not er it is the US, [and I think it is quite difficult to relate to 
er HK educational context.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm [mm mm 
T: For me，I think it will be better if in the background information you  
"S: [talk 
a bit about  
T: — Hong Kong 
S: [local  
T: Yeah yeah the the local context, [rather than, suddenly you talk about US, 
and then  
S: [mm mm 
Actually, [T talk about general, Fm not talking [about the United States 
T: [how how [oh oh, you don't 
specifically talk about HK situation.  
S: No no, Fm [just talking about general  
T: [you just say that erm er we should supp include that in the  
curriculum, so you don't mention [anything [specifically about HK, [ok, 
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then it, it would be alright.  
S: [no no [no no [no 
T: But let read it carefully to see whetiier actually [er er  
S: [yeah yeah 
[that fits  
T: Yeah, you link up well, 
(reading the passage) 
ok, you talk about the history of higher education in in the United States, 
ok. oh, sorry, these students have engaged most often in learning activity 
in environment that might be (...) 
(reading from the passage) 
And what does exist may often serve to reinforce stereotype. Furthermore, 
in many cases, institutional 
(silence) 
Erm，use a conjunction is better.  
S: Mm mm  
T: I think，we don't say under such er ignorance  
S: Mm mm  
T: We say under er such a situation  
S: Mm mm, so Fm er what should I say? ^  
T: It has got a causal relationship, [so what what do you think?  
[yeah. 
So I can I can just say，under this situation, or er or [I should use the word 
ignorance  
T: [but you er 
You can keep this but you use a conjunction.  
S: Mm  
T: Go home to think about it  
S: Mm 
T: I think, on the，it's ok, if you say that you're going to argue it in a just in a 
er general term, you don't specify HK, [or whatsoever, or you you take 
US as an example, it seems that, you are going to, i f , actually you can 
highlight that, even erm in the US which is such an advanced and [open 




That's rather，sounds like，Fm specifically focused [focused on the States. 
T: [yeah yeah, it seems 
that you're [talking on yeah  
S: [focused on the States  
T: And people would expect that if your background information is about the 
[context is in the US, then people will think that the evidence [or，how, 
I'm sure that you have to provide some evidence, [then in the later part of 
the the [essay, people will find that, you in here, you talk about US  
suddenly，you shift to talk about HK.  
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S: [yeah I should mainly [mm 
[mm 
[essay 
[mm mm  
T: So, maybe you put something in e er even er in the country, [such as US, 
[which is such an open and westernized country, [it has got a problem 
here.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm 
[mm mm  
T: Do you understand?  
S: Yeah yeah  
T: And then，and I don't know，what impression is you can shorten it  
S: Mm mm  
T: Because in the er introduction, actually, er you don't er especially if your 
essay is not a very particularly long essay，you don't have to for example, 
you give, say something it is very academic here, [(pause) you use 
quotation, it seems that you're going to elaborate the point [already.  
S: [mm mm 
[But actually 
r ^  
T: But actually, in 也e introduction, you just give the set the scenario, so as to 
give people some ideas, the most important argument, and the quotation 
and everything elaboration  
S; [should be in the body  
T: Yeah，in the main body，so I prefer you  
Shorten it 
T: You shorten it, and then er  
S: Elaborate in the main body  
T: Yeah, in the main body，you give more arguments and er evidence to 
support er to elaborate your your [er topic sentence, I think it is much 
better，but I can't say that it is wrong.  
S: [argument 
mm mm mm  
T: You understand [what I mean?  
S: p i understand, just just doesn't fit that, this this wow, we 
know that this is not a long essay, it shouldn't be [shouldn't b e l l i 
noticed that [too，a bit too more more  
T: [yeah 
[also, for example, when I read up to here, it seems to me that 
it is the main body, [the traditional classroom, er what it is like. I prefer er 
that you you shorten it，try to be more precise.  
S: [mm mm  
T: For example, saying something that, erm US is considered, is regarded as 
er very open and western country, westernized country, open and people  
are open minded，but still in here，a lot of discrimination er  
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S: [Exist 
T: Exist, and the gays there, and er les lesbians there, er er they have er er to 
face a lot of problems, then I think you highlight the problems, the 
background information is you in this country, the the problems they fece 
[they er er, they face a lot of problems, such as er I don't know er 
[some gays are beaten  
S: [mm mm 
[discrimination yeah  
T: Discrimination, they can't have the right to do certain things, [they are are 
beaten up by some body [in the pub, just a few example.  
S: [yeah yeah 
[(laughs)  
T: Then you set the scene, and so that，even in this country, then you go on 
to argue why, then you can say that, in this count, even, ah, sorry, just 
now, I forget，it is your curriculum, even though in this they exist, they 
never talk about er  
S: rarely talk about  
T: rarely talk about er er in the sex education  
End of Tape  
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Transcript C 
T: Ok good  
Yeah  
T: Right, so can you tell me about the essay you brought in to me?  
S: Er，this is an essay about homosexuality, and I used the bible to find some 
evidence for the support of the homosexuality in，I mean in this context. 
T: Right, can you tell me what your tutor asked you to write about? And how 
did you  
S: Erm she just asked us to write an essay about homosexuality, and we are 
you can choose either for or against this erm topic. And then, I just, 
because the title er she give us is homosexuality a sin, so for the word sin, [I 
just come to my mind is the word bible, [it is what we talked about, so I 
choose some evidence from the bible to see whether it supports or against 
this topic.  
[right 
Right，so you saw yourself right in an argument essay or persuasive essay? 
S: Erm, I saw myself in an argumentative essay.  
T: Right. And the position you're taking is  
S: For. That is the support  
T: Making it compulsory? [We should all  
S: [Yeah. [not not compulsory, but we should 
all be acceptable by other people.  
T: Right，that is homosexuality is not a sin.  
Yeah.  
T: Ok, good, right, what do you what do you like me to look at in this essay. 
S: I think particular the grammar part, because my grammar is not quite good. 
Yeah  
T: Ok，what do you mean by grammar?  
S: Erm I mean the tenses，especially.  
S: And then to see the organization of my essay to see whether it fits into the 
argumentative one.  
T: Yeah，the structure.  
S: Yeah, the structure, and whether the any improvement that I can make to s 
er strong to support my standpoint.  
T: Right. For example, if I say that homosexuality is a sin, do you think that 
after reading this essay，I will change my mind?  
S: I hope so.  
T: Ok, quite good. Erm, what's this what stage is this? [Is this a first draft? 
Final draft? Final final?  
S: [erm. 
This is my first draft.  
T: Really, ok, pretty good. 
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S: Yeah. 
T: Did you have an outline when you're writing? Or just a mental outline? 
S: I j ust make up in my mind.  
"t?" Ok.  
S: Because I seldom write it write it down, because I think that once it is stick 
it in my mind，I know what to put in for each paragraph.  
T: Yeah，ok ok. Well I noticed here youVe to be very careful with spell check. 
S: Mm mm  
T: Em, you see on the first line there is a mistake. Hose, h-o-s-e, hose means 
what?  
S: Erm, hose, free of hose, er, in this case, usually I just take it, I mean，I just 
see someone someone use this word，and then I just use it in my essay. 
T: Hose means what? You forgot about it?  
S: I forgot it，I forgot about it. Let me see.  
T: Hose means，it's a noun, [it's a long rubber thing, [a fireman have it，to put 
out water.  
S: [ah ha [ah ha 
free of hose.  
T: Is this your sentence?  
S: Let me see. I quite forget about why I use this word.  
T: I know I know why you used the word，it's a mistake，it should be whose. 
" S : W h o ? 
T: Whose, [w-h-o-s-e, but hose is also a word，[so spell check will not correct 
this word for you.  
S: [oh I see. [ah ha. [ah ha. 
I think if s a incorrect word, I think I mistype it as hose.  
T: Yes, mistype, yeah yeah yeah, did you proofread this on paper? Or on the 
computer?  
S: On the computer.  
T: Yeah, we can't do that, even native speaker cannot read English on a 
computer, they have to print it out. On a paper, we check on simple things 
like this.  
S: (student backchannels throughout) Yes.  
T: Right. How long did it take you to write this?  
S: Five hours.  
T: Five hours, one day，straight out  
Yeah. 
T: Have you done any reading before it?  
S: Erm, no, just have the bible with me，and then [when I just, I'll I'll first 
have some grasp idea on the bible, [and then I'll just have it with me when I 
write the sentences, it refer it to the bible.  
T: Right，did you use internet bible?  
S: No, no, no no.  
T: There's a lot of stuff in the internet, for example, if you look up the bible, 
[and then you can do a search [for homosexuality, [and then it gives you all 
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the references which they have.  
[ 
mm mm [mm mm [mm mm 
Oh I haven't use that one before.  
"TT" Ok. 
S: I just use some notes that I have written down before.  
T: And relationship with plural, with person，person, person?  
S: People I think, [in this case.  
T: [Well, a person, a persons, [ok, with a person, with a person 
with the same sex.  
[ok. 
T: Should homosexuality be discouraged? 
(silence) 
Mm, can be analysed in various point of view, (pause), ah, [because 
Christianity is only one religion.  
S: [mm mm 
Mm mm.  
T: In the Christianity，the Christianity  
S: How about if we say from, what about if we say the religious point of view, 
because Christianity is only one religion as you have said.  
T: Mm mm, well，we can also look at it from a legal point of view, [a moral 
point of view, [and Christ, and religion there's only one we can add, we can 
say Christianity, [you could, you can look at it from a medical point of 
view, which (...). You will look at, I mean like Christianity, I mean a 
Christian, and use an adjective here. Not a noun，because a Christian point 
of view，[since it，what does it mean，it?  
S: [Mm mm 
[mm I see 
[mm mm ok 
[Mm mm [mm mm 
Mm，I think it's homosexuality.  
T: No，no，it's since it (...). 
S: No no，I mean, the Christian, if you are a Christian, I mean, this is, this one 
is from the Bible.  
T: Student, I think we won't place it from, it is ambiguous.  
S: Mm mm.  
T: You place it with a full noun, [not a pronoun. [So it，s Christianity, it's 
completely (...) 
S: [mm mm [mm mm  
T: Governing the way of life of the majority?  
S: Governing  
T: Where, not China, not Japan, not in India.  
S: I think it's all over the world, because many many Christians all over the 
world, so I think the Bible can give them a set of rules that they they should 
behave.  
T: Mm mm，I wonder the majority in the essay means a lot of people in the 
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world is Christian, I don't know if that's true, [there's very few in China 
and Japan.  
S: [mm mm 
Mm, is it? Er，ok ok  
T: Ok, so governing the way of life of many people [actually, ok.  
S: [mm  
T: Ok，so your thesis statement is  
S: Homosexuality is not a sin, I think, but then I leave it out.  
T: Which is not in the introductory paragraph, we are all expected to see it. 
S: Mm mm  
T: Introductory paragraphs work on 
Ok, em maybe you can put in here the question should homosexuality be 
discouraged can be analyzed, and refuted [that would state your opinion, 
[that would be your thesis statement, [yeah  
S: [mm mm 
[mm I see 
[mm mm  
T: That would state you would disagree，you are going  
S: Disagree with this statement，should homosexuality be discouraged  
T: Discouraged, You are going to analyze it and then to refute it.  
""“Refute it, ok — 
T: Can be analyzed and rented. And can we refute a question, refute a claim? 
Er, ok, can be analyzed and refuted from many Christians, ok. Right, so the 
thesis statement is that homosexuality should not be discouraged. 
Mm, this question should homosex, is this your question? Should 
homosexuality be discouraged.  
S: Mm,，[this  
T: [This is different, is homosexuality a sin and should it be discouraged 
are different questions.  
S: Because erm, in this one，I want would like to point out that it should not be 
discouraged，so I just ask this question.  
T: Well this is introductory paragraph, it should not be implying here, [your 
title is is homosexuality a sin, [but you have the thesis statement that should 




T: If s not the same thing.  
S: I see. So, would it be better if I change this one.  
T: I don't know. You're writing it, [you're choosing the title, [maybe you 
choose the title，not choose to write this.  
S: [(laughs)mm [mm 
I see，I think, in this case, I think，Fll just stick with this one.  
T: Ah ha，Ok, of course，this is easier，I would not change the title.  
S: Yeah 
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T: There, a topic sentence, ok 
(reading from the passage) 
ok, equality is there  
S: Mm mm  
T: You want to treat it as a verb  
S: Mm mm，equally  
T: Yes, yes 
As as, so which is which, equally as equally to equally to，to er 
(reading from the passage) 
there's a lot of long statements here  
S: Mm mm  
T: (reading from the passage) 
Ratail? Is it retail?  
S: (reading from the passage) 
I think I mistyped the word.  
T: Then，what is the word，do you know?  
S: It is ...retire  
S: Re-what I am suppose to write here?  
"TT" Retile?  
S: Mm, I don，t know  
T: Well, you wrote it, perhaps so.  
S: I I can't remember this one，maybe 1,11 check it，[I'll check it.  
T: [right, ok 
(reading from the passage) 
right, now, [the issue, [the next paragraph begins the issue. That we're back 
in there to something, what issue is this?  
S: [mm [mm 
Homosexuality should not be discouraged.  
T: Right, (pause) Em, maybe say the issue of homosexuality, you see here, 
[you've mentioned it in the previous paragraph, [so many issues here that 
it's not quite clear what you're talking about. [The issue of homosexuality 
come if approach by first step, what exactly (...) feirly come into a fact，a 
fact, can you can you come to a fact, I've come to a fact. That this time, 
come, come to a conclusion，conclusion, observation, something like that 




[mm [mm  
T:(…） I don't think to begin with that, you don't need that, I wonder whether 
it's appropriate to begin with, most spoken English do perhaps, but if you're 
going to speak this, [ 
S: [No, I don't think so, [I just want to point out [the points that 
I've written.  
T: [ok [ok 
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Mm, there's no text, means the Aramaic, do you read Aramaic? The Bible 
is written in Aramaic, I think, [which is the old language of (...) 
[r^ | m  
^ No?  
S: No, [in this case, I'm just referring to the whole Bible, the Old Testament I 
mean. Not not the really one，I mean in English version.  
T: [Mm mm [Mm mm 
Ok. (pause) Mm mm 
(Reading from the passage) 
Mm, lots of quotes from the Bible.  
S: Mm mm.  
T: And the King James' Bible, the word the phrase [“to know" [is to have sex 
with  
S: [mm mm [mm mm，yeah 
T: In the translation into English, [to know means to have sex. 
Whether crime sin，whether crime sin，whether, an appropriate word?  
S: [mm mm [mm mm  
T: Mm, strange, so can be received and concluded as (...) da da da da da 
which included the habit of (.. •), well that kind of，that's put your argument 
S: [mm 
T: You're at (…）this context, you see，look at the original context where it 
came from, we can see that there wasn't homosexuality as (...) worship 
Mm  
T: Then here and you're (...) sentence (...) whether we can conclude it. Kind 
of, turn it upside down, and see if homosexual rape was (...) 
We conclude with a major sins，perhaps, with a major sins or the (...)， 
because of the sins, yeah, of which，homosexual rape was only one，so by 
changing this sentence from, (sort.... visitors). Change that last phrase, 
because of the sentence of the citizen that homosexual rape was only one, 
you,re (.) to report homosexuality, right?  
S: Yeah，Mm mm  
T: Which is what you want to do，I think.  
T: The other massages written in (.) 22 and 23，ok, maybe I need you to put 
one of these quotes in, maybe here you're mention, Leviticus 18:22,18:23, 
maybe you put in that, is it a long quote?  
Yeah  
~Y: is it long, this quote, [18:22,18:23 ~ 
S: [er，two to three lines, I think  
T: Well, ok, I think we will put in one of these quotes in here.  
Mm，ok  
T: Because you mention the quote, [and you refer to it, it appears condemn of 
it, is it?  
S: [mm  
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T: I can't see it here, is it over here? If it's say three lines, keep it separate 
from the text.  
Mm 
T: Right in here, we will quote it in here，indented，right?  
Ok.  
T: And and then below this below the quotation, start this sentence refer back 
to it.  
S: Mm mm  
T: It appears to condemn, the fact of the first (.) prostitution 
(reading from the passage) 
Hm mm, so what's the connection between the Jewish Holiness Code and 
Christianity, the different religions.  
S: riljust use one more Jewish Holiness Code to support my view.  
T: What is the Jewish quote in the context? How is it applicable, [what has it 
to do with Christianity?  
S: [mm 
P think it is like a kind of bib, like bible to the Jewish, 
[so, I think by quoting one more bible like thing here make my argument 
stronger.  
T: [what what 
I don't think so, it confuses me. [because you whole aim is to look at 
homosexuality through Christian，now you brought in the Jewish Holiness 
Code，I don't know what it is. [I don't know how it is relevant to this.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm  
T: And you know you're saying what is connected between the Jewish— quote 
and the Christianity.  
S: Mm, I think it's the religion, for the Jewis Jewish, they have a set of 
religion [for themselves, and the same for the Christian, I think in this 
sense，I just make them together.  
yeah. 
[But, do the Christian quote rules, ethics come from the Jewish in 
this quote?  
No.  
T: Are you sure?  
S: I don't think so.  
T: Think it again.  
~S7~ They do? 
T: I think so, [tiliey take commandments，[the Jewish  
S: [ah mm [ah mm [oh，really?  
T: Though no testaments, not Christians  
T: But there are some connection here, [a lot of Christian originate from 
Jewish, they are not anyone new, ok?  
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S: [mm mm 
[mm mm  
T: (reading from the passage) 
We can understand? We can understand?  
S: Understand, yeah, that that is what what I would like to express.  
T: Well, I don't understand，why understand?  
S: Because, I know something from the testament, so I use the word 
understand.  
T: Well, ok, for example, erm, in the second world war. Hitler killed six 
million Jews，do you know that? Or do you understand that?  
S: I know，  
T: [Do you understand it?  
S: [I r i l say，I know, I know the case, but  
T: [ha? You don't understand 
why，[well，me too，I know that, this，but I don't understand why.  
S: [yeah [mm  
T: So，perhaps, understand is not a good word  
Yeah  
T: You understand why something happens, [it's different from knowing 
[yeah yeah  
S: [understand what's the reason 
[yeah yeah 
So, this maybe no, does not refer to any reason? [If we if we say that I 
know something, do you does it mean that I understand?  
[well 
can be，but I think you understand well you, well we can understand why, 
the Old Testament condemn homosexuality right? Ok, we can see that, 
[see�from this we can see, [we can infer  
[see? 
[mm mm 
[mm mm [mm mm 
T: That the 
S: [yeah，that will be clear [so they can understand  
T: [clear [understand 
So. We can see, we can infer, does not does not er of er concentual, I think 
concentual here，because you are contrasting with rape, right?  
Mm.  
T: One can be confident that the (...) 
(reading from the passage) 
Good, ok, that's quite nice，you，ve done the Old Testament there.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Ok, the condemnation of the (...) da da da 
Where has it come? Where has it (.)? You should say (.) the sentence.  
S: I think is the place of the verb has.  
T: Yeah. Oh，you got to change it in that sentence. 
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(silence)  
S: I think what I would like to write is, it's mainly in Romans years, where St. 
Paul has criticizing [sexual activity  
T: [Can we do that? Has plus ing? (laughs)  
S: No. Has criticized.  
T: Ok. Also are, we can change where to which, which has St. Paul, or we can 
see, where St. Paul criticizes sexual activity. Isn't this strange? That is it 
criticizes the sexual activity that th against the person's nature of 
disposition. Mm, well, if you are homosexual nature of disposition  
S: Mm mm  
T: Homosexuality for you is right?  
S: Yeah. Against a person's nature or disposition, and homosexuality is not 
right if I write this one.  
T: No. According to this, homosexuality is perfectly ok. You're saying that, 
suppose that if you're [homosexual then, homosexuality is ok.  
S: [again [hm mm  
T: If there we are to change the word, if we change it from that to against a 
person's nature, to that to against a human nature，[(pause)that's different. 
S: [mm [mm  
T: There we're saying that suppose say that homosexuality [was a sin against 
human nature，ok?  
S: [mm 
[Yeah  
T: The passage has the passage er is it a long quote?  
S: I think this one is er quite long.  




T: Right, change it to have in here, begin this below it. Then you can change 
this to this, this passage, 
(reading from the passage) 
Or do you have to stick it to to er oh, homosexual behavior, or to, hm, 
(pause, hm, ok. 
The meaning is unclear (this is a line from the essay)，right?  
S: [mm  
T: Again, (reading from the passage) 
One was translated as referring to masturbation, and is now sometimes 
translated as, so this is the same Greek or Aramaic or whatever word? 
[Which is translated to to different meanings.  
S: [mm  
T: But here, rather meant. So, it's usually transfer translated as referring to 
masturbation, but but [there's something to translated (...) [homosexual. 
S: [mm [mm  
T: Ok, er, masturbation, homosexual, homosexuality, homosexual, ok, the true 
meaning is lost. There is no mention of loving, committed gay and lesbian 
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relations in the Christian Scriptures. Hm, There is no mention of loving, 
committed gay and lesbian relations in the Christian Scriptures. So, 
homosexuality is not a sin and should not be discouraged.  
Mm. 
T: Ah-ha, ok.  
S: Well, because it is not mentioned but it doesn't mean that it is - wrong. 
T: Well, there's a lot of things that tiie Bible does not mention, does not 
mention about killing sex million Jews is wrong, [but it's pretty wrong, isn't 
it?  
S: [mm hm [yeah  
T: Specifically when it is (...). No, em  
S: [now, consider that this one because it 
involves the death of people, [but here we're saying gay and lesbian relation 
[doesn't mean harm to any people，[and it is not loss of life.  
T: [mm [right 
[right 
Right, instead of saying there is no mention of loving, committed gay and 
lesbian relations in the paragraph, why don't we change the word mention 
to there's no obvious criticism  
S: [mm hm，yeah，obvious criticism  
T: [Of gay relationships in 
the Bible. [So，homosexuality (pause) [is not a sin  
S: [mm hm [is not a sin 
T: If you change it to that，  
_S: [It will be better，I think  
T: It is clearer that so [so there's no criticism of [da da da  
S: [mm mm [mm hm  
" l ^ Ok?  
T: So，there's no obvious criticism, there's no clear cut or definition criticism 
of loving committed gay and lesbian relations in the Christian Scriptures.  
End of Tape  
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Transcript D 
Transcript D was transcribed and analyzed, however, the data file of this 
transcript was lost, and was unable to be retrieved. 
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Transcript E 
T: Ok，in the first sentence，it seems that there is a grammar problem.  
S: Mm, I try to give a definition of what Disney is.  
T: Ok, I know. But the point is em，it has a grammatical problem.  
S: Uh ha.  
T: Which is the main clause? 
(silence) 
Do you do you understand what I mean?  
S: ~Yeah. —  
T: You see, in a sentence, here, (pause) you say that the gorgeous theme 
park which park which is famous for is, then where is the main clause,  
you see, in here, [(pause) this sentence which is famous for, up to here 
"s： 
the sentence [Mm mm  
T: Then this is what?  
S: Relative clause.  
T: Yeah, this is an adjective clause, describing  
S: [the theme park  
T: But, then, how about the main clause?  
S: Oh, I think is it the dash, the this, er punctuation, if there is a dash, [do 
we need any  
"T； [NO 
no no, still you need a main clause, for example，I give you an example, 
you can't say that，Hong Kong it is like that, [is it being recorded?  
S: [the tape (student moving the tape recorder) 
yes, yes, ok  
T: Ok, ok, ok. You can't, now for example, I give you an example. Mary, 
I simplify you sentence, a girl, who is my friend and obtained 6A in the 
A-Level exam. Do you think this sentence is correct? 
(pause) 
Then you put a full-stop here?  
S: Mm -
T: What's the problem with this sentence? This is a fragment.  
S: Yeah.  
T: You see.  
S: There should be a main verb here.  
T: The girl, this is only a [clause (pause) describing the girl, you leave out 
something which is the main clause  
S: [a clause 
Mm mm  
T: [The main clause  
S: pVe the  
T: Yeah yeah yeah, so you see, even though there is a dash here, Mary the  
girl then, it should be，it is incomplete, Mary the girl who who，in terms 
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of idea, [actually it is incomplete, [do you understand what I mean? So 
you should change it to Mary the girl who is my friend, er，is very tall, 
something like that So you complete this sentence, then you know  





T: So，do you know how to correct it?  
S: (both laughs) yeah，I think I can.  
T: So you go home to. That means you leave out some [thing here.  
S: [something [yeah 
T: [so this something should be with a verb，[(pause)  
S: [so，add something [a verb, ok  
T: Should be with a verb, plus the phrase, ok. 
(reading from the passage) 
Recently，the SAR Government has decided to build a Disneyland on 
Lantau Island by 2005. Recently, the SAR Government has decided to 
build a, to build a Disneyland, on, ok, ok. . This project has received a 
lot of public awareness，can I say receive awareness? Receive a lot of 
attention.  
S: Mm，public attention.  
T: We promote [the awareness, I wonder whether you can see，receive 
awareness. 
(looking up in the dictionary)  
S: [Mm.  
T: Definitely attention is correct, [but I'm not sure whether we can say 
receive awareness. We say we promote your awareness, [(pause) under 
what?  
S: [Mm mm [Mm mm  
T: Awareness，[(pause)you raise somebody awareness, [(pause) right? 
S: [mm [mm [yeah 
T: Promote awareness, yeah，if you want to use awareness, I think either 
you, you have to change this too, raised, it has raised [a lot of public 
awareness, or or actually you just need to take out a lot of, you just say 
that, it has received，it has raised public a[wareness.  
[Mm 
[awareness  




S: Mm mm.  
T: Ok? Ok, let me see. The project has raised public awareness, or received 
public attention and criticism. Ok, the point is [if you you use receive,  
you say criticism, ok，[but then if you use raise, is it ok? It has raised 
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T: The point is here.  
S: Yeah, I chose receive (tutor laughs)  
T: To play safe，(both laugh) you see what I mean?  
S: Yeah.  
T: It has received public attention and criticism in the territory. Some 
pessimists think that it will cost a considerable amount of government 
revenue which may not be recouped by the profits earned from the 
theme park, ok. In &ct. Hong Kong Disneyland can bring profound 
positive impacts on the society by boosting, economy's tourism, and 
employment, enriching quality of life as well as enhancing Hong 
Kong's international image. Ok, quite good. 
Let me see, in fact. Hong Kong Disneyland can bring profound positive 
impact on the society, by boosting economy's, er, I think you can just 
say，by boosting，or you just say that by  
S： [boosting the tourism 
T: Yeah rather than，economy's tourism, [(pause) it's a bit clumsy  
S: [mm mm [yeah 
T: Point one, er, enriching equality of life as well as enhancing, ok, that is 
good, then, ok. Then the limitation, you start to talk about，some people  
criticize that, [(pause)  
the the investment  
T: [the investment it is too big for the project According to 
senior government officials, the total investment for the theme park, 
including this one, an infrastructure expenditure, will be, ok. After the 
economic, turmoil. Hong Kong is at a vulnerable, period. Hong Kong is 
still, (pause), this is not good, at a vulnerable period, is still at a stage of 
vulnerability, is still is still undergoing a period, is still, let me see, at a 
stage of, (pause), vulnera, at a stage of vulnerability, or at a vulnerable 
stage, I wonder whether you can say, it is at a it is at a transitional 
period, it is a stage at vulnerable period, it is at a vulnerable period, ok，I 
think it is ok.  
S: (silence)  
T: They think that it is a risk to invest such tremen such tremendous 
government revenue as we may not a be able to afford the loss, ok. But 
still, I think it is better. Alright? (pause) They think that it is a risk to 
invest such tremendous government revenue as we may not be able to 
afford the loss, ok. Besides, they may even interrogate the, I don't 
understand the feasibility. Ok，the feasi- feasibiltiy of Disneyland's 
miracle in Hong Kong as the Paris Disneyland has encountered, 
incessant problems in the first few years and how can we ensure all  
these will not take place in Hong Kong. Ok，let me see，in here, we can 
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improve it further, [besides, they may even, how how why how come 
you use this word?  
S: [mm mm 
they may [even because  
T: [And how come they they they may?  
S: Just [er it is  
T: [why why why do you use they may, it seems that actually you are 
presenting the &ct, some people [they criticize these and they cricitize 
the project is too big, erm, and then the reason why they make such 
criticism, because after the economic er turmoil. Hong Kong is still 
vulnerable，uh mm，and it is hasn't recovered yet.  
S: [mm  
T: And so, this is ok, they think it is a risk to, so you point out, why they 
they don't dislike it, and then, so, it is you point out what you observe, 
[these people, they criticize, because of this, then how come suddenly 
they may even，why do you use they may?  
S: [mm 
mm  
T: Do you understand what I mean?  
S: Yeah，I understand.  
T: Alright? So, I think you can what?  
S: They will，is it better?  
T: Why you say that，why is it future tense?  
S: (student laughs)[  
T: That means you think that they haven't, they they haven't said 
something like that.  
S: They have，even interrogated, or questioned  
T: They they they have，if you use may or will, that means you are 
predicting that this is what they are going to argue. Are you predicting 
[or they  
S: [How how about 
they have?  
T: Yeah, [or they present tense, for example, they er yeah, because now in 
here, you use present tense, (pause), they criticize this, and they point 
out these. And they, so in here，[either you can use present tense [or 
present perfect.  
S: [they have 
[mm mm [mm mm [mm mm 
T: Alright? So it they, they have even, not interrogate, you know they 
meaning of interrogate?  
S: Question.  
T: (looking up in the dictionary) 
But, that's different from question, interrogate is interrogate. 
Alright, (long pause) 
Interrogate, where, where, where, interrogate, now you see, in inter inter  
inter inter interrogate interrogate interrogate interrogate, to ask someone 
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a lot of questions for a long time in order to get information. This is not 
what you want want to say, the police interrogate the suspect for several 
hours. If you you suspects that he has done something, or this is 
technical term, from part of computer, so actually this is not what you 
mean. So actually this is not what you want, it should be what?  
S: Question.  
T: Yeah, so just use question. They even question, or they have even 
questioned the f of the feasibility of Disneyland's miracle in Hong Kong 
as the Paris Disneyland has encountered in the first few years, alright? 
Now, erm, if now they have their problem is, they have overcome the 
problems, now they they they do not encounter the same problems 
again.   
S; Mm  
T: Then in here，you have to use past tense，ok?  
S: Yeah.  
T: If you think that, now they may in the future, now they are still facing 
the problems, then you use present perfect.  
S: "Yeah. 
T: So you have to go home to think about it yourself, [(pause) whether it is  
present perfect or past tense.  
[Yeah. 
I think i fs past tense, (laughs)  
"t^ Yeah. “ 
(both laugh) 
And how, and I think this is not good. Now, because actually here, it's a 
statement here，[from here to here.  
S: [mm  
T: And then suddenly, how come it becomes a question? So either you put 
a full-stop here, and then it is a question by itself or but obviously it is 
part of it. Ok, let me see. They question they question the feasibility 
and they what they question is this.  
S: Mm  
T: So this is part of it. [So you, it is part of it, so you it should not put a 
full-stop here，otherwise it will look very strange.  
S: [mm [mm  
T: Am I right? 
S: "Yeah. 
T： So, but then, if this part is part of it, [(pause) it should be a statement, 
[(pause) a sentence  
S： [mm  
[mm  
T: Then how can you change it into a statement, this part, I'm sure that you 
can do it. [(pause)You know how to do it.  
S： [mm [mm 
erm [(pasue)  
T: [Instead of saying how can we，and then you can change it to a flill-
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stop here. Let me see, besides, they may even interrogate the feasibility 
of Disneyland's miracle in Hong Kong as, and, ok. If you, first of all, 
you change it to a statement，it become what?  
S: We cannot  
T: "How 
S: [can we  
T: [we can ensure, am I right? Then this is a question statement, then 
you can use a full stop. But the point is, let me see, besides the 
question, the feasibility of Dis, as part as, ok, and, ok. let me see, let me 
see, the question, ok, ah you, it is ok. Now because it is a clause here, 
the question, then this is another clause, this is the main clause, they 
question so, and they question another thing  
S: Mm  
T: So they question the feasibility of this, and they also question how we 
can ensure，[(pause) then it is correct.  
S: [mm [mm  
T: So it is correct, do you understand why I [er  
S: [yes.  
T: At first, I thoughted that it has no relationship with this one, [(pause), 
then I think it's a bit strange.  
S: [mm 
T: But now if I look when I look at it carefully, I think that actually this can 
be a clause of this [they question, so I think it is ok.  
S: [mm  
T: Let me see, actually, I don't think this is your, you haven't, this is not 
limitation, actually this is just background, I think.  
S: Mm  
T: This is background information, do you understand what mean?  
S: Yeah  
T: Because, actually this is is not disadvantages, [(pause) we just point out 
that some people criticize, [(pause) er, this project, you just use, point 
out that some people er erm have doubt about this project. So this is  
background information.  
“ [Yeah 
[mm 
Y ^  
T: So, that means I think in your in your er in your essay, you have just got 
advantages only, not disadvantages. Ok. Actually, the project will be an 
enormous boost for Hong Kong's tourism industry. As tourism officials 
acknowledge that Hong Kong has been a ok, there is a pro- as tourism 
officials acknowledge that Hong Kong. Now you use as, as he points 
out that this is good. Now, I follow you pattern, but I simplify the 
sentence  
S: 
T: As he points out that this is good, then after that, yours is however, it is  
not good. Do you think this sentence is correct?  
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S: Ah, there are two subordinate clause, (....) 
T: Yeah, as he point out that this is good，then there should be  
S: [main clause, 
the subject.  
T: Yeah, the main clause here. You haven't got the main clause，and then 
you suddenly come to another point. So, some problem with this 
sentence.  
S: Can I put a comma here，and then cross out the that.  
T: As tourism official [acknowledge  
S: [acknowledge  
T: Acknowledge what? The problem is not that, [do you understand what I  
mean?  
S: [the problem  
[mm  
T: Because, when you use as something something, then, if there is a verb 
here, then it is a clause. It, as he is as he said, as he likes it, then this is 
just a dependent clause, there should be a main clause. There bound to 
be [(pause)  
S： Cif 
T: [either you 
change as (pause)  
S: As or cross out however 
T: Yeah, if you cross out however, but then is this part of this, then this is 
this the main clause of it.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Let's check it. Ok，let me see, as tourism official acknowledge that 
Hong Kong has been a, acknowledge that, ok, tourism official they 
acknowledge that Hong Kong has been a center for the business 
travelers [an  
S:  
T: 
S: a-n-d and  
T: And and we primarily focus on shopping，I can't follow, ok, tourism 
official they acknowledge that Hong Kong has been a center for the 
business travelers, that means the tourism official acknowledge two 
things，am I right?  
S: Yes  
T: One thing is Hong Kong has been [a center and they acknowledge that 
we primarily focus on this.  
S: [a center 
Yeah  
T: Am I right? 
S: Yeah 
T: What what is we?  
S: Hong Kong   
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T: Ok, ok, I don't [I don't talk about this part, I deal with the main clause 
first.  
S: [mm  
T: The tourism official admit two things.  
S: Mm  
T: One is Hong Kong is a fm has been a center for business traveler 
[(pause), and Hong Kong has rm focused its development, its er tourism 




T: Then the tourism, this as is not because，am I right?  
S: Not not because  
T: Just as [(pause) as he points out  
S: �m [ i ^  
T: This as [function as this one, ok. As he points out, as he acknowledge, 
as he suggests, as he, as he point out, but the point is, if you say as he 
point out，then you you can't have another clause.  
S: [yeah [mm  
T: Do you understand what I mean?  
S: ~Mm 
T: For example, if you say, as John point out, as John points out, Hong 
Kong is a good place to live in.  
S: Mm 
T: As you suggest，do you understand what I mean?  
S: —Yeah. 
T: It is this pattern, [(pause), you don't say as John as John points out that 
Hong Kong is, then it becomes the as here become because.  
S: [yeah 
So if p cross  
T: [So actually what do you want to say?  
S: [Cross out the that  
T: Oh，no wonder why, just now you say that, 
(student laughs) (both laugh) 
you have the one, I understand now what you said，sorry, [(pause) that's 
just now why I don't imders-�I didn't understand why you wanted. 
> • ryes (..) 
T: Ok, as to- the, as the tourism acknowledge, ok that. Hong Kong has 
been, ok, as they acknowledge, ok Hong Kong has been, then you have 
to put [a (pause)  
S： [fiill stop 
T: Full stop here  
S: Mm  
T: Ok, ok, as the tourism official acknowledge. Hong Kong has been a, has  
been as, and this is not good，and this is not clear，Hong Kong has been 
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a center a business and erm (pause) you mean that the tourism industry 
focus focuses on this aspect, actually what do you mean by this? 
[(pause), I want to sort it out. What do you mean by that?  
[er 
Erm, the industry [the to promote Hong Kong's image as a shopping 
center [and  
T: [that means 
[oh，ah，ok，and the food, a food paradise  
S: Yeah  
T: Then Hong Kong has been a center of’ and, and let me see, this is not 
good, it is not clear, as the tourism, as the tourism officials acknowledge 
Hong Kong has been a center for business traveler and er (pause) or, 
and Hong Kong has been promoted as a shopping paradise and food 
paradise，is this what you want to say?  
S: Mm, yeah.  
T: Ok, then ok，then lets and tourism acknowledge Hong Kong has been a 
center，ah, then you can use however，you see  
S: —Yeah 
T: However，then I think you can, as the tourism ac-，Hong Kong has been 
a center. Hong Kong has been a, however, there are inadequate family-
oriented recreational facilities. In other words, the theme park can 
perfectly fill that “gap，，in our tourism product. So that means this is the 
tourism officials argument  
S: Mm  
T: They acknowledge that Hong Kong has been a center and Hong Kong 
has become this.  
S: Mm 
T: However, erm, there is some, [er certain aspect that er is the there is 
there are there is something which is not good and needs improvement, 




T: Ok, so，this point is his viewpoint or your viewpoint?  
S: My my viewpoint  




T: Ok. Let me see. Actually, the project will be an enormous boost for 
Hong Kong's tourism industry as acknowledge that Hong Kong has 
been a, but then if it is your viewpoint, you should need to something 
here，so as to point, er, now, I put it, now, you say that, the tourism 
acknowledge two things, one is Hong Kong is this, and Hong Kong has 
promoted this. Then, foil stop, then this one has point this, then  
suddenly，you point out that there are inadequate family-oriented 
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recreational facilities.  
S: 
T: So this part, this sentence，cannot be link well to this sentence.  
S: Mm  
T: Do you understand what I mean?  
S; "Yeah. 
T: Even you say that, the tourism er has acknowledge two things, one is 
this, one is this. Then suddenly you say that, however, there are. So 
you need something here, before you point out this, do you understand 
what I mean?  
S: "Mm 
T: So, actually your logic is what，how you explain it to me in your own 
words.  
S: That means er [there are  
T: [What do you want to point out?  
S: To point out there's a gap, there's not many er family-oriented 
recreational [facilities.  
T: [Then how can this be link up to this? This is what I want to know. 
S: Because the industry in Hong Kong long focus on the，shopping and  
[food aspect.  
"t^  
，you want to point out that, these, they, too much emphases is on these 
aspect. ^  
S: [So there are  
T: [But it seems that not much attention is paid to these aspects.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Ok，I think then your presentation, you have to change it a bit. Because 
if you say that, it is not coherent，[this point, the way you present it. Let 
me see.  
S: [mm  
T: Thus the tourism (..) make sure that will there be any body, if no, then I 
can continue with you.  
S: Mm 
T: Er, as the tourism official acknowledge. You need a topic sentence 
here, either, to point out that there is a gap. And then, as these point out, 
Hong Kong has put, this is an evidence to show that. Hong Kong has 
put too much em- emphasis on this but neglected this.  
S: Mm  
T: Either you put a topic sentence here, ok, the project will. Or, you put it 
some-, let me see, then you have to put it somewhere here, let me see. 
Ha, I think as tourism acknowledge has point out. Hong Kong has 
become promoted, mm, (pause) maybe you can say that, er, however, 
there are inadequate, there is a definite you needed something. As 
actually the project will be, now you see that, the project will be, it will 
boost Hong Kong's industry, then, as ok, as these point out. Hong Kong,  
ok，then you can say that, er，you can make a concluding statement base 
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on (..). Thus we can see that, na, you go home, and you have to make 
[re- polish the language.  
S： [ok. 
T: Thus we can see that, erm. Hong Kong tourism, primarily, then I can 
use your, this one, focuses, focused, primarily focuses on er，what kind 
of industry is it? Shopping paradise and fam- food. Can I say that it is 
service industry?  
S: Service industry.  
T: Is it?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: Ok, [maybe, it is it primarily. Hong Kong tourism primarily focuses on 
service industry, but neglect, neglect or thus we can see that Hong Kong 
tourism primarily focuses on but neglect neglect the this one, or Hong 
Kong, thus we can see that Hong Kong tourism primarily focuses on 
service industry, or if you don't want to say, but neglect the this. Or and 
and and ok，and there  
S: [service  
End of Tape  
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Transcript F 
T: So，this is a course assignment?  
S: Yeah 
T: What subject? 
S: Music and movie industries  
T: No. ok, who asked you to write this essay?  
S: Oh，my tutor.  
T: Right. A tutor from what subject  
S: A Wall classes.  
T: Wall 
S: Wall 
T: This is not a Wall, what what's the assignment [(pause) about?  
S: [Just just write write er a 
hit topics. I can choose my topic  
T: Ok 
S: And then and then write write it.  
T: What what write what? Argumentative, persuasive, investigative, 
expository?  
S: Er，either.  
T: And what have you chosen to do?  
S: Er，explorative.  
T: Right, and this is your second visit, you saw (name of another writing 
tutor) before，[did you show this to (name of another writing tutor) 
before?  
S: Er，no.  
T: Oh，what did you show (name of another writing tutor)?  
S: Er，about er Disneyland.  
T: A di- different essay.  
right 
T: "Yeah? 
S: A different essay.  
T: What stage is this essay at? Is it first draft, second draft, first second 
draft?  
S : A first draft. 
T: Right, a first draft. How long did it take you to get to this stage?  
S: Er，I think one and half hour.  
T: Oh，physically writing, including thinking, including [(pause)  
outline  
S： [yeah, including 
Yeah  
T: 一 R i g h t ， o k . 
S: I just write it before the computer, in front of the computer.  
T: Ah-ha, you proof-read it? 
S: Yeah 
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T: And you proof-read it on the computer or on paper?  
S: On paper，and so that's why I correct some [some  
T: [Right, you've found them. 
Ok. And what would you like me to do with this?  
S: Erm, to see the structure of this essay, [(pause) or any grammatical 
mistakes or organization mistakes.  
~T： [right. 
[right 
So, you think this one is finished. You think [the (.) is finished [maybe 
ifs [maybe  
S： [yeah [yeah 
[maybe the first several paragraphs.  
T: Right. Ok. mm mm. 
(reading the passage) 
oh, the title, title，title is not very exciting. Music, music and movie 
industry, and music, and are they inter-tying, are they? And they inter-
mixed in Hong Kong? 
[Do they  
S: p tried to divide them, music and movie. Because though there are some 
similarities between these two. . 
T: Ok，they usually do. Will they collapse, oh well, it's not very exciting. 
The title is not very exciting, (student laughs) I see this title, oh my god. 
I won't want to read this. Ok. it's not very exciting or provoking, just 
that. It's alright. So，I'll find your thesis statement, will I? [(pause)  
(……？) 
S: [yeah. 
And the, my thesis statement contains two, [and it er deals with the 
reason why the music and the movie industries in Hong Kong will 
collapse.  
T: [mm 
What's the entertainment good? The movie industry and entertainment 
good?  
S : Er，that means video or CDs  
T: Mm mm. Entertainment products and services, maybe. Mm. It is not 
denied，why is it not denied? Who would deny?  
S: People — 
T: Why people d-，do they? Alright, that's wrong, you can't say that, I'm 
sorry. It is not denied, it is something very very very very disputed, it's  ^  
S: How about no one will deny that?  
T: Yeah，but why do want to say that? Very unusual.  
S: (laughs) 
T: It is such uncontroversial, it is not as if no one denied that the earth is 
round. Because that's an absolute truth in live (..). I don't think that it is, 
by making a statement like this, a declarative, movie have been declined  
rapidly. If you want to refer it back, have also been declined rapidly, to 
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signify that Hong Kong is affected by this. Ok, or you can put also here. 
Also declined by this economic，it's not recession, at the [recession? 
S: [downturn [downturn? No, Fve [used three different 
T: [down downturn is a 
collapse�(both laugh)�it's a� the 1997 Asian (closure) was a collapse. 
S: Or，a economic crisis there.  
T: In Asia，or Europe, it didn't [affect Europe or America.  
S: [in Asia，in Asia  
T: Mm，economic recession，I think you，ve to mention Asia somewhere. Ok 
S: Mm  
T: Ok, led to a worldwide? I think it didn't affect Americans or Europeans 
at all. 
(silent) 
Led to a marked decrease in the consumption of entertainment goods in 
Asia, besides, equivalent to besides，or，ok. Mm, (Name of the student), 
can you promise to me never to use the word besides in an academic 
writing [(pause) again?  
S: [mm  
T: Promise?  
S: Ah, Fve promised, 
(both laugh) 
If s an informal word.  
T: Well, it's actually a formal word, but it's overly used，and it's so so often 
it's wrongly used in Hong Kong, that it's meaningless. When I see it in 
an essay，I don't know what it means? Ok?  
S: But if I want to connect two ideas，what I can I for [connecting?  
T: [Furthermore, also, 
anything, we know what it means, you see furthermore, also. But, erm, 
besides is used when you bring in extra information that is not connected 
to the other information. Here, you elaborated on it. So，it's not really 
appropriate. So, da da da, furthermore, again, this kind of cohesive 
devices over used in Hong Kong, so to be avoid it, so to use sparingly. 
Ok, (murmuring) OH, you've background here. With the title, will they 
collapse.  
S: I explore the reasons why they will collapse, and the first one is this, 
around the economic reasons, and the other is the foreign market pirated 
CDs, and the internet.  
"t^ (silent) “ 
ok, I think to connect this to this, replace, it is not denied with the phrase, 
one consequence of this da da, has been that one consequence of this 
Asian crisis has been that the local Hong Kong music and movie and da 
da da da da da oh, have declined rapidly, have decline. One consequence 
of this has been that (...)，in recent years, ok?  
S: Mm mm  
T: And the internet has inflicted further, ok, good, mm mm. I think it's not  
really，it，s not complete this paragraph, it seems to me. You haven't 
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really address or told the reader what you're concentrating on. How 
would you like to do that? Maybe you want to ask a question? Can they 
can the can the Hong Kong movie music industry recover from the 
setback. That would be able to tell me about the problems, uh-ha，and 
maybe just one more thing，plus one [.. 
S: L  
T: The local music and movie industry have gone from a full blossom，mm, 
a full blossom，mm, to their tragic, mm, a full blossom to the tragic. Try 
to do that, to the current depressed state. Depressed here is not mental 
depression but the economic, in recent years. What do you mean? What 
do you mean by recent?  
S: In these few years.  
T: You want to emphasize the (..)，you want to emphasize that this happen 
in a very short time.  
S: It happened in these few years.  
T: Ok. and ok, legal CD sales have dropped. No, you're talking from 1996 
to 1999，that's, both are in the past，you've got into the present perfect, 
it's completed. It had dropped, the percentage growth, mm mm, I would 
make this in this sentence here, the percentage growth of the industry 
was 6%, I would make industry the subject of the sentence. And make 
something like the industry recorded a negative 6% growth, because you 
want to emphasize the industry rather than the growth, this is the topic, 
isn,t it?  
Yes，right. 
T: (...) the box office revenues of Hong Kong films declined from (silent) 
mm. As fewer movies are made, local movie industry, are being made, 
with now here，and da da da da da，um mm. Well, it is obvious that it's 
been shrinking，why are you telling me?  
S: mm- the result or concluding statement for this statistics.  
T: If redundant, you've repeated three times now. I'll make this the topic 
sentence and remove this. Remove this one about the full blossom, da da 
da, and then you can add. Erm, here well this is a topic sentence here, 
this is also a kind of topic sentence，this is just an actual repeat of the 
topic sentence but in different words. Erm, often we can use the last 
sentence of the paragraph to link to the following sentence. Here you've 
got a topic sentence at the beginning and a topic sentence at the end of 
this paragraph.  
Mm. 
Can I link this，witt (....). Fll talk about this in the next paragraph.  
"T： (silent) 
I'll just, I now to make it, I'll just remove that, and use that one. I know it 
makes this paragraph kind of short, but (reading from the paragraph). 
Well, they've been shrinking, then you've got all these episode about 
shrinking, then you restate that they've been shrinking, I mean, how 
stupid do you think your reader is?  
S: (silent) 
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T: From here to here，a nice jump.  
S: mm  
T: What do you think? Do you like this?  
S: I don't know, the place，this one with the one (..) 
T: Um mm  
S: (Because there are) topic sentence  
T: Well，these are both topic sentences.  
S: Mm  
T: But it seems strange to have one to begin with one another. You really 
want to be linking on the (chain) thing? (chain) (chain) (chain)  
S: (silent)  
T: (reading the passage) 
This is not even new information, you have to think about it. Ok, the 
economic downturn, this links with this, ok. Is partly responsible for the 
(murmuring) financial turmoil, you've been using thesaurus to find these 
synonyms.    
S: (laughs)  
T: Yeah. The economy (silent), this turmoil? (silent) (reading the 
passage)um mm，I'll make this passive. Investment in the local music 
and movie industries, has decreased because many people have gone 
bankrupt. I can't think why，but you have been talking about the natural  
things，[(....) 
S: [change it to passive voice, local music 
and movie industries have been  
T: [well, ok, worth doing it Investment in the local 
music and movie industry has (promitted), fallen, da da da, because 
many people have gone back bankrupt, because many people or kind of 
people, can you go bankrupt, did your dad go bankrupt?  
S: (laughs)  
T: No. Because many businessmen have gone bankrupt, and theref-, and so, 
producers lack capital to invest in these industries. What's the 
connection of this? Business people go bankrupt, so producers lack 
capital to invest in these industries, these can all go into one sentence. 
Some people may argue that difficulties oh, I know this word is very 
common, erm an expression Hong Kong students to try and present other 
evidence, which you may agree, ok, some people may argue that da da da 
have, some people may argue that, have lessen，well, what does this 
mean?  
S: Mm 
T: I just read the sentence out for tape, some people may argue that 
difficulties in collecting film production funds have lessened under the 
information technology fever at the end of 1999. What is (..)? 
S: Er, that means some businessmen will invest their money for the stocks 
on information technology entertainment and put the money back into 
film production.  
T: Mm mm 
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S: Give some more [.. 
T: [under under under the IT fever, during the IT fever? As 
a result of (..) 
S: Sure  
T: Some people may argue is not very device to use, ok, why do you use 
this expression, some may argue?  
S: To show contrastive idea.  
T: Ok, or you want to present opinions of other people, but which you don't 
argue with.  
S: ~Mm 
T: Is that possible? Do you agree with this?  
S: Er，no. Actually，at the later part, I will argue.  
T: Well，if you want to say something like this, you can say，it could be 
argued that, it's the most (.)，it could be argued that, or optimists believed 
that，if you want to classify these people who think this as optimists. 
S : Mm mm  
T: Optimists believed that, erm funds have lessened, as a result of，so it 
could argued that, optimists believed that. Can be invested? Will have 
been?  
S: Will have been.  
T: Wiiere? I don't know. Every can be done，but will be?  
S: Will have been is better.  
T: Or have been. Mm  
S; Like in the past.  
T: Well, both are passed, but have been is more (served) in that they were, 
will have been is that they think they were, but they were not sure about 
this. Have been or were. In fact, this is not the case. Most of the funds 
have been da da da da da, again, a lot of short sentences here, 
information technology and only a small amount of the money has been 
[invested in film production. 
S: [mm mm  
T: Ok, that's a very short paragraph here. Undoubtedly, ooh，what's wrong? 
S: This word not good for (writing academic essay)?  
T: Yeah, it's just, I mean, it's not really necessary, I just say, they're 
overused, the Hong Kong students like to use that in their writing, that's 
the problem. And erm undoubtedly, you're you're telling the reader that 
he is an idiot, that he can't make his own conclusion about this. So, 
( ).People will spend less money, people will? I think it's that, are, 
are spending, if you want it, are spending less money on entertainment, 
buy fewer CDs and watch fewer films, better ing ing ing. Oh，standard 
of living, do you think watching CDs and videos are standard of living? 
S: (laughs)  
T: And 11 watched a CD once a year, a VCD once a year, a movie once a 
year.  
S: (it，s like) 
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T: Mm 
S: I I I just want to say maybe they used to buy maybe ten a year, maybe 
after this economic downturn, they will buy fewer  
T: [fewer what? Pirated or legal? 
S: Legal, [legal CDs  
T: [Ok.  
S: So, they will to，they will try to buy some pirated, because they are 
cheaper.  
T: So are people watching less movies or more movies or the same?  
S: Less.  
T: No. Total, maybe before they watched 50% legal, 50% pirated. Now, 
they are watching 25% legal，75% pirate.  
S: Yeah, but they watch more pi [rated CDs.  
T: [maybe the total the same  
S: "Mm 
T: Ok. So, maybe you want to say here, however, people have not stopped 
watching movies or listen to music, instead they're buying more pirated 
C- movies and pirated CDs.  
S: So，they got to [er  
T: [yeah，maybe that's what you want to say，rather then [er 
[the 
y want to er see, the total, they want to maintain the total amount of  
movie or CDs，they . 
"T： • 
I don't think they want to, this is something as habit, this is something as 





(both laugh)  
S: Maybe they they used to watch movie everyday, (laughs) (both laugh) 
before the downturn, but after the downturn, the downturn, they want to 
watch it everyday, 
[but，they want to [choose the pirated ones.  
T: [ok [ok [ok, but ok, so it's not maybe 
(..)，this is a fact, I think, maybe attract to, maybe you want to say, erm 
bla bla bla, fewer CDs da da da da. They are，however, are buying more 
pirated CDs an pirated VCDs, yeah, because not to maintain standard of 
living, ok. so, let's see what we've here, the structure (..) here we are, 
what you've got, what is this? Intro, background, with the two topics, the 
two topics，which are?  
S: (silent)  
T: Which are? The economic- 
S: Declining  
T: Declining，ok, the economic declining，is one, and competition from 
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foreign markets. And, Ok, economic decline, economic decline, 
behavioral results of economic decline, uh-ha, mm.  
^ It (..) to the pirated CDs and VCDs. 
T: Mm, the environment has become a hotbed of piracy, rah. Um-mm  
S: I mean the market.  
T: Mm mm, or I would say that I'll make erm the market the subject of this 
clause, with the weakening of economy, the market of pirated CDs and 
VCDs have mushroomed, something like that, ok, make it (..). Erm, that 
would be the, so the market, the market for pirated bla bla bla，have 
mushroomed or erm pirated CDs and VCDs are endemic or might 
spread. Ok, that's the topic sentence and put the thing here, and 
elaboration. According to da da da da da，Hong Kong is one of the cities, 
a few cities or many cities, in the world，are they many cities for the 
pirates are there?  
S: Not many.  
T: Hong Kong is one of the cities with a piracy rate of over 50%. Not really 
meaningfiil, doesn't tell me much.  
S: Or just Hong Kong has a piracy rate of over 50% (laughs)  
T: Right, (..) say is one of the few cities, it's one of the only ten cities that 
piracy rate is significantly.  
S: I don't Fm sure whether other cities have  
T: Right, so we don't know，ok. Has a privacy rate of over better. Pirated 
CDs and VCDs adversely affect legal CD sales and movie sales and they 
are substitutes of genuine CDs，yeah. And they are substitutes of genuine 
CDs, as these pirated products are cheaper in price，Yeah. And they are 
substitutes, whafs that mean, son?  
S: Means people will buy the pirate rather than the genuine CDs, because 
the pirated are cheaper.  
T: Mm mm  
S: Is a kind of substitute in economy  
T: "Yeah 
Can I say this? 
T: Mm mm. So here you're explaining what the pirated CDs are. 
S: this 
T: Veah 
End of Tape  
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Transcript G 
S: I I I think it work. 
T: So，why are you here (Name of the Student)?  
S: Because Fm writing another essay, so I just want to see if there are any 
corrections I can make before I hand it in.  
T: Right. What essay is this?  
S: This is about global warming essay.  
T: "^ght. 
S: Yeah.  
T: And who chose the topic?  
S: Erm it is the instructor who choose the topic.  
T: Global warming?  
S: Mm mm. — 
T: Right. And what were you asked to do [with the statement?  
S: [erm 
That she asked us to write whether humans are responsible for the global 
warming.  
T: Ok，and can you give me a brief outline of this, [(pause)You argue it? 
[(pause) Did you argue it?  
S: [erm 
[erm 
First of all, FII just point out very briefly what is global warming.  
T: "Uhha 
S: And then I try to argue whether humans are responsible for this kind of 
global warming, and the consequences of the effect of global wanning to 
the humans.  
T: Mm mm. What's the thesis statement you made for the first paragraph? 
S: "Er 
T: What claim are you making?  
S: We should consider why, actually this is just one of the examples, 
because I write in the first paragraph about the Congo Basin in Ainca 
which is a tropical rain forest, and I'm saying that the destroying of trees  
of deforestation, [so I just 
T： [right, so this is 
the thesis statement, good (name of the student), no question, 
unquestionably, human's playing apparent role in (.) environment, which 
in turns alter the climate.  
S: Mm mm  
T: So you are claiming that human beings are responsible for global 
warming?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: Er，what stage what draft is this? This is a first，second，final final? 
S: Er，second. This is the second one.  
T: And what happened between the first draft?  
S: I Er，after I write the first draft, I print out and read and then I correct some 
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of the mistakes, [and this is my second one.  
"T： [uh ha 
What kind what kind of mistakes?  
S: Er，spelling mistakes and some of the grammar mistakes.  
T: Right, ok，so (an inaudible question)  
S: Er, just to see whether there are still any grammar mistakes, and then any 
organization mis- and [any organization I can improve for my argument. 
~T: [Right 
[Right. 
What's the (..) 
Grammar mistakes，did you do spell check, did you spell check?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: Mm mm，did you do the grammar check on the  
S: Grammar check, actually I don't quite trust the grammar check, [because,  
sometimes, [if s just (laugh)  
right, ok 
[right, good，you shouldn't use it. Even spell check has to be 
used with caution. Mm mm. (silent) 
I'm just reading the thing, but I haven't seen this word before, “pf ’，what 
does “pf, mean?  
S: Erm, this is of.  
T: Why did you miss that? What did you not spot this?  
S: Er，I don't know.  
T: When did you print this out?  
S: Erm, last night.  
T: So，when did you finish correcting it? Last night?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: And you，did you proof read this on paper, or on computer screen?  
S: On computer screen, (laughs)  
T: Can't do it, you can't do it, you have to print it out to proof read, you 
can't do that, even I cannot proof read my own writing on computer 
screen.  
S: Mm mm  
T: So when you proof read yourself you'll spot things like this.  
S: Ok.  
T : (silent) “ 
You proof read the content and just to read through, [(pause), do you find  
something?  
[I don't 
T: Here，[you  
S: [yeah here  
T: Say, a spell check wouldn't pick that up. 
S: Y e a h . 一 
T: (silent) 
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If s ok. 
S: Mm (laughs)  
T: (silent) 
Chapping.  
S: Chopping.  
T: Yeah. The spaces, there's no space before the coma.  
S: Ah ah yeah，but I think this is also two space.  
"T： It's ok. 
Right, the final page, three things ... please read through it 
Adverb or an adjective?  
S: Several.  
T: Ok. Mm, word for bald, we don't called land as bald, maybe barren 
perhaps, b-a-r-r-e-n, barren or bare，b-a-r-e. Ok. We look forward, there 
are spell checks there，mistakes that we can pick up.  
S: Mm mm.  
T: Mm mm, ok, we should consider why the Africans have to do this，this is 
what?  
S: The practice of deforestation.  
T: Ok, well, it wasn't any queer to me to refer back or forward to, [as you, 
as a reader, so maybe just repeat the noun here. We should consider why 
Africans have to do this，deforestation，[ok, just repeat it.  
S: [mm 
[mm [mm  
T: So，you want to focus on Africa. (...) ‘ 
S: Mm.  
T: Em, human modification on, human modification, I think it's human 
modi-，what is the right word?  
S: Human  
T: Ok, the human，mm modification of，on，human，s effect on.  
S: ~Mm. 
T: Let's explore，1-e-t apostrophe s，in academic writings，no contractions. 
Ok. 
(mobile phone rings) 
Sony  
T: So let us explore, the general concept of global wanning (silent). The 
earth is warmed during the day by incoming (silent). The earth's 
temperatures remain constant Mm mm. But clouds as well as 
greenhouse gases. Are you going to mention greenhouse gases as well? 
S: Because this is one of the reason why the world climate increases.  
T: " m a t ? 
S: Because [em  
T: [Clouds or greenhouse gases?  
S: They act as a blanket and trap the heat, so the heat won't go away, so it 
makes the global warming.  
T: Ok, did you see here，but clouds comma，as well as greenhouse gases 
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comma, closes new information, greenhouse gases, did you mention that  
before?  
s： 
T: Well, you say, but cloud comma, as well as greenhouse gases, that tells 
me and the reader that you，ve mentioned greenhouse gases before.  
S: Mm  
T: I looked back [and can't find anything on it.  
S: [Mm [mm mm.  
T: So maybe you should mention.  
S: But I think as well as can introduce a new thing to them, because when I 
say but，it means that, it seems to me that, it means something that it is 
new, [so (pause) I in order to link the greenhouse gas which is similar to 
the clouds, I think as well as  
[is one of the way.  
m mm 
[mm mm 
Ok, well, I'm quite confuse now, because as I reader, [(pause) you 
introduce, you've mentioned greenhouse gases, [(pause) it's old 
information or whatever, I don't know, maybe you can refer back to it. 
But clouds, act as a blanket effect and trap the heat, outgoing radiation is 
still remaining，mm, I think we'll just use simple present, still remains. 
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm 
Mm.  
T: Human activities, without doubt, indeed we've used too many of these 
discourse markers, without doubt indeed. We can remove them, without 
losing the meaning.  
S: Mm mm  
T: So human activities，without doubt, will be deleted，becomes human 
activities have motivated.  
S: Mm mm  
T: So correct this statement.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Use these things，discourse, indeed，without doubt, use them sparingly. 
S: Mm mm  
T: 
S: Mm mm  
T: That is why temperatures in the world rise persistently, persistently, mm. 
Ok, we can conjoin this sentence, a big sentence here, human activities, 
da da da, da da da da da period, that is why, change that to which is, 
joining the sentence here.  
S: Then it will be a very long sentence.  
T: Well, it's ok. But it belongs to this sentence.  
S: Or，can we just add the semicolon in between.  
T: Alright, alright, I mean Hong Kong likes semicolons. No，it's not Ion厂 
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it，s longer than your other sentences, but it's ok.  
S: Mm  
T: And also it belongs there, you've got cause and effect, and if you put the 
cause in one sentence, then you put the effect in a very short sentence. It 
belongs here, [(pause), which is why the temperatures in the world, rise 
persistently? I think, constantly rising.  
S: [mm [mm  
T: Is this a fact?  
S: "Yis. 
T: Mm mm. Estimates and a wide variety of climat- climatic? Ok, not 
climatic, climatic data, even suggest that a further rise of between, make 
sure that we've everything here, 
(flip the page) 
further rise of between da da da, your modal verb is missing here, may 
take place，will take place，[could take place.  
S: [Will take place.  
T: Ok. This the pro-，this，the，I think the，you should change this to this. 
S: Mm mm  
T: Because you just described something [and now you're going to name it 
This process by which world temperatures are increasing is called global 
wanning.  
S: [um mm  
T: Is it process? Maybe it is process，ok. What is inducement of practicing 
deforestation. Erm，what is inducement mean?  
S: Inducement mean the effect or the consequences of deforestation  
T: Nope. The inducement is a reward, a reward given for an action to be 
done. So，for example, my inducement for coming to work here [will be 
the salary I can get in the bank. That's the reason why I do something. 
S: [mm 
Ok, maybe I misunderstand, [this use of word because，I just think it has 
the same as the meaning of effect or the consequence.  
"t； [mm mm 
No, it's the reason why people do something. And what's the word is the 
inducement for something, [of practicing, you've used the wrong word 
here，ok?.  
[Mm 
[ o k  
T: So, I think what are the effects [of deforestation.  
S: [Mm Mm.  
T: Tens of hundreds of inhabitants of the Congo Basin may think that this 
activity is survival bases. I don't know the meaning here, Fm sorry.  
S: Em, because the people in the Congo Basin may think that only by 
deforestation that they earn some kind of money, maybe they can sell the 
wood，and they can get some land for farming.  
T: Right, that's a kind of fanning like slash and bum.  
S: Um mm 
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T: They equip the land and they became arable.  
S: Um mm  
T: They think, why think, why may think, why not think? Tens of 
hundreds of inhabitants of the Congo Basin may think?  
S: Because this is only my guesses, I'm not sure whether, er the people 
there is thinking about this one  
T: No, we don't know what people think, you're right, yeah. And, and this 
activity is survival bases，[survival based maybe，if you want to say  
S: [mm mm [mm mm  
T: Is, maybe change it there, change it to er, change that to er, only means, 
the only means of livelihood.  
S: lAm 
T: It is not pro-, it's colon, semicolon, it's not profit seeking, in other words, 
the affected area is not huge? 11  
S: (laughs)  
T: Fm lost，(name of student), Fm lost，what does this mean?  
S: Ok, I then explain, what, maybe I guess, what the Congo Basin people 
think, is that they may argue that it is not a kind of profit for them in 
cutting the trees. Maybe they can sell it, but erm they think that the 
affected areas is not very huge, because such bases are very large, they 
may affect part of the area, so that's what I intent to say here.  
T: So，you mean，each family only clears small plot of land.  
S: yeah  
T: They probably won't think it is harming. I'll be surprised if anyone in 
the Congo Basin knows anything about global warming.  
S: Um mm. I don't think they know anything [about  
T: [that's right, I don't think 
they know, but here you're working on assumptions that they do know 
about it.  
S: l i t o 
T: So you're saying that, mm mm，ah-ha, it is not profit seeking, 
semicolon, in other words that, it's two different chunks of information 
put together. , 
S: " I W 
T: You want to say something like, inhabitants of the Congo Basin are 
motivated not by profit but by survival  
S: —Mm 
T: And each family only clears enough for their own needs.  
S: 
T: Something like that, I think that's what you，re trying to say.  
S: Mm  
T: However, small-scale as such action appears, extensive modification in 
surface vegetation and land use will inevitably alter the environment and 
climate from the micro-scale. Good. Now it makes sense, this is just not  
clearly elaborated，[(pause) what you're saying in the sentence，ok? 
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mm mm  
T: Um mm，your topic sentence here (…)，your paragraph here, the reason, 
why do people practice deforestation. Africa, your next paragraph here 
starts with, Africa is an economically less developed country. Well, and 
the utmost pivotal, pivotal is an adjective.  
S: Um mm.  
T: I suppose a noun coming after it.  
S: Um mm.  
T: First and th utmost pivotable, pivotal is to boost  
S: Pivotal way is to boost，can I can I add in the noun way?  
T: You can, but (.) right, that's method (..)I think, you're looking at method 
of process，you're looking at，there's reason you want to explain  
S: Mm, but I think, I don't think reason, the word reason is suitable for this 
place.  
T: Well, what do you want to say then, (name of student)?  
S: Mm, since I've point out that it's a less developed country, economically, 
[(pause), so I just want to point out the ways they can make more money 




[ok, mm mm 
Ok, um mm. So your first sentence begins here，Africa is an 
economically less developed country, period. First and the utmost 
pivitable, pivotal is to boost the economy by developing export industry, 
by developing? Actually we can state here, Africa is not a country, is a 
continent.  
S: "Mm 
T: Mm, so less developed, I think to boost the economy should start the 
sentence, because it's a less developed country, this is what you want to 
to highlight, to boost the economy  
S: Mm 
T: Should begin the sentence. First, to boost the economy, or，Africa is a 
less developed continent, and to develop, to advance their economy, 
[countries in Africa developed their export industry [and then you,(...) 
organization. You want to mention, there's a connection between you 
mentioned the country is less developed.  
S: [mm 
[mm 
Um mm.  
T: So we have to mentioned, there's consequence, maybe they want to boost 
the economy  
S: Mm  
T: How do we boost it? By developing the export industry  
S: Mm 
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T: Ok, (..) organization be connected. There is a vast natural wealth 
thought, mm mm, er, there is a vast natural wealth throughout Africa, 
including iron ore, bauxite, copper，manganese and waterpower. Em, 
waterpower is a natural wealth?  
S: Yeah, I think it's a natural wealth.  
T: Ok, that's what you call. Forests have to be cleared in order to extract, 
develop transportation system. Forests have to be cleared to extract these 
valuable resources and to develop a transportation system. Is there a 
connection between this and this?  
S: Yes, the transportation system is used for transporting these resources 
from one place to another.  
T: Um mm. Ok, and develop, maybe you want to mention it, and to er and 
to develop a transportation system for these er for these products.  
S: Mm _ 
T: Some of these iron，we talked about iron ore now, and you suddenly 
mentioned this iron ore，is this for example?  
S: Yeah.  
T: So some of the iron ore, comma, for example, comma, is sent to, export 
is changed to passive. Profit-seeking companies, oh, is it necessary to 
say profit-seeking companies?  
S: mm.  
T: White water, do we say white water or er companies are (...) by profit 
making  
S: Mm  
T: We don't have to say that, you know, profit seeking. Lacking 
tremendous, mm. (silent) change this to lacking their own supplies of 
wood for building furniture, such advanced countries have an increasing 
demand, demand for，mm. That is why the native people have to pull 
down all the tress. Mm, that's look some  
S: ~Mm? 
T: (silent) I mean, what's the problem? What do you attempt to says? The 
trees? The native people? Or they have to pull down? Or the or the 
pulling，all the trees are gone? What is the most important here?  
S: The pulling of the trees.  
T: Are the people important here? Or just the facts?  
S: The facts, I think.  
T: So，we can just remove the people here，I think.  
S: Mm  




T: Because it is deforestation that you're talking about.  
S: Mm mm  
T: And I guess we would join it to the sentence again, you got reason, and 
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the cause and effect here, try to put it, (subpattem) your writing da da da 
da da，period. And that is why da da da da da.  
S: 
T: Join these things together, wouldn't change, why the native people have 
to pull down all the trees, why (...) the native people, change it to which 
is why such deforestation occurs.  
S: 一 M m 
T: Now, but you've mentioned up here deforestation occurs, by people 
clearing land for subsistence fanning.  
S: 一 M m 
T: Then you mentioned another reason, [(pause) why deforestation occurs. 
S: [mm 
[mm  
T: Yeah, you change from one reason and then to another reason.  
S: But the first reason，it is my own thinking. They just cut off the tress  
[(pause) for fanning.  
yes.  
S: But this one is the fact that because actually the trees are needed for 
building. So this is another reason why the people there or actually it's 
not the people there, but the companies opened there [to cut down the 
trees.  
T; [yeah. 
Ok, well, not to say this. But then you say that this is why deforestation 
occurs, well it's not, this is another reason, [(pause), this is another 
reason why defor-, you've given one reason, [(pause) and now you're 
giving another reason, ok?  
S: [mm mm 
[nun mm 
[mm mm  
T: So，which is, another, another reason why such deforestation occurs. The 
felled timber and the exported natural resources, doubtlessly? Is that a 
real word?  
S: Doubtlessly, [I think there's  
T: [Hello, hello，hi，come and sit here. 
End of Tape  
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time. Yeah，just because it is er er [er a debate paper  
[ok， 
[not er，it is not a very formal academic essay.  
S: No. 
Tutor talking to the previous student.  
T: Ok, now，let me see，so this is not a formal academic essay.  
S: 1^0. 
T: So, that means your lecturer will not require to have er follow the 
conventions of the introduction of an academic essay. For example, 
background information, thesis statements  
S: No  
T: "Ok 
S: "Yeah 
T: So，Fm not going to bother that, alright?  
S: Ah，thank you.  
T: Abortion is believed to be an an (silent)  
S: Immoral  
T: Immoral  
S: "Yeah 
T: Thus, it is not widely accepted and it should not be allowed under any 
circumstances, ok. there are a lot of bad consequences brought by 
abortion towards society abortion infringes on the natural, contin-
continuity of we human beings. Besides, it encourages promiscuous 
miscuous sexual intercourse. Towards life，it violates the basic. Now, it 
seems to me that, if I strictly speaking. I I I think that it is your thesis 
statement.  
S: "Yes 
T: “ Am I right? “ 
S: Yeah.  
T: And then, and you start to from here, from here，let me see，towards life, 
and towards religious aspects, you talked about religion [as well. And 
you talked about individual, ok.  
S: [oh, yeah 
Yeah，four main points.  
T: Then that means in your paper, you're going to talking about these four 
aspects, society. Am I right?  
S: "Yes 
T: From where to where is about society?  
S: I think Fve put it in one paragraph.  
T: One paragraph on society.  
S: Yeah  
T: One paragraph on，obviously, one paragraph on  
S: Yeah，each of them, for one paragraph  
T: And then one paragraph，and then one paragraph, like this.  
S: Yeah 
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T: And this is an academic essay，or debate paper [or what sort of  
S: [er, somewhat like a 
debate paper because er, she asked, she just asked us to write something 
of this topic.  
T: Oh I see  
S: "Yes 
T: Yeah, because 11 what I concern the most is, whether your teachers 
wants you to er to approach so like this. Because the way you approach 
this is just like an ordinary essay  
S: 
T: For example, for for an ordinary ors- essay, it is like this, [(pause), er 
you don't have to er you don't have to look at things in depth, [because 
it seems to me that，you've got a lot of things to talk about.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm 
Y ^  
T: And it can take you pages and pages, [(pause) to finish dis-�er to finish 
er a discussion on this. And actually, by society itself，it can be a paper 
of its own, [(pause) do you understand what I mean?  
S: [yes (laughs) 
[yes 
I know.  
T: So，I'm not sure, whether your teacher wants you to er take some 
something like this, a very general a- approach, [(pause)or he or she 
wants you to be very focused, [(pause) just to focus on one aspect in 
depth, [(pause) so，this is very important.  
S: [mm mm 
[yeah p see. 
[mm  
T: Because otherwise if she wants you to take the latter approach, and you 
take this one, most probably they will, she will, she will, not be happy, 
(student laughs) she will [... 
S: [ok  
T: Return it to you, and ask you, er it's better for you to focus only on one 
aspect, [because in er er at the university level, maybe they they they 
want you to look at the issue in depth.  
S: [yes [yes  
T: Then, that's why they don't want you to talk about so many things, 
you're your app is very board  
S: I see  
T: So this is something that e m you have to try to clarify  
S: Mm 
T: If it is just an debate, ok, then I think it is, this is very, it seems to me 
that it is only just the outline. Then you say that, ok, in this 
presentation. Or in this er er or er er when you're presenting a debate  
speech，then you just highlight the key points, that's why you，ve got 
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you've got youVe got this point  
S: Yes  
T: So, Fm not sure, whetiier this is something that she wants. This is 
something that [you've to clarify with her.  
S: [oh  
T: And then she said tiiat, this is something that she wants, then you've to 
structure your essay，  
S: I see  
T: And then my suggestion is, you just focus on one aspect, for example, 
you just focus on society, on human rights or on individuals, [(pause) 
because this by itself can be a paper [of its own, and then remember, in 
the introduction, it's much better, no matter what approach you're 
taking, you should have background information, some background 
information about the topic, [(pause) then after that, your stand point, so 
or we can call it a thesis statement.  
S： [I see 
[mm mm [mm mm 
OL  
T: So, I think no matter whether it is an academic essay or debate speech or 
secondary school essay, usually it's better to er give the readers some 
ideas on the topic, [(pause) and this will have the readers understand 
what you're set their mind for the topic, you understand what I mean? 
S: [mm mm 
I know [what you mean.  
T: [And then，and then after that，then you can start to [(pause) 
S： [write down 
my thesis [statement  
T: [thesis statement, yeah, your opinion on this part. And then, and now 
er because in here, you can s- say that, it sh- it should not be allowed 
under any circumstances. Ok, then this is just erm your viewpoint, that 
means it shows that you're against it.  
S: Yes.  
T: Right? Then if you want to your thesis statement to be specific, ifs 
better for you to say that, erm because because of what, something, 
maybe because of human rights, because of social value, moral value，or 
whatsoever, then because of something here, then this will be either one 
or two aspects of here, [you have four things here, [so in your paper, if 
you want to focus on just er society and human rights, then in here, you 
say, society something, of course, you you you have to improved the 
wording, it is because of er social needs, or social er，I don't know or 
human rights something. Then in your main body, your discussion will  
be focused on these two things.  
“ [mm mm 
[ok 
OL  
T: Or，you just focus on, maybe，you just want to talk about human rights’ 
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then in the whole paper, it is just human rights.  
S: Ok  
T: Do you understand what I mean?  
S: I know what you [mean.  
T: [O^  
S: Mm mm  
T: So, you go back and check [wi^ your er  
S: [it means to be more specific on each topic 
T: Ah, yeah, (laughs) you you you I think it's better for you to check with 
your teacher, [and then she or he will tell you what she or he wants, 
[(pause) and then at the moment, I just go through things with you, 
[yeah, I just and then er whether you have to restructure it, then I think 
[you you if s er you  
S: [no, mm mm [mm mm 
[ok, thank you 
[better go to her  
T: Yeah I think so. Because it's better [to clari^.  
S： [Because she asked us to just write 
down something about the topic and then to give a brief er  
T: [introduction  
S: Yeah introduction  
T: Yeah, maybe, I don't know. Then actually, it's better for you to clarify 
with her, otherwise she after you give everything [to her，Oh, you've to 
rewrite it It is very er 
[frustrating, I think it's better, [(pause)  
S: [o-ok. (laughs) 
[awful, yeah [ok  
T: Ok? [(pause) so you get some ideas，at the moment, I just go through 
everythings [(pause) with you as it is.  
[yeah 
[Mm [Thanks  
T: Abortion is believed to immoral. This is not widely accepted, it is and it 
should not be allowed under, ok, there are a lot of, maybe negative, 
rather than bad，ok?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: Brought by abortion, er towards society, aborting infringes on the 
natural continuity of we human beings. I don't think you need we, am I 
right?  
S: Mm mm  
T: Natural continuity of human being, it infiinges, you, this can be improve 
better, ha，on the natural what, you mean  
S: "Er 
T: Carry on one [from one generation to anther generation  
S: [generation to another generation  
T: Er, natural 
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s � [linearity? 
T: You go home，I'm sure that there's another better term, natural 
continue, continuity of human beings. There's, I can't think of (student 
laughs) at the moment, maybe later on, I come back. [Besides it 
encourages promiscuous sexual intercourse. Or you can say just that, 
this is, just, change it，use the noun (pause)[of promiscuous，so it is -
S： [mm [oh 
Promiscuity.  
T: Yeah，I think it，s better. 
S: "Ok. 
T: Alright, towards life, (silent), it violates the basic human life to live and 
it nurtures the, notion that suggests getting, what what, sorry, I don't 
unders-. Towards society, (murmuring), it's a bit strange，towards life? 
I don't like this，actually.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Continuity, natural continuity, promiscuity, towards life, oh, it violates 
the basic human life to live and it nurtures the notion that suggests 
getting rid of nay unwanted and, it, it nurtures the notion, erm, the 
notion that suggests getting, it is no good, it's clumsy, it nurtures the 
notion of，of what? Of, . 
(silent) 
T: What do you mean what do you mean by unwanted and troublesome 
human life?  
S: I mean some handicapped [or so  
T: [Oh oh oh [oh oh  
[yeah. 
Is it not clear, if I write it like that? In this way，I mean.  
T: Sorry. 
S: Er，I mean，is it not good，not clear [if I  
T: [not clear  
S: [I see.  
T: It is a bit unclear, because I don't understand what you mean, er 
troublesome human life, especially this one, if unwanted, then I know. 
For example, er er unmarried ma-, er er er unmarried mother, [(pause) 
then maybe they don't want to er un-, then it is unwanted pregnancy, 
[and this I can associate it. But troublesome, I don't understand what 
you mean by trouble[some human life.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm [I see，ah-ha.  
T: Let me see, this (murmuring) this is ok, you can say two society, but I 
think it can still be improved, can I think of anything to improve it for 
you. Ah. There are，there are a lot of negative consequences and 
(silent). Towards society, it infringes on liie natural continuity of’ 
maybe not human being, natural continuity of human life. No，ai~~ya. 
S: Too tired.  
T: Yeah，because er I have got five hours today.  
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(both laugh)  
S: Oh, thanks for your generosity today.  
T: I got stuck, ok, maybe I just, maybe I come back later.  
S: Ok  
T: Er er er I point out the the the part that I think if you you can improve in 
further in [terms of of er language, ah-ha. Towards religious aspect, so 
the let me see.  
[alright 
T: Where is it? Nurtures the notion of getting rid of any unwanted and 
unwanted an，malformed, no, you can't say malformed human life. Erm, 
what sort of human life? Those who have got erm, problems, 
handicapped, [what you mean?  
S： [ha ha  
T: Suddenly I can't think of a term. Definitely, this one you have to change 
it 
S: "Ok 
T: Towards, religious aspect, it challenge the sacred tenets of the Christian 
faith, which is against the destruction of life. This is good. Towards the 
individual，it brings unforgettable frightful experiences to mothers and 
sorrows to fet- er fetus, fetuses. These issues are being discussed in，no, 
not are being discussed，are going to be discussed.  
S: Mm mm  
T: "bright. 
S: What's the difference between it?  
T: If you say these issues are being discussed, here, present continuous 
tense.  
S: “ Ah-ha 
T: Now we are discussing it. Now, actually when I read up [to here, you  
say that you are going to discuss it below.  
S： [I see 
OL  
T: So，this is going to be discussed，alright?  
S: Alright.  
T: Ok, abortion infringes on the natural continuity of human being, ok, 
abortion infringes on the natural continuities of human being, actually 
this is ok.  
S: Mm mm  
T: But if you can think of another phrase, it can it can be im[proved  
S： [improved 
T: But grammatically, it is ok.  
S: Mm mm   
T: And I think this is ok，but，it is a bit s-[al-
S: [strange  
T: No，er always towards，towards, towards，too boring.  
S: Ok 
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T: Alright? So，maybe if you can have bring in a bit of variety  
S: Mm mm  
T: Try to think about it. But if you can't, it is still ok.  
S: Mm mm  
T: It is a kind of [(pause)  
S: [in fact, she asked us to practice for something like the 
[thesis statement, the parallel structure, and the [the- er，the topic 
sentences.  
T: [the pa- [yeah, then this is your 
parallel, this is your parallel [structure  
S： [we have to er accord- to er according to the instruction 
for a paper [to the format rather than the topic.  
T: [so [oh my se- god, oh my, I see this is, 
that is why you say parallel sentence structure，[(pause) towards life. 
S: [yes (laughs) 
But it is the concept, I know that.  
T: It's a bit strict. Some people, they like to write it in this way, I can't say 
that it is wrong.  
Yeah, ok 
(both laugh)  
T: But it is a matter of style.  
S: Yeah  
T: Ok, let me see. They infringes on the nat- natural continuity of human 
beings，and hence it should be promoted. Ok, it is your topic sentence. 
S: Mm mm  
T: OK，coming generations build up our society and so as our world. Not 
coming, oh，you mean the the the erm  
S: [yes，the generations of the generations.  
T: That means, here coming generations，that means those, the future-
Si Yeah，the fixture generations 
T: —Yeah. 
S: Fetus, yeah.  
T: (reading the passage) 
Why don't say that our future, or our fut- 
S： [I mean the babies，the fetus. 
T: Oh oh oh oh [oh oh o-k  
Can I use this，the coming generations to  
T: But 11, no, for me, when I read, the first impression I got was that it was 
you mean the generation after generation, [(pause) as a whole, [the 
children, not particularly, the fetus. Understand what I mean?  
S: [Oh [mm mm  
I know.  
T: Ok，then I think you have to change it a bit Erm, you have and you  
have to define why they can be build up your society. Because fetus， 
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actually is not a human being.  
S: I used coming generation, because er，well, in fact fetus will grow up as 
baby, 
[as adult, and then [they have t- 
T: [oh [oh then then then you  
S: [then they have the ability to contribute [to the society.  
T: [ah ah ah, then that's why you 
say that the coming gener-, or in order to ma-，er to make it clearer, then 
you can say that, erm, the fetus, hyphen, coming generation, [(pause) 
then it's clearer, [ok?  
S: [ok [yeah 
T: Then people know that you're referring to, because you you in here, 
you're talking about human beings, [and then coming generation and 
then people will think that it is the, the people themselves, [alright? 
[(pause) So then you say that, the fetus, hyphen, coming generations, 
build up our societies, and so as our world. However, artificial 
interruption of, pregnancy affects this natural cycle of having 
descendents. (pause) Yyou mean abortion here?  
S: [mm mm, view towards -
[mm mm [ok. 
Yeah.  
T: However, the，then you say that, the artificial, I think in here, it's 
something that you，it's better for you to use quotation marks. Do you 
understand why? Because actually, here what you mean is abortion. 
M- most probably you don't want to mi-, to always use the same term, 
[(pause) then you, in terms, erm you use something to replace abortion, 
and then, and then you call it artificial interruption. And this is 
something you use, in here, in this paper, [(pause) carried the meaning 
of this，I think if s better for you to -
S: [yes [mm mm 
[use the quotation mark  
T: [yeah yeah  
S: "Ok. 
T: Because usually, we will not say, abortion is is [er we will not er to arti- 
artificial interruption, of pregnancy.  
S： [equals to this term  
Ok. (laughs) Ok.  
T: Or you can say art- art- artificial termination, [(pause), I think it [is 
better, rather than interruption, artificial termination, then of pregnancy,  
affects this natural cycle of having，let me see.  
S: [Oh, termination, [oh 
if s a better word.  
T: (reading the passage) 
However, the artificial termination of pregnancy, how come this is 
affects this natural cycle of of having descendents? I don't understand. 
S: Oh, I mean -
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T: [now, you see, actually, it is abortion, [(pause) however, 
abortion affeck, [(pause) the natural cycle is，you you refer to the fetus? 
[mm mm 
[because that 
Er，[er er, perhaps it is pregnancy. Because pregnancy is a very natural 
cycle, of having decedents, and then if you choose to abort the fetus, 
then you would affect this natural cycle.  
T: [well [Ok. Let me see.  
S: Isn't it clear here?  
T: No, no, no, I have to read it a bit, let me see. The fetus, coming 
generation, build up our society and so as our world, (pause), maybe 
you can here, you go home to think about whether you want to put in 
this, [can have, yours is ok, I think, it's just in terms of the flow, you go 
home and think about it. [(pause) and help build up our society, 
however, abortion affects this natural cycle of having decedents.  
S: �mm m [yes 
T: Nowadays, more and more women go to work. I still think that the 
problem is in here, 
(reading the passage) 
Because, to me, this refers to something this, ok. Later, after I finished 
reading this paragraph, [(pause) More and more women go to work， 
they don't want to bear a child. If abortion is being approved of，there 
may be a decrease in number of people, the work force in twenty or 
thirty year may then decrease too. The continuity of human beings and 
the run of the society are no longer smooth. Ok, in another aspect, we 
Chinese posses a very strong of having posterity to prolong their 
surnames. Abortion, in this sense，(laughs) would destroy the notion of 
prolonging a family line, ok. Thus, artificial, I think it's better for you 
to mention abortion.  
"S: [Ok — 
Ok  
T: Should not be put into practices as it does bring some hindrances to run, 
to the run of the society. Ok. so your thesis statement, your topic 
sentence is about, it, it break the [(pause)  
S: [natural continuity of human [beings  
T: [of of human being. Ok, then, your 
argument is, it break the run of society, ok, I think this is ok, in terms of 
idea. Abortion，in addition, encourages promiscuous sexual intercourse. 
It is, it therefore, should not be，should be, your teacher, actually I think 
this is a draft, am I right?  
S: "Yeah. 
T: He doesn't, she，she or he?  
S: 
T: She doesn't want you to, she doesn't want you to submit it as a，a formal 
academic essay, am I right?  
S: Er，it’ the first draft. 
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T: Yeah, because, [(pause) in here you always, it is, yeah, you you 
followed the same pattern.  
S: [and she asked us (sighed) 
She asked us to put the topic sentence in the first sentence of the of each 
paragraph, [and then to add a lot of  
T: [yeah the point is even though you put the topic sentence，it doesn't 
mean that you have to follow the same pattern. You understand what I 
mean? You should have some variety, [(pause) I I I don't know.  
S: [oh oh oh，if s just a style  
T: Yeah yeah, maybe because she wants you to er er follow that she want, 
er er that she wants you to, she wants you to pay attention to how to 
develop the ideas, then that's why she asked you to have the topic 
sentence，maybe, does she ask you to put the topic sentence in exactly 
the same way? You see you，exactly the same.  
S: Oh， • 
T: Ok, if it is just a draft, an outline, [(pause) I think it is ok, but if it is an 
academic essay，it is for，er she is going to grade it, [(pause) then, 
[(pause) you know. I can't say that it is not ok. (student laughs) it is a 
matter of style, actually, it is just erm, I don't know whether she likes it 
or not. It will give people an expression that, we youthe style, erm is a 
bit [(pause) mechanical, [(pause) mechanical, then it is quite boring. 
[(pause)  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm [it's not ok. 
[boring [mm mm 
[yeah.  
T: Yeah, and b-, in order to show that you're an advanced er writer, you 
can er, use different sentence structure, er to express your ideas. So I 
suggest that you can change it a bit.  
S: Ok  
T: This is something that you er, Fm sure that you [can improve, maybe 
you are so conscious of the topic sentence, when you write it, you 
decided to have, ok the topic sentence, so then another topic sentence, 
then you follow it, [(pause) to make everything parallel, [(pause) Ok， 
but, if it is just the draft or the outline, it is ok. But if it is the final draft, 
definitely I think you have to change the style a bit [in here.  






T: Alright?  
S: Yeah，thank you for your suggestion.  
T: In addition, encouraging (silent) 
(reading the passage)  
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disapproved of people will not have serious second thoughts about the 
responsibilities incurred by causal sexual behavior once abortion is 
allowed and accepted. Far from solving the problem of unmarried 
mothers, it will only undermine social morals，social morals，[(pause) 
S： [morality, am I right?  
T: Yeah, let me see. And create more social tragedies, for example, sexual 
diseases, violation of the basic rights, you see，s, to live. Nurturing the 
notion that suggesting, the same, nurturing the notion that er, the notion  
of [(pause)  
s: , , , [ y  
T: Nurturing the notion of getting of rid of any unwanted pregnances, and 
what kind of human life, ah (sigh) malformed, no, those who have 
problem, (sigh), I can't think of the term now. So you change this is 
unwanted pregnancies, and erm, [(pause) and those who have problems,  
I can't, there's a term, [(sigh) mal- 
J 
how about 
[er, erm, erm, incult, 
formed，er，maybe I can check it up in the dictionary.  
T: Yeah yeah.  
S: Ok  
T: (sigh) something like  
S: [malformed  
T: But not malformed [human, but you can't say that malformed human 
lif^  
S: — [no 
T: I can't think of it，there's something to describe -
S: [how about to put it as 
er to getting rid of any unwanted pregnancies or some er handicapped 
people [or erm  
T: [no， 
you can't that [you get rid of the handicapped people, no, that is not 
correct [(pause) er，Fm sure that there's, you go home and check it. 
S: [you underst- [mm mm. 
Ok，[let me do it.  
T: [unwanted pregnances and er (silent) what can't of life, suddenly 
can't think of it. Challenges the, secret sacred tenets of, ok, let me see. 
The notion, nurturing, for example, challenging, nurturing, for example, 
let me see, create more social, for example, sexual diseases, for 
example, sexual diseases, violation of, ok, pay attention ha, [(pause),  
here, this is not a sentence，am I right? There's no main clause here. 
S: [mm mm  ^  
T: So, then this is should be comma.  
S: "Ok 




T: Ok? unwanted pregnances, suddenly I can't think of，11 come across, 
(student laughs) suddenly, abortion is, [abortion is a violation of human, 
basic, basic human rights. I think there should be an s to live, [(pause) it 
thus should not be accept, live is invaluable，one must treasure it. It, no, 
I don't like inevitably, no, one must treasure it, what do you want to 
say?  
S: [too tired today. 
[mm mm 
Mmm-，  
T: [why do you say unavoidably?  
S: E r - - �  
T: [unavoid，[(pause) you [you mean  
S: [mm mm [mm，nearly the same, mm mm，live is 
invaluable, one must treasure it.  
T: Unavoidably?  
S: [no，er，aey no no no  
T: [no，it doesn't make any sense to me，[(pause) unavoidably, we must 
treasure live.  
S: [mm mm 
Er, clearly, er，clearly, or [erm, - obviously one must treasure it.  
T: [we must treasure life? 
Yeah, yeah, then obviously, it makes, it is，it is far more better than 
unavoidably.  
S: Mm mm.  
T: One must treasure it, life is invaluable. Er, life is invaluable, one must 
treasure it，by all means.  
S: Mm mm  
T: By all the [(pause) good efforts, [(pause) by whatever ways, [(pause) so 
if you want to use, obviously, then you can, then you put it here. But 
my suggestion is，by all means.  
[(..)? [yeah [yeah 
Mm mm  
T: Who has the ability to take away other's life? Even mothers don't have 
it，who has the，who has the ability or who has the right? I think.  
S: You're right.  
T: Yeah, abortion merely fosters the climate of opinion that any unwanted 
or troublesome, the same.  
S: "Ok. 
T: Unwanted pregnances,  
End of Tape  
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Transcript I 
T: So, that is your er revised draft.  
S: Yeah.  
T: Ok. Let me see. It is believed that there is always, I think there should be 
er an article. There is generation gap, oh there is gender gap, ok, sorry, 
because you just, this is collective, no，[you don't need an article, [there 
is always gender gap in society.  
S: [mm mm [mm mm  
T: Em, ok，first of all, you tell me, tell me briefly the structure of your 
essay.  
S: Ok, so this is the introduction.  
T: Ok, introduction. And [you are hope，the gender gap  
S: [Gender gap in the society  
T: Ok，which is your thesis statement?  
S: Erm, my thesis statement, (reading from the passage) this, actually the 
last two sentence, status of woman in the polity affects their influential 
influence in the [polity.  
T: [But this is not pic- your thesis statement, [(pause) this is just your the 
aim of the essay，[(pause) the purpose of the essay, I think.  
S: [mm mm  
[mm mm 
T: Have you got a thesis statement here?  
S: Mm- 
T: You are not sure, you have forgotten, 
(laughs) 
(both laugh)  
S: Well, er，I know if s in the last few sentence, er, sexual inequality.  
T: Ok, what are what are you going to look at, you use one sentence to 
summarize 
[the what are you going to talk about in this essay.  
S: [mainly what what what what what what is I talked about is gender gap, 
how we can see the gender gap in the society maybe through the political 
status of the we- women, we can see that there's gender gap, how people 
are treat, how people 
[treat female  
T: [so that means you're you're your opinion, you see in academic essay， 
you should have your stand point.  
S: Mm mm  
T: This is an academic essay, am I right?  
S: "Yes. 
T: It is very important that you should have your stand point.  
S: Yeah  
T: And your stand point is what, you summarize in in one sentence.  
S: That there is a gender gap in the society. 
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T: Your opinion is that er in the socie-[  
S: [There still exists  
T： [gender gap  
S： [still 
exists  
T: Is still a problem [(pause) in our society, ok?  
S: [yeah [yeah  
T: Then this is, that means, this is your stand point.  
S: I W i m 
T: And then, so，in your main body you're going to clari^  
S: [show  
T: To show，[to use evidence to show why you say that [there is gender gap 
S: [mm [mm 
Mm mm  
T: "Ok? 
S: "Mm 
T: And actually, this is a too general，(student laughs) your thesis statement, 
ok, and then erm, what kind of evidence do you use to erm clarify this 
statement?  
S: Erm，[(pause) like the role they play er in er political parties in HK.  
"l^ [the 
Oh, Ok, women's role in political parties, and then? This is one part, one 
main point, what is the other part? Can you remember?  
S: Er，er, 11 gave some example of generally how Chinese people treat 
female, er，as they their main purpose is for reproduction, [then I gave 
example like that.  
T: [ok, then it is traditional concept  
S: Yeah，traditional concept  
T: Ok，and then another point?  
S: Er  
T: So，I guess this there will be topic sentence for each of these point, [and 
then you're to elaborate this point [in in the main body, [(pause) can you 
remember what other points have you got?  
S: [mm 
[yes [mm 
Mm, like, participation and involvement in the society, like other than 
political, any or any other social, social community stuff. Like how how 
how involved that women are.  
T: Women's participation in social activities.  
S: Yeah, social activities.  
T: Another point，no? mainly [mainly about these three points.  
S: [mainly — 
T: Ok，then let's look at the introduction. And check I check whether 
you've got your thesis statement actually. Erm, background information,  
which part is background information?  
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S: Oh，here  
T: From  
S: [male dominance is an almost universal phenomenon  
T: Ok, let me see, then, so, can you remember, in erm, when you wrote up 
the introduction, can you remember what you've include, have you 
include background information?  
S: " ^ s . 
T: I think you have.  
S: Yes.  
T: After that it should be，you have，have you got a thesis statement?  
S: Sure  
T: "Am I right? 
S: Yeah (laughs)  
T: And then purpose statement, I think.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Have you got structure of your essay? No. I don't think so.  
S: 
T: No. Purpose statement. Ok, the three things，let me see. It is believed 
that there is always, gender gap in the society, male dominance is an 
almost universal phenomenon. Why is that so? And what accounts for 
this? Liberal feminists argue that gender organization and socialization, 
and and “sex-role” conditioning within er the family, education, and the 
mass media have the er effect of incalculating, inculcating, I wonder 
whether we can use a noun, rather than the effect of inculcating, ok, 
maybe, it's ok. And this socialization suggest that women and men are 
equipped by value, is assessed. Something wrong [with this sentence, 
because you have got two main verb here.  
S: [that 
T: Ok, Fll come back to this later.  
S: "Ok. 
T: For instance, women and men played very, how come suddenly you use 
past tense?  
^ (silent) 
T: In fem-，in，either you say in a family or in families.  
S: —Mm 
T: You have to decide, at workplace, then you don't need a, this is ok. in the 
mass media and in political field. And why are women always portrayed 
as this, this. This would include too many fields to investigate in the 
paper, in the paper emphasis would mainly be，in this paper, I think 
S: Mm  
T: Emphasis, why would, would mainly be put on sexual inequality, but 
then this is, (silent) Ok, this is the structure of your essay actually. And 
the paper shall discuss, I think it is a bit confusing here. Ok, now, first of 
all, usually，your background information are is here, am I right?  
S: Yes，[yes 
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T: [so it is quite clear, [then but when it comes to the purpose of the 
statement, the struc- the structure of the essay, and the thesis statement, it 
seems that you，you have a confusion on these.  
S: [mm  
T: Do you know what is mean by, you know what is [purpose statement, 
you know?  
[Yeah yeah 
[yeah yeah  
T: Purpose means [the papers aims for example this paper looks at the erm, 
how serious, aims to look at，er, aims to discuss or explore, how serious 
this problem er is in our society.  
S: [what what is the purpose 
mm mm  
T: For example, when you say that er in in this this paper, er the or you say 
the aim of this essay is to examine something something  
S: Mm mm  
T: Then this is purpose statement. You understand what I mean?  
S: Yes，rather than just state what what what r m trying to say.  
T: You see, usually, erm in academic essay, if it is a long one, usually we 
have the background information, then after background information, 
then you thesis statement, that is your view point [(pause) towards the 
issue you are going to discuss, base on this background information, then 
it comes to your thesis statement [(pause) your view point，and after that, 
you go onto talk about the aim of this essay. After you've talked about 
your view point on this issue, then you talked about what the aim of this 
essay is to do what, actually this is similar to this one, but you have to 
change the wording, [(pause), for example, you say that，base on all these 
background information, you your opinion is erm, [(pause)  
S: [Mm mm 
[mm mm [mm mm [there is still a 
gen[der gap  
T: [in in this modem society，generation [er  
S: [gender gap  
T: (laughs) 
gender gap is still a serious problem, [because women's participate if 
you want to make your thesis statement more specific, then after that, 
this is a bit general，[because you say that there is still a serious problem, 
you don't elaborate it, why do you that it it is still a a serious problem. 
As a reader, when I come to read, when I read up to here, I just know 





T. And how are you going to structure your essay，I have no idea  
S: Mm 
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T: But if you want to make it more clearer, then you will say that gender 
gap is still a serious problem in society, because because of the 
traditional Chinese culture, [still parades er er because the Chinese 
traditional culture still parades [(pause) er er traditional Chinese culture 
[still prevails [in our society, something like that And, so，if you just 
focus traditional Chinese culture, in your thesis statement, you say that it 
is still a problem because of this reason, [then I expect that in your whole 
essay, [you are focus on traditional Chinese [culture, you are not going to 
talk about another reason.  
S: [mm mm [male 
should be dominance 
[mm mm [mm mm 
[right 
[mm mm [culture  
mm mm 
T: Alright, but if you, for example，you want to look at two reasons, then 
you say that er it is still a serious problem because of the traditional  
Chinese culture and，[and er er women's er，er，erm, [(pause)  
well 
[this paper actually focus now [what —— 
T: [something, I 
don't know, it depends on，that what I want to tell you is that [er er  
S: [ a clear  
T: [a theasi- if you 
want to, if you want to have a good thesis statement, you should make it 
more specify, to include these two.  
S: ~Mm 
T: But some students, they don't like it. They will just say something like 
that, [(pause) it is still acceptable, if you take ihis approach, in er, in 
your, then it's up to you, [what you're talking [what you're going to talk 
about，[and I don't know whether your lecturer is very strict.  
S: [mm [mm [mm 
Mm mm  
T: For example if it is a very a a [(pause)  
S: [traditional tea- [(laughs)  
T: [a long essay, [a long 
academic essay, [a dissertation. Then definitely you have to change it， 
your lecturer will ask you to er make it more specific, usually they don't 
want something like this, this is too general, [(pause) because in this, in 
your main body, you're going to talk about many many [other things, 
[but it is a [a very formal essay, they want you to fo-





[mm [mm [mm 
[focus [mm  
T: For example, traditional Chinese culture  
S: Yeah  
T: The whole essay can just focus on this  
S: "Yeah 
T: But if it is not a very formal academic essay, [(pause) then you can take 
this approach, [I think this is ok, then you can talk about many different 
reasons, at a very superficial level，still it is ok.  
S: [mm 
[mm 
Mm mm  
T: I don't know what you want. [It seems to me that you want something  
S: [So, actually no 11 actually I'm focusing on 
the political field，how it can show the inequality of the gender, like the 
[gender gap  
~T： [So 
your main focus on  
S: [On the political field  
T: Only focus on this，[then is  
S: [yes，11 have little bit touch on this，really  
"T： [BUT definitely, 
when you talk about the political field, you will also talk about ki-
[ACTUALLY you'll talk about a lot of other things, [but the point is how 
you are going to present it  
S: [yeah, cause I 
touched on, I touched on [yeah yeah yeah 
[yeah  
T: But the point is, you have to remember if this is the your main focus, 
then the whole paper is one this, but still you can, touch on this, [but the 
point is the way you present [it is different.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm [mm mm  
T: If you touch on different areas, then the way of presentation [is different, 
you understand?  
S: [mm 
mm 
And people get confused right  
T: It doesn't [it depends on YOU CAN HAVE, you can have erm different 
reasons, one reason, two reasons, [three reasons, [(pause) Especially it is 
not a very formal academic essay.  
S: [yeah yeah yeah, if it involves (...) 
[mm mm [mm mm 
Mm mm  
T: But it is a formal academic essay，then you have to be more specific， 
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focus on run, one reason, and the main body, your argument will be fo-
focused on this reason. But you also can [touch on other things, naturally 
you will. But the point is the way you present it is still on this, [when 
people read it. You understand what I mean?  
S: [mm [mm 
Yes yes  
T: So I think I have to organize tiiis bit with you, it seems, so ok now you 
understand the thesis statement? After the thesis statement, for example 
11 say that, erm you，re my thesis statement is gen-gender gap is still a 
problem in our society because of the tradition Chinese culture， 
something like that. Then in here, then it is purpose statement, the pur-
the aim of this essay is to examine erm how traditional Chinese culture 
contribute to the gender gap [in our society，something like that.  
S: [Mm mm  
T: So you can see that actually this one is similar to this one, except that 
you have to change it, your aim of paper is to examine how [and this is 
your opinion, you think that it is, because of this，it is a problem. But 
when it comes to talk about purpose of the essay, then purpose statement, 
[then how it affects, ok, when it, ok, after that, if you like, you can have 
structure of your essay, the structure of this essay is what, in this essay, 
[er there are two parts, in the first part, I'm going to examine, [er 
[about why traditional culture, [and in the second section, how traditional 
culture erm make er people dislike woman, [or bla bla bla，I don't know, 
and in the last section, what bla bla bla, suggestions or something like 
t l ^  
S: [mm 
[mm 
[what what I want to talk about in the main body 
[mm 
[about [mm [mm  
T: Then it is usually, if it is a very tradition- formal academic essay, usually 
require you to have background information, thesis statement, aim, 
purpose statement and the structure of the essay. But it is not a very 
formal one, a short one, usually people will just give background 
information and the[sis statement. And [they don't put in this, and it is 
still ok.  
S: [thesis statement [and 
then 
[mm  
T: But if you want to keep this in, [put this in, it is still ok. [Alright? so, 
then er lefs sort out this.  
S: [mm [mm  
T: It is believed that, ok, now, and this socialization suggests that women 
and men are equipped by value, so first of all, now I'm not talking the  
structure, [(pause) Fm talking the language, ha ha.  
• IS： r — 
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yes yes  
T: In this sentence, it is background information. Your background 
information is good, but there is a grammatical mistake here. You see, 
this is the main clause, it is another clause here，noun clause.  
S: Mm mm  
T: In one noun clause, you have just got, you should have just one verb, Fm 
sure you know that.  
S: Mm mm  
T: But youVe got，you understand what I mean?  
S: "Yeah — 
T: Now, this is, they suggest that, suggest something, I suggest that you 
should go out, then it is a noun clause, er a clause, it it is not correct. 
You should go out erm, is playing, then this is not correct, then this is not 
correct, am I right?  
S: ‘ yeah yeah  
T: Because you have got playing.  
S: So should I say women and men are equipped by value er (which is 
assessed differently.) (in softer voice)  
T: What what what do you mean by which, which refer to value? How, 
what do you mean by men and women are equipped by value? How can 
they equipped, if you are equipped by skills, [you are equ- not by skills, 
equipped with the skills, [(pause) what do you want to say? So it has got, 





T: Yeah，the the the erm, what should I say，two verbs here.  
S: Mm mm  
T: You value, we don't say equipped by value, [(pause) you understand 
what I mean?  
S: [mm 
Yeah yeah  
T: Actually what do you want to say? I don't understand. That means what 
you want to say is men and women, they have er different values 
[(pause) and then how come is assessed differently, who assessed that? 
They men and women, they have different values, [(pause) and different 
values are are assessed by people differently.  
S: [mm 
[ok 
Yes yes  
T: I don't quite follow what this means. Ok, men and women have got 
[they have  
[well 
，they have [their own value, right? [But but people usually look at the  
value of women，the values of women for reproduction. So they are 
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assessed, regardless of how how how how [how they are - makes that 
T: [different [ok, they have how come 





T: This is perfect[ly  
S: [other people how other people look at it  
T: The, for example, I my value is different from you  
S: Mm  
T: So, this is men and women, they have got different values. And the 
value I get and the value you get, are are as- assessed differently, do you 
mean that?  
S: No, I mean that, let's say let's say for example, me and you have a same 
academic level and bla bla bla or whatever, [in general, people have a 
different value for us, [that's that's that's I meant. If you're a woman, 
then they have [a low value of you.  
T: [yeah 
[oh, oh, oh，then this is what you, but [ok, then 
er er er the sentence，you what you put here is not what you want to say. 
S: (laughs) yeah yeah  
T: Because you say, men and women, they equipped by, 1111 think that 
you want to say that they have. Men and women, they themselves, 
[(pause) hold different va-, have different values. And they value they 
have are assessed by different people. But this is actually what you want 
[to say.  
S: [mm  
T: What you want to say is，men and womens erm men and womens, you, 
what you want to say is the er，the something of women and men. For 
example the role of men and women are assessed differently by people. 
This is what you want to say  
S: Yeah [yeah yeah  
T: [Yeah, something like [that. Am I right?  
S: [yeah [yeah  
T: But this is not roles, definitely, the I don't know what you want to say 
actually, 
[the what of men and women  
S: [(Ji [I say value (laughs)  
T: The value of men and, but this doesn't make any sense, the value of men 
and women, er the [what do you mean?  
S: [ability, I mean  
T: Yeah，you the competence，[the ability. Yeah，then it is better.  
S: [yeah, the competence [Yeah.  
The competence of men and women are assessed  
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T: [or their [intellectual 
ability, [their intellectual competence, [their whatsoever, [you understand  




T: So, the sentence is wrong, because you say that, [they are equipped by, 
first of all, you don't say, we don't say, we are equi-, we are equipped 
with, erm, something something. And then if you use which，then that 
means the value they have are assessed differently.  
[yeah 
[mm  
T: They actually, what it is not what you want to say. Ok? For instance, 
women and men played，why, I think it is present tense.  
S: Yes. It [should be.  
T: [because you you you talk about general truth. Women and men 
played very different roles families, or a fami- family, at workplace, in 
the, mass media and in political field. And, ok, why are women always 
portrayed as the subordinate group? Ok，now, then you give a good 
question here. Then this would too, this would, this, you don't use, if 
you use would，either it is a request for politeness  
S: Mm mm  
T; Another situation you use would is, the whole thing happened in the past, 
[past action.  
S: [mm [this will  
T: Then you use would, and another situation you use would is, something 
which is hypothetical, you are not sure whether it will happen or not, 
[(pause) then you use would. But I don't think this is one of these.  
S: [mm 
[mm  
T: 一 A m I right? 
S: "Yeah 
T: So you should change it to this will include too many fields to investigate 
and in this paper emphasis will mainly be put on sexual equality in the 
political field. So，this actually is  
S: [thesis statement  
T: This is not thesis statement, [they way you put it. This is, you just tell 
people what you are going to do [in this essay. So I think it is your 
purpose statement.  
S: [ok [mm 
[mm  
T: To see how many, how women played the role, present tense, the 
following aspects will be taken into account, political, and I think this is 
the structure.  
S: Mm 
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T: Just the structure of your essay. Political participation of the sexes, 
women's issue as a policy concern and constraints on women's political 
participation. And the paper, will, also I think, also the structure, discuss 
how the status of women in the, what?  
S: "polity — 
T: Politics，is it  
S: Politics，yeah.  
T: Affects the influence, how the status of women in the politics affects 
their influence in the politics, I don't understand. Quite strange. What do 
mean by to discuss how the status of women [the status of women in the 
politics affects, oh [oh oh oh oh oh, I understand, I understand, yeah I 
understand  
[if they 
are in a higher level position, they have a greater influential  
T: Affects the  
S: [policies or whatever  
T: Would it be better to say determine?  
S: Yeah，determines  
T: [their influences in the politics.  
S: [policies.  
T: I think there is no thesis statement here, [because this is only purpose 
statement, structure. Now, you ask me whether this is ok, I think this is 
ok，[actually.  
S: [mm mm [mm 
mm  
T: Erm, if it is not a what  
S: Academic  
T: A er formal academic essay, [(pause), if it is a, if you put it like this, you 
submit this to your lecturer, I think that he will not chase up，[ask you to 
er put in a thesis statement. Because your ideas basically, are very 
clearly presented.  
S: [mm [(laughs) [mm 
T: But er according to the conventions to the academic essay，then you have 
to put 
[in a thesis statement, erm, that is, for example, if you write in the future, 
you write dissertation, then a thesis statement have er er has to be put in. 
S: [put in a thesis statement.  
T: So, actually it is easy, [how can you  
S: [so I should put it  
T: [somewhere [yeah after after the 
question. And why womens are are portrayed as the subordinate group. 
S: [somewhere 
I'll probably put it here, or womens are are always a subordinate group 
or something like that.  
T: Definitely after the question [(pause) because if you put it here, [then  
how come there is a question.  
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S: [mm [mm 
[mm  
T: You understand what I, thesis statement is your opinion towards the 
issue, and you put in a question here，so as to drive people's thinking. 
S: Mm  
T: And actually some people will say that, this is better than a thesis 
statement  
S: 
T: Because you s- you er  
S: [stimulate [the people to think  
T: [you stimulate [yeah  
S: [the reader 
T: Yeah，the readers to think. Then and I think to me，if s ok  
S: ~Mm 
T: But if you  
S: [really wanted to to be [a whole complete essay.  
T: [a a a academic essay, no, er, without it, 
still it is a good essay, [(pause) it is still very clear. If you want to follow 
the conventions 
[of the academic essay. Then you have to put in a thesis statement here. 
And why are women always portrayed as the subordinate group? Then 
you can, you can make use of this. Women are always portrayed as 
subordinate group, er, because, for example, in the politics，erm, because 
I don't know what you want to say.  
S: [mm 
[mm mm 
[Traditional culture or  
T: [This is (..) [or in the traditional culture, women are not 
allowed to take part in the politics，[something like that.  
S: [yeah yeah，or take the leading role.  
T: Yeah, something like that, pji the traditional culture, women are not 
allowed to take a leading role, or they are not er they are not welcomed 
to participate actively, 
[they are expected to stay at home，[or whatsoever.  
S: [mm mm 
[mm mm [mm mm  
T: Then，you put in a thesis statement here，ok?  
S: Mm  
T: Then if you put in a thesis statement here, then you, then you have to 
change this, you can't say this would, because it seems that this is 
answering the question of this one.  
S: Mm mm.  
T: Alright, if you decided to put in a thesis statement [here  
S: [so I should change  
this  
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T: Erm, you can say in fact, this in，not will, this include, [(pause) in feet 
this include, because this is a feet, [you don't need future tense, actually, 
in fact it includes too many fields to investigate, in this paper emphasis 
would mainly be put on，da da da da.  
S: [mm 
[mm 
Mm mm  
T: Then，so this is correspond，this [corresponds to the thesis statement 
S: [corresponds to the  
T: And to see how, ok，then you can [keep this  
S: p can have my structure  
T: You you understand what I mean?  
S: " ^ a h 
T: So, it's go，you you you make your own decision, whether you want to 
put it 
[in here, [if you don't want to put in here, I think it's ok. [I'm Fm sure 
that still it is alright. Your lecturer will not chase you up, (student 
laughs), because I guess it is not a very formal academic essay, [(pause) 
but in the fixture, [if your [your  
S: [yes yes [yes [No, no，I think 
it's a better one [no, that's not 
[yeah [I should keep my thesis statement  
T: Your lecturer will ask you [to give them the thesis statement, [give him 
or her a thesis statement, before he or her [before you start writing, [they 
will check it，ok?  
S: [mm [mm 
[mm [mm  
T: Ok, then，women status in, are you sure that there is such a word? 
[Politics or this word?  
S: [polity 
Er- 
"T^ Polity? I don't kow. 
(looking up the dictionary) 
p-o- 
S: L  
T: I have not seen this er place, oh, this is a very formal word, for political 
government or organization. Ok.  
S: People don't really use it, I just I just go through thesaurus (tutor laughs), 
that's why I  
T: [Yeah, it is not a commonly used word.  
S: Yeah I know. Maybe I should just stick with the politics.  
T: I think so. Because it is not commonly used, [it is a very formal word, 
maybe actually, people，it is seldom used.  
[yeah 
Yeah.  





T: Women's status in the polity very much depend on the political 
participation rate. You don't have to do it like this, you don't have to 
say, it is a bit clumsy, depend on their, depend on their, what do you 
mean by political participation rate. That means how often [they 
participate?  
S: [no, how how [yeah how how how many people, what's the 
percentage of people that participate.  
T: I don't understand  
S: Like, ten people register, er [and only three of them actually vote, so the 
participation rate is three，three，thirty percent.  
T: [(taking a deep breath) 
Then how can it how can it be related to women's status?  
S: Well, it's different，men's participation rate and women's participation 
rate is different. Maybe women always think, oh, I should ke-� I should 
stay at home, 
p should not participate, er even though 11 I've already registered. And 
maybe for men, they registered and they actually go vote for，vote vote 
during [er elec- 
T: [mm 
mm [then how can it，what is the relation[ship with the women's status? 
S: [well [maybe 
well, maybe what what what I say is er，maybe high, the higher the stutus 
of women in the politics, [(pause) and then the participation rate will go 
up，cause women [are more involved.  
~T: [and then? 
[what do mean b-
I can't see the causal relationship.  
S: (laughs)  
T: Ok，maybe I check this. This is your topic sentence. As suggested by this 
one, political participation refers to engagement in activities which are 
legally provided for within the system and are aimed at influencing the 
government in some way. That is orderly, legitimate or otherwise for 
the purpose of affecting. The following discussion focuses on those 
activities which represent the most common forms of political 
participation in the territory. These include assumption of office in the 
public arena, participation in elections, involvement in and public 
expression. It is not surprising to find out that there is an under 
representation of women at all levels of government; particularly in the 
New Territories based advisory body, the Heung Yee. And women's 
entry into politics is only a fairly  
End of Tape  
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Transcript J 
T: You tell me, I don't think we can go through the whole pile within half an 
hour, [maybe we aim just the first two pages [or up to what it's ok, [it's 
recorded，[maybe we focus，maybe we just aim at the first two pages，[ok? 
S: [mm [mm [mm 
[it's recorded [mm [mm  
T: Ok. first of all，you tell me，the  
T: Have you got the outline before you write up this essay?  
S: I just got it in my mind，instead of writing it down.  
T: Ok，then，that means, lets have a now brief structure of your essay，[ok 
S: [mm 
mm  
T: Ok, in in the first paragraph, it is in the introduction  
"sT Yes 
T: Can you re what is included in the first paragraph, can you remember? 
Background information, structure of the essay, thesis statement, topical 
statement whatsoever, (students laughs) can you remember what you have 
put in your introduction?  
S: Erm, I I I just remember I point the the one who think that  
T: [ok，that George 
Orwell  
S: Yeah George Orwell think that technology is not so good [to  
T: [ok, so you so 
you use this as, we call this as background information, [ a starting point to, 
you set the scene for discuss，[and so you used George Orwell the author 
his viewpoint as some background information. Ok, you've got background 
information，and what else，have you put in [your  
S: [ and I think my topic sentence  
T: [ok we call it a thesis 
statement  
S: Oh, thesis statement, is that technology also possesses an intrinsic potential 
for good or evil  
T: So, so you know, do you know the difference between a topic sentence and 
a thesis statement?  
S: Oh，yes yes yes  
T: Ok, you know, then I'm not, so this is the thesis statement of your essay. 
So, then in your introduction, you have background information and thesis 
statement. And your thesis statement is like human nature itself, technology 
also possesses an intrinsic potential for good or evil. Ok. good thesis 
statement. Ok, Then, how about for the you briefly give me [the outline of 
the development of your essay，[ok，  
[ok 
maybe Fll just have a very scan on  
T: [ok, for example, section A, what it for example, based 
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on the thesis statement, your essay is divided into two parts, three parts, or 
whatsoever.  
S: (student backchannels throughout) 
Right, my essay is divided into er how many er let me see, erm, the first is 
erm, focused on the society.  
T: Ok, society. Improvement to  
S: [improvement in society  
T: How technology [brings improvement to the society.  
S: [yeah, how technology brings improvement to the society 
T: So, then, that is going to be your topic sentence, [er improvement brought 
by technology to society，ok.  
S: [mm 
Hm mm.  
T: Ok, what about the second part?  
S: The second part is erm technology also promotes the business.  
T: Ok, let me, from here, second paragraph, [up to here, [up to about the 
arguments brought by，[brought by technology to society.  
S: [mm [mm 
[mm [yes.  
T: And then from here，it is the second part, it is about  
S: [Business.  
T: Techno, technology  
S: [technology bene  
T: Ok. how technology benes benefits business operation whatsoever, [ok. 
S: [mm 
mm  
T: Then，the third part  
S: The third part is the development of the cyberspace.  
T: How technology improve er, living standard? [no?  
S: [mm  
T: Actually  
S: [actually ifs about electronic communication power.  
T: Ok, er development of electronic, or global communication, [something like 
that. 
Right, how technology enhance enhances global global, how technology 
enhances global communication，then after that, I finish, conclusion.  
[yeah. 
Er. Also there's a part on genetic engineering  
T: Ok，lots of problem, ge [genetic engineering  
S: (laughs) [genetic engineering  
T: So, it is medical.  
S: Medical, yeah.  
T: How technology bene benefits benefits medical field, so then after that it is 
conclusion, [ am I right?  
S: [yeah [yeah 
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T: So that means basically, you essay is going to you're going to look at these 
issues from four deve perspectives, [from four perspectives.  
S: [mm  
T: One is you're going to talk about business  
Mm  
T: One is on [ [social development  
S: [the society  
T: And then and then it's [(pause)on medical field, and then on global 
communication  
S: [medical  
T: Ok, then let us start. So it is your structure is very clear, [(pause) I think 
basically there's no problem in the the structure of your essay, [but let see 





T: Ok，let's start with first paragraph, it is introduction. Ok, in 1949，George 
Orwell stunned the literary world with his prophetic novel 1984. The 
central theme was，you mean the central theme of [ 
S: [the novel  
T: Ok，I think this is better. Or the central theme of his novel. His prophetic, I 
think it's comma, because it is 1984. The central theme of this novel or his, 
this novel I think this novel is better, [(pause), was on human nature, but the 
but the instrument to physically maintain, I don't understand this part?  
S: [mm  
T: What do you mean by this? The central theme of this novel was on human 
nature.  
Mm 
T: And then suddenly, how come but the instrument to physically maintain the 
empire of evil was technology. Oh, I see I see. I understand what you 
mean. The central theme of this novel but the, grammatically, the sentence 
itself is correct, [but when you put the two parts, [then I don't think its 
coherent, the two parts, [na, I give you the example, to say that, the central 





T: The theme，the theme of this essay is about health  
S: Mm mm  
T: But em, let me see, the theme of this essay is, apart from health, money is 
important, [something like that  
[Oh  
T: What, do you tiiink this sentence is correct? Grammatically, I think it is ok, 
but in terms of the ideas，the coherence of the ideas，there is a problem. Can 
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you spot the problem?  
S: The theme of this essay about health, apart from health, money is important. 
I think it，s ok.  
T: (laughs) you think it is alright.  
S: Erm, but  
T: I can't say that it is not coherent, but I think if s not clear.  
Yeah. — 
T: What what do you think the problem is?  
S: I think I think there is two theme in in this sentence.  
Yeah _ 
S: Apart from health, money is another theme of this essay. I think this  
T : Ok, actually, [what you want to say in the theme of this essay, [is health, 
[am I right?  
S: [mm [mm 
[mm 
Yes.  
T: But then, the main purpose of this sentence is you talk about what this essay 
is about, [the essay is about health, [then but suddenly, you come to say but 
apart from health, [money is important, [it seems that you are talking about 
something else，do you understand what I say?  
S: [mm [mm [mm 
[mm [mm 
Mm mm. A little bit contradiction too.  
T: No no，it has nothing to do with the contradiction of the theme. Because in 
an essay, you can talk about, for example, you say that, health is important, 
[but in the essay，I point out that money is also important.  
S: Mm mm  
T: There is nothing wrong, what I mean is, the presentation, the way you 
present the idea. It makes that, because your purpose is to tell [the others 
that，the purpose of this essay is about health.  
Yes  
T: Ok, then you you tell me what the essay is about, then you continue to tell 
me what you can find in this essay.  
Mm 
T: But then now, you it seems that you are expressing your opinions, about 
your opinions towards health, towards the issues of health. For example, 
it's like this, for example, if you think health, if you put it like this, if you 
think health is important, [(pause), but apart from health, money is also 
important, then this sentence is perfectly alright, in this, you express your 
viewpoints towards health, but in this, you also express your viewpoints 
towards towards erm money  
T: But here，actually you are not expressing you're your viewpoints on health 
or money，you're reporting what the story is about  
Mm  
T: Do you understand I mean? 
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S: Ok yeah yeah  
T: Do you follow what what your problem is?  
S: Yeah yeah, 11 think, if l 'm expressing my views, tiien I can put two things 
together, [if r m reporting, I cannot.  
T: [yeah [you can also put two things together, but you've 
to add something here. 
Mm. 
T: Because you're talking about, in this essay，[in this essay, the writer argues 
you are reporting [what the essay is about, [not expressing your veiwpoint, 
[but the way you put it in here，you see, you take away this, but apart from 
health, [money is important, this part is exactly the same, [but this part 
when it is，but if you put this part after this part，it is perfectly alright.  
S: [mm 
[mm [mm [mm 
[mm 
[yes 
Mm mm  
T: Because this is about viewpoint, this is about viewpoint, balance. But the 
point is if you put it after this this part  
S: 
T: Do you know the reason why? Because in this one，you're talking about 
what the story is about, [you're not expressing [your viewpoint about, 
you're reporting, the story is about that, and if you want to talk talk talk 
about that, you have to add something, because it is your not it is not your 
personal view. It is the view of，it is something the writer view, and it is 
what you get from the essay.  
[yeah 
Mm  
T: You understand what I mean? Then that's why, if you can't follow what 
Fm talking about，go home and think about these sentences.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Then you will understand, [why I say that it is not coherent, [in terms if you 
put it like here.  
S: [yeah [mm mm 
Mm mm  
T: For example, if you want to improve this sentence，how can you improve it? 
S: Can I just add something, however, I think that apart from health, money is 
also important.  
T: Ok, you can, however, I think, then it depends on your the purpose [on you 
are�writing something  
S: [mm 
mm 
mm mm  
T: If you want to say that, for example, you're writing something, ok，the 
theme of this essay is about health，[but em or the theme of this essay is 
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about the importance of health.  
S: [mm mm 
Mm  
T: But then you point out that, but I disagree with this，[but I think that, [then 
you can，[it is perfectly alright.  
S: [mm [mm 
[mm [mm  
T: Do you understand what I mean?  
Yeah.  
T: But for example, if you want to say that, ok, erm, the theme of this essay is 
about, the essay, erm, the theme of this essay is about health, you want to 
point out that, in the essay，the writer also point out that, apart from health, 
money is also important, then how are you going to change it?  
S: Erm erm  
T: You want to say that, ok, you want to tell me, I've asked you, what is the 
story about, this essay about? Then you tell me, oh, this essay is about erm, 
is about health  
S: Mm 
T: But then you go further to say, but in this essay，the writer points out that, 
apart from health, [something something  
S: [mm mm [mm  
T: You, that means you want to tell me, you want to go onto tell me more 
about this essay.  
Mm -
T: Then how are you going to improve it?  
S: Mm, (pause)  
T: One way is, “but I think", but then that is you express your viewpoint, [but 
if you want to go to, you want to tell me that in this essay, it is about health, 
and in this essay，it also tells me about this.  
S: Can I just add something here? But apart from health, the writer points out 
that money is also important.  
T: Yes, exactly, you miss out something like that. Or you say that in this 
essay，but apart from health，yeah. Then it is much clearer  
Yeah 
T: Alright, so you know actually what you want to say.  
Yeah — 
T: Then now, come back to this, what do you want to say, originally, you want 
this one or you want the writer say this, or the writer say that, or this is your 
personal opinion?  
S: These are the 
(both laughs) 
I understand the point  
T: You know how to change it  
Yeah 
T: Then you go home to change it yourself.  
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S: Yeah. 
T: Students always make mistakes like this  
S: Mm mm  
T: It is, I don't understand why, actually, (student laughs) you you when you 
wrote it up，you didn't notice the difference between the two  
S: Er，Fm not consciously aware of this.  
T: (laughs)  
" s T (laughs) 
T: You see，actually，you just add in one sentence，if s completely different 
Mm  
T: You see, but I think, or but the writer thinks that, [then it's completely 
different, but if you without this, people don't understand actually [what 




"TT" Ok? Alright? 
S: Yes, mm  
T: Ok，the central theme, no, not the central, the theme of this novel was on 
human nature, erm, er, but in the, or er, but, but in the essay, the writer also 
points out that something something，ok.  
Mm  




T: pn fact, technology is the inevitable and natural outgrowth of human needs 
and desires, ok. Yet, like human nature itself, technology also possesses an 
intrinsic potential for good or evil. Very good. I like this thesis statement. 
S: Mm mm  
T: But pay attention, if you say that, technology also possesses an intrinsic 
potential for good or evil, then I expect that, that means that, you that means 
you get either good or evil，that means either both sides.  
Mm 
T: Then in your main body, I expect that, because this is your thesis statement. 
S : Mm mm  
T: How you are going to development your the points in your main body has 
to be related to the thesis statement.  
Mm 
T: So if you say that good or evil，I expect that you talk about both good  
S: [and 
evil  
T: But now you just talk about [good.  
S: [good  
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T: (laughs) so either you change the main body here, or change your thesis 
statement.  
S: I think thesis statement will be better  
T: Yeah，e-easier.  
S: Yeah yeah (laughs)  
T: Yeah, because you've written so many already, (both laughs)so many things 
here already, so I think, maybe erm, like human nature itself, but you've got 
human nature，because human nature, it has got both sides, good and evil. 
S: Mm mm  
T: But that is good, I like it，like human nature itself, technology also 
possesses an intrinsic potential for good or evil. It's difficult then, maybe 
you add one more paragraph for evil.  
Mm 
T: Otherwise you have to change it. Remember in your thesis statement, how 
you are going to develop your points into the essay, it has it has to be 
closely related to  
Mm 
T: Because your main body, the points in the main body is supposed to erm 
clarify, [(pause), support, [explain the thesis statement. So if you have the 
good, or evil, 
[you acknowledge that，[(pause) technology [also has the negative side. 
S: [mm [yes 
[yes [yes [yeah 
[yeah  
T: So ei- so you go home to think about it.  
Mm  
T: Either you change tiie tiiesis statement, [(pause) or you add one short 
paragraph about evil. 
[(pause) ok?  
PsSn 
[Mm [oL  
T: Ok, from one angle, ok, technology looks value neutral, it seems that we 
can no more blame it for our ills than we can blame ala (laughs) Aladdin's 
lamp for the consequences of the master's wishes, as the tool is the 
unbiased instrument of its user's choice. Depending on its application, fire 
can either warm a home or destroy it Thus, if we dream of a better world, it 
is our own souls that we must first look into to insure that wisdom governs 
our wishes. Ok，I get lost  
(laughs) 
T: The way you present it, is you use very elaborated language. Ok，let me see. 
From one angle, technology looks value neutral, this is your topic sentence 
[(pause) of this paragraph, [(pause), right?  
S: [mm 
[mm  
T: It looks value neutral, so you，it is difficult to say whether it is good or bad 
S: Yes 
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T: Ok. It seems that we can no more blame it for our ills, than we can blame, 
so we can't blame it for our ills, than we can blame for the consequences of 
the master's wishes, so as the tool is the unbiased instrument, so what you 
want to is its value is neutral  
Mm 
T: Because, it is，it itself has nothing wrong, [(pause), it is the one who uses it 
decide how it is going to be used, [(pause)，ok very good.  
[yes 
[y^  
T: Depending on its application, fire, can either warm a, ok，thus, depending 
on, thus, if we dream of a better world, it is our own souls that, we must 
first look into，you see，look into to insure, are you sure that，that  
S: [look into, 11 just use a phrasal 
verb  
T: Oh oh oh, ok as a phrase, let me see. Look into, but then you look into 
what? To insure what wisdom governs our wishes, thus if we dream of a 
better world, it is, that means we have to be clever, we have to decide how 
we are going to govern our, I think it's better for you to something, look 
into what to insure, are you sure that you it has got a pattern like this, you 
think of, maybe you have copy from somewhere, make sure that it has 
written it correct  
" S ^ Mm 
T: Because I seldom come across er sentence structure like that, erm look into 
and then to. 
(pause) 
So, ok，then you this is introduction. That means, ok, you start to go on say 
that, yet though technology itself is uncolored by intent. Or you tell me 
what it is about，this paragraph.  
(laughs) 
T: In order to facilitate my comprehension. Ok, in this part, you talk about 
erm, technology itself is actually, is whether it is good or not, is it simply 
determined by，by human beings，[(pause) by people  
S: [mm [mm  
T: Then how about this part?  
S: This part is, 11 just point out that, technology itself can also be destructive 
as well, [and then because..  
T: [Oh, then I think you you don't need to add another paragraph, because if 
you say that technology itself can also be destructive, actually you are, then 
I think its alright  
Mm  
T: Even though, because, you haven't s-，in here, you you do you do not go 
straight into the good point [of technology, now you are talking about, 
[(pause)  
S: [mm [the good side 
and bad side  
T: Yeah，whether it is good or bad，[is determined by human beings or then I 
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think you fiilfilled this already  
[Mm 
Mm mm  
T: You are, you are explaining this part, [(pause) of the thesis statement  
S: [mm mm [mm 
mm  
T: So I think it is alright. Ok, then sorry, you say that it is about  
S: The destruction  
T: The des[truct  
S: [des[truct 
T: [the destructive [side of the of technology  
S: [yeah [yeah  
T: Though technology itself is uncolored by intent，its very existence colors 
the choices we make in the sense that technology, makes possible a type 
and magnitude of action that, otherwise would have been impossible. Our 
progressive technology has indeed expanded the circumference of our 
everyday blessings, but it has also enlarged that diameter of our destructive 
capacity. Ok. I have to digest it.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Your sentence structure is, er, very complex. When before you wrote it up, 
did you read any materials?  
S: I just read the novel of Marry Shelly's Frankenstein.  
T: Wow, your language ability is very high.  
(laughs) 
T: You produce something, the sentence structure is like this, (pause) You 
study literature?  
S: Er，part of the courses.  
T: At secondary school?  
S: Er，no.  
T: Ok. Though technology itself is uncolored by intent, its very existence 
colors the choices, we make in the sense that technology, makes possible a 
type and magnitude of action that, otherwise would have been impossible. 
So, you want to point out that erm, every though technology has no 
intention itself.  
Mm “ 
T: Its existence will make us, the make the decision on it, [(pause), am I right? 
Is my interpretation correct?  
S: [mm 
[erm, I think what I would like to express here is that, 
technology help us to erm to do something that without it, we will never be 
able to do it.  
T: But it seems that, it is not here, it is not what it say here. Ok, though 
technology itself is uncolored by intent，that means it has not got intention 
[whether it is good or bad.  
S: [mm  
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T: Its very existence colors the choices, because of its existence, so we have 
got many cho yeah [we have got more choices，[we decide it to make to in a 
sense that then you go onto explain why  
S: [yes, yeah [yes 
[mm  
T: In a sense that you explain why it colors the choices we make, because 
technology make possible a type and mag magnitude of actions. What do 
you mean by make possible a type and magnitude of actions? This is 
something that 11  
S: Just as I said, for example, er, how can I say it, er，when when in the past, 
we would like to make a fire，we would take a long time，right?  
"T^ Yeah 
S: But with the help of technology, we just need to put a button, and then we 
would get the fire, so here I just want to express the views that，there are 
some thing that we can't do without the technology, but with the technology 
itself, it facilitates us.  
T: Mm mm  
"sT" Yeah 
T: Ok, in a sense make possible, yeah yeah, I understand, a magnitude of that 
actions that ot-otherwise would have been impossible, ok, very good. 
Our progressive technology has indeed expanded, ok, you talk about its 
good point now, it is in here. But it has also enlarged that diam diameter of 
our destructive capacity. Oh very good，so it has speed up, ok, our capacity 
for destruction as well.  
S: Mm mm  
T: Only by making clear of the nature of technology, can we go further to 
discuss the transformation technology has been making to our lives and 
society as a whole, be it constructive or destructive. So，that means now 
you are going to er put forward your ar[  
S: [argument  
"TT~ Yeah  
S : My argument  
T: Your argument is we have to make erm, clear the nature of technology, if 
we want to make good use of it  
Mm  
T: Something like this, [can you, the transformation, let me see, only by 
making clear of the, I think you get, Fm sure that you must a very good 
grade in you're A-level exam. Did you get A?  
S: [mm 
No. B only.  
T: How come, (laughs) 
(both laugh) maybe your your writing is too complicated, 
(both laugh) 
The examiner couldn't follow what it was about, how come you you can 
write sentence structure like this. You you didn't copy from the book, you 
wrote it up yourself.  
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S: Yeah 
T: Or you you you based on the sentence pattern on certain tilings, and then 
you you  
S: 11 just read through some books，and then re [memorize  
T: [you you memorize some of 
the patterns, some sentence structure, then you put in, [you follow this 
sentence structure, [and then you take away the words, and then you put in 
your words.  
S: [Yeah yeah 
[yeah yeah 
Yes，yes yes.  
T. You didn't study，Arts or  
S: Fm a Arts student  
T: [yeah yeah，Arts student  
Yeah. 
T: The sentence structure is very good. It reflects that it is not the level of 
university student, it is very educated, [the, very elaborated, the the way you 
present it.  
[mm  
T: Good choice of words and and sentence structure. A lot of er with great 
complexity. Only by making clear of the nature of technology, can we go 
further to discuss the transformation technology has been making to our 
lives and society as a whole. So that mean we have to er to be clear about 
the nature, no no matter whether it is destructive or constructive. We have 
to make clear the nature before we can talk about it, whether it is good or 
bad，ok. Is my interpretation correct?  
Yes _ 
T: First of all，the power of electronic to acce accelerate our lives took us by 
surprise, ok. Take American society for example, where computer has been 
playing a major role since 1971. The first word processor did not appear 
until 1970，ok, the first，the first silicon chip not until, ok, yet, according to 
a survey conducting by this, it is estimated that one out of every two 
workers in America today uses a computer terminal, a percentage, (pause), 
that doubled in the last ten years. With the help of computers, efficiency in, 
not only can computers perform certain tasks faster than humans, they can 
also compel humans to keep pace with them. Ok. so (...) the first argument 
that is  
S: (silence)  
T: So then in this, you talk about erm both evil and good, (pause) And this part 
you start to (pause) [talk  
S: [the good things  
T: You have to make clear  
Yeah,(...) 
T: Make clear the nature of technology, before you discuss, transformation in 
technology, (pause) The point is, ok, then you start with the good point. The 
first good point is the, (someone at the door) er，you come for the, writing 
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center, am I right? Have you brought along your essay and (pause) you 
coming for  
End of Tape  
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APPENDIX 5 
Paper 1 (First Version) 
Subject 1 
Title: The Rights to Abortion 
The legalization of abortion has been a bone of contention for a century. 
Nowadays, whether abortion should be absolutely legalized or not is still a subject 
of controversy. Abortion should be absolutely legalized in the member states of 
the United Nations as women should have the rights to abortion. Absolute 
legalization of abortion will certainly protect the rights of women. If abortion is 
not legalized, women will be unable to exercise their abortion rights because it is 
illegal to abort a fetus. Besides, women have individual decision or choice, which 
is protected by law. 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1948, protects women's rights. 
Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides that "all human 
beings are bom free and equal in dignity and rights” Similarly, Article 2 states 
that "everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms in this Declaration, 
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour，sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status." 
This shows that human rights and fundamental freedoms should be respected. 
Furthermore, Article 3 says that "everyone has the right to life, liberty and 
security of person” This can be said to be the fundamental of personal rights. 
However, it should be noticed that the fetus does not have this right as it is not a 
human being but just a mass of tissue. Indeed, one of the purposes of the creation 
of the Unit^ Nations is to achieve international co-operation "in promoting and 
encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all". 
Generally speaking, the right to control one's own body is one aspect of the 
fundamental freedoms. Women should be able to control their own body. The 
right to abortion is one method available to women to enable them to have this 
control of their body. The women can thus exercise their freedom to make choice 
because it is their individual concern. 
Apart from the rights to abortion, women also have the rights to privacy. 
Article 12 declares “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and 
reputation". Abortion is a subject of the privacy of women: “The constitutional 
right of privacy has been interpreted repeatedly to include matters of marriage, 
family and sex, specifically the right to be free from unwarranted governmental 
intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether 
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to bear or beget a child". The fetus is contained within the women's body and it 
is the women who are pregnant. Hence whether to abort the fetus or not should 
be the decision of the women themselves. Privacy is conceptualized as a 
lifestyle issue. How the women engage in sex is irrelevant as a matter of law. 
They should have freedom to choose their sexual lifestyle. Pregnancy can be 
regarded as the result of their sexual lifestyle or relations. Abortion can be 
viewed as an action of the women to bear responsibility for the consequences of 
their sexual intercourse. The decision to terminate pregnancy is a respect to 
privacy. In addition, “the Supreme Court strikes down parental and spousal 
consent laws that would allow a parent of husband to veto the abortion decision". 
By doing so, the decision of the women will be respected. The Court also 
declares that “when a husband and wife disagree, only one view can prevail, and 
that it should be hers because she physically bears the children and is more 
directly affected by the pregnancy". It is agreed that the right to privacy enables 
women to make decisions about childbearing more freely. Privacy will be 
violated if the women are not allowed to abort the fetus legally. 
Public opinion in the United States favours the absolute legalization of 
abortion. According to surveys conducted by the University of Michigan's 
National Election Study every four years from 1980 to 1996，between 35 and 46 
percent of people agree that “a woman should always be able to obtain an 
abortion as a matter of personal choice" compared with between 28 and 32 
percent who support 'the law should permit abortion only in cases of rape and 
incest". Others think "abortion should never be permitted" or "abortion should be 
permitted with clear needs". Therefore, more people support absolute 
legalization of abortion than conditional legalization of abortion. Moreover, a 
frequently asked question since 1987 by Yankelovich Partners in New York finds 
that between 34 and 49 percent of people agree that ‘‘a woman should be able to 
get an abortion if she decides she wants one，no matter what the reason is". It is 
clear that more people agree to absolute legalization of abortion than conditional 
legalization of abortion. 
Feminists also believe that abortion rights should not be restricted. 
Beverly Wildung Harrison is a feminist thinker. She says that "with abortion as a 
legal right, women at long last will be able to take their rightful place in society". 
She also "speaks of the right to abortion as a right to bodily self-determination". 
Women are not equal to men in law with respect to sexual freedom without the 
right to abortion They will be more equal to men in the area of sexuality if 
abortion is a legal right. Abortion right enables the women to have self-
determination on the functions of their own body. Another feminist, Laurence 
Tribe，regards abortion as “a basic source of personal autonomy and self-respect". 
Autonomy concerns making decisions or choices about one's life. Women will 
gain self-respect when they can make their own decisions. Feminist Gloria 
Steinem speaks of abortion as an issue of "reproductive freedom - the right to 
decide when and whether to have children". Women should be able to control 
their own reproductive lives. Legal abortion is a necessary step towards this goal. 
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Besides, the practice of human abortion becomes a symbol of woman's full 
personhood. ‘The right to choose is crucial to the personhood of woman". The 
right to abortion can help to build up a good image of women and enhance their 
social status. The feminist movement aims at fighting for the women the control 
of their own lives. Abortion rights should thus be protected Some people may 
argue that if abortion is absolutely legalized, then the human rights of the unborn 
children will be violated. In fact, this is not the case because there is no universal 
declaration which states that unborn children are regarded as human and therefore 
they do not have any human rights. 
Absolute legalization of abortion is fairer to all women and it also enables 
women to exercise their abortion rights. If abortion is absolutely legalized, all 
women will benefit from it. Legalization can substitute safe for unsafe abortion 
It can save many women's lives. There is a belief among people that abortion 
should only be legalized in certain circumstances, such as rape or incest. 
However，abortion should be absolutely legalized because partial legalization of 
abortion has its adverse effects. One of the intentions of legalizing abortion is to 
minimize the risk of mortality and pain to women. These risks may be greatest 
for low-income women who cannot afford to pay for safe abortions when the 
procedure is illegal. Absolute legalization of abortion may raise the quality of 
medical care for abortion and increase access to safe abortion services. However, 
under partial legalization of abortion, women may not access safe abortion 
services. Women, especially those of low self-esteem, may not want others to 
know that they get pregnant because of rape or incest. Hence they may go to 
illegal abortion clinics which are dangerous and not hygienic. 
Abortion should be absolutely legalized so as to protect the human rights 
of women. The rights of abortion and privacy of women will be violated if 
abortion is not absolutely legalized. Women have the rights to control their 
bodies and the right to abortion is one of the methods to do so. More importantly, 
all women can benefit from the absolute legalization of abortion. 
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Paper 1 (Revised Version) 
Subject 1 
Title: The Rights to Abortion 
The legalization of abortion has been a bone of contention for a century. 
Nowadays, whether abortion should be absolutely legalized or not is still a subject 
of controversy. Abortion should be absolutely legalized in the member states of 
the United Nations because women should have the rights to abortion Absolute 
legalization of abortion will certainly protect the rights of women. If abortion is 
not legalized, women will be unable to exercise their human rights. Women 
should have individual decision or choice，which is protected by law. 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the General 
Assembly of the United Nations on 10 December 1948, defined the rights of 
people throughout the world. 
Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that: 
"All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights ” 
Similarly, Article 2 states that: 
"Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms in this 
Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, 
colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national or social origin, property, birth or other status." 
This illustrates that human rights and fiindamental freedoms of the citizens should 
be respected by the governments. Furthermore, Article 3 says that: 
"Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of 
person". 
These can be said to be the fundamental of personal rights. However, when we 
are looking at the rights to live of an unborn child，this leads to the question of 
whether a fetus is regarded as a human being. Indeed, one of the purposes of the 
creation of the United Nations is to achieve international co-operation “in 
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms 
for all". Generally spewing, the right to control one's own body is one aspect of 
these fundamental freedoms. Women should be able to control their own body. 
The right to abortion is one method available to women to enable them to have 
this control of their body. The women can thus exercise their freedom to make a 
choice because it is their individual concern. 
Apart from the rights to abortion, women also have the rights to privacy. 
Article 12 declares “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and 
reputation". Abortion is a subject of the privacy of women: 
“The constitutional right of privacy has been 
interpreted repeatedly to include matters of 
marriage, femily and sex, specifically the right to be 
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free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into 
matters so fiindamentally affecting a person as the 
decision whether to bear or beget a child". 
The fetus is contained within the women's body and it is the women who 
are pregnant. Hence whether to abort the fetus or not should be the decision of 
the women themselves. Privacy is conceptualized as a lifestyle issue. How the 
women engage in sex is irrelevant as a matter of law. They should have freedom 
to choose their sexual lifestyle. Pregnancy can be regarded as the result of their 
sexual lifestyle or relations. Abortion can be viewed as an action of the women to 
bear responsibility for the consequences of their sexual intercourse. The decision 
to terminate pregnancy is a respect to privacy. In addition, “the Supreme Court 
strikes down parental and spousal consent laws that would allow a parent of 
husband to veto the abortion decision". By doing so，the decision made by the 
women will be respected. The Court also declares that “when a husband and wife 
disagree, only one view can prevail, and that it should be hers because she 
physically bears the children and is more directly affected by the pregnancy". It 
is agreed that the right to privacy enables women to make decisions about 
childbearing more freely. Privacy will be violated if the women are not allowed 
to abort the fetus legally. 
Public opinion in the United States favours the absolute legalization of 
abortion. According to surveys conducted by the University of Michigan's 
National Election Study every four years from 1980 to 1996，between 35 and 46 
percent of people agree that "a woman should always be able to obtain an 
abortion as a matter of personal choice" compared with between 28 and 32 
percent who support “the law should permit abortion only in cases of rape and 
incest". Others think "abortion should never be permitted" or "abortion should be 
permitted with clear needs” Therefore, more people support absolute 
legalization of abortion than conditional legalization of abortion Moreover, a 
frequently asked question since 1987 by Yankelovich Partners in New York finds 
that between 34 and 49 percent of people agree that “a woman should be able to 
get an abortion if she decides she wants one, no matter what the reason is” It is 
clear that more people agree to absolute legalization of abortion than conditional 
legalization of abortion. 
Feminists also believe that abortion rights should not be restricted. 
Beverly Wildung Harrison, a feminist thinker, says that “with abortion as a legal 
right, women at long last will be able to take their rightful place in society". She 
also "speaks of the right to abortion as a right to bodily self-determination". 
Women are not equal to men in law with respect to sexual freedom without the 
right to abortion They will be more equal to men in the area of sexuality if 
abortion is legal. Abortion right enables the women to have self-determination on 
the functions of their own body. Another feminist, Laurence Tribe, regards 
abortion as “a basic source of personal autonomy and self-respect”. Autonomy 
concerns making decisions or choices about one's life. Women will gain self-
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respect when they can make their own decisions. Feminist Gloria Steinem speaks 
of abortion as an issue of "reproductive freedom - the right to decide when and 
whether to have children". Women should be able to control their own 
reproductive lives. Legal abortion is a necessary step towards this goal And the 
practice of human abortion becomes a symbol of woman's full personhood. "The 
right to choose is crucial to the personhood of woman’，. The right to abortion can 
help to build up a good image of women and enhance their social status. The 
feminist movement aims at fighting for the women the control of their own lives. 
Abortion rights should thus be protected. Some people may argue that if abortion 
is absolutely legalized, then the human rights of the unborn children will be 
violated. In fact, this is not the case because there is no universal declaration 
which states that unborn children are regarded as human and therefore they do not 
have any human rights. 
Absolute legalization of abortion is feirer to all women and it also enables 
women to exercise their abortion rights. If abortion is absolutely legalized，all 
women will benefit from it Legalization can substitute safe for unsafe abortion 
It can save many women's lives. There is a belief among people that abortion 
should only be legalized in certain circumstances, such as rape or incest. 
However, abortion should be absolutely legalized because partial legalization of 
abortion has its adverse effects. One of the intentions of legalizing abortion is to 
minimize the risk of mortality and pain to women. These risks may be greatest 
for low-income women who cannot afford to pay for safe abortions when the 
procedure is illegal. Absolute legalization of abortion may raise the quality of 
medical care for abortion and increase access to safe abortion services. However, 
under partial legalization of abortion, women may not access safe abortion 
services. Women, especially those of low self-esteem, may not want others to 
know that they get pregnant because of rape or incest. Hence they may go to 
illegal abortion clinics which are dangerous and not hygienic. 
Abortion should be absolutely legalized so as to protect the human rights 
of women. The rights of abortion and privacy of women will be violated if 
abortion is not absolutely legalized. In order to do so, women should have the 
rights to control their bodies and the rights to abortion. More importantly, all 
women can benefit from the absolute legalization of abortion 
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Paper 1 (Revised Version) 
Subject 1 
Tide: Homosexuality - education 
Homosexuality is the sexual interest in members of one's own sex. 
Female homosexuality is known as lesbianism. Many male and female 
homosexuals prefer to be called gay, a term that has been associated with 
homosexuality since the early 1900s. Although many people consider 
homosexuality a moral offense and homosexual sex is illegal in some states and 
nations, it is no longer considered a psychiatric disorder，and genetic and neural 
evidence that sexual orientation has a physiological basis is growing. 
Condemnatory attitudes toward homosexuality have complicated efforts to 
combat AIDS in places like that U.S., where the disease initially appeared among 
homosexuals. Throughout the history of higher education in United States, 
college and university students have engaged most often in learning activities in 
environments that might be described as traditional classrooms. The traditional 
classrooms are characterized principally by a belief that both their curricula 
content (what is taught) and instructional strategies (how it is taught) are objective 
and value-neutral (Adams, 1992). Indeed, throughout the curriculum, little 
information about lesbians and gays exists, and what does exist may often serves 
to reinforce stereotype. Furthermore, in many cases, institutional definitions of 
multiculturalism used to direct policy implicitly or explicitly exclude lesbian and 
gay issue. Under such ignorance, I strongly support that the topic 
"homosexuality" should be included in the education curriculum. There is a 
desperate need for us to foster the idea of "human diversity", our next generation 
should have the right to know what homosexuality is. Moreover, a complete set 
of sex education should be provided to eliminate existing misconceptions. In 
turn, homosexuality education brings equality to the gays and lesbians as well; 
this would help to reduce pervasive homophobia (irrational fear of homosexuals) 
and protect homosexuals. 
The term "human diversity" refers to some sort of controversial subjects, 
for example, the representation of women and people of colour. In fact, 
homosexuality is a quite common phenomenon that undoubtedly deserves our 
attention; unfortunately, it has been avoided or neglected while talking about 
human diversity in schools. Based on the finding of an American Biologist, 
Alfred Kinsey, who carried out research in the 40s and 50s into the sexual 
behaviour of 1,000 men and women in America, it is obvious that homosexuals 
are definitely not minorities. Although his work has been heavily criticized, it 
remains a rare and relatively authoritative study of sexual behaviour in America. 
The study show that 37% of the male participants have homosexual contact; about 
13% of them reported that they have more homosexual then heterosexual contact. 
It is undeniable that homosexuality is part of our life, some people around us 
might be homosexuals and we have to deal with them. A teacher guide drafted by 
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New York city's schools chancellor. Dr. Joseph Fernandez, in 1992，stated that 
around 10% of each class will grow up to be homosexual. Isn't it astonishing? It 
is convincing enough to say that homosexuals are another typical kind of people. 
Then, while we are talking about "human diversity", how can we ignore 
homosexuality, a quite common norm which creates such impact on our society? 
How can we put it away while we are emphasizing the understanding of human 
difference in our schools? 
To a certain extent, homosexuality in schools is related to human rights. 
Our children should have the right to accurate information about sexuality, but 
teachers should be responsible for giving out appropriate and comprehensive 
information. Young lesbian and gay students, in particular, feel that the existing 
sex education is very much about heterosexual relationships and excludes them. 
All pupils need to know about homosexuality as without this information they are 
not well prepared to cope with the diversity of adult lives and may feel 
uncomfortable or lack confidence about experiences they go on to have. They 
may grow up with negative feelings about some kinds of relationships and sexual 
behaviour. It is not possible to talk effectively about issues like gender roles, 
attitudes to and belief about sex, sexual feelings and relationships without 
referring to different sexualities. Young people are already talking about 
homosexuality in schools, but they may hold wrong concepts. 
"You just hear bits and pieces about it really. Like it's mostly gay 
men who have got HIV. Well, I remember when I leamt that in 
the world it's mostly heterosexual people who have AIDS. You 
think again about what it is you do, not who you are." 
AMANDA 
The above is a student's recollection of her thoughts on 
homosexuals, she thought that most gay men got HIV. Some young 
heterosexual people may believe that gay men are the source of HIV 
infection and the only group affected by HIV and AIDS. These 
misconceptions may lead young heterosexual people to perceive 
themselves to be less vulnerable to HIV infection than might be the case. 
In fact, according to a recent survey conducted by the American Health 
Association, there is no significant discrepancy between the HIV infection 
figures of the homosexual and heterosexual group, this indicates that not 
only homosexuals spread AIDS. 
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Paper 1 (Revised Version) 
Subject 1 
Title: Homosexuality - education 
Homosexuality is the sexual interest in someone of the same sex. Male 
homosexuals are known as gays and female homosexuals are known as lesbians. 
And most male and female homosexuals prefer to be called gay, a term that has 
been associated with homosexuality since the early 1900s. Indeed, throughout the 
curriculum, little information about lesbians and gays exists, and what does exist 
may often serve to reinforce stereotype. In many cases，institutional definitions of 
multiculturalism used to direct policy, implicitly or explicitly exclude lesbian and 
gay issues. As a result, most of the people are “ignorant” regarding the issues of 
homosexuality. Therefore, I strongly support that the topic "homosexuality" 
should be included in the education curriculum. Moreover, a complete set of sex 
education should be provided to eliminate existing misconceptions. So that, 
education on the issues of homosexuality can bring equality to the gays and 
lesbians as well; this will help to reduce pervasive homophobia (irrational fear of 
homosexuals) and protect homosexuals from discrimination. 
Although many people consider homosexuality a moral offence and 
homosexual sex is illegal in some states and nations，it is no longer considered a 
psychiatric disorder. And according to many of the genetic and neural research 
studies, there is growing evidence showing that sexual orientation is physiological 
based. Throughout the history of higher education, such as in the very advanced 
and open country. United States, college and university students have engaged 
most often in learning activities in environments that might be described as 
traditional classrooms. The traditional classrooms are characterized principally 
by a belief that both their curricula content (what is taught) and instructional 
strategies (how it is taught) are objective and value-neutral (Adams, 1992). This 
is，however, not the case when education regarding the issues of homosexuality is 
taken into consideration. 
First, there is a desperate need for us to foster the idea of "human 
diversity", our next generation should have the right to know what homosexuality 
is. The term "human diversity" refers to some of the controversial subjects, for 
example, the representation of women and people of colour. In fact, 
homosexuality is a quite common phenomenon that undoubtedly deserves our 
attention; unfortunately, it has been avoided or neglected while talking about 
human diversity in schools. Based on the findings of an American Biologist, 
Alfred Kinsey, who carried out research in the 40s and 50s into the sexual 
behaviour of 1,000 men and women in America, it is obvious that homosexuals 
are definitely not minorities. Although his work has been heavily criticized, it 
remains relatively authoritative study of sexual behaviour in America. The study 
shows that 37% of the male participants have homosexual contacts; about 13% of 
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them reported that they have more homosexual then heterosexual contacts. Thus, 
it is undeniable that homosexuality is part of our life，some people around us 
might be homosexuals and we have to deal with them. A teacher guide drafted by 
New York city's schools chancellor. Dr. Joseph Fernandez, in 1992，stated that 
around 10% of each class will grow up to be homosexual. Isn't it astonishing? It 
is convincing enough to say that homosexuals are another typical kind of people. 
Then, while we are talking about "human diversity", how can we ignore 
homosexuality - a quite common norm which creates such impact on our society? 
How can we put it away while we are emphasizing the understanding of human 
differences in our schools? 
To a certain extent, homosexuality in schools is related to human rights. 
Our children should have the right to accurate information about sexuality, but 
teachers should be responsible for giving out appropriate and comprehensive 
information. Young lesbian and gay students, in particular, feel that the existing 
sex education is very much about heterosexual relationships and excludes them. 
All pupils need to know about homosexuality as without this information they are 
not well prepared to cope with the diversity of adult lives and may feel 
uncomfortable or lack confidence about experiences they go on to have. They 
may grow up with negative feelings about some kinds of relationships and sexual 
behaviour. It is not possible to talk effectively about issues like gender roles, 
attitudes to and belief about sex，sexual feelings and relationships without 
referring to different sexualities. Young people are already talking about 
homosexuality in schools, but they may hold wrong concepts. 
"You just hear bits and pieces about it really. Like it's mostly gay 
men who have got HTV. Well, I remember when I leamt that in 
the world it's mostly heterosexual people who have AIDS. You 
think again about what it is you do，not who you are." 
AMANDA 
The above is a student's recollection of her thoughts on homosexuals, she 
thought that most gay men got HIV. Some young heterosexual people may 
believe that gay men are the source of HTV infection and the only group affected 
by HIV and AIDS. And this explains why there are always condemnatory 
attitudes toward homosexuality. The organizations holding such attitudes have 
complicated efforts to combat AIDS in places like U.S., which emphasized that 
the disease initially appeared among homosexuals. These misconceptions may 
lead young heterosexual people to perceive themselves to be less vulnerable to 
HIV infection than might not be the case. In fact，according to a recent survey 
conducted by the American Health Association, there is no significant 
discrepancy between the HTV infection figures of the homosexual and 
heterosexual group, this indicates that not only homosexuals spread AIDS. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Homosexuality: a sin? 
“Homosexual，’ is an adjective that describes a person the dominant trait of 
whose sexual preference inclines him or her to seek the satisfaction of his or her 
sexual drives in relationships with person of the same sex. The question "should 
homosexuality be discourages?" can be analyzed from the religious point of view, 
mainly Christianity since it is a compelling set of rules governing the way of life 
of the majority. 
Homosexuality should not be discouraged. Homosexual people should be 
treatsed equality as the heterosexual: religious groups should recognize 
homosexual people as eligible members; homosexuals involved in committed 
relationships should have their unions recognized in some form of religious retile; 
same-sex marriage should be allowed; and there should be some form of 
educational process of the general public about homosexuality in order to teach 
children to accept homosexuality as a valid sexual orientation. 
The issue can be approached by first understanding what exactly the Bible 
says about homosexuality and then by analyzing the views of some conservative 
Christians, finally coming to the fact that there are trends of some religious groups 
abandoning their restrictions on gay and lesbian participants. 
To begin with, there are many quotes in the Old Testament that have been 
traditionally interpreted as condemning homosexuality. A careful analysis of the 
original texts reveals a different story. Genesis 19 describes the destruction of 
Sodom, which has been attributed to the homosexuality of its citizens; the men 
may have wanted to rape the (male) angels. Actually, the text at this point is 
ambiguous. The original Hebrew word sometimes referred to sexual activity 
although it usually meant，“to know" in a literal sense. But a careful reading of 
Genesis and Ezekiel reveals that inhospitality, pride, idol worship and lack of 
consideration for the poor were their prime sins. If homosexuality was involved, 
it was obviously not consensual sexual activity; it was a rape. So it can be safely 
concluded that Sodom was destroyed because of the sins of its citizens which 
included their habits raping visitors. The other misinterpretation is in Leviticus 
18:22 & 20:13. It appears to condemn homosexual behavior，but in fact only 
refers to temple prostitution. Even if it did refer to lesbian and gay relationships, 
it would not be applicable to Christians today, any more than are the other 613 
laws, which make up the Jewish Holiness Code. Thereby, we can understand that 
the Old Testament condemns homosexual rape and temple prostitution, but does 
not disapprove of gay and lesbian relationships. One can be confident that 
centuries of fire and brimstone sermons on homosexuality based on verse from 
the Old Testament are misinterpretations of the Bible. 
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As for the New Testament, the condemnation of homosexuality is mainly 
in Romans 1:26 and 27 where has St. Paul criticizing sexual activity that is 
against a person's nature or disposition. The passage has been variously 
interpreted to refer to all homosexual behaviors，to orgiastic activity, to temple 
prostitution, or to heterosexuals who were engaging in same-sex exchanges. The 
meaning is unclear. Again, I Corinthians 6:9 contains a lists of activities that will 
prevent people from inheriting the Kingdom of God. One was translated as 
referring to masturbation, and is now sometimes translated as "homosexual". The 
true meaning is lost There is no mention of loving, committed gay and lesbian 
relations in the Christian Scriptures. So, homosexuality is not a sin and should 
not be discouraged. 
The Christian view on sexuality and marriage is another reason for 
rejecting homosexual action as a legitimate moral option. They believe that God 
makes sexual union for a purpose — the uniting of husband and wife into one flesh 
in marriage. God uses sexual intercourse, fiill sexual intimacy, to wed two people 
together (I Cor. 6:16) “to increase and multiply". Thereby, the homosexual 
people cannot embrace in marriage because homosexual sex can never produce 
what God make sex for. Taken at face value, it is absolutely correct. Most people 
have families, and that is were the next generation comes from . where the 
assertion is wrong, however is in the attempt to negate the value of people whose 
lives do not fit that exact pattern. Not everyone marries. Not every couple can 
have children. And lesbians and gay men can also form feithful and committed 
relationships for reasons that transcend social ideology; love, caring，and mutual 
support. Moreover, sex between two consenting homosexual adults is 
psychologically similar to that between two heterosexual adults. In loving 
relationships, sex acts serve as physical metaphors that express caring and 
closeness. Saying homosexual behavior is morally wrong amounts to saying 
heterosexual behavior is wrong. Is it not God's message to give almost every one 
the ability to love another individual and to seek to marry them since He stated 
that it is not good for a person to love alone (Genesis 2:18)? Thus, all people, 
whether heterosexual, bisexual or homosexual, deserve equal treatment form God 
with spiritual support and acceptance. 
Some conservative Christians also perpetuate the myth that homosexual 
people are destroying the moral fiber of our country. It says that St. Paul teaches 
that homosexual behavior will prevent a person from attaining heaven after death 
-even they have been saved. Their fate would be an eternity in Hell. That is to 
say, all homosexual people have no socially beneficial self-control. If they gain 
influence, clearly all of society will be weakened. 
Such ideas do not reflect a balanced view of reality, but rather reflect the 
nature of the stereotype-making process, which is bases on fear of differences that 
are not understood. In a famous letter to an American mother in 1935, the 
greatest psychologist Signumnd Freud wrote: "Homosexuality is assuredly no 
advantaged, but it is nothing to be ashamed of，no vie, no degradation ... Many 
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highly respectable individuals of the ancient and modem times have been 
homosexuals, Plato, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, etc. can we say that they 
were degenerate and destroyed the mOoral fiber of society? It is a great injustice 
to persecute homosexuality as sin and detrimental to society. It is homophobia, 
discrimination against gays and lesbians, that is the actual sin, but not homosexual 
behavior. HOMOPHOBIA is a word that perhaps is overused and misused but it 
stands for a real demon among us. 
The point is that it is possible and always encouraging to open up some 
radically new space in the heart for the homosexual people, enter into new kinds 
of relationships with them, grant them dignity, respect, the openness of friendship 
and the acceptance of love as of what Jesus does to us. Which is why some 
Christian groups — even some theologically conservative groups - permit and 
even encourage monogamous same-sex relationships. Some congregations 
identify themselves as welcoming，affirming or reconciling churches. This 
movement started in the 1970's and has now grown to involve 943 congregations 
in ten denominations in 46 states, DC and five provinces in Canada. Participating 
congregations go on record as uprooting gay and lesbians in their church. 
The organizations also seek the support of individuals and groups who 
wish to make the institution of marriage - both its civil rights and its religious 
rituals - available to all committed couples. They affirm the universal holiness 
and sacred worth of all committed, long term, consenting adult, loving couples, 
regardless of sexual orientation and affirm that all such couples deserve the 
protection of a country and the recognition of religious institutions. The groups 
also advise parents to bring up their children to leam about sexual orientation, 
both heterosexual and homosexual. Schools should take the responsibility to 
teach children to accept homosexuality as a valid sexual orientation in the 
expectation that they can have more acceptances towards homosexual people. If 
they turn out to be homosexual, they will probably accept their own sexual 
orientation in a positive light. They will not have low self-esteem as a result of 
their sexuality. 
The church has great many things to say to homosexual people. There are 
stories to be told; there are faith, hope, love and all the gifts of the Christ 
community to be shared, including words about discipline and discipleship and 
holiness of living. The community have much to say to homosexual, and much 
also to leam from them. But none of it can be heard, none of it learned, none of 
the word of Christ can get through, none of the freeing gift can be given, as long 
the church's posture toward homosexual people is defensive or judgmental or 
recoiling in repugnance or fear. 
Not the crux of the issue "should the homosexuality be discouraged?" is 
not homosexuality itself but a matter of support and acceptance. Whatever one's 
position on the opinion of homosexual people might be, one is encouraged to put 
something ahead of it. Put compassion first, put one's evangelical witness to the 
grace of God towards all persons first. Then everyone will come to understand 
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what lesbians and gays desperately ask for is love, caring and acceptance. An 
open and civilized society is always ready to support diversity and tolerance. So 
it is crystal clear that homosexuality should not be discouraged. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Titie: Homosexuality: a sin? 
"Homosexual" is an adjective that describes a person the dominant trait of 
whose sexual preference inclines him or her to seek the satisfaction of his or her 
sexual drives in relationships with a person of the same sex. The question 
“should homosexuality be discouraged?" can be analyzed and refuted from a 
religious point of view, mainly Christian since Christianity is a compelling set of 
rules governing the way of life of many people. 
Homosexuality should not be discouraged. Homosexual people should be 
treated equally to as the heterosexual: religious groups should recognize 
homosexual people as eligible members; homosexuals involved in committed 
relationships should have their unions recognized in some form of religious ritual; 
same-sex marriage should be allowed; and there should be some form of 
educational process of the general public about homosexuality in order to teach 
children to accept homosexuality as a valid sexual orientation. 
The issue of homosexuality can be approached by first understanding what 
exactly the Bible says about homosexuality and then by analyzing the views of 
some conservative Christians, finally coming to the conclusion that there are 
trends of some religious groups abandoning their restrictions on gay and lesbian 
participants. 
There are many quotes in the Old Testament that have been traditionally 
interpreted as condemning homosexuality. A carefiil analysis of the Bible reveals 
a different story. Genesis 19 describes the destruction of Sodom, which has been 
attributed to the homosexuality of its citizens; the men may have wanted to rape 
the (male) angels. Actually, the text at this point is ambiguous. The original 
Hebrew word sometimes referred to sexual activity although it usually meant, “to 
know" in a literal sense. But a careful reading of Genesis and Ezekiel reveals that 
inhospitality, pride, idol worship and lack of consideration for the poor were their 
major sins. If homosexuality was involved, it was obviously not consensual 
sexual activity; it was a rape. So it can be safely concluded that Sodom was 
destroyed because of the sins of its citizens of which homosexual rape was only 
one. The other misinterpretation is in Leviticus 18:22 & 20:13. It appears to 
condemn homosexual behavior, but in feet only refers to temple prostitution. 
Even if it did refer to lesbian and gay relationships, it would not be applicable to 
Christians today, any more than are the other 613 laws. Thereby，we can infer 
that the Old Testament condemns homosexual rape and temple prostitution, but 
does not disapprove of consensual gay and lesbian relationships. One can be 
confident that centuries of fire and brimstone sermons on homosexuality based on 
verse from the Old Testament are misinterpretations of the Bible. 
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As for the New Testament, the condemnation of homosexuality is mainly 
in Romans 1:26 and 27 which has St. Paul criticized sexual activity that is against 
human nature or disposition. 
“ For this cause God gave them up unto vile 
affections for even their women did change the 
natural use into that which is against nature: And 
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the 
woman，burned in their lust one toward, another; 
men with men working that which is unseemly, and 
receiving in themselves that re comnpence of their 
error which was meet” 
This passage has been variously interpreted to refer to all homosexual behavior, 
to orgiastic activity, to temple prostitution, or to heterosexuals who were engaging 
in same-sex exchanges. The meaning is unclear. Again, I Corinthians 6:9 
contains a lists of activities that will prevent people from inheriting the Kingdom 
of God. One was translated as referring to masturbation, but is now sometimes 
translated as “homosexual” The true meaning is lost. There is no obvious 
criticism of loving, committed gay and lesbian relations in the Christian 
Scriptures. So, homosexuality is not a sin and should not be discouraged. 
The Christian view on sexuality and marriage is another reason for 
rejecting homosexual action as a legitimate moral option. They believe that God 
makes sexual union for a purpose - the uniting of husband and wife into one flesh 
in marriage. God uses sexual intercourse, full sexual intimacy, to wed two people 
together (I Cor. 6:16) "to increase and multiply". Thereby, the homosexual 
people cannot embrace in marriage because homosexual sex can never produce 
what God make sex for. Taken at face value, it is absolutely correct. Most people 
have families, and that is where the next generation comes from. Where the 
assertion is wrong, however, is in the attempt to negate the value of people whose 
lives do not fit that exact pattern. Not everyone marries. Not every couple can 
have children. And lesbians and gay men can also form faithful and committed 
relationships for reasons that transcend social ideology; love, caring, and mutual 
support. Moreover, sex between two consenting homosexual adults is 
psychologically similar to that between two heterosexual adults. In loving 
relationships, sex acts serve as physical metaphors that express caring and 
closeness. Saying homosexual behavior is morally wrong amounts to saying 
heterosexual behavior is wrong. Is it not God's message to give almost every one 
the ability to love another individual and to seek to marry them since He stated 
that it is not good for a person to love alone (Genesis 2:18)? Thus, all people, 
whether heterosexual, bisexual or homosexual, deserve equal treatment form God 
with spiritual support and acceptance. 
Some conservative Christians also perpetuate the myth that homosexual 
people are destroying the moral fiber of our country. It says that St. Paul teaches 
that homosexual behavior will prevent a person from attaining heaven after death 
-even they have been saved. Their fate would be an eternity in Hell. That is to 
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say, all homosexual people have no socially beneficial self-control. If they gain 
influence, clearly all of society will be weakened. 
Such ideas do not reflect a balanced view of reality, but rather reflect the 
nature of the stereotype-making process, which is bases on fear of differences that 
are not understood. In a femous letter to an American mother in 1935, the 
greatest psychologist Signumnd Freud wrote: "Homosexuality is assuredly no 
advantaged, but it is nothing to be ashamed of, no vie，no degradation ... Many 
highly respectable individuals of the ancient and modem times have been 
homosexuals, Plato, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, etc. can we say that they 
were degenerate and destroyed the mOoral fiber of society? It is a great injustice 
to persecute homosexuality as sin and detrimental to society. It is homophobia, 
discrimination against gays and lesbians, that is the actual sin, but not homosexual 
behavior. HOMOPHOBIA is a word that perhaps is overused and misused but it 
stands for a real demon among us. 
The point is that it is possible and always encouraging to open up some 
radically new space in the heart for the homosexual people, enter into new kinds 
of relationships with them, grant them dignity, respect，the openness of friendship 
and the acceptance of love as of what Jesus does to us. Which is why some 
Christian groups - even some theologically conservative groups - permit and 
even encourage monogamous same-sex relationships. Some congregations 
identify themselves as welcoming，affirming or reconciling churches. This 
movement started in the 1970's and has now grown to involve 943 congregations 
in ten denominations in 46 states, DC and five provinces in Canada. Participating 
congregations go on record as uprooting gay and lesbians in their church. 
The organizations also seek the support of individuals and groups who 
wish to make the institution of marriage — both its civil rights and its religious 
rituals - available to all committed couples. They affirm the universal holiness 
and sacred worth of all committed, long term, consenting adult, loving couples, 
regardless of sexual orientation and affirm that all such couples deserve the 
protection of a country and the recognition of religious institutions. The groups 
also advise parents to bring up their children to learn about sexual orientation, 
both heterosexual and homosexual. Schools should take the responsibility to 
teach children to accept homosexuality as a valid sexual orientation in the 
expectation that they can have more acceptances towards homosexual people. If 
they turn out to be homosexual, they will probably accept their own sexual 
orientation in a positive light. They will not have low self-esteem as a result of 
their sexuality. 
The church has great many things to say to homosexual people. There are 
stories to be told; there are faith, hope, love and all the gifts of the Christ 
community to be shared, including words about discipline and discipleship and 
holiness of living. The community have much to say to homosexual, and much 
also to learn from them. But none of it can be heard, none of it learned, none of 
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the word of Christ can get through, none of the freeing gift can be given, as long 
the church's posture toward homosexual people is defensive or judgmental or 
recoiling in repugnance or fear. 
Not the crux of the issue "should the homosexuality be discouraged?" is 
not homosexuality itself but a matter of support and acceptance. Whatever one's 
position on the opinion of homosexual people might be, one is encouraged to put 
something ahead of it. Put compassion first, put one's evangelical witness to the 
grace of God towards all persons first Then everyone will come to understand 
what lesbians and gays desperately ask for is love，caring and acceptance. An 
open and civilized society is always ready to support diversity and tolerance. So 
it is crystal clear that homosexuality should not be discouraged. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Squeezing Information Technology into the Curriculum 
A decade ago, it was the era of television. Now，it becomes the era of 
computer. It is as hard to believe that there is no computer at home as to believe 
that there is not a television. The drastic growth of information technology makes 
it the most popular major in all universities almost around the world，this is even 
much clearer in the case of Hong Kong. Its government is trying the very best in 
order to push forward information technology education. The largest portion of 
its subsidies to schools and universities is dedicated to information technology 
education. Most of the money will then be spent on equipping schools and 
universities with more computers and teacher training. And thus, nearly every 
school is providing education for this popular, trendy and interactive subject 
With all the support from the government, many people would think that 
the best place to learn computer skills should be at schools - they are always the 
best place to learn. Students will be given well-designed and organized 
instructions by trained teachers. They can also practice what they have leamt 
with the computers installed in their schools. In addition, students will also be 
given the right among of information with relevant level of difficulty. These all 
seem to be ideal if the students are only expected how to turn on and off the 
computers or some of the basic editing tasks which are far too simple. 
DELETE or UNDO. Both the commands can be used and should be used 
in order to erase the far too ideal theory to leam computer skills at schools. Let's 
start off from a NEW PAGE and fece the reality. How well can the teachers be 
trained in such a short amount of time? How well-designed and organized can the 
instructions be if the teachers themselves are not femiliar with the subject? How 
many computers are to be installed so that every student gets a chance to touch 
them at least once a week? Although the government has already given several 
hundred million to subsidize schools and universities, it is still fer behind the 
sufficient point. The limited resources, in terms of time, human and technical, 
make it difficult to provide good quality education for information technology at 
schools. Furthermore, the education system in Hong Kong is too well known for 
its exam-oriented and syllabi-bounded characteristics. How much time can the 
heavily work-loaded teachers spare and can they squeeze from the students' 
tightly-scheduled timetable? The answers would indeed be very painful to both 
the teachers and the students. 
Having information technology education as one of the subjects at schools 
would only make another intensive course for the students to keep drilling on. It 
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is not surprised that students would forget most of the skills after they finished the 
designed course or exams. At the same time, schools would keep this subject way 
too academic which would in turn restrict the students to explore into areas that 
they are more interested in. Students can actually enjoy learning as leisure, which 
the Chief Executive has always been emphasizing, when they can choose their 
interests and leam independently. They can also exchange ideas with classmates 
and friends which can well equip them with socializing skills. This would also be 
a very good opportunity for them to communicate with their family as well. 
Last but not least, mastering computer skills is similar to mastering 
languages. It is only when you use them in contexts, practice them in real life 
communication can you master what you have leamt in theories. In this new 
millenium，it should be time that we use more interactive methodologies to leam 
these interactive skills in this interactive world. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Tide: Squeezing Information Technology into the Curriculum 
A decade ago, it was the era of television. Now, it has become the era of 
the computer. It is as hard to believe that there is no computer in home as to 
believe that there is no television. The rapid growth of information technology 
makes it the most popular major in all universities almost around the world and 
even more so in the case of Hong Kong. The Hong Kong government is trying its 
very best in order to promote information technology education. The largest 
portion of its subsidies to schools and universities is dedicated to information 
technology education. Most of this money will then be spent on equipping 
schools and universities with more computers and teacher training. Consequently, 
nearly every school is providing education for this popular, trendy and interactive 
subject. 
With all this support from the government, many people would think that 
the best place to leam computer skills would be at schools - they are always the 
best place to leam. Students will be given well-designed and organized 
instructions by trained teachers. They can also practice what they have leamt 
with the computers installed in their schools. In addition, students will also be 
given the right amount of information with an appropriate level of difficulty. The 
instruction and tasks students receive would seem to be ideal if the students were 
only expected to leam how to turn on and turn off the computers or handle some 
of the most basic editing tasks. 
Delete or Undo. Both these commands can be used and should be used in 
order to erase the mistaken belief that school is the ideal place to leam computer 
skills. Let us start off from a new page and face reality. How well can teachers 
be trained in the very short period of time allotted to information technology 
education? How well-designed and organized can the instructions be if the 
teachers themselves are not familiar with Ae subject? How many computers are to 
be installed so that every student gets a chance to even touch them at least once a 
week? Although the government has already given several hundred million 
dollars to subsidize schools and universities, this amount is still far not sufficient 
enough to successfully introduce information technology into Hong Kong school 
curriculum. The limited resources, in terms of time，human and technical, make it 
difficult to provide information technology good quality education at schools. 
Furthermore, the education system in Hong Kong is well known for its exam-
oriented and syllabi-bounded characteristics. In light of this, how much time can 
the heavily work-loaded teachers spare and how much time can they squeeze from 
the students' tightly-scheduled timetable? The answers are indeed be very 
disappointing to both the teachers, the students, and the government 
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Having information technology education as one of the subjects at schools 
would only make another intensive course for the students to keep drilling on. It 
is not surprising that students would forget most of the skills after they had 
finished the designed course or exams. At the same time, schools would keep this 
subject way academic, which would in turn restrict the students to explore into 
areas that they are more interested in. Students can actually enjoy learning in 
leisure, which the Chief Executive has always been emphasizing, when they can 
choose their interests and leam independently. They can also exchange ideas with 
classmates and friends which can well equip them with socializing skills. This 
would also be a very good opportunity for them to communicate with their family 
as well. 
Last but not least, mastering computer skills is similar to mastering 
languages. It is only when you use them in contexts or practice them in real life 
communication can you master what you have leamt in theories. In this new 
millenium, it should be time that we use more interactive methodologies to leam 
these interactive skills in this interactive world. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Titie: Disneyland : Why should it be built in Hong Kong? 
Disneyland — the gorgeous theme park which is famous for its popular 
cartoon characters, advanced multimedia games and highly technological 
pavilions. Recently, the SAR Government has decided to build a Disneyland on 
Lantau Island by 2005. This project has received a lot of public awareness and 
criticism in the territory. Some pessimists think that it will cost a considerable 
amount of government revenue which may not be recouped by the profits earned 
from the theme park. In feet. Hong Kong Disneyland can bring profound positive 
impacts on the society by boosting the economy's tourism and employment, 
enriching equality of life as well as enhancing Hong Kong's international image. 
Some people criticize that he investment is too big for the project 
According to senior government officials，the total investment for the theme park, 
including equity, loans, an infestmcture expenditure, will be HK$22.54 Billion. 
After the economic turmoil，Hong Kong is at a vulnerable period. They think that 
it is a risk to invest such tremendous government revenue as we may not be ale to 
afford the loss. Besides，they may even interrogate the feasibility of Disneyland's 
miracle in Hong Kong as the Paris Disneyland has encountered incessant 
problems in the first few years and how can we ensure all these will not take place 
in Hong Kong? 
Actually, the project will be an enormous boost for Hong Kong's tourism 
industry. As tourism officials acknowledge that Hong Kong has been a center for 
the business travelers an we primarily focus on shopping and dining aspects, 
however, there are inadequate family-oriented recreational facilities. In other 
words，the theme park can perfectly fill that "gap" in our tourism product. Also, 
the successful experiences of other theme parks, for instance, those in Japan and 
France can strengthen our confidence in the project Although the Paris 
Disneyland could not run very smoothly at the beginning, it is now operating very 
well and becomes the number one tourist attraction in France. Actually, our 
theme park has its own characteristics. Besides the hi-tech games, Chinese 
culture and excellent fireworks display are expected to feature heavily in the park. 
Unlike the other Disney sites. Hong Kong's relatively mild winters will attract 
visitors year-round, especially from Asian countries. Hong Kong is located in the 
southern rim of China where 1.2 billion people living there. Such tremendous 
market has its potential to develop, especially the SAR Government proposes to 
impose a new visa which allows mainlanders traveling to Hong Kong for 7 days 
in a more convenient way. 
Undoubtedly, the recovery of the tourism can bring a vast benefit to Hong 
Kong's economy. The theme park will attract millions of tourists，it is estimated 
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that attendance in the park's first year of operation will be over 5 million and the 
most exciting number is that 1.4 million of the "new" tourists will be induced to 
visit Hong Kong because of the theme park. In fact, these figures will gradually 
rise over years. Obviously, the additional spending by tourists will not only 
benefit Disneyland but also the whole society. According to the government 
economist. Hong Kong Disneyland has the potential to provide a net economic 
benefit of up to $148 billion over 40 years, that mans the profit-cost ratio is 8.1 to 
1. the government's investment will be covered many times over. Also, half of 
our investment will be used for the infrastructure which would have been part of 
the Government's capital works programmed to prepare the site for tourism and 
recreation development even if a Disneyland will not be built. Indeed, the benefit 
is not “miracle’，，instead, it is a profitable investment which will produce 
substantial long-term economic returns. 
In addition, establishment of the theme park will bring considerable job 
opportunities in construction, hotel, airline and other tourism industries to meet 
our genuine need. It is estimated about 6000 jobs are expected to be created 
during the construction of facilities for Phase 1 of the project and following 10 
000 jobs will be created by the other infrastructure works funded the Government. 
Besides, nearly all the employees at the theme park will be Hong Kong people. 
The success in joining the venture with the Disney can fiirther promote 
Hong Kong's international image. The financial negotiation with the Walt Disney 
Company is by no means an easy task as other Chinese cities like Shanghai and 
Zhuhai have also shown their interests in the theme park. These lead to vigorous 
negotiations outside the city. The Disney's choice of Hong Kong as the site for 
its third international theme park destination is a vote of confidence in the bright 
future of the city. According to the chairman of Walt Disney Attractions, Judson 
Green，one important reason for choosing Hong Kong is its “great potential for 
tourist-market growth". As an international city with highly developed 
infrastructure, favorable geographical position, transparent and corruption-free 
administration and a convertible currency. Hong Kong has no rivals in Asia. 
Since the economic crisis. Hong Kong seems to be faded from the spotlight and 
many people think that it was the end of Hong Kong. Indeed, what does this 
project tell the world? It is about the important message to the international 
community that Hong Kong is still alive and our aim is still high. The theme park 
is an essential component to reinvigorate and strengthen Hong Kong as the world-
class city. 
The building of Hong Kong Disneyland will herald a new era for Hong 
Kong's fixture. In order to run the project smoothly, adequate mutual discussion 
between the SAR Government and Disney Company is vital. Also, some 
effective measures on minimizing the adverse effects on the environment are 
necessary. The theme park can shape Hong Kong as an international city and 
dynamic tourism destination. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Titie: Disneyland : Why should it be built in Hong Kong? 
Disneyland - the gorgeous theme park is famous for its popular cartoon 
characters, advanced multimedia games and highly technological pavilions. 
Recently, the SAR Government has decided to build a Disneyland on Lantau 
Island by 2005. This project has received a lot of public attention and criticism in 
the territory. Some pessimists think that it will cost a considerable amount of 
government revenue which may not be recouped by the profits earned from the 
theme park. In feet. Hong Kong Disneyland can bring profound positive impacts 
on the society by boosting tourism and employment, enriching equality of life as 
well as enhancing Hong Kong's international image. 
Some people criticize that the investment is too big for the project 
According to senior government officials, the total investment for the theme park, 
including equity, loans, an infrastructure expenditure, will be HK$22.54 Billion. 
After the economic turmoil. Hong Kong is still at a vulnerable period. They think 
that it is a risk to invest such tremendous government revenue as we may not be 
ale to afford the loss. Besides，they even questioned the feasibility of 
Disneyland's miracle in Hong Kong as the Paris Disneyland encountered 
incessant problems in the first few years and how can we ensure that all these will 
not take place in Hong Kong? 
On the other hand, many people who support this project regard it as a 
great opportunity to boost Hong Kong's tourism industry. According to the 
tourism officials，Hong Kong has been a center for the business travelers and it 
has been promoting its image as a shopping and dining paradise. It is very 
important that Hong Kong gets this opportunity to upgrade its image as a 
traveling center. In addition, there are inadequate family-oriented recreational 
facilities. In other words, the theme park, our tourism product, can also perfectly 
fill that “gap”. Also, considering the successfiil experiences of other theme parks, 
for instance, those in Japan and France can strengthen our confidence in the 
project. Although the Paris Disneyland could not run very smoothly at the 
beginning, it is now operating very well and becomes the number one tourist 
attraction in France. Actually, our theme park has its own characteristics. 
Besides the hi-tech games, Chinese culture and excellent firework displays are 
expected to feature heavily in the park. Unlike the other Disney sites. Hong 
Kong's relatively mild winters will attract visitors year-round, especially from 
Asian countries. As Hong Kong is located in the southern rim of China where 1.2 
billion people live there, such tremendous market has its potential to develop, in 
favour of this, the SAR Government proposes to impose a new visa which allows 
mainlanders traveling to Hong Kong for 7 days in a more convenient way. 
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Undoubtedly, the recovery of the tourism industry can bring a vast benefit 
to Hong Kong's economy. The theme park will attract millions of tourists, it is 
estimated that the attendance in the park's first year of operation will be over 5 
million and the most exciting number is that 1.4 million of the "new" tourists will 
be induced to visit Hong Kong because of the theme park. It is predicted that, 
these figures will gradually rise over years. Obviously, the additional spending by 
tourists will not only benefit Disneyland but also the whole society. According to 
the government economist. Hong Kong Disneyland has the potential to provide a 
net economic benefit of up to $148 billion over 40 years, that men the profit-cost 
ratio is 8.1 to 1. Thus the government's investment will be covered many times 
over. Also, half of our investment will be used for the infrastructure which would 
have been part of the Government's capital works programmed to prepare the site 
for tourism and recreation development even if a Disneyland will not be built 
Indeed, the benefit is not a “miracle，，，instead, it is a profitable investment which 
will produce substantial long-term economic returns. 
In addition, establishment of the theme park will bring considerable job 
opportunities in construction, hotel，airline and other tourism industries to meet 
with our genuine need. It is estimated about 6000 jobs are expected to be created 
during the construction of facilities for Phase 1 of the project and following 10 
000 jobs will be created by the other infrastructure works funded the Government. 
Besides, almost all the employees working at the theme park will be Hong Kong 
people. 
The success in joining the venture with the Disney can further promote 
Hong Kong's international image. The financial deal with the Walt Disney 
Company is by no means an easy task as other Chinese cities like Shanghai and 
Zhuhai have also shown their interests in the theme park. These lead to vigorous 
negotiations outside the city. The Disney's choice of Hong Kong as the site for 
its third international theme park destination is a vote of confidence in the bright 
future of the city. According to the chairman of Walt Disney Attractions, Judson 
Green, one important reason for choosing Hong Kong is its “great potential for 
tourist-market growth". As an international city with highly developed 
infrastructure, fevorable geographical position，transparent and corruption-free 
administration and a convertible currency. Hong Kong has no rivals in Asia. 
Since the economic crisis. Hong Kong seems to be faded from the spotlight and 
many people think that it was the end of Hong Kong. Indeed, what does this 
project tell the world? It is about the important message to the world that Hong 
Kong is still alive and our aim is still high. The theme park is an essential 
component to reinvigorate and strengthen Hong Kong as a world-class city. 
The building of Hong Kong Disneyland will herald a new era for Hong 
Kong's future. In order to run the project smoothly, adequate mutual discussion 
between the SAR Government and Disney Company is vital. Also, some 
effective measures on minimizing the adverse effects on the environment are 
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necessary. The theme park can shape Hong Kong as an international city and 
dynamic tourism destination. 
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Paper 6 (First Draft) 
Subject 3 
Title: Music and movie industries in Hong Kong: will they collapse? 
The global economic recession in 1997 led to a worldwide decrease in the 
consumption of entertainment goods. So it is not denied that the local music and 
movie industries in Hong Kong have declined rapidly in recent years as they have 
been hard hit y this economic recession the economic recession is one of the 
reasons only. Besides, the increasing competition from foreign markets, pirated 
CDs and VCDs, and the Internet, although potential sources of motivation to 
improve product quality, inflict more harm than good on the local music and 
movie industries in Hong Kong. 
The local music and movie industries have gone from a full blossom to 
their tragic state in recent years. In the music industry, legal CD sales have 
dropped by half from 1996 to 1999. The percentage growth of the industry was — 
6% in 1999. In the movie industry, the box office revenue of Hong Kong films 
declined from $168 million in 1993 to $54 million last year. Only 86 movies 
were made last year，compared with 426 in 1993. As fewer movies are made，the 
local movie industry employs 10,000 people now，compared with about 30,000 in 
1993. It is obvious that the local music and movie industries have been shrinking 
in recent year. 
The economic downturn in recent years is partly responsible for the 
decline of the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong. The Asian 
financial turmoil hit the economy of Hong Kong severely in the latter half of 
1997. This turmoil certainly discourages investment in the local music and movie 
industries because many people have gone bankrupt. Producers lack capital to 
invest in these industries. Some people may argue that difficulties in collecting 
film production funds have lessened under the "information technology fever" at 
the end of 1999. They argue that the funds collected from Internet stocks can be 
invested in film production. In fact, this is not the real case. Most of the funds 
collected from Internet stocks have been reinvested in information technology or 
real estate. Only a small amount of the money is invested in film production. 
Another adverse effect of the economic downturn on the local music and 
movie industries is the decrease in the purchasing power of the people. 
Undoubtedly, people will spend less money on entertainment in such an economic 
climate. They may buy fewer CDs and watch fewer films. However, in order to 
maintain their standard of living, some people may be attracted by pirated CDs 
and VCDs, as they are cheaper. 
With the weakened economy, the environment has become a hotbed of 
piracy. According to the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry 
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(IFPE), Hong Kong is one of the cities with a piracy rate of over 50%. Pirated 
CDs and VCDs adversely affect legal CD sales and movie sales and they are 
substitutes of genuine CDs and films are these pirated products are cheap in price. 
For example, pirated CDs are on sale for $20 each and pirated VCDs for $10 
each. Some illegal producers carry video equipment and cameras to tape movies 
inside cinemas so as to make pirated VCDs. There is no doubt that piracy steals 
away legitimate earnings from legal producers. According to Director Lam Lan 
Tung, piracy is fatal since it has shrunk the movie industry, caused higher 
unemployment and career changes; if the situation persists, no one will be willing 
to invest in films. Due to rampant piracy, some producers may not be able to 
cover the cost of producing music and movies. Their profit is smaller and 
therefore there will be less money to reinvest. Even if they make productions, 
they have to cut cost which will result in the decreasing quality of music and 
films. Production of new songs and movies will therefore become more difficult 
as producers will not invest in music and films which are of low return. The 
situation deteriorates when more people increase their purchase of pirated CDs 
and VCDs because of their low price. Furthermore, pirated VCDs of films can 
often be bought a few days before the films are release in cinemas. Thus, fewer 
people will go to the cinemas to watch movies. Some people claim that genuine 
CDs are too expensive and so do the ticket prices of films. They think that it is 
not worth buying genuine CDs or watching films because they are of bad quality. 
Despite their bad quality, people should respect intellectual property rights since 
the music and movies made are the hard work of many people. They should be 
aware of the feet the pirated products have pushed the local music and movie 
industries to the verge of collapse. In brief, piracy would undermine investment 
in the local music and movie industries and reduce the number of locally made 
music and films in the long run. 
Apart from burgeoning piracy, the rapid development of the Internet in 
recent years also has a great impact on the local and movie industries. The 
Internet provides another form of entertainment which may distract people from 
buying CDs and going to the cinemas. Listening to music and watching films are 
traditional forms of entertainment. However, surfing on the Internet, playing 
online games and chatting on the ICQ are entertainment on the Internet which 
may take up the time originally used in listening to music and watching films. 
People, especially teenagers, may spend a few hours on the Internet each day. 
In addition, the Internet restructures the local music and movie industries. 
The discovery of MPS has a far-reaching effect on the local music industry. MPS 
is a method of storing and transmitting digital content，particularly digital files of 
music. It is estimated that there are some half a million illegal music files on the 
Internet. These files are available for free on the Internet. Most people use MPS 
to download songs. Almost everyone can copy music from an ordinary CD and, 
with the right software, upload it on the Internet for others to download. The 
MP3 files can be used over and over, or even “burned” to a new CD. 
Downloading of songs is fast and convenient With a good 56 K modem, one 
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song of five minutes only takes three minutes to download. This technology will 
surely decrease people's purchase of genuine CDs as it is cheaper to download 
songs than to buy genuine CDs in the long run. One the other hand, the Internet 
enables unknown people to show their musical talent by holding live MP3 
performances on the Internet. This in turn enhances the local music industry as 
there are more voices of different people. 
The increasing competition form foreign markets also leads to the decline 
of the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong. Foreign music and 
movies compete with local music and movies. Foreign music and movies have 
become increasingly popular in recent years, coming primarily from the United 
States and Japan. Nowadays, more of foreign films are shown in Hong Kong than 
ten years ago. More and more people watch foreign films and buy foreign CDs. 
More importantly, more teenagers admire foreign singers and film stars like 
Britney Spears and Takuya Kimura (Muk Cheun Tok Joi). There is no doubt that 
teenagers will buy the CDs and watch the films of their idols. As a result, some 
of the profit originally earned by the local producers is now shifted to the foreign 
producers. Although the increasing competition with foreign countries leads to 
the decline of the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong, such a 
competition may be positive in the sense that Hong Kong can improve the quality 
of its products by competing with its foreign counterparts. It the quality of the 
products improves, especially in the sound of music and the creativity of films， 
people will thus buy fewer pirated goods and stick with the genuine thing. 
Consequently, the competition with foreign countries will eliminate the 
competition with the pirated goods since pirated goods will be less popular. 
Competition from foreign markets, though if harms the music and movie 
industries of Hong Kong，is beneficial to them in the long run. However, the 
growth of the Internet and the high rate of piracy are strong forces that jeopardize 
the existence of the music and movie industries of Hong Kong. Hence, the 
situation has to be remedied as soon as possible otherwise the music and movie 
industries of Hong Kong will collapse in the near future. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Tide: We are pulling our music and movie industries down 
The global economic crisis in 1997 led to a marked decrease in the 
consumption of entertainment products and services in Asia. One consequence of 
this Asian Crisis has been that the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong 
have declined rapidly in recent years. In addition, the increasing competition 
from foreign markets, pirated CDs and VCDs, and the Internet, although potential 
sources of motivation to improve product quality, inflicted more harm than good 
on the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong. Can Hong Kong sustain 
its place as the third largest and most productive movie making city in the world? 
And how hard are the above mentioned aspects hitting its development? Is the 
Hong Kong music and movie industries really going to collapse? 
The local music and movie industries went from foil blossom to their 
tragic state in recent years and they are still continuing to shrink. In the music 
industry, legal CD sales dropped by half from 1996 to 1999. And the industry has 
even recorded a negative 6% growth in 1999. In the movie industry, the box 
office revenue of Hong Kong films declined from $168 million in 1993 to $54 
million last year. Only 86 movies were made last year，compared with 426 in 
1993. As fewer movies are made, the local movie industry employs 10,000 
people now，compared with about 30,000 in 1993. 
One of the reasons of the decline of the local music and movie industries 
in Hong Kong is the economic recession in 1997. The Asian financial turmoil hit 
the economy of Hong Kong severely in the latter half of 1997. Investments in the 
local music and movie industries have promptly fallen as many business people 
have gone bankrupt. Thus, producers lack capital to invest in these industries. 
Optimists argued that it is less difficult to collect film production funds after the 
"information technology fever" was over at the end of 1999 and that part of the 
funds collected from Internet stocks was invested in film production. In fact, this 
is not the case. Most of the funds collected from Internet stocks have been 
reinvested in information technology or real estate. And only a small amount of 
the money has been invested in film production. 
Another adverse effect of the economic downturn on the local music and 
movie industries is the decrease in the purchasing power of the people. People 
are spending less money on entertainment in such an economic climate. 
However, people have not stopped watching movies or listen to music, instead 
they are buying more pirated CDs and pirated VCDs which are much cheaper in 
price. 
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With the weakening of economy, the market of pirated CDs and VCDs 
have mushroomed. According to the International Federation of the 
Phonographic Industry (IFPE), Hong Kong is one of the few cities with a 
significant piracy rate of over 50%. Pirated CDs and VCDs, substitutes of 
genuine CDs and films, adversely affect legal CD sales and movie sales, as these 
pirated products are cheaper in price. Pirated CDs are on sale for $20 each and 
pirated VCDs for $10 each. Some illegal producers carry video equipment and 
cameras to tape movies inside cinemas so as to make pirated VCDs. This piracy 
steals legitimate earnings away from legal producers. According to Lam Lan 
Tung, Director of IFPE, piracy has shrunk the movie industry, increased 
unemployment and caused career changes; if the situation persists, no one will be 
willing to invest in films. Due to rampant piracy, some producers may not be able 
to cover the cost of producing music and movies. Their profit is smaller and 
therefore there will be less money to reinvest. Even if they make productions, 
they have to cut costs which result in the decreasing quality of music and films. 
Production of new songs and movies therefore become more difficult as 
producers will not invest in music and films which are of low return. The 
situation deteriorates when more people increase their purchase of pirated CDs 
and VCDs because of their low price. Furthermore, pirated VCDs of films can 
often be bought a few days before the films are released in cinemas. Thus, fewer 
people go to the cinemas to watch movies. Some people claim that genuine CDs 
are too expensive and so do the ticket prices of films. They think that it is not 
worth buying genuine CDs or watching films because they are of bad quality. 
Despite their bad quality, people should respect intellectual property rights since 
the music and movies made are the hard work of many people. They should be 
aware of the feet the pirated products have pushed the local music and movie 
industries to the verge of collapse. In brief, piracy would undermine investment 
in the local music and movie industries and reduce the number of locally made 
music and films in the long run. 
Apart from burgeoning piracy, the rapid development of the Internet in 
recent years also has a great impact on the local and movie industries. The 
Internet provides another form of entertainment which may distract people from 
buying CDs and going to the cinemas. Listening to music and watching films are 
traditional forms of entertainment. However, surfing on the Internet, playing 
online games and chatting on the ICQ are entertainment on the Internet which 
may take up the time originally used in listening to music and watching films. 
People, especially teenagers, may spend a few hours on the Intemet each day. 
In addition, the Intemet restructures the local music and movie industries. 
The discovery of MPS has a far-reaching effect on the local music industry. MP3 
is a method of storing and transmitting digital content, particularly digital files of 
music. It is estimated that there are some half a million illegal music files on the 
Intemet. These files are available for free on the Intemet Most people use MPS 
to download songs. Almost everyone can copy music from an ordinary CD and， 
with the right software, upload it on the Intemet for others to download. The 
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MPS files can be used over and over, or even "burned" to a new CD. 
Downloading of songs is fest and convenient. With a good 56 K modem, one 
song of five minutes only takes three minutes to download. This technology will 
surely decrease people's purchase of genuine CDs as it is cheaper to download 
songs than to buy genuine CDs in the long run. One the other hand, the Internet 
enables unknown people to show their musical talent by holding live MPS 
performances on the Internet. This in turn enhances the local music industry as 
there are more voices of different people. 
The increasing competition form foreign markets also leads to the decline 
of the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong. Foreign music and 
movies compete with local music and movies. Foreign music and movies have 
become increasingly popular in recent years, coming primarily from the United 
States and Japan. Nowadays, more of foreign films are shown in Hong Kong than 
ten years ago. More and more people watch foreign films and buy foreign CDs. 
More importantly, more teenagers admire foreign singers and film stars like 
Britney Spears and Takuya Kimura (Muk Cheun Tok Joi). There is no doubt that 
teenagers will buy the CDs and watch the films of their idols. As a result, some 
of the profit originally earned by the local producers is now shifted to the foreign 
producers. Although the increasing competition with foreign countries leads to 
the decline of the local music and movie industries in Hong Kong, such a 
competition may be positive in the sense that Hong Kong can improve the quality 
of its products by competing with its foreign counterparts. It the quality of the 
products improves, especially in the sound of music and the creativity of films, 
people will thus buy fewer pirated goods and stick with the genuine thing. 
Consequently, the competition with foreign countries will eliminate the 
competition with the pirated goods since pirated goods will be less popular. 
Competition from foreign markets, though if harms the music and movie 
industries of Hong Kong, is beneficial to them in the long run. However, the 
growth of the Internet and the high rate of piracy are strong forces that jeopardize 
the existence of the music and movie industries of Hong Kong. Hence, the 
situation has to be remedied as soon as possible otherwise the music and movie 
industries of Hong Kong will collapse in the near fiiture. 
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Paper 7 (First Draft) 
Subject 4 
Titie: Global Warming: Are humans responsible for this abnormal 
phenomenon? How can they arrest this worsening situation? 
The geographic term “Global Warming", appearing frequently in 
newspapers and magazines, has sparked a controversy across the globe over the 
past years. Unquestionably, humans play a paramount role in shaping the 
environment, which in turn alters the climate. One well-known example pf 
human intervention of the climate is the practice of deforestation, in the Congo 
Basin of Africa. We should consider why the Africans have to do this，what the 
consequences of cutting down trees are, and how this abnormal climatic 
phenomenon affects our lives and property. 
Before addressing the issue of human modification on world climate, let's 
explore the general concept of global warming. The earth is wanned during the 
day by incoming, short wave radiation, while it loses heat at night through 
outgoing，long wave radiation. There being a balance between incoming and 
outgoing radiation, over a lengthy period of time, the earth's temperatures remain 
constant But clouds, as well as greenhouses gases, act as a blanket effect and 
trap the hear: while incoming radiation is continually passing through the 
atmosphere, some of the outgoing radiation is still remaining in the atmosphere. 
Human activities，without doubt, have motivated a remarkable increase in the 
quantity and type of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, thus preventing heat and 
long-wave radiation from escaping into space. That is why the temperatures in 
the world rise persistently. Global temperatures, indeed, have escalated by 0.5°C 
this century. Estimates and a wide variety of climatic data even suggest that a 
further rise of between 1.5°C and 4.5�C take place by the end of the next century. 
The process by which world temperatures are increasing is called "Global 
Warming". 
What is the inducement of practicing deforestation? Tens of hundreds of 
inhabitants of the Congo Basin may think that this activity is survival bases. It is 
not profit seeking; in other words the affected area is not huge. However, small-
scale as such action appears, extensive modification in surface vegetation and 
land use will inevitably alter the environment and climate from the micro-scale 
(i.e. the local sense) gradually, to the macro-scale (i.e. global sense). 
Africa is an economically less developed country. First, and the utmost 
pivotal is to boost the economy by developing export industry. There is a vast 
natural wealth throughout Africa，including iron ore，bauxite, copper, manganese 
and waterpower. Forests have to be cleared in order to extract these valuable 
resources and to develop transportation system. Some of this iron ore is sent to 
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the port by rail before exporting it abroad. Profit-seeking companies in the Congo 
Basin, in addition, provide timber for the developed nations，such as Japan. 
Lacking tremendous supplies of wood for building furniture, such advanced 
countries have an increasing demand on African timber. That is why the native 
people have to pull down all the trees. The felled timber and the exported natural 
resources，doubtlessly, provide essential income for this less wealthy country. For 
the social context, population expansion stimulates the inhabitants to fell down 
trees. Given the medical advancement, Africa is experiencing a lower death toll, 
a lower infant mortality rate and a higher birth rate. Population growth imposes 
an inordinate demand on housing and food supplies. Tropical rain forests，thus, 
have to be cleared along the highways for extra settlement and agriculture. 
Being an isolated and inaccessible country, the African government 
figures our transportation system to develop the interior regions. That way， 
people living in such remote areas can have an access to knowledge and 
information of the outside world; level of literacy will be enhanced. Indeed, the 
authority takes advantage of such well-planned transport network to tap the 
natural resources in deserted regions. And this act is proved to be successful: the 
government and the private sectors can reap monetary rewards; the AJfricans can 
broaden their scope of horizons through the interaction with the outside world. 
Admittedly, clearing forests does tamper with the surroundings, harming the 
natural beauty. But this practice is unavoidable: brushing up the economy is still 
a prime concern for the impoverished inhabitants. 
Chapping down all the valuable woods has a profound impact on the 
environment. Trees are capable of，through the photosynthesis during daytime, 
absorbing carbon dioxide in the air. Such trace gas is a sort of greenhouse gases. 
Destroying plants in the tropical rainforests, therefore, is not only visual pollution, 
but this also renders the heat-trapping in the atmosphere. Temperatures escalate 
gradually. Worse still，not to mention agriculture (i.e. burning trees and land in 
order to release organic nutrients to the crops). Such burning releases carbon 
dioxide in the air, which further raises the global temperature. In this sense， 
humans are largely responsible for the global warming or the greenhouse effect. 
This unusual climatic change will affect social well beings in many ways. 
Induced by greenhouse effect, sea temperatures will rise accordingly. As the sea 
gets warmer, new species of diseases arise which particularly pose a threat to 
human health. Worse still, the escalating temperatures will melt ice caps and 
glaciers, bringing about tremendous increase of world's sea level by 5 meters. It 
is estimated that even an increase of 1 meter could flood 25% of Bangladesh，30% 
of Egypt's arable land and totally submerge severally low-lying islands in the 
Indian and Pacific Oceans. Flooding may sweep away all of the properties of the 
average citizens; agricultural lands may be immensely destroyed. All these 
calamities will be particularly fatal to the less wealthy countries. The most fearful 
is that flooding will kill innocent people. 
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Realizing the risks arising from the greenhouse effect，countries across the 
globe pursue remedies to arrest the worsening climatic situation. At the global 
level, a multitude of nations across the globe have demonstrated a firm dedication 
to limiting emissions of greenhouse gases. The U.S., one of the members of the 
United Nations Framework Convention on climatic change, is appealing for 
international cooperation, beckoning other countries to partake in his worthwhile 
convention. Those participating countries had a meeting in Kyoto, Japan in 
December 1997 to consider honing international responses to climatic change, in 
particular the global warming. 
Indispensable though global collaboration seems, numerous cities and 
states across a country are zealously pursuing programs and policies that will 
result in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. At the national level, Africa 
carries out a series of programs on conservation reserves. For example，numerous 
geographers suggest creating national parks, conservation parks and nature serves 
in Africa. Natural wealth can be preserved; native flora (plants) and fauna 
(animals) can be sustained. What is more, the natural beauty of the Basin may 
beckon visitors all over the world; tourism will upswing, followed by fuelling 
economic growth. The Africans will earn a higher income and the dependency on 
export industry is greatly reduced. 
Introduced from Australia, straight rows of fast-growing timber have been 
planted across the Congo Basin. These seeds are quick return and high yield. 
Examples include pines and eucalypts, thus giving higher density of trees in the 
bald, cleared land. While it is unavoidable to spur the economy by cutting down 
trees, this remedial move does sustain the rain forests in a certain extent. 
The most effective action to save the natural environment is adopting 
large-scale reforestation programs. The increasing quantity of plants will brush 
up nature's recycling of carbon dioxide. Greenhouses gases and heat trapping 
effect will be reduced; the rate of temperature increase will slow down. The 
knotty problem of the global wanning may not be resolved in the short-term. 
Even so, these replanting projects can maintain a natural cycle of the ecological 
system, sustaining the growth of the rain forests. Such worsening climatic 
situation can somehow be under control. 
Human modification on land use is understandable: honing economy is 
still a primary concern for the world leaders and the ordinary people. Yet we 
should maintain a balance between monetary gains and living standard. The 
climatic problem may keep on deteriorating and sparking off new kinds of germs 
and diseases. If that is so, our profit seeking activities may endanger the lives of 
future generations. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Global Warming: Are humans responsible for this abnormal 
phenomenon? How can they arrest this worsening situation? 
The geographic term "Global Warming", appearing frequently in 
newspapers and magazines, has sparked a controversy across the globe over the 
past years. Unquestionably, humans play a paramount role in shaping the 
environment, which in turn alters the climate. One well-known example of 
human intervention of the climate is the practice of deforestation, in the Congo 
Basin of Africa. We should consider why the Africans have to practice 
deforestation, what the consequences of cutting down trees are, and how this 
abnormal climatic phenomenon affects our lives and property. 
Before addressing the issue of human's effect on the modification of 
world climate, let us explore the general concept of global warming. The earth is 
warmed during the day by incoming, short wave radiation, while it loses heat at 
night through outgoing, long wave radiation. There being a balance between 
incoming and outgoing radiation, over a lengthy period of time, the earth's 
temperatures remain constant. But clouds and greenhouses gases, act as a blanket 
effect and trap the heat: while incoming radiation is continually passing through 
the atmosphere, some of the outgoing radiation still remains in the atmosphere. 
Human activities have motivated a remarkable increase in the quantity and type of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, thus preventing heat and long-wave radiation 
from escaping into space which is why the temperatures in the world is constantly 
rising. Global temperatures, indeed, have escalated by 0.5�C this century. 
Estimates and a wide variety of climatic data even suggest that a further rise of 
between 1.5°C and 4.5�C will take place by the end of the next century. This 
process by which world temperatures are increasing is called "Global Warming". 
What is the inducement for practicing deforestation? In the Congo Basin, 
this activity is the only means of livelihood of tens of hundreds of the inhabitants 
there. These inhabitants are motivated not by profit but by survival. And each 
family only clears enough for their own needs. However, small-scale as such 
action appears, extensive modification in surface vegetation and land use will 
inevitably alter the environment and climate from the micro-scale (i.e. the local 
sense) gradually, to the macro-scale (i.e. global sense). 
To boost the economy by developing the export industry is most pivotal in 
Afica, an economically less developed continent. There is a vast natural wealth 
throughout Africa, including iron ore，bauxite, copper and manganese. Forests 
have to be cleared in order to extract these valuable resources and to develop a 
transportation system for these exporting these products. Some of the iron ore, 
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for example, is sent to the port by rail before it is exported abroad. Companies in 
the Congo Basin, in addition, provide timber for the developed nations, such as 
Japan. Lacking their own supplies of wood for building furniture, such advanced 
countries have an increasing demand for African timber which is why such 
deforestation occurs. The felled timber and the exported natural resources, 
substantially, provide extra income for the less wealthy countries in Ajfrica. For 
the social context, population expansion stimulates the inhabitants to fall down 
trees. Given the medical advancement, Africa is experiencing a lower death toll, 
a lower infant mortality rate and a higher birth rate. Population growth imposes 
an inordinate demand on housing and food supplies. Tropical rain forests, thus, 
have to be cleared along the highways for extra settlement and agriculture. 
Being an isolated and inaccessible continent, the African government 
figures out transportation system in order to develop the interior regions of the 
continent. That way, people living in such remote areas can access to knowledge 
and information of the outside world; level of literacy will be enhanced. Indeed, 
the authority takes advantage of such well-planned transport network to tap the 
natural resources in deserted regions. And this act is proved to be successfiil: the 
government and the private sectors can reap monetary rewards; the Africans can 
broaden their scope of horizons through the interaction with the outside world. 
Admittedly, clearing forests does tamper the environment, harming the beauty of 
the nature. But this practice is unavoidable: brushing up the economy is still a 
prime concern for the impoverished inhabitants. 
Chopping down all the valuable woods has a profound impact on the 
environment. Trees are capable of, through the photosynthesis during daytime, 
absorbing carbon dioxide in the air. Such trace gas is a sort of greenhouse gases. 
Destroying plants in the tropical rainforests, therefore, is not only visual pollution, 
but this also renders the heat-trapping in the atmosphere. Temperatures escalate 
gradually. The burning of trees and land in order to release organic nutrients to 
the crops also worsens the situation. Such burning releases carbon dioxide in the 
air, which further raises the global temperature. In this sense, humans are largely 
responsible for the global warming or the greenhouse effect. 
This unusual climatic change will affect social well beings in many ways. 
Induced by greenhouse effect，sea temperatures will rise accordingly. As the sea 
gets warmer, new species of diseases arise which particularly pose a threat to 
human health. In addition，the escalating temperatures will melt ice caps and 
glaciers, bringing about tremendous increase of world's sea level by 5 meters. It 
is estimated that even an increase of 1 meter could flood 25% of Bangladesh，30% 
of Egypt's arable land and totally submerge several low-lying islands in the 
Indian and Pacific Oceans. Flooding may sweep away all of the properties of the 
average citizens; agricultural lands may be immensely destroyed. All these 
calamities will be particularly fatal to the less wealthy countries. The most fearful 
is that flooding will kill innocent people. 
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Realizing the risks arising from the greenhouse effect, countries across the 
globe pursue remedies to arrest the worsening climatic situation. At the global 
level，a multitude of nations across the globe have demonstrated a firm dedication 
to limiting emissions of greenhouse gases. The U.S., one of the members of the 
United Nations Framework Convention on climatic change, is appealing for 
international cooperation, beckoning other countries to partake in his worthwhile 
convention. Those participating countries had a meeting in Kyoto, Japan in 
December 1997 to consider honing international responses to climatic change, in 
particular the global warming. 
Indispensable through global collaboration, numerous cities and states 
across a country are zealously pursuing programs and policies that will result in 
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. At the national level，Africa carries 
out a series of programs on conservation reserves. For example, numerous 
geographers suggest creating national parks, conservation parks and nature serves 
in Africa. Natural wealth can be preserved; native flora (plants) and fauna 
(animals) can be sustained. What is more，is the natural beauty of the Basin may 
beckon visitors all over the world; tourism will upswing，followed by fuelling 
economic growth. The Africans will earn a higher income in the tourism industry 
and the dependency on the export industry is greatly reduced. 
Introduced from Australia, straight rows of fest-growing timber have been 
planted across the Congo Basin. These seeds are quick return and high yield. 
Examples include pines and eucalypts, thus giving higher density of trees in the 
bare，cleared land. While it is unavoidable to spur the economy by cutting down 
trees, this remedial move does sustain the rain forests in a certain extent. 
The most effective action to save the natural environment is adopting 
large-scale reforestation programs. The increasing quantity of plants will brush 
up the carbon dioxide digesting process. Greenhouses gases and heat trapping 
effect will be reduced; the rate of temperature increase will slow down. The 
knotty problem of the global wanning may not be resolved in the short-term. 
Even so，these replanting projects can maintain a natural cycle of the ecological 
system, sustaining the growth of the rain forests. Such worsening climate 
situation can somehow be under control. 
Human modification on land use is understandable: honing economy is 
still a primary concern for the world leaders and the ordinary people. Yet we 
should maintain a balance between monetary gains and living standard. The 
climatic problem may keep on deteriorating and sparking off new kinds of germs 
and diseases. If that is so，our profit seeking activities may endanger the lives of 
future generations. 
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Paper 8 (Revised Version) 
Subject 4 
Title: Abortion should be disapproved of 
Abortion is believed to be immoral. Thus，it is not widely accepted 
and it should not be allowed under any circumstances. There are a lot of bad 
consequences brought by abortion. Towards society, abortion infringes on the 
natural continuity of we human beings. Besides, it encourages promiscuous 
sexual intercourse. Towards life, it violates the basic human life to live and it 
nurtures the notion that suggests getting rid of any unwanted and troublesome 
human life. Towards religious aspect, it challenges the sacred tenets of the 
Christian faith, which is against the destruction of life. Towards individual, it 
brings unforgettable frightful experiences to mothers and sorrows to fetuses. 
These issues are being discussed in details below. 
Abortion infringes on the natural continuity of human beings and hence, 
it should not be promoted. Coming generations build up our society and so as 
our world. However, artificial interruption of pregnancy affects this natural 
cycle of having descendents. Nowadays, more and more women go to work， 
they don't want to bear a child. If abortion is being approved of, there may be a 
decrease in number of people, the work force in twenty or thirty years may then 
decrease too. The continuity of human beings and the run of the society are no 
longer smooth. In another aspect, we Chinese possess a very strong notion of 
having posterity to prolong their surnames. Abortion, in this sense, would 
destroy the notion of prolonging a family line. Thus, artificial interruption of 
pregnancy should not be put into practice as it does bring some hindrances to 
the run of the society. 
Abortion, in addition’ encourages promiscuous sexual intercourse; it 
therefore should be disapproved of. People will not have serious second 
thoughts about the responsibilities incurred by causal sexual behaviour once 
abortion is allowed and accepted. Far from solving the problem of unmarried 
mothers, it will only undermine social morals and create more social tragedies. 
For example, sexual diseases, violation of the basic right to live, nurturing the 
notion that suggests getting rid of any unwanted and troublesome human life, 
challenges the sacred tenets of the Christian faith which are against the 
destruction of life, etc. 
Abortion is a violation of basic human right to live, it thus should not be 
accepted. Life is invaluable; one must treasure it inevitably. Who has the ability 
to take away other's life? Even mothers don't have it. 
Abortion merely fosters the climate of opinion that any unwanted or 
troublesome human life can he got rid of easily. However, every individual 
should he equaled valued. We cannot deny to the handicapped child the right to 
live，if not, the way is just open for the same discrimination of the handicapped 
after birth. Some says that abortion can release society from the burden of 
supporting unwanted handicapped members. However, handicapped or trouble 
people also have their right to survive and values in society, why should their 
right be taken away? Why shouldn't they be valued? Once this message is 
brought to the public, how would the present handicapped feel? How can they 
bear? Nowadays, we people emphasize so much on fighting for human rights, 
the action of discriminating handicapped or removing them definitely infringes 
on human rights. How can we help promote this? On the other hand, some 
argues that with advanced technology and medical knowledge, abnormalities 
can be predicted during pregnancy. As a result, abortion can help women from 
abnormal fetus. Nevertheless, who can judge who live? 
Abortion challenges the sacred tenets of the Christian faith which are 
against the destruction of life. Giving birth is a natural process determined by 
God, how could one alter it according to their will? Abortion is absolutely 
forbidden in Christianity which is one of the pillars of the Western civilization. 
Once abortion is accepted, it is indeed a challenge to religious issues. 
Abortion is an unforgettable frightful experience that subjects the 
victims to great physical and mental pain. The bitter memory inflicts great 
mental pain on the mothers who would feel a sense of guilt. On the other hand, it 
is a matter of fact that a fetus also possesses feelings. Aborting a fetus is equal to 
torturing a child. The fetus can also feel the physical sorrows brought by the 
process of abortion to the mother. Why should the fetus suffer? 
From the above points, it is not difficult for us to see that abortion brings 
no good to people in different aspects including society, life, religion and 
individuals. It merely infringes on the natural continuity of human beings and 
the basic human right to live. It encourages causal sexual behaviour and 
promiscuous sexual intercourse. It only fosters the climate of opinion that any 
unwanted or troublesome human life can be got rid of. It, too, challenges the 
Christian faith that against the destruction of human life. All the consequences 
brought about abortion are poor. Thus, why should abortion be supported? 
We should definitely disapprove of abortion! 
Paper 8 (Revised Version) 
Subject 4 
Title: Abortion should be disapproved of 
Abortion is believed to be immoral Thus, it is not widely accepted and 
it should not be allowed under any circumstances. There are a lot of negative 
consequences brought by abortion. Towards society, abortion infringes on the 
natural continuity of human beings. Besides, it encourages promiscuous sexual 
life. Towards life, it violates the basic human rights to live and it nurtures the 
notion of getting rid of any unwanted and unhealthy fetuses. Towards religious 
aspect, it challenges the sacred tenets of the Christians' faith, which is against 
the destruction of life. Towards individual, it brings unforgettable frightful 
experiences to mothers and sorrows to fetuses. These issues are going to be 
discussed in details below. 
Abortion infringes on the natural continuity of human beings and hence, 
it should not he promoted. Fetuses — the coming generations, build up our 
society and so as our world. Thus, it is not a wise decision to allow people to kill 
our fijture generations. Also, "artificial termination of pregnancy" interrupts 
the natural cycle of having descendents. Since nowadays, more and more 
women go to work, they don't want to bear a child. If abortion is being approved 
of’ there may be a decrease in number of people, the work force in twenty or 
thirty years may then decrease too. The continuity of human beings and the run 
of the society will no longer be smooth. In addition, Chinese possess a very 
strong notion of having posterity to prolong their surnames. Abortion, in this 
sense，would destroy the notion of prolonging a family line. Thus, abortion 
should not be put into practice as it does bring some hindrances to the run of the 
society. 
In addition, abortion encourages promiscuous sexual life; it therefore 
should he disapproved of. People will not have serious second thoughts about 
the responsibilities incurred by causal sexual behaviour once abortion is 
allowed and accepted. Far from solving the problem of unmarried mothers, it 
will only undermine social morals and create more social tragedies. For 
example, sexual diseases，violation of the basic rights to live, nurtures the 
notion of getting, rid of any unwanted pregnancies and unhealthy fetuses, 
challenges the sacred tenets of the Christian faith which are against the 
destruction of life, etc. 
It is a violation of basic human rights to live, it thus should not be 
accepted Life is invaluable; one must treasure it by all means. Who has the 
right to take away other's life? Even mothers do not have it. 
The notion of abortion also reinforces the idea that mothers can easily 
get rid of any unwanted pregnancies or unhealthy fetuses. However, every 
individual should be treated equally. We cannot deprived a handicapped fetus 
the rights to live, this is just the same kind of discrimination against the 
handicapped after birth. Some people argue that abortion can release the society 
from the burden of supporting unwanted handicapped members. However, 
physically and mentally disabled people as well have their rights to survive and 
roles to play in the society, why should their rights be taken away? Why 
shouldn't they be valued equally? Once the message of legalizing abortion is 
brought to the public, how would the present handicapped feel? How can they 
bear? Nowadays, people put so much emphasis on fighting for human rights, 
discriminating handicapped or killing them definitely is an act of infringing 
human rights. How can we be promoting this? On the other hand, some argue 
that with the advanced technology and medical knowledge, abnormalities can 
be predicted during pregnancy. As a result, abortion can help mothers to avoid 
giving birth to abnormal fetus. Nevertheless, who can judge who has the rights 
to live? 
Religiously speaking, abortion challenges the sacred tenets of the 
Christian faith which are against the destruction of life. Giving birth is a natural 
process determined by God, how could one alter it according to their own 
selfish will? Abortion is absolutely forbidden in Christianity, which is one of the 
pillars of the Western civilization. Once abortion is legalized, it is indeed a 
challenge to religious organizations. 
Furthermore’ abortion is an unforgettable frightful experience to the 
mothers who exercised it, it gives these mothers great physical and mental pain. 
The bitter memory inflicts great mental pain on the mothers who will have a 
sense of guilt. On the other hand, it is a matter of fact that a fetus also possesses 
feelings. Aborting a fetus is equal to torturing a child. The fetus can also feel the 
mental sorrows brought by the process of abortion to the mother. Why should 
the fetus suffer? 
It is clear to see that abortion brings no good to people in different 
aspects including society, life, religion and individuals. It infringes on the 
natural continuity of human beings and the basic human rights to live. It 
encourages causal sexual behaviour and promiscuous sexual life. And it only 
fosters the climate of opinion that any unwanted or unhealthy fetuses can be got 
rid of. Moreover，it challenges the Christian faith that is against the destruction 
of human life. All the consequences brought about by abortion have undeniable 
effects on us. Thus, why should abortion be supported? 
We should definitely disapprove of abortion! 
Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Gender Gap In The Society 
It is believed that there is always gender gap in a society. According to 
Giddens (1989), male dominance is an almost universal phenomenon. Why is that 
so? And what accounts for this? Liberal feminists argue that gender socialization 
and “sex-role，，conditioning within the family, education, and the mass media have 
the effect of inculcating in people. And this socialization suggest that women and 
men are equipped by value is assessed differently. For instance, women and men 
played very different roles in family; at workplace; in the mass media and in 
political field. And why are women always portrayed as the subordinate group? 
This would include too many fields to investigate and in the paper emphasis would 
mainly be put on sexual inequality in the political field. To see how women played 
their roles in the political fields, the following aspects would be taken into account: 
political participation of the sexes; women's issue as a policy concern and 
constraints on women's political participation And the paper shall discuss how 
the status of women in the polity affects their influence in the polity. 
Women's status in the polity very much depend on the political 
participation rate of them. As suggested by Verba (1972), political participation 
refers to engagement in activities which are legally provided for within the system 
and are aimed at influencing the government in some way. That is orderly, 
legitimate or otherwise for the purpose of affecting the distribution of power and 
benefits in a community. The following discussion focuses on those activities 
which represent the most common forms of political participation in the territory. 
These include assumption of office in the public arena, participation in elections, 
involvement in political organizations, and public expression of opinions on socio-
political issues. 
It is not surprising to find out that there is an under-representation of 
women at all levels of government; particularly in the New Territories-based 
advisory body, the Heung Yee Kuk. And women's entry into politics is only a 
fairly recent phenomenon In the case of Executive Council, the first woman was 
appointed only in 1976. Since then, the total number of female councilors has 
never exceeded four. As suggested by Studwell (1992)，these female appointees 
have generally been highly accomplished elitist image do not readily lend them 
credence as champions of the cause of the average women in society. He is very 
right in criticizing the status of average women in society, but he fails to notice 
that these females had already brought females in the polity higher in status. 
Secondly，the participation rate in elections is also a very concrete 
reflection of female status in the polity. When considering the participation in 
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elections, two different roles of female are taken into account. One is female as 
candidates and the other is female as voters. Similar to the case mentioned above, 
the percentage of female candidates running for political office counted below 16% 
in 1991. (Figures obtained from the booklet from the Registration and Electoral 
Office) Women are less forthcoming in standing for elections, however, they are 
by no means less participative in registering as voters and casting their ballots. The 
percentage of registered voters against eligible voters for men to women is 51.3 to 
46.6. And the percentage of actual voters against registered voters for men to 
women is 39.9 to 39.1. Note that the difference does not even count one. (Figure 
obtained from Hong Kong 1991 Population Census) Pearson suggests that 
women are active to participate in the polity who are not as subordinate as 
presented by the number of female appointees in public offices. This actually states 
the present political situation in Hong Kong. And it is strongly agreeable that the 
low percentage of female participation does not mean that all women in the society 
are not active. 
Women do not only vote, they also set up groups which are involved in 
politics. The most notable examples include: The Hong Kong Council of Women 
the Association for the Advancement of Feminism, and the Association of Women 
for Action and Research. These groups can be potent vehicles for reform. 
Pearson suggested that women's concern groups adopted a "community 
psychology approach" directed at educating the public, rallying the support of both 
sexes, training women's leadership skills and strengthening the organization of 
women's groups. It appears therefore that women in Hong Kong are likely to 
become even more politically aware and participate in the future. However, under 
the existing political system, political parties generally have more impact on 
government policy than women groups. Parties may embrace values and concerns 
of women's groups, but they also have other broader and more immediate political 
objectives. Seen from this perspective, the extent of women's involvement in the 
polity as a whole, and the degree of influence they can exert upon the system, still 
lag far behind their male counterparts. 
Other than casing votes and setting up political organizations, women are 
also active in expressing opinions in public. They can either utilize various forums 
or approach the mass media to communicate their views. At the same time, they 
may respond to instruments, like opinion polls which aimed at informing or 
influencing government decision-making. For example, seminars held at Victoria 
Park every Sunday morning. Benjamin Leung reviewed press-clippings from two 
English language newspapers of two months time in 1992. He found that women 
have been active in expressing their opinions on matters which affect their rights 
and interests directly. In 1993, he found the same issue after conducting a similar 
review of the Chinese newspapers. These figures altogether support and prove 
that women are willing to participate and active to bring the distance between the 
two different sexes closer. 
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The percentage obtained in female assumptions in public offices clearly 
shows that women in Hong Kong are not prominent actors in the political process. 
Their representation is particularly weak in the direct and formal realms of political 
participation. The uneven presence of the two sexes in the central policy-making 
arena means that the resources and opportunities available to women to effect 
policy changes are inevitably limited. These can be explained by three broad 
categories. 
Firstly, some scholars have already attention to the fact that there are fewer 
women than men in those sectors of society. And this does not only apply to 
Hong Kong context but also to most European countries. 
Secondly, according to Benjamin Leung, the psychological make-up and 
attitudinal orientation of women are different from men. That is women are less 
likely to be as ambitious in their pursuit of political power. The divergence in the 
psychological dispositions of the two sexes may in turn affect their views of 
politics and power, and this explains why fewer women than men are interested in 
pursuing a political career. The idea is comprehensive, but in recent decades, 
women are having very different socialization they are not necessarily assigned 
domestic roles to play. 
Thirdly, it has been argued that women are confined within their traditional 
gender role as wives, mothers and caretakers of their families. Consequently they 
have little time for meaningful engagement in politics. At the same time，Chinese 
are under the influence of Confucian teachings which emphasizes differential sex 
roles and female subordination. As stated in the four books of Confucius, 
women's significance was defined mainly by their role in reproduction This 
suggestion sounds convincing but there is something that should be accounted In 
the first place, patriarchy as a system of dominance of men over women based 
essentially on a sexual division of labour, assigning women a domestic, 
economically dependent role does not seem to be viable in modem industrial Hong 
Kong. Here, women make up a significant portion of the extra-domestic labour 
force. 
As stated earlier, whether women's issues are included in policy agenda 
depends on the subjective value stance of policy-makers. At present, with Hong 
Kong's occupation with the 1997 transfer of sovereignty, women's issues do not 
seem to be high on the agenda of the in positions of power. According to Pearson, 
the government published in 1993 a Green Paper called Equal Opportunities for 
Women a Men Compared with the energy, enthusiasm and consultation spent on 
other Green Papers, the effort was poor. This presumably reflects the lack of 
priority the government is prepared to give to this topic. 
Owing to technology advancement in the world in these decades, it is 
believed that women are getting more and more prestige, the gender inequality 
may in some days diminish. But as fer as 1997 transfer of sovereignty is 
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concerned, the political system is changing and the traditional psychological make-
up may affect the healthy growth of female's power and status. Through the 
study, the possibility of a decline or improvement of the gender inequality is hoped 
to be figure out. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Gender Gap In The Society 
It is believed that there is always gender gap in a society. According to 
Giddens (1989)，male dominance is an almost universal phenomenon. Why is that 
so? And what accounts for this? Liberal feminists argue that gender socialization 
and "sex-role" conditioning within the family, education, and the mass media have 
the effect of inculcating in people. And this socialization suggest that women and 
men themselves carry values which are assessed differently. For instance, women 
and men play very different roles in families; at workplace; in the mass media and 
in the political field. And why are women always portrayed as the subordinate 
group? This will include too many fields to investigate and in this paper emphasis 
will mainly be put on sexual inequality in the political field. To see how women 
played their roles in the political fields, the following aspects would be taken into 
account: political participation of the sexes; women's issue as a policy concern and 
constraints on women's political participation And this paper shall discuss how 
the status of women in the polity affects their influence in the polity in respect of 
the above mentioned aspects. 
Women's status in the polity very much depends on the political 
participation rate of them. As suggested by Verba (1972), political participation 
refers to engagement in activities which are legally provided for within the system 
and are aimed at influencing the government in some way. That is orderly, 
legitimate or otherwise for the purpose of affecting the distribution of power and 
benefits in a community. The following discussion focuses on those activities 
which represent the most common forms of political participation in the territory. 
These include assumption of office in the public arena, participation in elections, 
involvement in political organizations, and public expression of opinions on socio-
political issues. 
It is not surprising to find out that there is an under-representation of 
women at all levels of government; particularly in the New Territories-based 
advisory body, the Heimg Yee Kuk. And women's entry into politics is only a 
fairly recent phenomenon. In the case of Executive Council, the first woman was 
appointed only in 1976. Since then, the total number of female councilors has 
never exceeded four. As suggested by Studwell (1992), these female appointees 
have generally been highly accomplished elitist image do not readily lend them 
credence as champions of the cause of the average women in society. He is very 
right in criticizing the status of average women in society, but he fails to notice 
that these females had already brought females in the polity higher in status. 
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Secondly, the participation rate in elections is also a very concrete 
reflection of female status in the polity. When considering the participation in 
elections, two different roles of female are taken into account. One is female as 
candidates and the other is female as voters. Similar to the case mentioned above, 
the percentage of female candidates running for political office counted below 16% 
in 1991 (Figures obtained from the booklet from the Registration and Electoral 
Office). Women are less forthcoming in standing for elections, however, they are 
by no means less participative in registering as voters and casting their ballots. The 
percentage of registered voters against eligible voters for men to women is 51.3 to 
46.6. And the percentage of actual voters against registered voters for men to 
women is 39.9 to 39.1. Note that the difference of the latter percentage does not 
even count one (Figure obtained from Hong Kong 1991 Population Census). 
Pearson suggested that women are active to participate in the polity who are not as 
subordinate as presented by the number of female appointees in public offices. This 
actually states the present political situation in Hong Kong. And it is strongly 
agreeable that the low percentage of female participation does not mean that all 
women in the society are not active. 
Women do not only vote, they also set up groups which are involved in 
politics. The most notable examples include: The Hong Kong Council of Women 
the Association for the Advancement of Feminism, and the Association of Women 
for Action and Research. These groups can be potent vehicles for reform. 
Pearson also suggested that women's concern groups adopted a "community 
psychology approach" directed at educating the public, rallying the support of both 
sexes, training women's leadership skills and strengthening the organization of 
women's groups. It appears therefore that women in Hong Kong are likely to 
become even more politically aware and participate in the future. However, under 
the existing political system, political parties generally have more impact on 
government policy than women groups. Parties may embrace values and concerns 
of women's groups, but they also have other broader and more immediate political 
objectives. Seen from this perspective, the extent of women's involvement in the 
polity as a whole, and the degree of influence they can exert upon the system, still 
lag far behind their male counterparts. 
Other than casing votes and setting up political organizations, women are 
also active in expressing opinions in public. They can either utilize various forums 
or approach the mass media to communicate their views. At the same time, they 
may respond to instruments, like opinion polls which aimed at informing or 
influencing government decision-making. For example, seminars held at Victoria 
Park every Sunday morning. Benjamin Leung reviewed press-clippings from two 
English language newspapers of two months time in 1992. He found that women 
have been active in expressing their opinions on matters which affect their rights 
and interests directly. In 1993，he found the same issue after conducting a similar 
review of the Chinese newspapers. These figures altogether support and prove 
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that women are willing to participate and active to bring the distance between the 
two different sexes closer. 
The percentage obtained in female assumptions in public offices clearly 
shows that women in Hong Kong are not prominent actors in the political process. 
Their representation is particularly weak in the direct and formal realms of political 
participation The uneven presence of the two sexes in the central policy-making 
arena means that the resources and opportunities available to women to effect 
policy changes are inevitably limited. These can be explained by three broad 
categories. 
Firstly, some scholars have already attention to the fact that there are fewer 
women than men in those sectors of society. And this does not only apply to 
Hong Kong context but also to most European countries. 
Secondly, according to Benjamin Leung, the psychological make-up and 
attitudinal orientation of women are different from men. That is women are less 
likely to be as ambitious in their pursuit of political power. The divergence in the 
psychological dispositions of the two sexes may in turn affect their views of 
politics and power, and this explains why fewer women than men are interested in 
pursuing a political career. The idea is comprehensive, but in recent decades, 
women are having very different socialization they are not necessarily assigned 
domestic roles to play. 
Thirdly, it has been argued that women are confined within their traditional 
gender role as wives, mothers and caretakers of their families. Consequently they 
have little time for meaningful engagement in politics. At the same time, Chinese 
are under the influence of Confucian teachings which emphasizes differential sex 
roles and female subordination. As stated in the four books of Confixcius, 
women's significance was defined mainly by their role in reproduction This 
suggestion sounds convincing but there is something that should be accounted. In 
the first place, patriarchy as a system of dominance of men over women based 
essentially on a sexual division of labour, assigning women a domestic, 
economically dependent role does not seem to be viable in modem industrial Hong 
Kong. Here, women make up a significant portion of the extra-domestic labour 
force. 
As stated earlier, whether women's issues are included in policy agenda 
depends on the subjective value stance of policy-makers. At present, with Hong 
Kong's occupation with the 1997 transfer of sovereignty, women's issues do not 
seem to be high on the agenda of the in positions of power. According to Pearson, 
the government published in 1993 a Green Paper called Equal Opportunities for 
Women and Men. Compared with the energy，enthusiasm and consultation spent 
on other Green Papers, the effort was poor. This presumably reflects the lack of 
priority the government is prepared to give to this topic. 
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Owing to technology advancement in the world in these decades, it is 
believed that women are getting more and more prestige, the gender inequality 
may in some days diminish. But as far as 1997 transfer of sovereignty is 
concerned, the political system is changing and the traditional psychological make-
up may affect the healthy growth of female's power and status. Through this 
study，the possibility of a decline or improvement of the gender inequality is hoped 
to be figure out. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Technology over Human 
In 1949，George Orwell stunned the literary world with his prophetic 
novel 1984. the central theme was on human nature, but the instrument to 
physically maintain the empire of evil was technology. In fact, technology is the 
inevitable and natural outgrowth of human needs and desires. Yet, like human 
nature itself, technology also possesses an intrinsic potential for good or evil. 
From one angle, technology looks value neutral. It seems that we can no 
more blame it for our ills than we can blame Aladdin's lamp for the consequences 
of its master's wishes, as the tool is the unbiased instrument of its user's choice. 
Depending on its application, fire can either warm a home or destroy it. Thus, if 
we dream of a better world, it is our own souls that we must first look into to 
insure that wisdom governs our wishes. 
Yet, though technology itself is uncolored by intent, its very existence 
colors the choices we make in the sense that technology makes possible a type 
and magnitude of action that otherwise would have been impossible. Our 
progressive technology has indeed expanded the circumference of our everyday 
blessings, but it has also enlarged that diameter of our destructive capacity. And 
it has speeded up our capacity for destruction as well. 
Only by making clear of the nature of technology, can we go further to 
discuss the transformation technology has been making to our lives and society as 
a whole, be it constructive or destructive. First of all, the power of electronic 
technology to accelerate our lives took us by surprise. Take American society for 
example, where computer has been playing a major role since 1971. the first 
word processor did not appear until 1970; the first silicon chip, not until 1971; the 
first personal computer, not until 1975. yet, according to a 1994 survey 
conducted by the Time Mirror Center for the People and the Press, it is estimated 
that one out of every two workers in America today uses a computer terminal, a 
percentage that doubled in just ten years. With the help of computers，efficiency 
in workplace is tremendously improved. Not only can computers perform certain 
tasks faster than humans; they can also compel humans to keep pace with them. 
Contemporary business practices are also being shaped by the very ideas 
of speed and novelty. New products and services are not simply the result of 
progress; their very newness and “on-time” feature can serve as the basis for a 
sales campaign. In a society where so much is evanescent, what's "in" is what 
courts. Advertisements may not even need to point out the advantages (if any) a 
new model has over an old. If a product or service embodies speed, the argument 
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is even more compelling. Here are some examples of how contemporary 
advertising copy expresses the persuasive power of speed and novelty. 
“I want it on time". (Federal Express) 
“Moving at the Speed of Life!” (Shell Oil) 
“Client meeting 9:00a.m. tomorrow. You'll be there ” (Palm 
Pilot) 
If you felt your pulse rate as you read through these ads，you have already 
experienced the byproduct of technology - the demand for greater speed. 
Driven by the momentum of technology operating at the speed of light, 
our social speedometer has continued to climb. The speed now we travel at is one 
that can, if we are not wise or strong enough, warp the fundamental nature of our 
lives because this highest of all speeds changes our relationship to time. First, 
warp speed disengages us from the past. The speed of our ascent leaves the past 
for behind us. Traditions soon become incomprehensive; history, irrelevant; 
memories, a bur. Second, the speed that warps plunges us toward the future. 
Brilliant inventions, glittering products, glistening data, and luminous celebrities -
each swarm brighter than the past - sweep past use n successive waves，dazzling 
our eyes. As a result, hurtling through time, we cling to the moment. 
Equally striking is the development of cyberspace. It is actually where the 
bank keeps our money these days because it's all direct electronic transfer. It is 
where the stock market actually takes place, it doesn't occur so much any more on 
the floor of the exchange but in the electronic communication between the worlds 
stock exchanges. Another new development in cyberspace is online shopping. 
Unlike the agrarian society where markets arose only when exchanges were 
mutually met, trading parties nowadays are allowed to buy goods from their 
homes, by mail or telephone. 
The acceleration of a society is evident not only in commerce but also in 
communication. Today, innovative instruments and services, growing in 
sophistication and popularity, permit more and more people to stay in contact 
The cellular phone, whether in car or on the street, symbolically breaks down 
walls and gives total mobility to communication. E-mail dissolves the distance 
that once separated office from home. And combined with globally accessible 
pocket papers and electronic transmitters that constantly monitor and signal our 
whereabouts，we need never be out of touch or out of reach. 
However, no matter how positively technology facilitates the life of our 
society, the rise of instantaneous mass communication by dissolving borders of 
space and time constitutes a profound threat to the privacy of the individual. The 
establishment of an electronic network diminishes the possibility of isolation, for 
the interconnection of society's various components eliminates the barriers that 
kept them apart. As walls of separation, visible or invisible, yield to social fusion, 
the potential for solitude is diminished. As identities are universally linked, 
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privacy 一 the right to be let alone 一 tends to shrivel, not only for celebrities, whose 
private lives automatically become public property, but for the rest of us as well, 
like Truman in the Truman Show. His entire life is being shown in a 24 hours a 
day nonstop broadcasting. 
Another breathtaking technological breakthrough is genetic engineering. 
Through the technology of genetic engineering we are possibly entering a new 
phrase of human evolution in which modifications of the human genome as an 
evolutionary tool may soon be possible. Already, scientists have identified the 
genes responsible for 200 of the 4000 diseases known to be inherited and are 
aggressively pursuing their cure through experimental genetic engineering and 
therapy. Some day soon, it may be possible to intervene during or even before 
pregnancy to prevent such conditions form ever developing. 
The future prospects for genetic engineering, however，includes not only 
the prevention of disease but the deliberate designing of the future individual 
through he molecular manipulation. Referring to a tempting genetic menu, 
parents may be able to pick their babies' attributes, while society may be able to 
choose the talents of its future citizens in keeping with projected economic, 
scientific, and military needs. But such scenario may not be so perfect as it 
seems. The message given in Marry Shelly，s Frankenstein is clear: a morally 
irresponsible scientific development can release a monster that can destroy human 
civilization itself. As the creature declares, “you (Victor Frankenstein) are my 
creator, but I am your master... ” Shelly's tale of horror，a profound insight into 
the probable consequences of morally insensitive scientific and technological 
research. 
Nowadays we are witnessing the transformation form industrial to 
information society. We have unparalleled knowledge and power over nature, 
and yet this faces us with moral dilemmas and responsibilities for which we are 
ill-prepared. The "future shock" predicted by George Orwell may well suit to 
describe the psychological condition faced by many individuals that too much 
changes takes place in too short a time. Before human beings can make the right 
technical decisions, they must first make the right human ones. They much first 
ponder what they want themselves to be and how much of their lives they want 
dominated by things. That is the only way to resist the threat of technology, yet 
still can get the most out of it. 
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Paper 10 (Revised Version) 
Subject 5 
Title: Technology over Human 
In 1949，George Orwell stunned the literary world with his prophetic 
novel, 1984. The theme of this novel was on human nature, while the instrument 
to physically maintain the empire of evil was technology. In fact，technology is 
the inevitable and natural outgrowth of human needs and desires. Yet，like human 
nature itself，technology also possesses an intrinsic potential for good or evil. 
From one angle, technology looks value neutral. It seems that we can no 
more blame it for our ills than we can blame Aladdin's lamp for the consequences 
of its master's wishes, as the tool is the unbiased instrument of its user's choice. 
Depending on its application, fire can either warm a home or destroy it. Thus，if 
we dream of a better world, we must first look into our own souls to insure that 
wisdom governs our wishes. 
Though technology itself is uncolored by intent，its very existence colors 
the choices we make in the sense that technology makes possible a type and 
magnitude of action that otherwise would have been impossible. Our progressive 
technology has indeed expanded the circumference of our everyday blessings, but 
it has also enlarged that diameter of our destructive capacity. And it has speeded 
up our capacity for destruction as well. 
Only by making clear of the nature of technology, can we go further to 
discuss the transformation technology has been making to our lives and society as 
a whole, be it constructive or destructive. First of all, the power of electronic 
technology to accelerate our lives took us by surprise. Take American society for 
example, where computer has been playing a major role since 1971. The first 
word processor did not appear until 1970; the first silicon chip，not until 1971; the 
first personal computer, not until 1975. Yet, according to a 1994 survey 
conducted by the Time Mirror Center for the People and the Press, it is estimated 
that one out of every two workers in America today uses a computer terminal, a 
percentage that doubled in just ten years. With the help of computers，efficiency 
in workplace is tremendously improved. Not only can computers perform certain 
tasks faster than humans; they can also compel humans to keep pace with them. 
Contemporary business practices are also being shaped by the very ideas 
of speed and novelty. New products and services are not simply the result of 
progress; their very newness and "on-time" feature can serve as the basis for a 
sales campaign. In a society where so much is evanescent, what's “in” is what 
courts. Advertisements may not even need to point out the advantages (if any) a 
new model has over an old. If a product or service embodies speed, the argument 
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is even more compelling. Here are some examples of how contemporary 
advertising copy expresses the persuasive power of speed and novelty. 
“I want it on time". (Federal Express) 
“Moving at the Speed of Life!，，(Shell Oil) 
“Client meeting 9:00a.m. tomorrow. You'll be there” (Palm 
Pilot) 
If you felt your pulse rate as you read through these ads，you have already 
experienced the byproduct of technology - the demand for greater speed. 
Driven by the momentum of technology operating at the speed of light, 
our social speedometer has continued to climb. The speed now we travel at is one 
that can, if we are not wise or strong enough, warp the fundamental nature of our 
lives because this highest of all speeds changes our relationship to time. First, 
warp speed disengages us from the past. The speed of our ascent leaves the past 
for behind us. Traditions soon become incomprehensive; history, irrelevant; 
memories, a bur. Second, the speed that warps plunges us toward the future. 
Brilliant inventions, glittering products, glistening data, and luminous celebrities — 
each swarm brighter than the past - sweep past use n successive waves, dazzling 
our eyes. As a result，hurtling through time, we cling to the moment 
Equally striking is the development of cyberspace. It is actually where the 
bank keeps our money these days because it's all direct electronic transfer. It is 
where the stock market actually takes place, it doesn't occur so much any more on 
the floor of the exchange but in the electronic communication between the worlds 
stock exchanges. Another new development in cyberspace is online shopping. 
Unlike the agrarian society where markets arose only when exchanges were 
mutually met, trading parties nowadays are allowed to buy goods from their 
homes, by mail or telephone. 
The acceleration of a society is evident not only in commerce but also in 
communication. Today，innovative instruments and services, growing in 
sophistication and popularity, permit more and more people to stay in contact 
The cellular phones, whether in car or on the street，symbolically break down 
walls and give total mobility to communication. E-mail dissolves the distance 
that once separated office from home. And combined with globally accessible 
pocket papers and electronic transmitters that constantly monitor and signal our 
whereabouts, we need never be out of touch or out of reach. 
However, no matter how positively technology facilitates the life of our 
society, the rise of instantaneous mass communication by dissolving borders of 
space and time constitutes a profound threat to the privacy of the individuals. The 
establishment of an electronic network diminishes the possibility of isolation, for 
the interconnection of society's various components eliminates the barriers that 
kept them apart. As walls of separation, visible or invisible, yield to social fusion, 
the potential for solitude is diminished. As identities are universally linked, 
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privacy 一 the right to be let alone - tends to shrivel, not only for celebrities, whose 
private lives automatically become public property, but for the rest of us as well， 
like Truman in the Truman Show. His entire life is being shown in a 24 hours a 
day nonstop broadcasting. 
Another breathtaking technological breakthrough is genetic engineering. 
Through the technology of genetic engineering we are possibly entering a new 
phrase of human evolution in which modifications of the human genome as an 
evolutionary tool may soon be possible. Already, scientists have identified the 
genes responsible for 200 of the 4000 diseases known to be inherited and are 
aggressively pursuing their cure through experimental genetic engineering and 
therapy. Some days soon, it may be possible to intervene during or even before 
pregnancy to prevent such conditions from ever developing. 
The future prospects for genetic engineering, however, includes not only 
the prevention of diseases but the deliberate designing of future individuals 
through molecular manipulation. Referring to a tempting genetic menu, parents 
may be able to pick their babies' attributes, while society may be able to choose 
the talents of its future citizens in keeping with projected economic，scientific, and 
military needs. But such scenario may not be so perfect as it seems. The message 
given in Marry Shelly's Frankenstein is clear: a morally irresponsible scientific 
development can release a monster that can destroy human civilization itself. As 
the creature declares, “you (Victor Frankenstein) are my creator，but I am your 
master…” Shelly,s tale of horror, a profound insight into the probable 
consequences of morally insensitive scientific and technological research. 
Nowadays we are witnessing the transformation from industrial to 
information society. We have unparalleled knowledge and power over nature, 
and yet this faces us with moral dilemmas and responsibilities for which we are 
ill-prepared. The "future shock" predicted by George Orwell may well suit to 
describe the psychological condition faced by many individuals that too much 
changes take place in too short a time. Before human beings can make the right 
technical decisions, they must first make the right human ones. They much first 
ponder what they want themselves to be and how much of their lives they want to 
be dominated by things. That is the only way to resist the threat of technology, 
yet still can get the most out of it. 
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